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Controlling INS Performance.

A rational approach to managing IMS-based
online systems - that is what Candle's family of
software monitors for IMS offers• Improved IMS Availability
• Improved Response Time for Online IMS Terminals
• Improved SerVice Levels to End Users of IMS Systems
Exception Analysis
This is the first line of defense against IMS emergencies:
IMS pool fragmentation, Program Isolation Lockouts, and
dozens of other urgent problems. Because of Candle's
unique architecture, the IMS product family is virtually
immune to the problems that the Exception Analysis detects, so that they continue to work when they are needed
most - during severe hardware or software problems.
Response Time Analysis
Once severe threats are averted, the next concern is user
service levels. Are service level agreements being metright now? Is response tiIrie getting better or worse? Are
certain work~oads (transactions; logical terminals,
scheduling classes) having problems?
Degradation Analysis
Typicaliy, aO% of the time to solve IMS performance
problems is spent in diagnosis, while 20% is spent in correction. Degradation Analysis eliIriinates most of the
80% by breaking down the response time for the workload of interest according to the resources that account
for the response time. It shows how much of the
response time each resource accounts for. Degradation
Analysis will identify and quantify your IMS bottlenecks, thus prioritizing your tuning efforts.

Candle's Family of IMS Monitors
OMEGAMON@/IMS is a realtime monitor that
automatically detects and warns of IMS availability and performance problems.
EPILOG@/IMS is an Installation Performance Management system designed to manage the capacity needs
and workload demands of a data center using IMS. It
monitors critical data about hardware, MVS, IMS, and
application software.
DEXAN@/IMS provides a realtime analysis of the performance of your IMS applications by identifying the causes
of degraded response time and quantifying their impact.
RTATM liMs monitors IMS performance froin the end
user's point of view, thereby allowing operational and
system staff to determine how well IMS is serving the
end users.
OMEGAMON/IMS, DEXAN/IMS, EPILOG/IMS and
RTA/IMS workfug together - a comprehensive set of
tools for you to manage your IMS network AND provide
the best possible level of service to your users.
For more information, contact your Candle representative.

10880 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 2404
Los Angeles, California 90024
(213) 207-1400
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NO CONVERSION ][S TOO BIG

OR 1'00 SMALL.
Experience in conversions is
generally the most important factor in
success or failure when changing computers or languages.
CAP GEMINI DASD has been
in the conversion business continuously since 1974. As a client, you
enjoy over 10 years of constantly

0

improved technology in methods,
translators, and other conversion tools
to help you avoid the many pitfalls
present in any conversion process.
We structure the plans and techniques to secure the fast, high-risk
environment of moving all of a company's applications at one time.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ::2~
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CAP GJEMINlI DASD
PEOPLE/PRODUCTS/RESULTS
For instant information callSOO-55S-514S; in Wisconsin, (414) 355-3405
or your local CAP GEMINI DASD branch.
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OV,,' 0 you want one' softwar,e system.. to meet all

of your Information Center needs? Look no
further. The SAS~ System can reduce the
. applications backlog and improve productivity
throughout your organization.

Discover...
The SAS Solution for' You
The SAS System helps you cope' with all your end
users' and programmers' needs. One system' gives
you the software tools for every application, on the
hardware you've already installed. The SAS System
runs on the IBM 370 family of machines ,under'OS,
TSO, VMlCMS, DOS/VSE, SSX, and ICCF, and
under Digital, Equipment' Corporation's VMS 1M and
Data General Corp.'s AOS/VS operating systems.

Discover...
The SAS Solution for End Users
You can meet every computing need with the' integrated SAS System. Use it for prospect files, sales
reports, tracking systems, spreadsheets, mass mailings, project schedules, product mix models, forecasts; and presentations. All this. and more with the
SAS System.

'Put the'SAS System

in your InfonnationCenter.
It maY,be,the best decision, you
make aU year."
SAS Institute" Inc~, Software Sales" Department,
SAS. Circle, Box 8000, Cary, NC 27511-8000; USA.
Telephone (919) 467-8000. Telex 802505.
International customers, call the Institute's International Marketing Department for information on
your local distributors.

Discover...
TheSASSolution for', Programmers
The SAS System satisfies your programmers' needs
too. With a few simple statements, you can read files
from your production systems and DL/I data bases.
You'll' find the SAS System ideal for adhoc reporting, problem solving, and prototyping.
SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc.• Cary, NC. USA.
VMS is the tradanark of Digital Equipment Corporation, Marlboro, MA.
Copyright C 1984 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA.

WE'RE ALWAYS ON THE ALERT
Modem malfunctions, facility faults and
DATAPHONE II Service provides constreaming terminals can disrupt your data
tinuous real-time monitoring and testing
communications. You can't afford that kind
while your network is in operation.
of trouble.
Signals are monitored on a low-end
AT&T Information Systems can help.
frequency band to guarantee the integrity
Our DATAPHONE® II Service combines synchronous analog data transmission of your data. Malfunctions are detected
automatically, isolated and repaired. This
at speeds of 2400 to 9600 bps with a network management system on four upgrade- cuts outages significantly.
Monitoring is independent of your host
able levels.
computer. It won't disrupt computer funcAnd upgrading your system is easy.
tions and waste costly processing time.
As your needs grow, you can enhance
your system by adding new equipment to
RELIABLE r,'Ar~AGEMUn
monitor and control what you already have.
ON EVERY LEVEL
And DATAPHONE II Service is compatLevel
I
data
sets are the foundation
ible with any synchronous data processing
of
DATAPHONE
II Service. Extensive
system, regardless of host, terminal or line
tests and commands can be conducted
protocol. So, it can keep an eye on the data
from their front panel.
processing equipment you currently use.

Level II offers centralized control and
management. A Diagnostic Console
increases test, command and monitoring
capabilities. Up to 256 control modems can
be managed through this desk-top console.
Level III adds a Network Controller for
enhanced monitoring and control. A CRT,
using English commands, provides faster,
easier access to diagnostic information.
A printer generates hard-copy test reports.
You can analyze reports thoroughly, make
adjustments and avoid future faults.
Level IV manages more modems and
performs more functions than any system
on the market. A UNIX* based operating
system runs the System Controller. It
manages up to eight control channels and
up to 2048 control modems, with four-tier
addressing and real-time monitoring.

The System Controller provides fault
and status reports of all eight channels. The
color CRT and printer provide clear, graphic
and tabular management reports.
User-customized English-language
names and commands eliminate the need to
memorize codes. System access is easy and
trouble reports are quickly understood.
Even the non-technical user will be able to
interpret trouble tickets, follow trends and
analyze the causes of downtime.
A unique benefit available with our
DATAPHONE II Service is remote monitoring at a nearby AT&T Data Maintenance
and Operational Control Center.
All major faults are automatically reported to the nearest DATA MOCC-and
often corrected there, too. Malfunctioning
devices can be located and disconnected

from this remote center within minutes.

OVER 100 YEARS OF
COMMUNICATING BETTER
For over a century, AT&T products and
systems have set the standards for p~rform
ance and reliability. Today, 4,000 desIgners
formerly at Bell Laboratories are working
full time to develop and design new business products at Information Systems
Laboratories. And, as always, we back our
products with the most experienced sales
and service force in the industry.
To learn how our DATAPHONE II
Service can guard your profits and productivity, call1-S00-247-1212, Ext. 195.

WHfEN VCU'l/1S
GOY TO BIE RIGHT.
* Rpgistt'red trademark of AT&T

£u~u
Information Systems

Ilelll~lboratories
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"1984 Comshare

This is ap'icture of acompany
heailed for disaster:
This picture is just too simple to show you what's
Iyi ng In the weeds. You know you r tota I profits, but
can you get them by product? Can performance be
analyzed by distribution channel? By geography? How
are things really going? Why?
If your company uses an IBM computer, Comshare
Decision Support Software can help fill in those
blanks and more.
. Management needs relevant, timely data with depth
and resolution to make informed, effective decisions.
Now you can easily gather information and extract pertinent data from other sites and sources in your company. You can perform analyses, model alternative
scenarios and format reports and charts to show
results. If you can define the question you want to ask,
System W can provide answers.
We think along your lines. Comshare has been in the

business of solving business information problems
for 18 years. So System W has innovations like Modelby-Example ™ and WINDOW™ that make it very easy for
managers to ask the hard questions.
System W is, quite simply, now the best decision
support system for companies that use IBM
mainframes and PCs. Seventy-seven installations in
13 months attest to that.
If you'd like the big picture on us and how System W
can work fOr you; call Chris Kelly at Coms~are toll-free:
1-800-922-SYSW (in Michigan call: 313-994-4800).
Or simply mail your business card to: Conishare,
P.O. Box 1588, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.
SYSTEM W DECISION SUPPORTSOFTWARE

CO

~

liZ

For decision makers who need to knOw their options now.
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LOOK AHEAD
IS IBM WAITING
FOR TI?

IBM's local ne~work ~roubles are said to stem from
continuing problems at Texas Instruments in
developing a si~gle chip s~t ~o handle both token
passing rings and buses. IBM wants TI to support
both methods, but TI is said to have bit off more
than it·can currently chew. Motorola appa~ently
declined to bid on the chips, perhaps seeing them
as too rough to build on time.

WALL ST. DOWN
.ON WANG?

Despite strong growth in its stock price, Wang
Labs may be falling from grace on Wall Street.
Wang told analysts its order growth had slowed and
its margins had narrowed due to tougher IBM
competition in OA. An~lysts are also wo~ried that
the Lowell, Mass., firm's line of minicomputers is
aging rapidly, given the price/performance
characteristics of y~ar-old machines from Prime,
Data General, and DEC. Volume shipments of the
~ew high-end VS 300 are reportedly delayed up ~o
four months, to early 1985. Analysts were buoyed,
however, by Wang's purchase of 20% of InteCom, the
Dallas PBX with which it is developing an
integrated LAN, cpu, and PBX syste~.

ARKAY IS OK
TO CA

C6mputer Associates International is on the verge
of yet another acquisition ("CA Goes Shopping
Again," Aug. 1, p. 50.) The Long Island software
house is set to bllY Arkay Computers Inc., Newton
Center, Mass., for an undisclosed sum. CA has its
eye on Focus, Arkay's DOS to MVS conversion
product, since CA has 27,000 prod~cts installed on
DOS machines' worldwide, and is well aware that IBM
expects about 200 DOS inst~llations a year to
switch to either MVS or VM. Arkaypresident Bob
Kahn is expected to stay with CA in a consulting
role, but Arkay's employees may not be so lucky.

DOING THE IBM
SHUFFLE

Word. is circulating in the industry that IBM may
reorganize its sales organizations once again.
Reports indicate that the company is considering a
return to the more traditional sales district
structure it abandoned three years ago. Sources
say the current National Accounts Division isn't
working out as well as IBM had hoped, but it's not
clear when such a reshuffling might take place.

THE EUROPEANS
STRIKE B.f\CK

T~e

long-awaited decision by ,members of the
western export control 'organization, CoCom, on
high-tech trade with the Eastern Bloc (see p. 59)
have not completely cleared the air between the
U.S. and Europe. West Germany is canvassing for
support among other western European nations to
SEPTEMBER 1, 19849

LOOK AHEAD
pressure the U.s. over the extraterritoriality
clauses in the U.S. Export Administration Act. The
Bonn government released a study of cases where
U.S~ controls have affected west German high-tech
trade of products containing U.S. components or
technology to countries outside the Eastern Bloc.
West Germany is also considering legislation to
limit the local· effect of the U.S. policy.
BRAZIL CHASING
UNIX

The South American country, notorious for trying
to nurture its domestic information processing
industry at the expense of foreign firms, is
trying to gain exclusive rights to selling Unix
within its borders. Rather than let AT&T come in
and sell the operating system, Brazil's Association of Computer and Peripherals Manufacturers is
negotiating to become sole marketer. AT&T, not
surprisingly, isn't too thrilled.

TRILOGY'S NEXT
COMPUTER?

Gene Amdahl is apparently still hoping to build a
32-MIPS mainframe at Trilogy Corp. Even after
quitting the superchip effort, we hear he is
planning to build the processor and price it to
pay back the entire cost inside of three years.
Future revenues would fund other R&D projects.

UNITING UNIX
AND UNIVAC

Look for Sperry Computer Systems to introduce
later this year a 32-bit supermicro-based office
system that will run Unix. The machine will most
likely come from Sequ·oia Systems, the Mar lboro,
Mass., startup in which Sperry has invested a
couple of million dollars in seed money. Sequoia
has only just begun field t~sting its machine and
is likely to sign the Blue Bell, Pa., mainframer
as a licensed manufacturer.

WHO WANTS
VALUE?

Value Computing, the Cherry Hill, N.J., systems
software developer, is on the selling block, after
its unsuccessful introduction of the Data Center
Distribution System (DCDS> last spring. No word
on who might be buying or for how much, but
president Vincent J. Bannon apparently won't stay
with the company. Neither will marketing veep
Michael G. McMenamin, insiders say~ because his
sales force has experienced very rapid turnover
and instability. The privately held firm was
counting on DCDS, which prints only specified
excerpts of reports for each recipient of the
report, to bolster the firm's sagging revenues.

RUMORS AND RAW
RANDOM DATA

Daisy Systems Corp.,
producer of computer
talking to IBM about
Daisy's CAE software

10 DATAMATION

the Sunnyvale, Calif.,
aided engineering systems, is
an arrangement that would tie
to new IBM hardware.

A PRINTER FOR EVERY NEED
AND EVERY SPEED.
If you're looking for a dependable
lineup of printers, look at Printronix.
We've got it all in the family.
From Word Processing at 80 LPM,
Graphics at 150 LPM, to high-volume
Data Printing at 2000 LPM, Printronix
printers do it all, without skipping a

beat. In fact, they're the only printers built to take the pressure of
continuous duty processing in the
most rigorous environments.
And, in addition to industrial
durability, our unique hammerbank
technologies give you superior

print quality and outstanding graphics capability.
For printers for every need and
every speed, come to Printronix. The
best printer line for your bottom line.
For more information, please
write or call today.

P-Series
The P-Series consists of our proven printer/plotters, the P300 and P600. At 300 LPM, the
P300 can combine bar codes, OCR and alphanumerics all in one dependable package to
bring you the best in medium-speed line printer capabilities.
And, with twice the throughput of our P300, the extrarugged P600 is truly an industrial printer,
designed for all your heavy-duty processing
tasks.
Plus, there's our new P-Series XQ. Enhanced
versions of our P300 and P600, delivering
high-speed draft print and compressed print
in an office-quiet cabinet.

;';;)h;
;. J ; y ' . ' : ' : ,

DataPrinter
Our DataPrinter series gives you the most
reliable band printer performance
.
available, using a precision hammer
. . .. . . . .
actuator system

f

~
-"'c~' . I
>

MVP------------~

Our MVP is the business
printer that really means
business. It's the world's
first and only microcomputer line printer which
puts the dependability of
our P-Series into a smaller
package.
The MVP .is truly the Most Versatile Printer, with selectable speeds
ranging from 80 LPM to 200 LPM,
and full graphics capability. It's the
perfect printer for all your multiuser, multi-application needs.

THE FIRST LINE IN PRINTERS.

PRIN-fRONIX
17500 Cartwright Road
P.O. Box 19559, Irvine, CA 92713
714/863-1900 TWX: 910-595-2535

The 4160 GraphicPrinter - - - The 4160 GraphicPrinter combines the reliability and
versatility of Printronix
technology with higher
dot density. Perfect for
applications requiring high
resolution graphics.

Outside California: 800-556-1234, ext. 66
In California, 800-441-2345, ext. 66
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technology.
DataPrinter's
fully-formed character bands offer
superior print
quality for your
super-mini and
mainframe data
processing needs,
at speeds from
600 LPM toa
blistering
2000
LPM.

WE vHAVE TROUBLE

LEl IlNGGQ

The first ROLM@ CBXs left home nine years
ago, but we still call them. And, although
there are now more than 14,000 ROLM business telephone systems, we call most of them
every single day. We want to know if they're
happy or if they're· having any problems..
"Remote diagnostics" is our early warning
system. If our technicians don't like what

they hear from that system, they scramble.
So, more often than not, the problem is
tended to before our customers come to
work, before they know they have a problem.
So, you're not going to have a ROLM
technician around your place day in, day out.
Unless, of course, you need a trainer or
a network analyst or a whole think-tank

cJ

({Good morning.
How are we
feeling today?"

full of specialists from over 150 nationwide
service centers to provide upgrade assistance,
on-going support and service follow-up.
It's no wonder that a recent survey of
telecommunications experts - asking which
PBX makers provide the best service and
support - reported a resounding, overwhelming vote for ROLM.

That commitment to service is just one
more compelling reason why ROLM is the
choice of more than two-thirds of the
Fortune 500 companies.
When you become a ROLM owner, you'll
understand. We know it
belongs to you.
.
But it's still our baby.

RDbm

4900 Old Ironsides Drive, MIS 626, Santa Clara, CA 95050 • 800-538-8154. (In Alaska, California and Hawaii, call 408-986-3025.)
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To use INTELLECT, the natural language query system, all y~u
have to do is ask-in everyday conversational, English---and
you'll retrieve. Immediately, in either texforfull-color graphics.'
INTELLECT, the world's only successful true natural~
language query system, is an ideal tool for yourinformationcenter. INTELLECT's powerful information
retrieval capabilities are so advanced that it understands questions and' responds with answers as' if you
. were talking to a knowledgeable colleague. Executives access data themselves-more easily than ever
before~without learning any technical jargonor
"computerese." It's soeasy to use, it doesn't even
have a training manual!
Whether you ·use INTELLECT as a retrieval system
or as an effective data analysis tool, it transforms raw
datainthedata base into information and presents

it in finished color graphics in a matterof seconds.
It's a live dynamic interface that fully integrates your
. existing database and graphic systems.
Already. hard at work in hundreds of organizations,
INTELLEO" is ideal for marketing, finance, personnel,
manufacturing, and banking applications.
. INTELLEo" isan important technological breakthrough. Youcan learn more about it by attending
one of our nationwide seminars. Or put its amazing'
power at your fingertips in minutes with one of our
demonstration tapes..
.
Call or write for more details. Look into INTELLECT,
and be an eyewitness to the future of computing.

ARTIFICIALINTELUGENCE
·
O

CORPORATION
100 Fifth Avenue, . Waltham,MA 02254 617-890-8400
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LETTERS
MEA CULPA
I was amazed to see the opening sentence
of the May 15 Look Ahead piece on ADP
(p .. 13).
We're a publicly owned company
with a consistently high PIE ratio that is
sensitive to our growth performance. We
have that high PIE ratio because we have
the longest uninterrupted growth record
of any listed company in the U.S. (24
years in a row).
Your comment about "sagging
service bureau business" is most inaccurate and totally misleading. We have just
completed our 88th straight quarter in
which our earnings exceeded a 10%
growth rate over the previous quarter. In
fact, we're growing by over 15 % per year.
And we have at least a dozen unmentioned new product areas that are each
very much larger and more important
than the videotex test you described.
JOSH S. WETSON

President & Ceo
Automatic Data Processing Inc.
Roseland, New Jersey

UnERLY CORRECT
A statement is either correct or incorrect
(May 1, Letters, p.16).
To be very incorrect is like being
very dead. It's a shame that Karen Elder's
good points are marred by bad logic.
HERBERT F. SPIRER

Professor of Information Management
The University of Connecticut
Stamford, Connecticut

ADA ALTERNATIVES
Edith Myers's well-written article, "Ada
Fans Say Now's the Time" (May 15,
News in Perspective, p. 38), notes the enthusiasm of Ada's proponents with testimonials such as:
• "Our programmers would fight if they
were told they had to go to another language." (Ralph Crafts, vp, Intellimac.)
". "The use of Ada in a software development project can cut maintenance costs

by 60% beginning immediately and, in
the long run, can reduce them further."
(Rodger Smith, vp, EVB Consulting Inc.)
• "Most of the better universities ... have
Ada built into their reguiar curriculum.... " (Dr. Charles McKay, High
Technology Laboratory, University of
Houston.)
• And finally, Dr. Jean Ichbiah, Ada's developer, simply states that Ada is "not the
ideal but the best."
Before we non-Ada programmers
abandon our present programming languages and rush to the Ada bandwagon,
we first should note an admission by
Rodger Smith: "A mistake with Ada often is to treat it as just a language. It's a
methodology. We can teach a course in C
in three days. It takes a minimum of 21
days to learn Ada." Therein is the clue:
Ada programmers not only use this rather verbose, Pascal-like language in their
coding, but they also simultaneously employ a design methodology ·which restricts the programmer to the "proper"
use of the language. It is the application
of such a design methodology to the
program development/implementation
which results in highly maintainable program code. Thus, I maintain that wellstructured, highiy maintainable code can
be produced in any language, as long as
the programmer works within the constraints
of an
effective
design
methodology.
Proponents of the heavily structured languages such as PL/l, Pascal, or
Ada may well counter that they also
achieve increased programmer productivity. They would state that the extra execution overhead resulting from the
increased syntax of their languages can be
ignored in favor of the increased programmer productivity and decreased
maintenance effort required. Of course, if
one could achieve the same programming
productivity and decreased maintanence
effort with the use of a lightly structured,
high-performance language such· as FOR-

TRAN, then one could have both decreased
execution
overhead
and
decreased maintenance requirements.
We have developed a powerful'
methodology for structuring standard
FORTRAN that does this very thing: permits coding directly from Warnier-Orr
diagrams (or another suitable high-level
design language), yields code as understandable and maintainable as that from a
structured language (e.g., Ada), and
works directly with standard FORTRAN
(not a preprocessor).
Because the methodology, which I
term fun·ctional blocks, forces a design
template onto the language in use, it can
in reality be used with any language! To
date, however, I have employed it only
with my favorite language, FORTRAN, and
moreover have documented this methodology in an 84-page brochure, "Structuring FORTRAN Modules by Functional
Blocks: An Overview," which we sell for
$15. Because this methodology does work
directly with standard FORTRAN, one of
its greatest assets is in the reclaiming of
old, difficult to understand FORTRAN
modules, which it accomplishes in a
quickly converging fashion.
RONALD C. WACKWITZ

Programming Director
The COMP-AID Company
New Braunfels, Texas

THOREAU IT OUT
This is my part of the "attempt to start a
conversation" that Ben Ross Schneider
Jr. invokes in "Programs as Essays"
(May 15, p. 162). My part begins by observing that the Schneider article docu- .
ments neither that programmers aren't
the best of writers nor that they are the
worst of writers. I see no justification in
the article for considering a field of study,
computer science, synonymous with
"programmer," nor for considering the
latter synonymous with "computer
professional." ,
The writing of manuals is a job for
SEPTEMBER 1,1984 15
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the "professional" known as a "tech writer," not for the programmer, and no evidence is given verifying that a
programmer wrote the cited "manual for
a prominent text editor." The proverbial
"aversion to documentation" among programmers is well known. But, then, there
is documentation and there is documentation. There's the documentation of the
systems analyst, the documentation of the
programmer (such as it is), the documentation of the dp systems librarian, the
documentation of the technical writerall having differing end users-to name a
few.
One sympathizes with the user of
a disorganized user manual, but the device of repeating some advice "several
times" can be an aid to the memory of the
novice. It appears illogical, however, to
say of the advice that "some of it doesn't
agree," as everything agrees with itself. If
'I intend to convey th~t various pieces of
advice are inconsistent with other pieces,
then I should state it.
Regarding "scientific prose," why
not go the extra mile with the poet and,
being telegraphic, say "Point the telescope at Vega" or "The telescope points
at Vega"?
I started out as a "digital computer systems analyst" in 1961, and it was
only in 1965 that I did any coding (pro-

OUA fATHEftWHO ART IN
HEAVEN, PLeASE LET THIS
Pfl"O~f{AM RUN THIS T/fIIf!_
Q(},rE A LINK ANO LO~Q JOtS
ON THIS ONE, 8tJT IT WU/lXffJ.

gramming). When a programmer is
"wearing a systems analyst hat," then,
and only then, is he in the appropriate
province for "imagining," or dreaming
up, VisiCalc. Relatively good code,
though "unstructured," was thrown together in those days; witness today's timely arrival of social security checks,
dividends, bank statements, etc., based on
"old" code.
No, let's consider "Essays as Programs" rather than vice versa.
ALFONSO L. STANDIFER

Computer Specialist
Federal Equipment Data Center (KHEE)
Washington, D.C.

DIGITS RECOUNTED
In the last several issues I have been enjoying Digits by Roy Mengot. However,
two of the strips in recent issues didn't
seem to make much sense. Then I realized
that the frames were out of order! You
really should read these things before you
print them up; after all, this is the most
important part of your magazine.
DAVID M. CONLEY

Santee, California
ffit's the "most important part," we'd better rerun the strips in question for those
readers who weren't so astute. Sorry for the
switch.-Ed.
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OFFICIAL DIGIT COUNTER
D.L. Gibbons (May 15, Letters, p. 23)
errs in claiming that Prof. Thacher is
wrong in asserting that 5 15 is a 35-bit
integer.
I assume that the exponent of 10
intended by Gibbons was 29 and not 21 as
printed in DATAMATION. If so, then Gibbons is also incorrect in his claim that the
product requires only 68 bits for exact
precision. Neither writer mentions that
floating point fractions require an extra
bit to represent the sign, but do not necessarily require an explicit representation of
the leading bit, which in a normalized binary number is always a 1.
Prime Computer has prepared a
report to its users on the original comment in Look Ahead (October 1983, p.
14), which fully explains why certain calculations produce very tiny errors. This
matter would have been even tinier than
- it is if Look Ahead had made it clear that
the example cited does not reveal a microcode problem, and that the new quad-precision is not necessary for this example,
ordinary double-precision arithmetic being sufficient to eliminate even the tiny
error that arises in single-precision.
Having already this year pointed
out errors in counting the length of integers in Science Il}agazine and Scientific
American, I have'been thinking of apply-
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The quintessential
T-1 connection

Presenting LINK/i. A totally new facilities
management system lets you manage,
multiplex and maintain combined data, voice
and video networks sharing 1.54 Megabit T·1
transmission' facilities.

For more information on how LlNK/1 can lead you to
productive T-1 networking, write or call us'today:
Timeplex, Inc'/400 Chestnut Ridge Road
Woodcliff Lake, N.J. 07675/Phone: 201-930-4600
Attention: Corporate Communications

When you plug the big T-1 pipe into LlNK/1, you get
single pOint control of a fault tolerant network ... with
full redundancy and multiple data link capability.
LlNK/1 makes possible cost-effective, ultra-wideband
networks and brings you closer to the true promise of
future office services.
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The technology leader
in data communications

LElTERS
ing for the designation "Official Digit
Counter for the 1984 Summer Olympics," or, on second thought, maybe I
should apply for an appointment to H.M.
the Queen.
wALTER 1. NISSEN JR., CDP
Takoma Park, Maryland

tions, such as speech or walking. Those
are interesting, to be sure, but those applications concern the disabled person as recipient of the technology. lam referring
to the more active use of technology, p~r
ticularly as a means of employment.
The Key Tronic people have addressed one prominent problem of the
DISABLED CONSUMERS'
motor disabled, namely, the difficulty of
DILEMMAS
pressing more than one key simultaneousDuring the life of my career in data proly. There are many more such problems,
cessing, I have been a loyal reader of but very few manufacturers seem to be
DATAMATION. Admittedly, four years is
aware that they are creating and mainnot a long time, but I feel it is long
taining consumer goods that are not acenough to form a respectable observationcessible to a sizable percentage of
al base. Your publication has a strong tie
consumers. My primary concern is that
to the industry, and could be considered. product inaccessibility will -lead directly
to employment inaccessibility.
representative of current thoughts and
ideas in computing. I would like to draw
With the. tremendous growth of
your attention to a subject that has been
micro technology, and the presence of
lacking in your coverage: disability and
computers in virtually every type of
computers.
workplace, there is no reason disabled
workers should be kept from employOne recent example I can give you
is on p. 185 ofthe May 15 issue, a product
ment. Right? Yet some of the simplest
announcement for a replacement keytasks, such as loading a floppy disk or
turning on the power, can be difficult for
board for pcs, made by Key Tronic Corp.
That's all, folks. The sum total of someone with limited manual ability.
discussion and awareness, not just in
And something as seemingly basic as a tty
DATAMATION, but also in the industry as
number for deaf customers is unavailable,
a whole.
although a company may have an 800
I am not talking about the use of
number for able-bodied customers to use.
computers to substitute for human funcThe manufacturing companies ll;re

The business of America runs on
information. However, the implementation of information systems
without interaction can bring
business to a halt.
Don't miss INTECH '84, the highly
interactive conference and exposition committed to the realization of functional, integrated information systems-that is, the
integration of technology, functions, and
people. INTECH is designed for all key
decision makers including CEOs, operating,
and technical management.
"User involvement" is the key phrase in .
the INTECH program-in the 50 dynamic

a

conference sessions, including a
unique "Executive Enhancement"
track, and in the exciting three-day
exposition" that showcases the latest
from major suppliers of integrated
systems, services, software, and
equipment.
The selection of integrated systems is one
of the most significant decisions you-as
part of the decision-making team-will make
ill this decade. INTECH '84 will help you
make the right decision.
Naisbitt Featured Speaker-The Pacesetter
address will be delivered by John Naisbitt,
author of Megatrends.
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unprepared for disabled customers at
least in part because they are not accustomed to dealing with individual customers, but rather with dp managers who buy
ton-lots of equipment or software for
their corporations. What happens to the
disabled individual who wants to run her
own business, doing accounting or wordprocessing or whatever, at home? Where
does this person buy adapted equipment?
How about training? And why must
equipment be engineered for able-bodied
people? -Why continue to manufacture
pcs that require simultaneous key depression? Does ergonomics apply only to the
nondisabled? Computers aren't really
user friendly; they are body friendl¥: so
many eyes, hands, etc., required for use.
And millions of disabled people are denied customerhood by those requirements.
There are efforts, such as that of
Key Tronic, to remedy the situation, but
you will look long and hard before you
find major producer with an organized
policy toward the disabled consumer. I
think it's time for a major discussion of
the issue, and not in the rehabilitation
journals, but in the mainstream of the
computing industry.
NANCY R. BURNETT
Waldorf, Maryland

Rush me information on
INTECH'84:
o Conference Oct. 8-11
o Exposition Oct. 9-11
N~e

__________________

Title_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
COmpany ________________
A~,

City

_________________

State_Zip _ _

In business, class is measured
not by noise level, but by performance level. What work gets done.
And when. How work gets done.
How well. For how much.
By that standard, the ELAN ™
System from Braegen is clearly
the class of 3270, delivering more
practical innovations. Innovations
that dramatically increase throughput and flexibility, while decreasing hard'Yare and support costs.
The ELAN System, for example, gives you powerful LAN capabilities, without your investing
in special LAN technologies. You
use existing coax. And thanks to
our multi-drop, station-to-station
format, Y9u use much less coax.
The ELAN System gives you
more intelligent controller solutions. Solutions that let you switch
hosts, applications and personalities. Solutions that let you build .
-ELAN is a trademark of The Braegen Corporation.

TEIjJ

CLASS
OF
3270

local 3270 networks with up
to 120 devices, local and remote
attach, remote dial-in. Solutions
that let you combine three workstation levels: Full edit/inquiry;
integrated multi-user IBM personal computing using shared
resources; and the direct attach of
IBM pes, and compatible micros.
The ELAN System gives you
more practical innovations, the
kind that do their work on your
company's front and bottom lines.
And behind the lines, perhaps
the most practical benefit of alla nationwide Braegen service
network.
The ELAN System. A tough
act to follow. Because it's the class
act of 3270.

BIV£GEN
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The Braegen Corporation
525 Los Coches Street
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 945-8150, TWX: 910-338-7332

Don't get us wrong.
DayFIois as left-brained
as any database around.
It can handle structured
information such as customer lists and personnel
'records. Keywords and
field names are used to
gain access to records.
Just like traditional
databases.
However, solving traditional problems in traditional ways is jUst one
side of DayFlo. Jts also
flexible enough to handle
today's new challenges in
exciting new ways.
And that's where
strictly left-brained
databases get left behind.
The First Free-Form
Database.
In the real world, there's
always an exception to
the rule.
Which wreaks havoc
on traditional databases.
For example because of.
fixed formats, enteringa
new field such as a Telex
number into a single cus..;
tomer record is next to
impOSSible. Unless you're
prepareq to reprogram

and reformat your entire
database.
DayFlo, on the other
hand, eliminates these
tedious operations.
Word-Qriented
Database.
Unlike traditional
databases, DayFIo has
integral word processing.
For instance, you can
store letters and memos
along with customer lists
in the same database.
Now you're free to
manipulate data at will.
Free to enter, retrieve, edit
and shuffle information
whenever and wherever
you please.
Every fact you need,
from key client lists to
spontaneously entered
notes and ideas, isjust a
few keystrokes away.
Power, Yes.
Programming, No.
DayFlo is a powerful
package that runs on an
IBM PC with hard disk,
Compaq Plus, or
compatibles.

Yet, you don't have to
be a programmer to use it.
So you see, DayFlo is a
much greater information
management tool than
any traditional database.
Much more flexibility and
power than pfs. Much
easier to use than dBASE II.

ReportFlo.
With our R~portFlo
package, you can produce
presentation-quality documents, reports, letters,
memos and so forth from
the data stored in DayFlo.
This potent report writer
also performs calculations.

COMPARING DAYFLO TO TRADITIONAL DATABASES
TRADITIONAL DBMS

THE BENEFITS OF DAYFLO

• Free-Form record format. No two
records need look alike. All record
formats are stored in same database.
• Integral word processing. Create and
• No Word processing capabilities.
store letters, memos, notes, ideas, etc.
• Variable field length. No counting
• Fixed field length.
character spaces.
• Adding new fields requires remapping • Instantly add new fields to existing
or reformatting of database.
records without reformatting the
entire database.
• Multiple values per field. Information
• One value per field.
where you want it.
• Retrieves information based on content
• Retrieves data based on pre-planned
criteria only.
or key words.
• Fixed record format. All records must
look alike.

WHAT YOU CAN 00 WITH DAYFLO
• Letters, Memos, Reports
• Project Management
• Field Service Tracking
• Form Letters
• Note Taking
• And much more
• Purchase OrderTracking

IBM" is a registered trademark of International B~siness MaChi~es. Compaq Plus'· is a trademark of Compaq Corp. pfs:® is a registered tr~demark of SoftWare Publishing Corp. dBASE IJ® arid dBASEllr"
are trademarks of AShton-Tate. R:BASE'" is a trademark of Microrim. Power-base'· isa trademark of Power Base Systems, Inc. Telex® is a regi.')tered trademark of The Western Union Telegraph Co.

Infodatas free MIS Executive Seminar
For all the talk about PC/mainframe
issues, you'd think more people would have
actually done something.
Well, Infodata has. It's called PC/INQUIRE,
and it's just one of several exciting reasons
to attend an Infodata MIS Executive Seminar.
Each Infodata seminar offers a range of
powerful solutions to the problems facing
MIS departments. PC/INQUIRE is one of
those solutions: a relational DBMS that offers
mainframe system features, yet fits perfectly
on an IBM Pc. And while satisfying end
users, PC/INQUIRE also meets corporate
needs for security and data integrity.
Other seminar highlights include on-line .
demonstration of the following products
you'll want to know about: INQUIRE/Information Center with its exceptionally friendly
4GL for the Information Center and the
CIRCLE 40 ON READER CARD

Development Center; INQUIRE/Text, a
unique system that transforms free-form
text into an active on-line resource; and
INQUIRE/DBMS, the relational mainframe
model for PC/INQUIRE. And, each seminar
attendee qualifies for a free PC/INQUIRE
drawing!
Our seminars fill up fast. To be sure of a
place, call today and register for the seminar
nearest you. (800) 336-4939. In Virginia,
call (703) 578-3430.
Infodata Systems Inc., 5205 Leesburg
Pike, Falls Church, VA 22041. Offices in:
Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles,
New York, Rochester, San Francisco, Tampa,
Washington, D.C.

INFODAT~

SEMINAR LOCATIONS AND DATES
Anaheim

Sept. 20

Milwaukee

Nov. 7

Atlanta

Sept. 20

Minneapolis

Oct. 30

Baltimore

Oct. 11

Montreal

Oct. 17

Boston

Sept. 25

New York City

Sept. 11

Philadelphia

Oct. IS

Pittsburgh

Oct. 16

Rochester

Nov. 1

Charlotte

Oct. 31

Chicago

Oct. 9

Cleveland

Sept. 6

Dallas

Oct. 17

Denver

Oct. 11

Detroit

Sept. IS

Hartford

Sept. 19

San Antonio

Oct. 10

San Francisco

Sept. IS

Tulsa

Sept. 11

Vancouver

Oct. 9
Sept. 5

Hasbrouck
Heights

Nov. 14

Virginia Beach

Houston

Sept. 26

Washington, DC Sept. 26

Distributors in: West Germany, Switzerland, Netherlands,
Belgium, Luxembourg, England
INQUIRE is a registered trademark ofInfodata Systems Inc.
© 1984 Infodata Systems Inc.
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Rebecca S. Barna, Editor
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Lorenzo de' MediCi never saw a computer, but he had a lot in common with
today's dp manager. The ruler of Florence in the mid-fifteenth century, de'
Medici was a true Renaissance man: politician, banker, writer, poet, and patron of the arts.
'
Interestingly enough, that's just the kind of person now considered
the ideal programmer, analyst, project leader, or dp manager. According to
MIS executives surveyed by 'Andrew Friedman of the University of Bristol in
England and Joan Greenbaum of LaGuardia Community College in New
York, executives running the largest domestic commercial dp ,centers show a
distinct preference for a well-rounded information processing professional
over a narrowly focused computer jock.
As Friedman and Greenbaum note in "Wanted: Renaissance People,"
a feature article in this issue, "While a computer science degree is still a big
favorite in corporate personnel departments, many managers said that, if given their own choice, they would seek out liberal arts graduates and people interested in problem solving. Two to one, managers prefer degrees in subjects
other than computer science."
We increasingly hear the same refrain. Over the past few years, dp
managers have bewailed the limited horizons and interests of their computer
science types; they want their charges to have a broader view of the world.
Many MIS execs who have taken the plunge into pursuing job applicants with
noncomputer backgrounds say the newcomers to dp make far better employees. Some even go so far as to claim these dp neophytes have more loyalty to
the parent organization; they certainly have less interest in writing code for
code's sake.
"
Take the case of a West Coast dp manager for a major retail chain,
who prefers to employ political science grads, artists, actors and actresses,
and other liberal arts types over the die-hard dp breed. "We're in the rag
business. We don't need a guy who wants to reinvent MVS. The number one
question I ask job applicants is: 'Do you playa musical instrument, or do
you have such an interest?' I've found that a proficiency in music has the
highest correlation with excellence in programming-both require a person
to be creative within a structure."
Admitting nonbelievers into the computer priesthood may strike traditional dp managers as heresy, but it appears to be part of an epochal
change in the information processing function. The accessibility to computer
power that is now available-thanks to the microcomputer-gives these Renaissance people the opportunity to open up the dp department, just as giving 18-year-olds the right to vote helped make 'Gary Hart a household name
for a few months.
The arrival of a new generation of data processing people 40es indeed
concide with that other fundamental change in dp responsibilities: the management of microcomputers and the broadening this brings to end-user computing. Friedman and Greenbaum note that the rise of microcomputers
within large organizations offers the dp manager the opportunity to further
involve end users ill the planning and development of new mainframe applications. Given time, this new trend can help relieve the dp department of
much of the handholding necessitated by the terminal and timesharing approach to end-user computing.
It also can relieve the dp department of the need to hire only those
trained in computer science.
As data processing applications become more manageable by the
masses, the data processing function requires more good managers-whatever their backgrounds and interests may be.
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Will personal computers save
home banking?
Edith Myers
It's different strokes for different folks
from the people who are bringing us
home banking.
For the newest wave of offerings
you need a personal computer that communicates. Together, more than 1 million
people and small businesses have one or
more pcs and a modem.
These people are ripe for the picking by such home banking institutions as
Bank of America in San· Francisco and
Chemical Bank in New York. Nineteen
financial services organizations, anxious
for ways to entice customers with electronic services and simultaneously reduce
back office processing costs, are flocking
to join the pc bandwagon with bank-athome offerings.
A host of software houses and service bureaus are also profiting from the pc
banking trend. Among the firms who provide bank systems that link up to personal
computers are Periphonics Corp., Bohemia, N.Y.; Microperipheral Corp., Redmond, Wash.; and ADP Telephone
Computing Services, Seattle.
The bandwagon has its giveaway
aspects. Madison National Bank of
Washington, D.C., has a pc-based service,
and it provides ihe pc-a Commodore 64
for now, but it plans to offer IBM pes as
well, beginning this month. Broker E.F.
Hutton will sell or lease the hardware to
access your account.
Some home banking observers,
however,· are skeptical of ihe potential in
tying the cash vault to the home computer. "I don't believe what 1 hear about
their [pcs] growth capacity," says Kenneth Thacker, president of Strategic Dimensions Ltd., a Toronto consulting firm
that specializes in strategic planning for
electronic banking. "I think the forecasts
are made by the manufacturers." He believes offerings like the Bank of America's
will "get the early rush," but not the customer who's difficult to sell to.
Camps are developing among
home banking proponents who favor different types of access devices. Thacker favors videotex terminals. "The average
customer doesn't want to think computer.
He's more comfortable with a videotex
terminal, his tv screen, and access to an
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infinite number of databases."
He feels the adoption of the
NAPLPS (North American Presentation
Level Protocol Syntax) by the telephone
company ultimately will drive down the
price of videotex terminals because "manufacturers [of terminals] now have a blueprint from which to work and they'll start
turning them out in quantities with' resulting economies of scale.
.
"If you can deliver that [videotex
services] for $20 to $25 a month, consumers will consider it just another add-on to
their tvs," says Thacker." Yet the early
returns on interest in home banking via
videotex are less than encouraging.
Charlie Forbes, vice president of
sales and marketing for Chemical Bank's
Pronto home banking, with pc offering,
quite naturally favors the pc as an access
device. "The hardware is in place in the
home; $600 to $900 [for a dedicated videotex terminal] is a hell of an investment
for something you've never done before."
A 14-bank consortium, Home
Banking Interchange, is looking at both
NAPLPS videotex terminals and pcs. John
Fraser, an officer of First Wisconsin Na. tional Bank, Milwaukee, one of the participants, says' two tests will be
conducted, one with AT&T's Sceptre terminals and a second at a later date with
pcs.
The banks signed an agreement in
mid-1983 with ADP to·install home banking systems for them. In midsummer this
year they were just about to turn on the

"The average customer doesn't
want to ~hink computer."
systems, Says Fraser. The Sceptre-based
syst~ms will be tested for one year with
data monitored by ADP and turned over
to Mathematica, Princeton, N.J., for
analysis.
Fraser says the planned pc test
length has not yet been set. For the Sceptre test the banks each will lend terminals
, to some 100 to 125 selected customers.
"For the pc test we'll be talking to people
who already have them," he says. Mathmatica's final report for HBI will include a
comparison of the two access modes.
Howard Phillips, president of ADP
Telephone Computing Services, says that
the final act in the home banking scenario
will see a wide mix of access devices.
"We'll have everything from rotary dial
phones to Touch-Tone phones to ASCII
pcs to videotex' terminals to bulk feed
(where banks use the services of an outside provider), and out there in the
Ozarks somewhere, somebody will be using . a number 10 tomato can and a
string."
Thacker forecasts there will be a
coming together of videotex terminals
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FIG. 1

BANKING AT HOME SYSTEMS

NO. OF

SERVICE PROVIDER

REGION

USERS

PROTOCOL

ADP Telephone Computing
Services/Home Banking
Interchange

nationwide

2,000

NAPLPS

Anacomp!Videoserv

nationwide

NM*

Prestel

Bank of America/
HomeBanking

California

8,000

ASCII

Chase Manhattan Bank!
Consumer Home
Banking

New York

200

ASCII

Chemical BanklPronto

New York

11,000

ASCII

CitibanklHomeBase

New York

about .1,000

ASCII

Continental National Bank!
Home Banking System

Miami

200

ASCII

Empire of America,
MacrotellTransTouch

Buffalo

NM*

NAPLPS

Farmers State Bank and
Trust, BankWor,k!Farmers
Home Banking

Jacksonville,
III.

20

ASCII

First Interstate Bank!
Day-and-Night Video
Banking

Los Angeles

250

ASCII

Horizon Bancorp!
Horizon. Home Banking

New Jersey

NM*

ASCII

Huntington
BanklBankShare

primarily
Ohio

NM*

ASCII

Madison National Bank!
Home Teller

Washington,
D.C.

300

ASCII

Manufacturers Hanover
Trust!NA**

New York

NM*

ASCII
NAPLPS

National Bank of Detroit,
Applied Communications!
Video Information
Provider

Detroit

NM*

Prestel

NCR Universal Credit
Union/Companionat-Home

national

over 100

ASCII

Penn Security Bank &
Trust!People Server
Videotex Service

Scranton, Pa.

50

ASCII

Shawmut Bank of Boston/
Home Banking

Massachusetts

100 NM*

ASCII

Toledo .Trust/VistaBanc

Toledo area

120

ASCII

United States Trust Co./
UST Master Account

New York

70

ASCII

Video Financial Services,
Viewdata Corp. of
America/Applause

south Florida

about 850

NAPLPS

'NM: not meaningful; in startup phase
··NA: not available
SOURCE: "Teleservices Report," reprinted with permission of Arlen Communications Inc.,
Bethesda, Md.

WHEN IT COMES mllNIUNG
PC's mMAINFRAMES, ONE COMPANY
IS AMillENNIUM AHEAD.

You don't have to look hard to see why McCormack
& Dodge has linked more PC's to more mainframes than
any other business software vendor.
It's a classic case of a superior product leading to superior sales. A product that lets your PC access all company
business applications, no matter who designed themnot just applications designed by McCormack & Dodge.
A selective system that lets you pinpoint and summon
exactly the portion of data you need.
And when you've made your selection and massaged
the numbers the way you want them, our link lets you upload the new material back to the mainframe (assuming
you have the proper security clearance). You do it yourself
on the spot-in real time. Without keyboard operators or
programmers. So the entire company has the benefit of
the latest information immediately. Not days later.
The M&D PC link is one of several products in our
highly acclaimed Millennium family of borderless business
software. One more reason why we're a Millennium ahead.

WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT TOMORROW,
MILLENNIUM MAKES SENSE TODAY.
MCCormack & Dodge
a company of
Dun & Bradstreet Corporation
DB The

McCormack & Dodge Corporation, 1225 Worcester Road, Natick, MA 01760
Sales and support offices throughout North and South America, Europe, Asia, Australia and Africa. 800-343-0325. Telex: 710-325-0329
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Beyond OA: the Person
To stay ahead, your busines's needs more wide variety of workstations, peripherthan office autom,ation. It needs business als and personal computers, including
graphics, communications, word pro- our Touchscreen PC and The Portable,
cessing, personal
as well as IBM
A
typical
Personal
Productivity
Center.
PCs.
That way, you
computing and data
can use the builtprocessing workin capabilities of
ing together in one
simple system.
the PC and also
.Our Personal Prointeract with the
. powerful Office
ductivity Center is
the single solution
Computer, using
for both the office
the same, simple
PC commands.
automation and data
processing sides of
You can do word
processing, report
your company. Built
around our powerwriting, business
ful HP 3000 comgraphics, spread
Driven by an HP 3000 Business Computer, it integrates
the information needs of the modern office. A single Center
sheet analysis, and
puter family, it intecan grow to handle as many as 400 users.
all the other funcgrates all the information your people need to work more tions of office automation. You can send
productively.
electronic mail and integrate text with
It provides a common interface for a graphics. Then, on the same system,

·al Productivity Center.
handle data entry and retrieval, data
base management, even accounts payable and general ledger.
The Personal Productivity Centers
can change and grow with you, because
the HP 3000 family's total compatibility
makes it easy to upgrade and add new
systems. Without recompiling, changing
codes or any software conversion at all.
Interconnecting these systems is simpIe, too, thanks to HP AdvanceNet. The
Centers themselves are joined in an
office network. Then, the HP 3000 computers can be linked with systems in
other buildings, or at the other end of the
earth. As well as with your mainframes.
To keep everything working smoothly
together, we offer worldwide support
that was rated #1 in a Datapro poll. Our
wide range of services can be closely
matched to your needs and budget.
And the best news is that Personal

Productivity Centers provide a very economical way of doing business. So if you
want one system to raise productivity, .
instead of two, call your local HP office ,.
listed in the white pages. Ask for a
demonstration of the Personal Produc- .
tivity Center. Or write for comple~e
information to Susan Curtis, Hewlett- .
Packard, Dept. 004204, 19055 Pruneridge Ave., Bldg. 46T, Cupertino, CA .
95014. In Europe, write Michael Zandwijken, Hewlett-Packard, Dept.0042 04 ,
P.O. Box 529, 1180 AM Amstelveen,
The Netherlands.
You'll see why the most productive
business is a united one.
Productivity. Not promises.
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iN FOCUS
and pcs. He foresees NAPLPS software that
will give the videotex terminals increased
capability and eventual building of
NAPLPS chips into personal computers.
"In five· years it'll be difficult to
differentiate. "
He .feels availability. of terminals
for under $100 "is essential if home banking is ever to really take off." He believes
it will happen. "The questiori is when.
We're moving that way. Remember the
price you paid for your first television set?
Or for your first handheld calculator?"
He's not alone in predicting
growth for home banking. A study by the
New York researchfirm Frost & Sullivan
titled, "Home Financial Services Delivery
Systems," predicts that one in 10 thousand households will utilize' electronic
home banking by 1991.. Fraser .of First
Wisconsin expects that 10% of all households will be using it by 1990.
John F. Fisher, senior vice president of Bank One Corp., Columbus,
Ohio, said at the American Bankers Association's National Operations and
Autoination (NOAC) conference in Washington, D.C., that the 1990s "will usher in
the final development of videobanking
technology, preceded in the 1980s by the
initial introduction of the technology and
development of the standalone home inforrilation appliance and the full
network."
Home banking, however, was not
the hot topic this year, at NOAC. Much
more attention was paid to things like
shared automated teiler machines (ATMS)
and back office automation.
Floyd Egner, director of the
Hoine .Terminal Research Program at
Reistad/psI, Tampa, Fla. (formerly Payment Systems Inc.); says home banking
"hasn't generated a lot of excitement in
the last six months or so."
Chemical's Forbes believes this is
because banks are giving other dp projects higher priority. "Home banking has
been something that is moving more
slowly than we had anticipated. Shared
ATMS to a limited extent, pos [point of
sale], and consolidation of back office
functions are eating up technical
resources. "
Talk about home banking has
"dragged on to a point that it's tiresome,"
says Herik Koehn, futurist for secudty
Pacific. National Bank of Los Angeles.
"It's going to happen but its unclear what
segment of the population' it .will go to.
There's a synergy between VCRS and
home computers. [Home banking] will
appeal to those types of househoids."
Koehn believes the ultimate providers of home banking will probably not
be, banks but third-party vendors.
"They're selecting their partners and the
first minuet is under way."
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THE PC AS STOCKBUYER

Francisco brokerage firm that created a
subsidiary, DeskTop Brokerage Inc., to
Purveyors of most electronic fmancial
market it not only to brokerage customers
services for the home are faced with educating users to doing something in one en- but to other brokers on a franchise basis.
vironment that they have been doing for
C.D. Anderson was the first brokerage to
offer such an iriteractive service but Deskyears in another.
Top Brokerage. president C. Derek AnNot so with the independent inderson doesn't feel like a wounded
vestors. "Independent investors' are very
independent. They. want to make their pioneer. "There was a thirst for this type
of product," he says: "I know a lotofpeoown decisions and they're used to initiatpIe who have gone out and purchased moing transactions from their homes and ofdems just to use our service and a few
fices via telephone," says Eric Kobren"
director of marketing for Fidelity Inves- who have bought computers for the same
tor's Express, an interactive discount bro- reason."
When he takes the product to
kerage service launched last spring by
Fldelity'Investments, Boston. It is availmarket to brokerage houses, probably on
Sept. 15, Anderson says he will launch a
able to owners of personal computers and
nationwide promotion for' the . name
,
dumb terminals.
DeskTop and he expects potential franKobren himself uses the latter.
chisers will want to take advantage of
"It's a $250 Quazon [by Quazon Corp.,
this.
Carrollton, Texas], which hooks up to my
Do customers ever blame the comtv and my phone."
Most Investor's Express .users,
puter for erroneous transactions?
Schwartz of Trade*Plus says this is less
however, use Apple, IBM" and IBM-comlikely to happen than with telephone
patible computers, he says. "Heavy investors have the money to buy computers so sales. "Brokers· tell me that's a big beef
with telephone buyers. The stock goes
their use is the rule rather than the
exception. "
down and they claim they didn't . buy"
Fidelity introduced the service With our system you have a hard-wired
with a price tag of $195, but in June cut trai1."
Anderson said his customers make
back to an "introductory" price of
the most use of the system at night and
$49.95. Kobren said the price would
particularly like the fact that they have
move back up, probably to $95, by the
access to it iri, case of emergency, "like
end of this summer. Fidelity is conductwar or any unforeseen positive' or nega~
ing demonstrations of Investor's Express
tive news. Usually at times like that all
at its 28 investment centers across the
country.
the phones get tied up."
Microperipheral Corp., located in
Kobren won't say how many subscribers Investor's Express has, only that Redmond, .Wash., is developing its own
there are "about several hundred," and system for on-line stock transactions. The
that interest has been high ~oth in the system, to be called Stock Mate, is not up
as yet. And Michael Darland, president
U.S. and Europe: He says the most attractive feature to investors is the fact that of the company, could not say when it
will be up.
they can initiate transactions 24 hours a
The banks will be in there, too.
day: "Most of our activity is at night. A
lawyer can't buy and sell stocks when he's
Both Chemical Bank and Madison Nain a courtroom or a doctor when he's in tional Bank of Washington, D.e., have
surgery."
announced they . will add stock transac.
He says customers feel less inde.; .tions to their home banking offerings this
pendent when they buy orsellorders by
year.
The, stock quotation services are
phone. "Our traders don't try to influence
customers over the phone, but when cusalso getting into the act., The Source, the
on-line database from Source Telecom..;
tomers, are talking to someone, they perceive that they're being talked· into. or puting Corp."McLean,·Va~, recently announced a deal with a Los Angeles
talked out of something." A person placing a buy or sell order at night has the broker, Spear Securities Inc., to supply
, option of changing his mind right up until , brokerage services to the 57,000 Source
subscribers.
the market opens.
In addition to real-time transacSoftware for Investor's Express
tion and confirmation, investors can use
was developed by Trade*Plus, Palo Alto,
the Source for portfolio management.
Calif., which runs it on DEC VAX computSeveral brokerage firms. are also. selling
ers for Fidelity. Leonard Schwartz; vice
their research to the, databases. So far,
president of marketing for Trade*Plus,
though, computerized stock buying for
says his company began offering thebrothe masses seems to be the realm of diskerage product last year after a year and a
count brokerages aiming at, independent
half in development.
The first customer for the product
investors.
-E.M.
was C.D. Anderson, a lO-year-old San

THIS JOB CAN BE SAVED!
WHEN IT'S
I QUESTION
OF SURVIVAl,
THERE'S ONlY
ONE ANSWER.
VMCENTER.

Managing today's VM environment is more than a challenge-it's
often it test of survival.
With angry end users on the one
hand, and rising costs and security
risks on the other, no wonder so many
VM managers have felt like hanging
up their helmets once and for all.
Well, it doesn't have to be that
way any more.
Because with VMCENTER,
there's a single, comprehensive
solution to all these problems.
VMCENTER lets you simultaneously enhance your service to end
users while reducing the headaches
associated with system security,
resource scheduling and accounting, .
and disk and tape management.
And it does it all in an integrated
manner that's more reliable and more
cost-effective than any possible collection of quick fIxes.
The results: Improved control
over system usage and people costs,
improved relations with end users,
and greatly reduced risk of embarras.. sing "incidents."
So stop worrying about survival,
and start becoming the manager you
were meant to be-with VMCENTER.
To find out more, call or write VM
Software, Inc., 2070 Chain'Bridge
Road,Suite 355, Vienna, Virginia
22180, telephone (703) 821-6886.
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IN FOCUS
One such partnership is between
Sears, and IBM, which announced
early this year it would develop a videotex
service. "That gives home banking the
kind of credibility that will make it go,"
says Thacker.
Sears in June started a telephone
bill paying service in Southern California
which it called Stage 1 and which it plans
to take national next year. Phillips of ADP
says both First Interstate Bank of Los
Angeles and Security Pacific are using
Stage 1 terminology for their telephone
bill paying services.
In mid-1983, Sears chairman Edward R. Telling told stockholders that
home banking was a "top priority" for
the company. "We have long felt that
electronic delivery systems are extremely
important to the consumer," he said at an
annual meeting. "Automatic teller machines and in-home banking in various
forms are a top priority for Sears."
Another major retailer, J.e. Penney Co. Inc., New York, is forming a new
venture headed up by Stuart C. MacIntire, who, when he worked with First
Bank System Inc., Minneapolis, was instrumental in setting up FirstHand, a
home banking experiment in Fargo, N.D.
Penney bought the FirstHand system and
is lining up partners for a network service
which undoubtedly will include home
banking.
Egner of Reistad/psI likes a consortium called Video Financial Services
(VFS), which includes, among others,
Honeywell, Field Enterprises, and Centel,
in Chicago; Viewdata Corp., Miami
Beach; Southeast Bank of Florida, Miami; Bank One Corp., Columbus; and Security Pacific. VFS, he says, does software
development and transaction processing
for the banks involved. It also is the
switch and ownsthe host computer. The
first on-line project is the Viewtron offering by Viewdata, a subsidiary of KnightRidder, in Miami. A project was .being
developed for summer introduction inCBS,

"In-home banking in various
forms is a top priority for Sears."
volving ASCII terminals from Honeywell
that would ultimately include gateways
for the use of the NAPLPS standard. Egner
estimates involved partners have invested
"several million dollars apiece."
Also high on Egner's list is an offering called TranstexT, announced May
31. Its parent is Integrated Communication Service, made up of Control Data
Corp., GTE, NCR, Westinghouse, Southern Bell, The Southern Company (a utilities holding company), and "half a dozen.
smaller partners."
Key to the TranstexT offering is
what Egner describes as a gray box-an
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elaborate meter and also a computer.
"With this, a Touch-Tone telephone, and
a home tv set, you have a total videotex
terminal." The boxes would be installed
in a garage or basement by the electric
utility companies, which also would do
on-line meter reading. First installations
were for a beta test starting in June in
Roswell, a suburb of Atlanta. It is expected to spread to 200 households this fall,
all in the South. Banks involved with
TranstexT include North Carolina National Bank; Charlotte Citizens & Southern National Bank, Atlanta; and Fulton
Federal Savings & Loan, also in Atlanta,
among others.
Egner is a firm believer that home
banking as a service cannot stand alone
and should be offered with other services.
Phillips of ADP is not so sure. He says this
is an important question for study in the
Home Banking Interchange program.
"Maybe people like to read their newspapers, like to go to the store. We want to
find out what's important to people. Maybe our entire emphasis should be on
banking."
Chemical Bank is continually adding services to its Pronto offering. In
April it announced Information Services
by which customers can get economic
and business briefs, tax guides, Consumer
Reports articles and a guide to all Chemical Bank services and current interest
rates. This was added to the existing services of account maintenance, merchant
payments, and electronic mail. At NOAC,.
Chemical announced it would introduce
investment services on Pronto this fall
(see box).
Mock of Madison National Bank
says his bank will be adding discount brokerage services by the end of this year.
Madison's existing services are bill paying, account balance, funds transfer, and
loan applications. For the latter, Mock
says, a customer can fill out an application via his terminal. "A hardcopy is
turned over to the loan office which
checks it out. If it's approved we call the
customer to come in and sign. Maximum
turnaround is five days."
Madison charges a customer $15 a
month, which includes the Commodore
64. Chemical charges $12 a month for
Pronto, and Bank of America charges $8
per month for its offering. "Cost is important," says Egner. "Customers want to
perceive it as replacing an existing cost,
say, check service charges."
John Farnsworth of the Private
Banking Division of Bank of America
and chairman of the Home Financial Services Committee of the Electronic Funds
Transfer Association says Chemical Bank
and Bank of America are the only two
major banks active in the home banking
market today. "Citibank's Home Base

service hasn't really rolled on yet and
Viewtron [the Viewdata service in Florida] is just now adding banking services."
Viewtron has five banks offering some
form of service through the videotex offering. A recently floated rumor in the
New York press indicated that Citibank
may try to refocus its home banking experiment toward small businessmen who
already have a computer and want better
control over their finances. Citybusiness, a
business newspaper, predicts that new
Citicorp chairman John Reed "plans to
emphasize desktop services to the com-

Citibank may refocus on small
businessmen who already have a
pc and want better control over
their finances.
mercial market. A far wider range of financial products interests the small
businessperson more than the home
banking customer," says columnist Daniel Burstein.
Farnsworth, who was with Chemical Bank before joining Bank of America
last January and was closely involved
with Pronto from its inception, compared
the offerings of the two banks. "Pronto
has a few additional dimensions to it for
the back office end, but because of that, it
suffers by being not quite as universal as
the Bank of America's." The B of A service will work with virtually any personal
computer. Pronto now works with Apple,
Commodore, Compaq, and the IBM PC.
Chemical is working slowly toward interfacing to other personal computers.
Farnsworth's committee has been
in existence 18 months. "We track home
banking systems that are quickly evolving
all over the country. We also track legislative and regulatory matters but at this
point there are no major obstacles to
home banking. We want to make sure it
stays that way."
What home banking services do
customers like best? Mock of Madison
National says that far and away it's statement display among his customers. This
allows a customer to review his account
activity since his last hardcopy statement.
"It's used every session, every time a customer accesses the system." He says
transfer of funds comes second and bill
paying third. Madison has more than 350
vendors signed up to be paid via its system and is adding more all the time.
Bill paying comes in second
among Pronto customers, according to
Forbes. Chemical has some 1,300 merchants who can be paid and also is adding
more regularly. "We'll put on anybody a
customer asks for." Among Chemical's
Pronto customers, balance inquiry rates
number one, but bill paying is a very close
second.
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Up to 4 Wmdows per Screen.
Any COmbination of IBM
and non-IBM!
Each window represents a fully
interactive session between an operaror

Individual Wmdows
can Zoom to Full Screen.
In any of 4 Standard
IBM Screen Sizes.

and a mainframe host CODlputer.

BSC. SNA. Async. Remote.
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Up to 4 Different Wmdow .
Sets per Display.
Each window set isa user.
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WIIh a simple keyboard sequence,
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Open Window Display.
The "No PC" Approach
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. LEEWAYw in planning the growth of your
information system.
The Lee Data family of displays, controllers,
printers, IBM-compatible personal computers,
and Coax Eliminators gets you across borders that
used to stop you cold. Or slow you down because
of high cost.
In October, the Lee Data Open Window w

Display will open new windows between IBM r - - :- - -:- - - - - - - - - and the rest of the world. Without requiring the I For more mformatlOn, call 1-800-LEE-DATA or
purchase of PC's you may not need.
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benefit from IBM, Async, and 4 IBM screen
Name
"
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TItIe:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Phone:_ _ _ _ _ __
Display. In minutes. Right in your office..
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face tomorrow.
Lee Data Corp.
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IN FOCUS
Madison, which calls its 'offering
Home Teller, didn't have any problem sel~cting customers for a pilot. program begun' last fall with 100 users. "They just
walked.in and a~ked for it when we announced we were going to have it," says
Mock~ He says the bank began promoting
the service in May and received more
than 900 applications in June.
Selections for tests of home .banking have come in for criticism on grounds
that there is a selection bias and that often
the tests are free and therefore not a valid
way to evaluate a service. for which
charges eventually would be imposed.
.
. Egner of Reistad/psI, adinittedly
nota fan of Home Banking Interchange,
feels its selection process is particularly
suspect. "All' members select their own
groups and some are even handpicking
among their employe.es."
Fraser, of HB! participant First
Wisconsin, says each grouP. selected a
random sample of customers and from
that sample selected users for. the tests.
"There were some. parameters but we
were aiming at getting people from all
segments of society."
.When HBi moves into its test with
pes, Fraser says, selection will be different. '.'W~'ll want people who already have
pes. We'll probably talk to user groups."
Fraser says banks participating in
HBI aren't permanently tied to each other
orto ADP. "At the end of the study we'll
ponder the results; then each bank can do
whatever it wants."
show the
They hope the study
actual benefits to banks of offering home
banking. Many banks feel it will appeal to
high-income customers. B of A feels it
will recoup the $2 million to $4 million it
spent developing its service. Some check
handling will be eliminated by electronic

will

bill paying, and some teller time will be
saved through electronic funds transfer
and statement review.
Indeed, for many bankers the advantage of electronic services for their retail customers centers on the savings in
back office costs. "Home banking is one
endeavor to offset the costs of the back
office," contends Ralph Watson, presiden't of Powerbase Systems Inc., a New
York-based micro software house that
formerly was soldy in the bank dp ser.;
vices business. Its staff was part of the
contract programmer team that developed Pronto for Chemical Bank. "Banks
have a huge cost of processing paper, and
it eliminates key punching and back office
paperwork."
For Mock of Madison National
the biggest immediate benefit has been

"Out there in the Ozarks '.
somewhere,somebody will be
using a number 10 tomato can
and a string. "
new customers. Of the over 900 applications Madison received after promoting
Home Teller, he says 80% .were from new
customers.
Madison is talking licensing agreements for Home Teller to at least three
other banks, but with new customer response what it is, Mock won't talk to local [Washington, D.C.] banks. "Why
should I?" he asks.
Chemical has licensed eight other
banks to use Pro,nto. They are. Crocker
National Bank, San Francisco; Manufacturer's National Bank of Detroit; First
National Bank of Pennsylvania, Erie;
Union Trust Company, Stamford, Conn.;
American Security Bank, Washington,
D.C.; Bankers Trust of South Carolina,
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The Era Of The Marketcenter.
As far back as the days of Julius
Caesar marketcenters have proven
to be the most cost-effective way to
sell products. Computer and communications companies are successfully adopting the marketcenter
concept to support their marketing
programs. And now, a permanent
high technology marketcenter is
coming to Boston in 1985.
Why Your Company Is Ready
For BOSCOM Now. .
BaSCOM can play an important part in your successful sales _
pian. First, it will be a cost-effective
vehicle for the penetration of vertical
markets. What this means is that
qualified, potential buyers will be
visiting your marketcenter exhibit.
Often. Because they can find everything they need on a permanent
basis under one roof.
Equally important, there isno
question that Boston is in the center
of high technology developments

that will attract audiences both from
th-e region, and throughout the country. One-third of all installed computers are located in this region. As
well as the strongest density of end
users in the world.

What Your BOSCOM Investment
Will Reap.
Once you have_identified your
target market segments, BOSCOM
allows you to address key people
under the best conditions at a time
when they're ready to buy.
-BOSCOM will be an effective
sales tool for generating qualified
leads, and a dynamic environment
for product demonstrations.. BOSCOM will shorten your sales
9ycle, and reduce your overall sales
call cost, therefore increasing your
sales productivity. Your BOSCOM
exhibit will also serve as an important
place for training, market research
and communications functions.

Become a part of BOSCOM
now. You will assure yourself of the
best exhibit space, lower rates and
an important opportunity to influence
the marketcenter environment for the
future. Industry leaders like IBM,
Xerox, Codex and Polaroid have
already decided to be a part of
BOSCOM.
_
FirstYear BOSCOMTrade Events..
Expected To Draw 200,000 Potential
Buyers.
BOSCOMcurrently is scheduling high
_technology shows in both vertical and
cross~industry markets including bar1king, medical, insurance, small business
and factory management. By the fall of
1985, BOSCOManticipates a total of 30
showsto be booked the first year after
opening its doors with aguaranteed
traffic level of 200,000 people.

For further information on the
high technology marketplace for
today and the future call
(617) 423-2340. Be at the BOSCOM
marketcenter. And you'll be at the
profit center of the industry.
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IN FOCUS
been into home banking since 1973. The
company was started that year to provide
home banking via telephone with a service called Pay-By-Phone. "We thought it
would take off in two to four years but we
made big mistakes. We made it too complicated." Initially, the service allowed
customers to handle a variety of trasactions via Touch-Tone phones. When it
was scaled back to bill paying only, it
gained acceptance. He sees home banking
by terminals or pcs as being in a position
now of havirig to proceed a step at a time.
"It took 16 to 17 years for consumers to
accept ATMS and 25 years for· extensive
use of credit cards."
It all boils down to selling consumers on the idea, agree watchers and providers of home banking. "You want to make
them feel comfortable," says Thacker,
who before starting his own company directed electronic banking services for the
Bank of Montreal, the only non-U.S. bank
in HBI. B of M started a. Branch of the
Future one and a half years ago; it is constantly updated with new technologies,
and customers can come in and play with
them. Basically, it's Telidon (the Canadian videotex technology on which NAPLPS
is based) married to videodisk. The bank
uses a controller manufactured by Pearl
Systems, Toronto, to enable its mainframe

to talk to videotex terminals. Thacker has
high praise for these.
Chemical Bank in early summer
was sending out free demonstration diskettes to owners of IBM, Apple, Commodore, and Compaq personal computers so
they could become familiar with Pronto's
services. Forbes says Chemical could
make these demo diskettes available for
licensees for their own promotion.
He said in late June that Pronto
was being used in 7,500 to 8,000 households in the New York Metropolitan
area, "which translates to 11,000 to

"California's about the best market for pes. Try New Orleans and
you'd belueky to find five."
12,000 people."
Bank of America, the other early
leader, had signed up 2,000 customers by
June 15 and was looking for 25,000 by
year-end. Unlike Chemical, B of A has
only financial· services, and while it is
evaluating other offerings on a continual
basis, no plans have been made to add on.
Since it owns discount broker Charles
Schwab, the opportunity to sell stocks by
computer is obvious.
In southern Florida, the granddaddy of videotex services, Viewtron,

which started as a test in 1980 and went
commercial in 1982, is looking for 5,000
subscribers by the end of the year but, as
Farnsworth points out, home banking is a
relatively new component. Egner ofReistad/pSI estimates that only 1% of Viewtron subscribers use home banking. He is
a subscriber and he does not. "I'd have to
go into Miami to open an account to do
that."
As for the differences in input devices, Phillips, who believes there always
will be differences, says it's like automobiles. "Some people need big powerful
cars and others, little sports jobs."
There are those who believe services tied to personal computers will find
a geographic tie to their successes. Farnsworth feels B of A's success can be attributed in part to the proliferation of
personal computers in California, particularly around Silicon Valley. Thacker
notes: "California's about the best market
for pcs. Try New Orleans, for example,
and you'd be lucky to find five."
Another worry for pc-tied home
banking services is the current downgrading by analysts of predictions for the
home computer market. Banking isn't going to turn this around. "Nobody's going
to buy a home computer just to do banking," says Thacker.
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Give him a caIL.or call tollfree and well help you fInd
the nearest source.
1-800/328-6207 (In Minnesota
call 1-612/835-8065).
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·IBM introduces more

IBM 3270 PC/G
If one picture is worth a thousand words~
your Smart Desk can tell you volumes.
Especially when ifs equipped with a new
IBM 3270 Personal Computer/G or GX.
These 3270 PCs let you create charts~
graphs, 3-D technical diagrams and other
high-resolution graphics right in the office.
Or you can view engineering designs
created on other IBM graphics systems.
The graphics are created by
downloading data from your company~s
mainframe computer or by running
stand-alone. So, in either case~ the host is
free to go its way while you go yours. The

results: faster response time and more
cost-effective performance.
The 3270 PC/G's 14-inch screen
displays up to 8 colors with 76 PELs per
inch; the 3270 PC/GX~s 19-inch screen, up
to 16 colors with 93 PELs per inch.
An optional ~~mouse:~ makes for fast, easy
creation of graphics. An optional writing
tablet lets your sketches appear right on the
screen. There are even panning and scaling
features for enlarging important details.
And, because both of these new
computers are IBM 3270 PCs~ you get a lot
more than just pretty pictures.

graphics using less host.

IBM 3270 PC/GX
Each system can display up to four
different host sessions concurrently~ and
run a wide range of IBM Personal
Computer applications. You also get two
electronic notepads on screen for keeping
track of important information.
Put yourself behind a Smart Desk
equipped with an IBM 3270 PC/G or GX~
and draw your own conclusions. We think
you 'Illike our simpler approach to
sophisticated graphics.
To receive literature~ call ===-:-:.==. ==®
1800 IBM-2468~ Ext. 82~
===
or send in this coupon.
:::::..:.:::r::

==
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DRM, Dept. 2 Z 3 / 8 2 .

400 Parson's Pond Dr.
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417

I

o Please send me more information on the new IBM 3270

I
I
I
I
I
I

PC/G and GX.
o Please have an IBM representative contact me.
Name
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
'Iitle,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone,_ _ _ _ _..,--_

"

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I
I

City _ _ _ _ _ _State_ _ _ _~Zip_--

The Smart Desk frOIll IBM I

L ______________________
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Common Market officials are still
watching IBM closely, although
perhaps not close enough.
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by Paul Tate and John Verity
The European Commission is still investigating IBM despite the withdrawal' last
month of its accusations that the company abused a dominant position in the European market. The Ee is now looking
into the tightened source code policy IBM
instituted in 1982 and into "other aspects
of its conduct," confides an Ee source.
The suspension of the four-yearold Ee case took much heat off IBM,
whose public relations people showed as
much craftiness as its lawyers in the final
days of negotiations, but the company is
still under the gun. Not only is its source
code policy being examined, but the currently suspended charges may be reopened at any time the commission finds
it necessary.
IBM'S controversial source code policy severely limits users' access to critical
systems software such as teleprocessing
monitors, database managers, and the
MVS operating system itself. Users and independent software companies quickly
raised their voices against the policy
when it was introduced, claiming IBM'S
intention was to limit their ability to modify key control programs to their own
needs. The policy, they insisted, unfairly
limited them from using hard-earned expertise with the MVS environment's intricacies. The IBM move was a not-so-subtle
example of IBM rebundling its computer
systems, the irate users and vendors
charged (see "'Plugging the Mole Holes,"
May 1983, p. 56).
Bundling in all its forms remains a
key focus of the continuing Ee investigation, sources claim. While in the past IBM
was accused in the U.S. and abroad of
abusively tying software sales to hardware sales, it may now face charges of
forcing users to buy certain software
products in order to take full advantage
of other, previously accessible software.
The source code investigation was
prompted by complaints from ADAPSO
and other manufacturers, an Ee member
says. IBM for its part told the Ee it wanted
to keep the source code to itself to ensure
that any changes it wanted to make could

be made to all users' programs. The Ee
member conceded that in some cases IBM
is justified in keeping the source code to
itself, but said that the Ee believes IBM has
been too restrictive in its current source
code policy. A more open operating system could achieve the same goals as IBM's
current policy, he added.
Another possible area of current
Ee investigation is the effect that IBM's
statements of long-term direction have on
competitors. Some observers are concerned that such statements tend to freeze
the market until competitors can see what
IBM is developing.
The Ee is also concerned, some observers say, with potentially explosive
suggestions that IBM gives preferential
treatment to certain customers when rolling out new products. In this scenario,
IBM is said to hold open new product customer .delivery slots that are vacated by
canceled orders, and then offer them to
customers farther down the list who are
considering a peM purchase.
But must IBM really care about the
Ee's doings now? The basis of last
month's limited settlement was an "undertaking" from IBM that is very general
and imposes few firm restrictions on· the
company. IBM says specifically it admits

Bundling in all its forms is a key
focus of the EC's ongoing
investigation.
nothing by agreeing to the settlement and
has outwardly acted as if nothing significant has changed.
Just as important, IBM the premier
multinational has once' again shown. its
determination to do whatever it takes to
prevail. Using many of the same obfuscatory tactics it practiced on the U.S. Justice Department for 13 years, IBM played
for the hearts and minds of its European
adversaries. While snowing underfunded
Ee investigators with reams of documents, the company used direct lobbying
assistance from high officials in the Reagan Administration and polished a homegrown image in each Ee member country.
As if to warn off any other bodies, national or supranational, considering moves
against its market dominance, IBM made
sure its corporate musculature was well
appreciated.
Interestingly, at just about the
same time that IBM made its "voluntary"
move to provide interface specs and unbundle main memory, it was quietly negotiating to participate in the Ee-sponsored
Esprit advanced computer research project. Two U.S. companies, IBM and ITT, are
expected this month to be named as participants in Esprit, on which are placed
hopes for the improvement of Europe's
standing in the global computing market-

Naturally, the EC doesn't see it
that way. Frans Andriessen, EC commissioner for competition, says he thinks the
. settlement was significant. He stated at
the time of the announcement in Brussels
that IBM had, in fact, agreed to "change
its business practices" in Europe and that
as a result the "European industry now
has a chance to increase its share of the
market." IBM held 65%ofthe $5.4 billion
European· market for large-scale mainframes last year, having shipped $3.5 billion, according to International Data
Corp., a market researcher in Framingham, Mass.
Andriessen adds, however, that
"there are no victors or vanquished in this
case .... We have found a solution which

"It will mean IBM is more open
on interfaces, but air that will do
is aid it in establishing de facto
standards. "
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place. According to informed sources,
opening the door to IBM, even with its
100,000 or so employees and a dozen research labs in Europe, is a controversial
development (see Look Ahead, Aug. 15,
p. 13).
The industry giant was nevertheless obviously relieved to get the EC off its
back for a while, and played its agreement
with the commission very low-key. "The
understanding satisfies the commission's
desires and puts the matter behind us
without requiring us to make significant
changes in how we do business," IBM
chairman John Opel said in a tersely
worded press release. (IBM Europe had no
comment on the EC settlement.)

In fact, some argue, the actions
is to take will do the company much
good. "IBM has placated the EC and ended
up agreeing to very little," says one large
French user. "It will mean IBM is more
open on interfaces, but all that will do is
to aid· IBM in establishing de facto
standards."
That attitude seems as widespread
in Europe as in New York where the
company's share price took a good-sized
aump on the stock exchange right after
the announcement in Brussels that IBM
would change its ways only so slightly. If
such a reaction is the main result· of the
lO-year-old EC investigation, IBM has little
to fear, and much to anticipate.
IBM

we believe will enable what we consider to
be acceptable, responsible market
behavior."
Certainly the EC feels it has
achieved more than the U.S. Justice Department in wringing some concessions
out of IBM, and it has left itself free to step
up pressure on IBM if it wants. In a letter
to IBM'S chief lawyer Nicholas deB. Katzenbach, Andriessen pointed out that the
case is only "suspended" and can be reinstated if IBM doesn't abide by both the letter and spirit of its .agreement. What's
more, wrote Andriessen, the settlement
does not preclude the EC from "initiating
a new proceeding in respect of IBM'S conduct." The letter specifically notes that
the Ee does not accept IBM'S exclusion of
source code from the settlement and will
continue to investigate the firm's source
code policy.
One of the EC'S directors for competition, John Ferry, who is party to the
continuing investigations (including those
into the source code issue), adds that the
EC "can still take further· action, and if
necessary we will."
In practical terms, however, the
settlement means that IBM has got itself
offtheEc hook quite easily. The commission has made some hefty concessions after six years of investigation and four
years of formal legal wrangling (see box).
The long-standing EC case, designed to give competitors supplying
compatible products an earlier chance at
selling to the huge IBM installed base, was
finally whittled down to two main points:
the disclosure of interface information
and unbundling of main memory on cpus.
The EC'S requirements of IBM are
good only until 1990, and beginning 1989
IBM must notify the EC a year before itintends to pull out of the deal. The docu-
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
BRITISHSNANET
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As •IBM was '. settling'. its .affairs' with.· th~
EE~; '. ··European.· .supporters of the OSI
networking model suffered. a setback with
the news that IBM has teamed up. with
Bdtis~ Telecom,Britain's PIT, to develop
an SNA.;.based vahie-added network.
. 'The move has· inftiriatedBritish<
'cornputer maker ICL,whichonly recently
concluded ~. deal with AT&T to build a
similar network (see "British "ANPlans/'
July!, p. 38). ICL'snetwork,whichis t()
'llse<A:T&T .switching equipment, is based
O~QSI(open systems interconnect) .standards.Oslis.a .. seven-layer networking
•. . protocol put forth by the I~O for attaching .
·dissimilarcomputers.Jt is seen as a Euro. pean~bac1redattempt to . dodge IBM's SNA:
s.c~emeand create a stan~ar.dbackedby
many vendors, < ." •. ' > ' .
ICLsays. it would oppose British .Te.;
IeRbrn'sapplicatlonto .the. Bdtish Depart'ment ofTra~ea11dlndust~yfor alicense
torun.the network on the groun~s 0run- ,
fairsompetition, A .license '. application. is'
notexpecte~ from13ritish Tel~comunti1
t~e flnahhape ofthe service is decided on
thisfalL,',
. . . ••.. . . .·. .• "·British,Telecom is ...' acoll1n1()u
carrier and this added-value network will
c~eate a "monopoly ,",wa~ the final reaction?fChrisGellt,]cL'S divisional direc. t?tfor.netw<.>rkseryices ..."I.hope. there is
going tq be. an outcry," he added; AT&:r
;wa,sinno mood to .·.comment after claimillgthatits. deal with ICLwas. a significant
. stepJorwardfortheoSlca,mp.•
,13ritish Telecorn. and IBM plan, t?
s~t (upariationaldata .net\Vork manageIl1ent seryice centered on IBM;S service.bu~
reauirL'Yarwick, England.. The. service···.
>w()UldprovideseRurit~, .' customer' access
Rontrol, service leyelmonit6ring, and. ac~
c01mting(orU.K.users who want to set'
up their own'networks.AdditionaL net'Y?rkapplications . like,electronic . ··.mailpoxes ··anddatabase . . access will, also •.'be'"
9ffefe~.The .service will be run by a sepa:rateprganization fundedequall~by BritishTelec9m·andIB:M: . . ·······.··.·.···.·:.i·•.•·,··.·. ·..·.· · .·.•.·.·.· ........•.•.•
• i . ' .•.. 'Simulta11e()ll~\Vith the IBM deal,
. British Telecom announced a $70 million
expalls!()tl·of.its·.existirig···p,acket·switche~
ment covers System/370 products such as
the 43xx, 303X, 308X families, but not
the increasingly important System/36
and 38, Series/I, 8100, and Personal
Computer lines. The pcxT/370 is included in' the document only if it is used as a
terminal to the covered maInframes, but
an IBM Europe spokesman concedes that
virtually every xT/370 is used for that
purpose.
Under the settlement IBM has
agreed that:
• It will say whether there are new interfaces involved when a System/370 prod44 DATAMATION

rietwork using the .OSI. sta~dards. British says . . Bramley,' .·"although. in ..9n~sense
TelecomprolIlisedto enhatlce the seryic~,
such a net'Y0rkJs .asolutioncha,sing '. a
. which has not pr()ve,da tUI1aways1l9~ess. ·pr~blem •.··.An ·awf1l1 . lot ·ofcompanies al';
Users have condemned it for beingtooe:x:- . re~dyhave theirowll networks setup, 89
pensive and ,too. complicated to use,. Br,it.;. it's probably 1l10re advantageous to the
ish TelecoIJ1~as. someJ~OOOon.liI1~an~ smaller companies." .....• '
On.the osivs. SNAisslleBra~ley
3,000 dial-upcustomersfor:the.se~ice,
which hasbeen running sinc~1975.
seesnocontest. "Ifs typi9al()q~ed,pin:'
, '.' RonBack;ma:nagirig<directofof dustrythatinsteadof operatillgunder,.the,
BritishTelecom's·national·.net\Vork •. ser-constraintsofthe.present,it is l()o~ingfor
vi8es~explainedat tltehiu~c~whyBritish a panacea for thefutur~/'hecoIJ1ll1ent~ ..
TelecolllwasbackiIlg t""o.stan~ards hors-. ". "'Yhy •.,should IBM i.change? ". Those .·)V110
.es.··."S~A is'rnOred~veloped than OSI/'.he
want ·aworfd~de . afchitecture.· [li~e.O~I]
saiq:"If SNA an49s1 developeds~pa~ately '. a~ewhistling jntltewiI1d~ ~'i>:
then\,alue-addednetwork~ will have to~e ....................·.Bramley,li~~mo~tla,rge·IBMus~
developedf()r·one·stan.dard.or.another.'~
ers,.·.in~ists.• thata,l1system~co~eint<.> . . ~is
B~ckwenton to explain· that .Br,ltisl1Tele- . I~M '5entr~1··site •. under· .,. SNA~andi.IBM:
COni .• planned . . to ·.build.. a~ridge.b~t\V~~n
se~ms well setto . ca.shin •. ?nsuchcust9~· "
tlte IBM SN~ network an.dcir9uit-switclt¢ci·.. . '. ~r loyalty throughout '. Europe . !~eco,m..
or p~cket.switched networks.based()nthe·· panyha~ alreadyforgecllin~~with.the
.oSl.lll0cl~1. .~'This willgreatlya4dtot~e'Yest (]~rlIla11Bull~e~p?st;for:''Y~~c~ .itis
prospect· oftheJ\Vo .~la,tig~~ges'-~oyi?~:d~veloping a iyicle,ote~. sy~telll'~114isex:'
together/'he.said ... ·. · . . ·. · · .·•· . . .·. .·.·i .•·ii.·i··•.. <·. • · •·.·•·. . .•. .•. .
·pectedto·stdkedeals'Yith()th(!x:,c()ulltd~s.
;\.IlIBM:spo~esman, ·.howeyer, ""as
f?rvadoll~ •networkiI?-gprojeqts;.Sourc,es
quic}(to emphasizelBM'scommitm~ntto'" indica,t~thatST13T,Italy'sP'IT,is>clos~t()
SNA;~'W ~ •. have .supportedQ~I '., sin~e: the
sig~ing I~M0tl as~pa.rtllerinsome sor~of
early days. of 19"'7~ SN.A. is'aIld .will· rel11ain
hardwar~marketingventure. 111 .additi()tt,
the. diiection\Ve ,are,takingwit~ o~r pro~.;. ..'the company is already\Vell ~ntrenc~e~i~
ucts.There, is aJong'Yay for opell systems' theJapanese netWorkingmarket.i'.i'-'
interconnection to go yet." , .............................. ;
'......... 'Allthis.JeavesEu~opeallcoll1pa..
, ... ' .... A: recent study catIi~dOlltbY.1?1t-rues like ICLfumin~.H~~.really isajo,kefor
ish~esearch tirm.Langton~points to some,
British Tel~com. to., getup. andsayithas
resistanceintheU,K..totheidea.ofsl'rA..
all~rm'slengthrelation~hip.wit~·.IBM/·
based ". value-add.ed'netW<.>rks;iAfter. poll- ~~ys(}ent.. '~Bdtis~ .Teleco~ js~ui1ding;
ing . 31··.large'·. users, . Langton . •. c()ncltl~~d
on.its.general.networking wit~ Sl'l"A~." ... ' ....... .
that.' 60%Javored,apublic'interconh~ct
........... B~ti~hTele,com's1?ack.js,atp~ill~
seryice ba~ed onosls~a1l4ards.About a . to point .out. that the illvestI11ellt~tlle •.•
.tl1ir,d. of the users poll~d\Vex:e lBM:S~()pS:' .SNAnet\Vork,descIibedasamounting.· to .
. •.•. . •. .•. . .••. "sN"Aisseen by some as .amoying tens: ofJhousands>of.p<.>unds,will.be
target," ~ays th~ Langton repprt,"\Vhiqh< l11atched >by '. investment in the .P1!'S(~SI
'Yil1· . de,velopill.··line, .Jvitl1 IBM:pr9d~cts ,'~et\Vo'rk;Hesays<Briiishi ~elecolIl ~ad
ra,therthanlllarket . . nee,ds.:If the,'p~ilIlarY ·.()pte~ .• for·. sNAbecause . •·."y~Jue-a~cl~dIl~t7'
method of i interconn~ctjo11 . . [ill.a,.p~blic: . ~ork~will?nlynourishj~ t~e~c~Il pe~ej
seryicelj~ . .• basedonsliA"ma)1Yllsers "elot'e,dec~:momically." .. >/. ·.,.ii .<::
wou~d beconcernedtlt~t I~rv11I1igl1t.in~i~-; ..
•.}ie,.points()ut .• that~y 1986". there.
it any further. enhancements. totheseryice. slt01l1d.heJ,OqO l()qal acceSsp()~ntsforthe,·.
Vv hich w~r~ notinIBrv1'sinterests~'" . . . , . . . .' osipac~etnetwork inb\lsip.e,ss.·cell~ers .
' i i " i .Ai lIlore ...·typicaireaction .·•. t.ot~~
thro.ughoutB.ritain,. jns~al1~d.~t.a,. . qo,st.()f·.
11e\Vsofa.pt1blicn~tworkbasedOIlsNA $ U2milli?n;Tnis;.h.e .says; would Jlelp
~o~esfromBobBra~ley, managillgdi"l . stelIlthe importofinforlIlationtec,h11()l~
rector of AlliedBrewerie~Manag~~(!ht iOgy~lJroductsjnt~}3ritaitl~i
..... ' . .
Servic~s in England. '.• f~It'sa goodm9ye,'~·· ·;JQhl'1IJ.anb
uct is introduced.
• It will supply, on request, hardware-

hardware and hardware-software interface information op. the new product
within four months (the EC had originally
been seeking to have that delay be as little
as 30 days) or at the time of general availability, whichever comes first. This would
apply to the EC wherever IBM decides to
launch a product, so there will be no
transatlantic delay.
These are no great problems for
IBM, observers say. The company currently supplies the necessary interface docu-

mentation after about seven months,
although in some cases the delay has been
as long as two years. Effectively, it means
IBM will have to get its documentation act
together. A Europe-based executive will
be appointed by IBM to handle the requests for information.
• IBM will supply ~oftware-software interface information when "the interface has
become reasonably stable," which essentially leaves the ball in IBM'S court.
• The same disclosure rules will apply to
SNA, the mainframe-based networking
scheme that is becoming increasingly im-
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1

The only complete ~th
generatlQnsystem Integrated with a· r~lational
DBMS,which lets you
deve.lop ap'plications
for hlgfl volume production, from the simplest
to most complex. . .
We've taken state of the art to a new state: Easy and available.
Before you make a software decision, mail in the coupon below.
Or call in N.J. (201) 874-9000 or to.ll free·
.

1~800-ADR-WARE.
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o Please send me more information about ADR WARE.

o Please send me information about ADR seminars.

APPLIED DATA RESEARCH INC.
Route 206 & Orchard Road, CN-8, Princeton, NJ 08540
Name· _

__
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Company _ _ _
Address._-,---_
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Phone Number _
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_
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-
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From idea to application,
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
WHO;WON?

Tbe~~r0l'e#IiCommission first disclosed

changed interfaces.
In addition, . theEC solicitors .felt
that iflBM·.was.·.going···tobe . nailed .on .
of ad0rtlinantmarket position"jnJune
memo!'ybundling, they should also object
1973.. The trigger for the investigation was
to the bundling of oper~ting systems and
Il~M'~J?~oje~t Sm~sh,theAugust 1972 in~
ot~er systems' software. There' were thus
troc;l.uctions 9ft~e370/158and168 mainnow four.issues·at stake with IBM instead
fral11~s,,,,hi9hobsoletedprematurely. the
2;.year-old models 1 ?5and165.
or one.
It •. looked to' every' competent'· inThe Ee could only.· object.' to IBM
dustry observer.ofthetil11e thatthe158
marketing practices; however, if it could
establish that IBM was a dominant firm in
and, 168,despi~etheir . . . virtual memory,
were. not .re~llynewprocessors,butjust t~e dp. indust!'y.Dominancehyitself is
not an 'offense. underthe Treaty of R,0me,
155andl~5l11ac~ines",ith bundled semi-.
c()pduqt~r.memo!'yand.·base· prices.that.·. but. abuse. of dominance . is, and amongst
~~ci •. ~e~nl1i~.~d'~~.m'ake . uP.for the lower the abuses specifically listed. in the treaty
cost .. or.'l11ern,9!'yinpreme~ts~ '... To.· . . t~e is "makingth~ sale of one product dependent on the sale of anotllero" That is,in
~r~itl~d eye,i~lf!ict,.i~looked . • like, IBM's
the. case ofIBM, the bundling of memo!'y
rn,ot,iye",it~t~e . n~",.c0tl~gurati?;ns .and
and operating systems. A series of market
pr~cing structllre .'. was.tosoundly '. sl11ash
surveys had to be. commissioned to prove
th~plug.q(jrn,patiblern,emory SUppliers;
the.factof IBM's dominance, which ex,'Yhydiditt~kesOlongfora con~
cl~sion9f~h~irivestigati0tl?And why . is plainswhy theEc directorate for competi ~
tion was only able to publish officially its
the Jip~l. ~~ttlement concef11ed .' with quite
"stateInent of. ()bjections"· to' IBM market~iffer~tltissues?l'h(!.ECteye~.morethan
t~eU.S'D~~artm~p.t pfJustice, is pefp~t ingpractices in December 1980., ..
. 'Most of1981was taken up by IBM
u~ll}Tsh()rt~fm~n~y ~dwasiable .to .assign. onlyoll~ .inspe~totto the case. '. Even
legal maneuvers' before the European
Court of J usti9c to get it to establish that
!issisted?yo.utside •. . professional . consul~
the .commission was ·acting'ultravires.
tants, if took that inspect()fulltil.1976to
estabFshproofthatt~ere wasa case to be
IBM •lost .' and. was told to go through. the
procedure . ' of trying to convince the
pur!ille4i11 thepcl11~e~oryjssue~ At this
commission.
poitlt,'.~C;!~glllati()~s demand~d.··.that.the
There weretwohearings,thefirst
cas~?ehan4ed·. ~"erto . theJegal. departIllent ofthe .•·directorate:generalforc0ri1~ ,in FebruaryJ982,ontheEcobjections to
IBM marketing practices. IBM tried withpe,titi~n;Theydecidedthat •. ift~eEc",as
out success to intimidate the Ecofficials
g~ingto~avetofight",ithIBM, it. should
with the weightoft~e legal talent and the
be. on?roac;l~ris~u~sthanjust main me~
expert witnes~es they wheeled out.
orytjulld1i~g'flnd a "\Vider in"estigationof
The second,in June 1983, centered
I~:M:'bu~inessp!actices began. The. follow:
iIlgy¢ar,'J~e,~f.repeived· . 'three· official" on the EC'S proposedremedies .... IBM\VaS
much moreconci1i~to!'y, and. the. techni~()l11pl~it1ts~iii>
. . . . . . . .•. . .•. ·.····.·:i· '
. ~frol11Jtelgorp~'ionJBM~srefusal to.' let calities of· interface disclosure. were dis.;
cussed .in····. a more relaxed and . . . friendly
~tel:·Asus~rs.have it~·. IJ?os{installation
pr~~uctivityopti0tls,,,,hich·. make.it easi-:
atmosphere. ....
.
.. '
In the meantime, IBM had already
er·t()s'X.sG~N'.anMy~?nvironm~~t);
settled' the IPO issue,'\vith .National Ad~fr()l11Atn~a~LC?rp,j on IBM's refusal to
vanced Systems (heir to Itel),and.hadun~u~I>IY:id~t~il~ofch~ng~s .to its 370 in.
st~~tio~~~tat.the.Jime. tl1e.~q33 ··and bundled its operating systems .ofits.• own
~S/s~jl}t1"0~ll?ti?lls • .• 'Yt;r~ . ·.tna~e · . ··in volition: The .pcm l11eIn0ryindustry-foi
whose sake the in~estigationhadoriginal·¥~~c~J~77;.'./. :7i·i··.··. ·····.i·· . i·•. ·' .....•...
ly··.started~hadIollgsince.·died,evidently
~f~()1l?~~ore~,()tl IB:M:'S refusal to supb~cause . ··.·.of·.·.·. aggressive . ·• price':cutting •.··by
plyd~tai1s()fc~angest~ it~370~hallnel.
IBM. This left only the issue' of changes to
t<>:controller .. and•..... c()ntroll~r-to-device
interfaces at .the time of amlouncement of the .System/37Qi architectllral . . .andsoft-.
ware·to·softwareinterfaces,on which the
new disk()!llleD1o~ystlbsystein:s using the

EC andIBM announced theiragreementto
compromiseAug. 2'i·•.... '.' . . . . . . ..•.•........•..•.... > •.
The interface disclosure statement
will" make it only" marginally . easier·· for
manufacturers of plug-,compatible proi,;es:sor,. '.' peripheral.' .subsystems, . 'and .systeIll
software suppliers.todevelop.and deliver
earlier .. their .' i:0mpatible •. equivalents.of
IBM's latest gear, aswellasto.adaptthel11
to·' major new ·.IBh4operatingsyst~Inre
leases. Since all the PCM hardware manu- .
facturer~·•. build ·'theireqtlipmellt.ini~e
U.S,. or Japan,<",~ereasIBh4prO~Ucys
90% ..ofits~ardwareforthe Ellfop~an
lllarketin Europe itself, IBM has long ~e~~
puzzledoye,rwhy 'theEcdirectoratf.~or
competition' .•. should .be so'concer~eci
about.· the '. interface issue. The answer is
that the directorate's task is to look after
consumers ···ra~her thallpf()~ucers:·
()fgrea~erint~re~~.to .~uropean
c~mputer.· .rn,anufacturers.'and.soft",~re
houses is IBM'S pr()mis~t()also revealsoftware' interfaces, .•.·notably co~ce~ng th~
SNAnetworkingschern,e.The terrn,s .0ftl1e ,"
settlement will make it easierfor the independentsto connecttheirowllt~rm~a~
systems and. applications softw~ret(). s~J\
networks, and thus rn,akesNA arn,ore
open .system' . architecture. Since this,
110wever,will helpsNArather than t~ gSI
model become the de facto network stan~
dard· in Erirope, itisas much inI13M'sin-.i
terestas in its comp~titors' ..•........ 'i '
Who, t~en, has won?'f~eE~has'
established--de .'. !acto, .if 'not· de '. jllre,
which could only have beell~~nebythe
European·.· court__thatIBM . ispota l~w
untoitself,butis subject to the regulation . . .
of its marketby ptlblicallthoritie~~ atleast
inEurope~ It hopes Jhis~il1 actas.abrak(!
agai~st any . . ·preda~ory •.' instinct~",ithin
IBM,atld .' redllce the effective~ess ()fthe'"
so·called. FUD .factor(forfear,uncertliit1..
ty,anddoubt) in the activities.ofindivid~
ual IB~salesmell.> .'. i i : > '
IBM has avoided a court case before
the . European c()u~t--onewhich 111ight
have ruled that IB¥}s.adoIllinatit.firm
",ithin the dpindus~ry.~fthecourthad.s()
rule~,·· i~.",olllci • ~~velaidtheicorpor~tiop
open to • ani unending stringofsuits~or '
ciamages fromuserswh~po'nsidertl1eIll
selves overcharged in the past.

portant to multinational corporations as a
way of tying different computers together. IBM says it will publish extensive information regarding SNA formats and
protocols, and will add to those details for
products using enhancements to SNA.
Specifically, IBM would commit a format
and protocol manual for Logical Unit 6.2
attachments by the end of 1984 and a services description manual within 60 days.
This openness over SNA is clearly

in Ee countries without' bundled main
memory .. Again, this is not expected to
have much effect on IBM's business, or
that of competitive' suppliers, as memory
is so cheap these days. There is little incentive to get into the add-on' memory
market, but if a memory price war does
ensue, IBM is evidently in a position to undersell virtually any competitor.
All these actions by iBM take place
with the company asserting that it retains

itsJ~vesHgado~' of IB!\{ for possible~'abll~e

i
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in IBM'S own interest, observers point out,
as it will make it easier for competitors to
design products to fit into SNA, and this

Many small computer families
were excluded from IBM's agreement with the EC.
will help the scheme establish itself as a
de facto standard.
• System/370 pr'ocessors are to be offered

.....Fred Lamond

DUNSPLUS: THE MICRO SOLUTION
THAT REFLECTS
WAY YOU DO BUSINESS

You've heard 'the bli~~ZWf6l{is':,~'usi~~r;ft\i~ri
grated, smarter, faste' cl1(~\aOler;:;ctSult'Mm
push the rhetoric asid
.JI asking th~)
same question, "Why caQ.'t Iget\a>systemthaf
solves more problems thaniitc'N,~,~fes?!.!/
You can. It's called DunsPlu'S,~pnd it's built
to respond to your information-relat~d business
demands without creating demands of-its own.
, DunsPlus gives the IBM PC XT a built-in
business environment. This lets you mold
DunsPlus to fit the way you do business.
Within the DunsPlus environment is a software base of the best. Lotus, MultiMate, Western
Union electronic mail (to name but a few), are
all ready for immediate use. But additional programs to solve your unique problems can also
be added with ease.
Instant, yet controlled, access to your choice
of mainframes and subscription databases is
also a part of the DunsPlus environment. And
transferring data throughout the system is as
easy as moving a piece of paper from the In Box
to the Out Box.

~~:tPbtifi~j~.~~.:nl~~1·,fu~~~1i!
uctivity
is not
an
Ie
.lJ.--driven
system
requiring minimal keystrokes for maximum results.
Installation is not an issue: DunsPlus is
installed by IBM.
End-user training is not an issue: Training
and support are part and parcel of DunsPlus.
Flexibility is not an issue: Any part of the
DunsPlus solution--hardware, software, or
seniice--can be tailored to meet your precise
business needs.
In fact, there are no issues. DunsPlus does
what you want, the way you want it--now.
Designing.systems that reflect the way you
do business is business as usual for us. NOMAD2,
the premier 4th-Generation-Language/DBMS
from D&B Computing Services, has made us a
leader in the field of information management
services. And as your needs evolve, so do we.
DunsPlus is just the latest step in translating
technological advances into usable business
tools--tools that reflect the way you do business.

DUNSPLUS: AN INNOVATION IN END-USER
COMPUTING FROM DUN,. BRADSTREET
Dunsplus
a company of
Dun Bradstreet corporation
DB The
8{

For further information call: 800-0NB-PLUS. Or drop your business card into an envelope and mail it to
OUNSPLUS, 187 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT 06897
Lotus spreadsheet and graphics from Lotus Development Corporation, MultiMate ,. word processing from MultiMate International, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation. DunsPlus is a registered trademark of DunsPlus, a company of the Dun & Bradstreet Corporation. NOMAD2 is a trademark of D&B Computing Services.
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the right ~o withhold what it considers
proprietary design information, including
source code. It will also charge nominal
fees for provision of interface specs, and
any competitor requesting information
must be prepared to disclose similar information of its products to IBM.
"That," mumbled one observer
about the mutual disclosure nile, "is a
very good deal [for IBM]." But it is not the
company's only gain. Also, by heading off
the Be casein this way, the company has
avoided a legal finding in a high Be. court
that it is truly dominant and has abused
that position. A ruling like that could
have resulted in fistfuls of lawsuits from
European users demanding compensation
for alleged past overcharging. "And it
could have opened up a whole new can of
worms in the U.S.," adds the Be's Ferry,
referring to potential actions by the U.S.
Justice Department.
But for all the talk of a washout of
the Be case, IBM has shown that it is prepared to buckle under, ever so slightly, to
the Be's pressure in order to protect its
crucial standing in the European market.
With the new investigations going on, IBM
is not out of the woods yet. If the Be and
industry monitors find IBM is not true to
its word, there is the possibility of a reinstatement of the long-standing case.

Plug-compatible manufacturers
tried to make the most of the happenings
,in Brussels, claiming that the new interface disclosure schedules would speed
their competitive products to market and
therefore provide users with increased
bang for their buck. "We are delighted,"
says a spokeswoman for Amdahl Corp.,
Sunnyvale, Calif. "This [agreement] will
open up competition 'on a product-byproduct basis rather than on the systems
level. It will mean more competition at

Pcms tried to make the most of
the happenings in Brussels, saying that the ruling would speed
their competing products to market and provide users with increased bang for their buck.
the front end of the product cycle."
She claims that had IBM followed
its new agreement when introducing the
31-bit addressing Extended Architecture
(XA) to the world in October 1981, Amdahl would have had XA specs in its hands
as early ,as February 1982, 14 months
ahead of when it actually saw them. "This
is the first time a governing body has accomplished something [against IBM]," she
states.
A spokesman at National Ad-

Get it Right
Get it Straight
Subscribe Now to:
The Artificial Intelligence Report
95 First Street, Los Altos, CA 94022 USA

J1\
You can't afford not to.
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vanced Systems, which sells Hitachi 370compatible mainframes, says IBM's new .
ground rules would "clarify previously
inconsistent policies" regarding release of
interface specs and would make the timing of such releases more "predictable."
Not necessarily, suggest some
market analysts. While it has agreed to
make specs available on a timely basis,
IBM may find new ways of keeping offbalance annoying pcms and software makers. One such tactic might be to bundle
product introductions together rather
than make them one' by one as is often
done now. The object would be to confuse
the marketplace by overwhelming it periodically with large batches of new
products.
For its part, the Be can at least
congratulate itself on crossing an important legal threshold. That was what one of
the Be lawyers was doing as he sat contentedly in his Brussels office on the wet
August afternoon following the longawaited settlement. He had been working
on the IBM case for eight years and across
the room stood a flip chart with large blue
letters scrawled across it saying, "Bye
Bye Big Blue, 1/8/84."
"Even I have to admit it's a little
premature," he said-but he 'couldn't'
@
hide a satisfied grin.
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RESULTS OF THE
NOMAD2 VERSUS FOCUS
COMPARISON

It's thumbs up for NOMAD2. But don't just take our word for it. Call
us and find out why. Corporations which have selected NOMAD2 as
their 4th-GUDBMS have done so with good reason.
A major metropolitan newspaper chose NOMAD2 because of its
superior data manipulation and reporting facilities.
A well-known sportswear manufacturer chose NOMAD2 because
it ideally meets the company's unique and extensive sales analyses
requirements.
One of the largest marketers of nuclear fuel chose NOMAD2 because
it offers a common syntax in a single environment.
A national research-based organization chose NOMAD2 because
its overall flexibility allows NOMAD2 to mirror the financial characteristics of the company.
A major manufacturer of office furnishings chose NOMAD2 for two
reasons-the ease with which it responds to end-user requirements,
and our on-going support.
And all of our customers are impressed by the fact that we don't
just drop a tape on you and disappear. Our time-tested education and
support programs ensure your on-going satisfaction with NOMAD2.
Whether your comparison is based on specific features of NOMAD2
or its total scope, we're confident you will choose NOMAD2.

NOMAD2: AN INNOVATION IN
END-USER COMPUTING
FROM DUN & BRADSTREET
D&BComputIng SerVIces
DB

acompan)'of
The Dun &: Bradstreet Corporation

For more information call: Roger Cox at (203) 762-2511. Or drop your business card into an
envelope and mail it to Roger at: D&B Computing Services, 187 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT 06897
. NOMAD is a registered trademark of D&B Computing Services, Inc.
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DATABASE MANA

d Illrd
generation.
TooQa f,.tJtOQEL'tE va JtUQE'tE a'X6f,.t'Y) JtEQLoo6'tEQ'Y) B'Uvaf,.tL'X6't'Y)'ta aJt6 'tov
'Y)AE'X'tQOVL'X6 'UJtOAOYLO'ttl oa~. ME 'to VEO E~UQ't'Y)f,.ta dBASE 1111M, Eva oU<rt'Y)f,.ta
BLE'UeUVOEOO~ YLU tJ.L%QO'UJtOAOYLO'tEC; 't'Y)C; Ashton-Tate.
A'U'ttl 'Y) OEA'tLOOf,.tEV'Y) JtaQaAAayi] 'to'U aQXL'Xou f,.tL'XQO - DBMS f,.tJtOQEL va
BLEJtEQaLoooEL Eva BLoE'Xa'tof,.tf,.tuQLO EYYQacpE~. 'E'tOL f,.tJtOQEL'tE va a'U'tof,.ta'toJtoLtlOE'tE
f,.tLa EJtLXELQ'Y)O'Y) f,.tE 3tQaYf,.ta'tL'XE~ EcpaQf,.toyE~ 3tAtlQo'UC; B'Uvaf,.tL'X6't'Y)'to~.
E; UAAO'U, 'to dBASE III ELvaL YQtlyoQo. l:'t'Y) AEL'to'UQyta 'XaL <no BLaxooQLOf,.t6.
ELvaL EJtLO'Y)C; E'U'XOAOO'tEQO 0't'Y) XQtlo'Y) aJt6 'to JtQO'Y)YOUf,.tEVO 'to'U f,.tE 'to va BEXE'taL
LOX'UQEC; aAAu aJtAE~ EV'tOAE~ Jto'U ELvaL 'to 'XaAU'tEQO JtQuYf,.ta f,.tE'tU aJt6 'to va f,.tLAUEL
'XavEt~ English. YJtaQXEL EJtLO'Y)~ ~La EV'tOAtl BOHE>EIA (HELP) OE ,3tEQLJt'tOOO'Y)
Jto'U B'UO'XOAEUO'UV tu JtQuYf,.ta'ta. l:'UVoBEuE'taL a'X6f,.t'Y) 'XaL aJt6 Eva BLBa'X'tL'X6
EYXELQLBLO.
TL ytvE'taL 6~ooC; ~E 'to dBASE 111M; l:'UVEXL~EL va JtaQci~EvEL 'to 'XaAu'tEQo
E~uQ't'Y)J.ta BLE'UeUVOEOO~ <rt'Y) JtaAaL6'tEQ'Y) OELQU 'Y)AE'X'tQOVL'XOOV 'UJtOAOYL<rt<OV.
'E'tOL, f,.tE 'tov Eva ~ 'tov UAAO 'tQ6Jto ELO'tE 'XaA'U ~f,.tEVOL.

GEMENT SYSTEMS

R generation.
When micros s~artpopping up all over your company, you know that compatibility
problems can't be far behind. And you know that a good database management
system ca~ give you a head start towards solving them.
But of all the new and improved DBMS products on the market. today, none has
been able to match the sp'eed, power, and versatility of R:BASE~ And now, with
the enhanced programming capabilities of the newly-released R:BASE Version 1.1, that
generation gap is even larger.
One company, for example, says that using their new package is the next best
thing to speaking English. The problem is, that's still Greek to most of your users.
R:BASE, on the other hand, with its natural language option-called CLOUT~
actually lets you speak English. Using artificial intelligence technology, CLOUT can
scan up to forty different files and join as many as five-automatically, without'
command. So your users can ask questions like "Which sales reps in each region
with less than two years experience made quota lasfmonth?" Just like they were
talking to a colleague, not a computer.
Of course, friendliness is only half the story. The new R:BASE has been iinproved
to give your users greatly expanded programming power. Including conditional
processing. Updating multiple files from one input form. And tra'nsactio~ posting. All
the capability they need to create mailing lists quickly, manage inventory efficiently
and perform billing easily. '
Sound too good to be true? The new R:BASE has' to be experienced to be believed.
We'll send you a demo/tutorial packet of the new R:BASE andR:BASE CLOUT for
only $14.95 (plus shipping). Just call 1-800-54 7-4000, Dept. 882. In Oregon, or outside
the U.S., call 1-503-684-3000, Dept. 882. When it comes to helping you get the most'
out of your company's micros,
we speak your language.

R:BASE~

dBASE II and dBASE III are registered'trademarks of Ashton-Tate.
Requires 256K of memory. Runs on MS-DOS and PCID05 operating systems,
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EXPORTS

EAA
BOGGED

DOWN

A year later, the Export Administration Act is still not law. .
by Willie Schatz

. The Export Administration Act (EAA)
was going to be the 98th Congress's
crowning achievement of bipartisan trade
policy. So much for promises. For a year,
it's been all show and no go.
A week before its August recess,
the House told the Senate it had nothing
more to talk about concerning the EAA.
Barring a very sudden thaw in the icy
Capitol Hill weather, it is highly unlikely
that there will be a new version of the
EAA, which expired last Sept. 30.
"It doesn't appear a workable bill
will happen," a Department of Commerce (DOC) s'ource says. "There's a real
feeling of pessimism. The House has
caved in completely to Sen. Garn's na-

tional security requirements. The House
has gone 9 yards and 35 inches. Garn is
trying to get the extra inches."
"The Senate has been greedy,
overbearing, and obnoxious," says an attorney for a leading computer trade association. "Their counteroffers to the
House have been absolutely ludicrous.
They're playing a dangerous game with
[section] 109. Their greed in that area
may bring the whole bill down. And from
industry's standpoint, that may not be the
worst thing in the world. Some of us are
in a position now where we'd almost rather have no bill than some of the things
we've seen floating around Capitol Hill."
You remember section 109. That's
the one that allows the Department of
Defense (DOD) to see almost anything it
wants before it leaves the U.S. All the
other parties involved in this ongoing
saga-the business community, the Department of Commerce, and the administration-think the shipment's level of
technology should have something to do
with whether either DOD or DOC should
take a peek at all. But with DOD, it's look
first and ask questions later.
That philosophy has led to the
struggle between DOD and DOC for the
hearts and minds of the House and Senate. The latest shot in that war was fired

by none other than White House chief of
staff James Baker. In mid-July he wrote a
letter to Sen. Garn reminding him that
President Reagan thought the problem
had been settled by his March 16 National Security Decision Directive. Baker's
letter followed one from Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger to Garn in which
Weinberger said DOD "must review
cases" involving what it deems strategic
materials and technology even when being sold to CoCom countries. Baker's letter was seen as a rebuke to Weinberger for
bypassing the chain of command.
"In recent weeks, the conferees
have sought to negotiate a compromise
which, among other matters, delineates
the roles of the Departments of Commerce, Defense, and Treasury in the im-

The latest shot was fired by none
other than White House. chief of
staff James Baker.
plementation of the EAA," Baker wrote.
"The specific issue of DOD licensing review and export control enforcement was
considered personally by the President as
recently as March 1984, at which time he
issued an interagency directive. "The
President administratively defined responsibilities and authorities while indi-

Brighten your
corporate pidur.
with General Electric
Professional Large Screen
Video Projection
IN THE BOARDROOM at Mellon Bank, N.A., Pittsburgh, General Electric
projector displays data graphically for board review and discussion.

IN CONTROL CENTER at Commun'ications Satellite Corporation (COMSAl),
General Electric proj'ector presents live transmission for visitors.

With General Electric's exclusive system for bright, sharp
professional-quality pictures, up to 25 feet wide, General
Electric Professional Large Screen.Video Projectors are making
presentations more dramatic, more productive, and more
.
convenient.
Whether videotape, live transmission, TV programming or data
direct from your computer, the pictures projected can be seeh
by everyone in the room, all at once, even 'when room lighting is
provided so viewers can take notes and refer to written material.
The color projectors show every viewer the same accurate
color reproduction. An exclusive General Electric system
registers the colors for you, eliminating time-consuming manual
adjustments.
.
Portable and flexible, General Electric projectors are being
used in a great variety of applications, including both rear and
front projection. Ask our applications experts whether yours can
be added to the growing list Call or write: General Electric
Company, Projection Display Products Operation, Electronics
Park 6-206, Syracuse, NY 13221. Phone: (315) 456-'2152. TWX
710-541-0498. .

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
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The Whisper Terminals, from· 3M.
Three'devices that plug in anywhere for instant
.'
TWX/Telex, electronic mail, and database communications.,
Does your organization need
portable and/or desktop terminals for TWX and Telex
users?
Are your sales representatives interested in a handy,
time-saving way to submit
orders and obtain information
from headquarters while in
the field?
And has your company
been seeking a cost-effective
means of implementing electronic mail?
If your answer to even
one of the questions above is
"yes", then you should be
looking at the Whisper Terminals from 3M.
An integrated family of multipurpose terminals.
3M's Whisper Writer, Whisper
Reader, and Whisper Screen
are communications devices
that serve users 'in four different ways:
• As TWX and Telex terminals.
• For remote access to computer databases and infor-

mation services, using their
own built-in modems.
• As substitutes for (or supplements to) dedicated
ASCII terminals.
• For message forwarding
and retrieval via an electronic mail network.
Whisper Writer: a fully transportable teleprinter.
. Whisper Writer is about the
size of a portable typewriter.
It incorporates all of 3M's four
Whisper Terminal functions
and can be used in an office
or on the road. Its built-in textediting software', batterymaintained memory, and
quiet 35-cps printer make it a
versatile performer at a competitive price.
Whisper Reader: a terminal
that weighs just 2 Ibs.
This book-size unit does most
of what Whisper Writer does,
with the obvious exception of
printing. Like Whisper Writer,
it lets users prepare text offline to save on telephone,

3M Business Communication Products Division

TWX, and Telex charges.
Whisper Screen: a smart terminal that communicates.
3M's intelligent CRT terminal
has a standard RS-232C
interface, plus a bUilt-in
modem for communications
at 1200 or 0-300 baud. A 16K
memory with print spooler is
stal!dard, as are a variety of
automatic dialing, log-on, polling, and answering features.
Hard copy output for
both the Whisper Screen and
Whisper Reader is provided
by 3M's complete line of lowcost, quiet Whisper Printers.
Obviously, there isn't
room here to describe the
attributes of 3M's Whisper Terminals in detail. For the full
story - and for a brochure on
other 3M products for the
Orchestrated Office - call
toll-free or mail the coupon
'
today.

r---:--------l
Mail to:
3M Business Communication Products Division
Attn: G. Collins
3M Center - Building 216-2N
St. Paul, MN 55144
Please: DSend information on 3M's
Whisper Terminals and other products for the Orchestrated Office.
Call me to arrange a demonstration.

o

Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State

Zip

Phone (

Call 800-328-1684 toll-free.
(In Minnesota, 800-792-1072;
in Canada; call

L__________ .J
DTM9-1

800-268-9696 )
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cating his opposition to the inclusion of
any statutory change in authoritites in the
pending EAA legislation," Baker wrote.
"The President'stands,by these decisions;
We respectfully request that the Congress
give due consideration to the administration's views on this matter."
At least half of Congress indicated
it might do that. Rep. Don Bonker (DWash.), chairman of the House Subcommittee on International Economic Policy
and Trade and purportedly industry's
best friend in a high place, wrote back to
Baker and told him he 'agreed completely
with his views. Thus the worst of enemies
had become the best of friends. Politics
does indeed make strange bedfellows.
"In our discussions with the Senate, the House conferees repeatedly offered to delete virtually all language that
would further delineate Commerce, Defense, and Treasury Department roles,
leaving those matters to adminis,trative
discretion under provisions of the current
act," Bonker wrote. "It has been at Senate insistence that House conferees agreed
to the compromise language on agency
responsibilities and import controls. Itremains our preferred position, consistent
with the views of the administration, to
remove the provisions you cite, and we
are ready to vote accordingly at any such

time as the Senate might be prepared to
alter its position."
Aye, there's the rub. The Senate
was proving a mighty immovable object.
If not after Baker's letter, then when? According to informed sources, not until
Garn received a phone call from Reagan.
And even then he might not be moved.
"Sen. Garn is not necessarily a fan
of the administration's handling of export
licenses in the past," explains Rep. Ed
Zschau (R-Calif.), the former Silicon Valley executive who has been instrumental

The EAA isn't going to be high on
the must-do list in September.
in fashioning several of the attempted
compromises that have flown back and
forth across Capitol Hill. "What one
branch suggests is not necessarily what
another automatically follows."
"I think the reason Garn ignored
the letter is that he considers it part of the
turf battle between DOD and DOC," says
Hugh Donaghue, Control Data's vice
president of government programs' and
international trade relations. "He doesn't
seem to think it has any substance. We're
now at the point where political c6nsiderations are overshadowing substantive
ones."
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And looming over all this is the
calendar. Congress reconvenes Sept. 3 after the Republican convention, and takes
off for the rest of the year on Oct. 5, when
the members go, home to try to ensure
they'll be back in 1985. The EAA won't be
high on the must-do list for September.
Besides, there aren't many alternatives left. The Business Coalition for
the EAA, the high-tech industry's only
unified voice on Capitol Hill, has gone
about as far as it can go. In many ways,
the industry is locked in the' middle,
which is the last place it wants to be. It
loves the House version of national security, but hates its contract sanctity provisions, which list four occasions under
which the President could abrogate a contract. The Senate's version says a contract
is a contract is a contract. Conversely, the
Senate's national security language makes
the high-tech industry gag. As much as
the industry likes new provisions in the
approved amendments, such as the comprehensive operations license, chances are
it will, try to kill any bill containing' section 109 before it reaches the floor.
Should that occur, Congress could
fill the ensuing void by extending the present law. But both Bonker and Garn have
indicated they won't do that, which
means' the administration would be

Transport your ,COM (Computer
Output Microfilm) production into a
, new era with InterLINK~ The industry
, breakthrough from DatagraphiX that
, fully automates your COM operation from startlo finish.
,,' By simply pressing one'button,
InterLINKtransports'your cut silver
originals smoothly from recorder to "
duplicator in just seconds. Automat- ,
ically, without human hands or
human error:
Specifically, InterLi N K loads the
fiche into theAutoFEEDT~stackerof
Fully automated ARI,STMII'Syst~m with InterLlf':JK
'your DataMASTER;M completelY elimi-' "
'nating the need for your operator to manu:", , reducedlabor'costs.lt's that simple.
',ally insert, retrieve, and 'sort the fiche. The
If you already,have an AutoCOM™ or ARIS™
result in~r,eased productivity and' ,
" " system,for a verysmalf' investment
InterLlNK,will save you hQursof
hianpower and production tfrne.
WhileyourCOMsystem runs its,elf.
If you've been cbnsideringin~
house COM, the DatagraphiX fully
automated systernsace thesolu-,'
tionforyou.They'lI be up and'
running iri less than a day. So your
savings'can, start immediately.,
Make th~ right ,connection in your
COM system with InterliNK. It duplicates
your fiche without, duplicating your effort.
InterLINK. Only from DatagraphiX. The
, world's leading supplier of computer output
microfilm systems.
'
,,'For, rnore,information'On InterliNK, fill
, ' q~t and,mailJhe coupOfl today.

1_

-,--,-----_._---------, ,Yes! rm in'terested in fully automating my COM system.
,

~.

"

' "

,

,

.

'

,"

,

o Send more information on InterliNK.
'
o Yes! I'm 'interested in'learni~g more about aCOM system for
"';
.
, my business.
o Please have a sales representative call
me:
,
,

,

, ,Name
Title
Company

,I'

Phone
,

'

,

Du/LTffrLTpha
The Computer Output Management Company
,
a General Dynamics subsidiary.
" Dept. 3515, P.O. Box 82449, San Diego. CA 92138
(619}291-9960. Ext. 5581 TWX: 910-335~2058
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Since 1977, some of the
most significant software
developments have taken
place in a small town in Illinois.

Urbana, Illinois does not readily
come to mind as a wellspring of
advanced software development.
Yet here, in what many might call
a "think-tank" atmosphere, a cohesive group of software engineers
and computer scientists is producing the software that will set standards far into the future.

allowed them to recognize both the
challenge and the opportunity
inherent in an emerging Information
Age: to create portable software
products that deliver productivity
improvements for software development and decision making processes in an increasingly distributed
computing environment.

These people, whose roots go
back to the very beginning of the
computer industry, are the nucleus
of the Gould Software Division.
They are immensely talented, and
possessed of the vision which has

They have met the challenge with
a set of unique software products
that closely integrate distributed
capabilities, support heterogeneous
computing environments, provide
distributed system security, and

allow for the transparent sharing
of resources.
Man must continually seek ways
to make computer systems more
productive. The Gould Software
Division, a pioneer in the development of advanced software, is
already well on its way toward making that goal a reality. See how far
we've come. Contact Gould Software
Division, 1101 East University Avenue, Urbana, Illinois, 61801.
(800) 952-8888 or (217) 384-8500.

~
f\~~j~
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GOULD
Electronics

Head office: P.o. Box 54, 5-17222 5undbyberg, Sweden. Phone: (8) 28 2720.
USA: 235 Main Dunstable Road. P.o. Box 828, Nashua, NH 03061.
Phone: (603) 883-4157.
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There •. isa Facit Printer to satisfy virtually all
printolltrequirelUents.. FrolUPuttiIlg·you~.Perso
nal Computer oI1· . 1o~~ostprintirlgJert11s'~Rthe
most· professional heavy duty application ...\Vith
printers that put four~colourdotsanywhereon
paper.
FacitMatrix Printers, DaisyWheelPrinters
and Graphic Flexhammer Printers offerintelligent solutions to any of yourprinting problems.
Just state your printing speed, print width,
single sheet, .fanfold or paper· roll handling, letter
quality, font and graphic print demands and Facit
Printers will handle the rest.
So when comparing printers, think professionally.
Contact Facit - we'll introduce you to awhole
family of Quality Printers.

NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
forced to rely on the International Economic Emergency Powers Act (IEEPA) to
retain its authority to institute export
controls. It's been living off the act for the
past 11 months, but the IEEPA has been
challenged in a Seattle lawsuit and its
constitutionality is open to question.
DOC, on the other hand, has indicated it prefers a two-year extension of the
present law. ,Permitting further DOD involvement in the licensing process is
anathema to Commerce' Secretary Malcolm Balridge, and informed sources say
he'd rather see the bill die than give DOD
one more license category to inspect.
Even on the single occasion when
DOD and business actually agreed on
something, it's been shot down. Business
proposed a fast-track system for Co Com
exports, under which all CoCom cases
would be processed in 15 days, including
DOD review where authorized. DOD would
retain the right to ask for an additional 15
days to investigate, but that would be it.
All CoCom cases would thus be processed in 30 days.
"Our whole relationship with the
business community has been a series of
ups and downs," a DOC source admits.
"They want us to help them, but they
don't want to help us."
"If DOC had waded in early and
made their position clear,. the business
community would have been much more
supportive," CDC'S Donaghue counters.
"We got no support from them, then all
of a sudden they turn around and say they
need our help on 109."
, "The whole bill is going in a negative direction for business," an experienced, EAA parti'cipant says. "When
people realize that, they'll be less reluctant to try to pull the plug before the bill
reaches the floor. If we can't do that, a
tolerably acceptable bill for industry is
the best we can hope for." Even that may
@
be asking too much.

COCOM
MAKES

GOOD

The West has finally decided how
to deal with computer exports to
the East.

That "CoCom: Two Years Before
the Bargaining Table" has actually been
released for public consumption is a small
miracle in itself. The agreement by the
hush-hush Paris-based Coordinating
Committee for Multilateral Export Controls (CoCom) is the result of two years of
mind-numbing negotiations by the 15
members-basically, the NATO countries
plus Japan. The latest version finally revises CoCom's hopelessly outdated eightyear old embargo list for computers that
can and cannot be exported to the East:..

We've reserved
a ,seat for you.

Forfurther information call orwrite:

James Martin Seminar
The five-day seminar which no analyst
or programmer can afford to miss.
The methodologies of the 1970's are
inappropriate for today's DP environment. Here's your chance to learn
about the most successful strategies
for integrated computing and how to
implement them for increased DP productivity. James Martin presents NEW
methods that are rigorous, user-friendly,
and above all, successful in achi~ving
results.
Quite simply, the best DP education
you can get.

by Willie Schatz and Paul Tate
Coming soon to your neighborhood! The
latest in transatlantic technology transfer!
The scintillating story of how 15 countries got together to keep the Western
world safe for technology!

ern Bloc nations. So beware, Eastern Bloc
nations. The capitalists cometh, at least
from Europe and Japan. The U.S. may
show up later, if it does at all.
That 1976 list was technically
dead shortly after its birth. CoCom mem- .
bers have spent the ensuing years arguing
about revising it. It was essentially a 14-1
situation, as hawks from the U.S. Department of' Defense (DOD) hankered to
,spread their restrictive wings over everything; the other CoCom members "generally lined up against them," confides one

•

74110th Street, Santa Monica, CA 90402
(213) 394..8305
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I James Martin Seminar
I
I
II

Name _______________________

Company Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address

New York
Detroit
Dallas

los Angeles

Oct. 22-26, 1984
Oct. 29-Nov. 2, 1984
November 26-30, 1984
December 3-7, 1984

I
1
I

City - - - - - - - - - - - - State/Zrp _____________________
Phone _____________________

1 -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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If only your pe~sonal computer were th~t accommodating!
Unfortunately, it's you who have to bend over backwards. Because,
let's face it, personal computers are astoundingly impersonal. They
do what they please instead of pleasing you.
DESQ~lets you have your way with your computer.
In a relationship with a computer, if nowhere else, you're entitled
to some rights. But there's only one way to soften up your PC and
make it yours- DESQ'" Software.

DESQ lets you see all of what you're working on
-not just one item at a time.
How can you possibly compare, contrast, contemplate and change
things when you're restricted to one view at a time? DESQ lets you
run as many as 9 programs at once in different windows. It's like
working at a desk(hence the name, pronounced "desk~').

DESQ lets you use your favorite software, and transter information
from one to another, even if they're not designed to work together.
The first time you need to transfer
information from dBASE Il® to
Lotus 1-2"3'" to WordStar,® you're in
for a terrible disappointment.
They're not "integrated"- or, in plain
English, they don't speak the same
language. But DESQ provides a
common language to carry data from
software to software, so you can·
integra~e programs oLyourchoice.

.

DESQ lets yOu tango from task to task and back
without slipping a disk.·
. .

.

With DESQ, you can look upa phone number in mid-Lotus,'check
your database, take a break from writing the status report, compare
last month's stock market averages with this month's, and put everything on hold while lOU add butter to the grocery list, without ever
changing a disk, It's lIke Fred and Ginger, dancing down to Rio.
Effortl,ess ...

DESQ lets you 'reshape your computer
to fit your business like a glove.

.

DESQ is designeq to bridge the gap between,You and your computer, and make you a compatible couple. It lets you teach It your own
commands arid can even take over a cOInj>lex series of tasks. At the
drop of a keystroke or a mouse button, DESQ can open a spreadsheet
program, load an income forecast from a database ,program, call your
accounting computer and get month-end
results, transfer the month's income
numbers to the spreadsheet, and recalculate the forecast. Your wish is DESQ's·
command ":"'literally.
So, don't just stand there and wait
for your PC to give in. Sometimes
it takes something soft-like
DESQ'-to bring you and your
computer closer together.

il3'ml

Bringing you and your computer Closer together.

DESQ

DESQ is a product of Quarterdeck Office Systems, 1918 Main Street, Suite 240, Santa Monica, California 90405. DESQ is compatible with the IBM' PC, PC-XT, Compaq~ Plus, DEC.Rainbow~100+, and the NCR
Decision Mate V. To use DESQ, you need a PC-or MS~-DOS 2.0 operating system, 320K minimum memory (512K recommended), a 5MB hard disk, and $399. For more information about DESQ, call (800) 845-6621.
is a trademark of Quarterdeck Office Systems· "dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate, Inc.· ~LOTUS 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation • ~MS is a trademark of Microsoft
Corporation· 'pfs; isa registered trademark of Software Publishing Company· 'IBM isa registered trademark of IBM Corporation· ~Compaq isa trademark of Compaq Computer Corporation • ~Rainbow isa trademark
of Digital Equipment Corporation· 'WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corporation
~DESQ
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U.K. official involved in the CoCom
negotiations.
DOD found, plenty to crow about,
nonetheless. Supposedly third in the U.S.
pecking order, behind the Department of
State and the Department of Commerce
(DOC), which will have jurisdiction over
the licenses .mandated by the new agreement, DOD took the lead in the negotiations. It was the only one of the three
agencies that had anything to say on the
subject, "even going so far as to call a press
conference to trumpet its success.
.
"We think we did pretty well,"
says Stephen Bryen; deputy assistant secretary of defense for international economic trade and security policy. "We
would have liked tighter controls on
small computers. But now we have certainty and predictability. Industry has always been concerned about that. Now
we've met their desire."
They may have met some of the
Europeans' wishes as well.
"The end result is a realistic compromise," says a U.K trade official.
"There was a fair degree of horse-trading
going on. Significant' improvements were
made over the hard-line approach of the

for DOD and the high-technology industry. The CoCom process, tortuous as it
was, doesn't appear to have altered the
two parties' states.
"We had extensive consultation
and help from industry," Bryen contends.
"I suspect they'll find this a good agreement, although I really wouldn't want to
characterize the reaction of the computer
community."
Most of industry's input came
through the Computer Systems Technical
Advisory Committee (CSTAC), an adviso-

No big headlines

No catchy slogans

No outlandish statements

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER INSTITUTE:
Just the best DP education you can get

Industry is completely cut out of
the action and involvement.
U.S., although some members still feel
there is room for further relaxation of the
controls. "
"This is only one of a series of negotiations," adds a French official. "The
details will have to be worked out over
the next few months."
Indeed. Now that the politicians
have finished, the technicians can start.
They will have the unenviable task of refining the general agreement into specific
regulations, a job which will last at least
until September and may extend into January. And until DOC releases the ensuing
regulations, no one is quite sure exactly
what will be acceptable or unacceptable.
"Anybody who thinks they totally
understand the CoCom agreement is crazy," William Archey, DOC assistant secretary for trade administration, told a
recent meeting of computer industry execxutives. "There are one hell of a lot of
unanswered questions."
"We're not sure what's been decided. Nobody knows what it means yet,"
says a government relations executive at a
major computer company. "It's not perceived to be that sweeping. And if [assistant secretary of defense for international
security policy] Richard Perle came out
very happy with the results, that doesn't
bode well for companies who want to expand trade."
For sure. But DOD should care? it
hasn't exactly been a love story existence

ry group mandated by the Export Administration Act. The CSTAC'S 13 government
. and 12 "industry members are divided into
hardware, fore~gn availability, and licensing procedures ·subcommittees.
"CSTAC was consulted from ti,me
to time on PDR [processing data rate] specifics, rotating mass storage questions,
and software issues," says chairman Don
Pederson, a consultant for Control Data.
"We had no participation at CoCom.
Some of the agreement's values are comfortable for us. Others are lower than we

At Technology Transfer Institute, we feature seminar
leaders who are the technology pioneers. We believe the
key element for a successful seminar is the lecturer. Our
lecturers include:
James Martin • Leonard Kleinrock • Amy Wohl • Ted
Codd • Alan Paller • Fouad Tobagi • Robert Holland •
Jeff Buzen • Peter Denning-. Tom DeMarco • John
McQuillan
Our Fall 1984 Seminars include:
• Local Networks • Voice / Data PBX • X.25 • SNA
• Office Automation • Computer Graphics • Data Base
Management • Information Centers • Performance
Modeling • Configuration Management • Software
Projects • Micro-Mainframe Connections • Database
Systems for Micros

r-----------·

I
I
JAMES MARTIN SEMINAR
I
II
For a Free Catalogue, call or write to:
I Address
I
I City
I
I
State/Zip
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
74110th Street, Santa Monica, CA 90402
I
(213) 394-8305
I Phone
I
Lo-DT_G_C_N_D_C_W_M_IS_D_C_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.-l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
SEMINARS OF EXCELLENCE

Computer Networks Seminars
Computer Data Base Seminars
Computer Applications Seminars

•

I Please send me information on:
0 Seminars of Excellence
I o James Martin Seminar
I Name
II Company Name

•
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Most computer tapes are a
pain.
.
Because they're abrasive.
They're rough on tape drive
read/write heads. Pass after pass,
they wear them down.
And tough on you because
of the problems that result from
worn heads. Like erratic signal
levels. Dropouts.And, worst of all,
data loss.

How do you relieve these
head aches? By making sure they
don't happen in the first place.
By specifying Memorex~
Our computer tape is the
least abrasive available. Because
we take the pains to make it right.
Our proprietary "thin coating" oxide
formulation is so carefully premixed, dispersed and surfaced that
it's uniform to ten-millionths of an
inch. So there's little to bump
your head.
Our thin coating also makes
possible the highest output at high
recording densities. So your data
is safe, even in extreme situations.

Abrasivity
Radlcon units

30

25
20

15

10
5
Memorex 1
2
3 .
4
Quantum \I L-- Other Brands ..:.-J
Radicon Test measurements above are obtained by
running different computer tapes over an irradiated
tape drive head. The higher the count of irradiated
particles rubbed onto the tape, the more abrasive
the tape.

Plus, we house every roll of
lour tape on our SuperReel™ II. With
its unique I-beam construction
and ultrasonically welded flanges,
SuperReel1i is 90% stronger than
conventional reels. So your tapeand your data-is that much safer
during handling and operation.
A lot of work. But well worth it
for a tape that's tested end to
end, track by track. And warranteed
for 25 years. All of which will
come as a great relief to you. And
your heads.
I

For more information on the
full line of Memorex quality computer media products, including
flexible discs, call toll-free:
800-222-tl50.ln Alaska and
Hawaii call collect: 408-987-2961.

Your Data.
When it matters, make it Memorex:"

MEMOREX
A Burroughs Company

Memorex IS a registered trademark of the Memorex Corporation.
,
SuperReelll is a trademark of the Memorex CorporatKln. 1I:.l1984 Memorex Corporation.
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WHAT'S YOUR PDR?

It'Siimple.TheJB~ ·3~~O

••.•.• ,

Protocol Converter connects a
. variety ofasync devices into the
. 3270 world onBM.. .
.
That,means affordable
peripherals ... functions ... and
options not otherwise available
.
to 3270 users.
With these special features:

Emulation of IBM
3278 displays and
3287 printers by
async devices.
o BSC and SNA
support.
o ASCII and EBCDIC
data format
support.
o Up to sixteen
async ports
attached.
o Powerful on-board
diagnostics.
o Custom
programming
available
0 0 oAND MORE
o

Start making IBM look better to
you, easily and affordably, just
write or call today:

'7~~~

,.,---](b)mru ------.,.'"
electronics company
Dept. 0002
6020 North Lindbergh,Boulevard
St. Louis, Missouri 63042
(314) 731-7781

CoCom has broken down the regulations
covering computer hardware into four basic levels, each based on a processor performance measurement developed by
Cocom and called the processing' data
rate (POR).
The four levels are as follows:
1. Free from control. This designation applies to systems with a POR under 2
and includes such machines as the 8-bit
Apple II and Sinclair home computers.
This type of machine may be sold in
quantity to the Eastern ,Bloc without a
license.
2. National discretion. This level
has been considerably expanded by CoCom as part of the trade-off with the U.S .
delegation and allows much more flexibility for individual member governments to
make their own decisions about the granting of licenses. This level involves three
different categories of licensing:
• Systems with, a PDR between 2 and 5,
which covers most 16-bit microcomputers; Licenses will be granted by national
governments with a minimum of fuss.
• Systems with a PDR between '5 and 15,
covering supermicros and minis. Licenses
will be granted but more detail of the specific contracts must be submitted to make
sure the end user is not the Red Army or
some other banned organization.
• Systems with a POR of between 15 and
28, covering systems in the IBM 4331
class. The government can still grant a li-:cense but must give advance warning ,of
30 days to CoCom before doing so. In this
case, CoCom members could make objections but have no right of veto.
3. Favorable' consideration. This
covers systems with a POR' between 28
and 48, such as the IBM 4341. Licensing
has to be, checked out with CoCom" although as the category title suggests,
. these requests will be viewed "favorably;'
and" no 'problems with other" ,CoCom
members' are expected~
4. General exceptions. This' in-

volves systems with a POR above 48,
which are effectively prohibited from export to the Eastern Bloc. Licenses can'be
requested if there are unusual circum..;
stances, but the case must have the unanimous approval of CoCom members.
'CoCom'sPoR measurement formula was, devised "to'·assess processing
power across a wide range of machines,
from micros to, mainframes.. It is' essentially a function of the number of bits per
instruction word, the number of bits inan
operand, and the execution time of instructions. It encompasses,' both floating
and fixed-pointprocessm.g:
.

would have liked."
"Qualitatively, Bryen's statement
is not incorrect," says Arnold Frutkin of
Burroughs, chairman of CSTAC'S licensing
procedures subcommittee. "The negotiations were going on for a hell of a long
time. There were discussions on a variety
of subjects. How they related to the results is another story. I wouldn't want to
say anything about that."
The list of products proposed for
the DOC'S technical list (which determines
a product's licensing requirements) is reviewed by the appropriate techaicaladvisory committee, such as CSTAC, according
to the technical specifications of the product. The CoCom list will be reduced to
specifics this month in Paris by a techni-

cal task group, which 'is all government
and no industry. But once the TACS get
their word in, there's a question about
how much it means.
"There's a sincere attempt to get
industry involved, but only in the early
stages," says Roger Grossel, HewlettPackard's export administration director
and former director of export controls in
DOD'S research and engineering divison.
"But after a certain point-I'd say it's
about 15% of the total-there's no meaningful participation by industry.
"Industry is completely cut out of
the action and involvement. The government goes on its own and develops a position. You get hard-liners like Perle and
Bryen influencing the decisions and

=

Fixed pointcpus:POR (0.85A+ 0; lSB
+O.5SD)/(0.8SP+ 0.15G)
Floating "point ,cpus: POR= (0.8SA.+
O.ISC +OAD>+0.lSE)/(0:8SE+
0.09H+ 0.061)
The values of A, B~C,D,andEr~fert()
the number of bits ina fixed;.point add
instruction,fixed-multipiy '. inst11lction,
floating-point'instruction,fixed-pointoperand, and floating-pointoperand.respectively. ThevariablesE,F, G,H, and
I are, the execution times '. of fixed-point
add, fixed-point multiply,floating-point
add, and floating-point multiplyjnstruc~
tions, respectively.' CoCom'sfinaldocu7
ments offer specific guidelines</ for
measuring execution times consistently in
different cpu architectures.
ThePDR calculation is no passing
bureaucratic "whim. "Every supplier will
need, to know the. pORaf its products
when selling them to the EasternBlo,c .. As
the Eastern markets open up to Western
products, this technical grading. is, effectively the basis fora new processing currency giving a strategic technical ,value to
computer and, communication,. hardware
products. As such, it lies at the heart of
future East-West trade relations.in rnany
high;.tech goods.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
there's no opportunity for an opposing
years. They'll have to start all over
again."
viewpoint. It's almost like incest."
For sure, at least in the u.s. NevThey'll have to be careful where
they begin, though. For the first time, Coertheless, depending upon where the comCom has introduced formal regulations
pany is located and what it wants to
export, CoCom opened some previously covering software and telecommunication
equipment. On the hardware side, the
closed doors.
policy of allowing national governments
They certainly have been smashed
to decide on the licensing of certain levels
on the low -end; Restrictions on exports
of hardware has been significantly exhave been abolished for personal computers with a PDR below 2, such as the Apple panded. Some of these controls will beII, the Atari 400, the TRS-80, and the Sin- coine effective immediately, such as the
clair. series of home computers. In addirestrictions on telecommunication equiption, the· policy of allowing national
ment. Others, at least in Europe, will be
governments to decide on the licensing of embedded in the national legislation of
certain levels of hardware has been signifthe member governments by the end of
icantly extended (see box).
this year.
To demonstrate its sensitivity to
The result may be a flood of European and Japanese micros into the Eaststrategic software, and perhaps to mollify
ern Bloc markets. Within a week of the
the U.S., CoComJor the first time develCoCom announcement, West European . oped a controlled software list. This was
micro su·ppliers were tripping over each
one the U.S. lost. It wanted a negative list,
i.e., an enumeration of products that
other in their haste to enter the East European market. Sinclair started looking
could be exported. But the Europeans
for distributors in the Soviet Union, sent prevailed with their positive list, which
out feelers for a sales manager to oversee
names the products that couldn't be exEastern Europe, and announced a deal
ported. The list runs 12 items long. Included are such generic products as
for 400 of its zx81 machines in Czechoslovakia. "It's a great opportunity for
us," claimed a Sinclair spokesman.
"I'm wondering if my company is
"Other manufacturers also regoing to get anything out of the
sponded positively to the new controls.
country."
The European arm of Xerox, which has
been selling its word processors and copiartificial intelligence, military applicaers to Eastern Europe for years, is now
tions, software development systems,
hoping to use the same distribution channewly emerging software of strategic concern, and signal processing, image ennels to sell its micros in those markets
hancement, and networking.
without the need to get individual export
"That means they've still got some
licenses.
strangleholds on the low-end personal
"The new regulations sound quite
encouraging," says Ralph Land, Rank
computers," HP's Grossel contends: "If
you've got a machine with a PDR under 2
Xerox's general manager for eastern export operations. Although we don't know
but it has some networking capabilities,
all the details yet, it means an easing of that apparently means that it will be conthe situation for low-end equipment. But
trolled. I'm wondering if my company is
going to get anything out of the country."
it's not a major change. Besides, the East
is short on foreign currency and it makes
. Those into computer-controlled
some things itself. So I don't expect a
communication switching and telecomhuge increase in business following the
munication networking are doubtless asknew Co Com rules."
ing themselves the same question.
Neither do U.S. manufacturers.
Following the CoCom agreement, several
They're not talking flood. They may not
European manufacturers had significant
even be talking trickle.
contracts canceled because they violated
"Ever since Afghanistan we've
what DOD calls a "substantial tightening
of controls" in those areas. The U.K.'s
had damn near a complete embargo on
System X large-scale telecom switch, supcomputers to the Soviet Union," says Arnold Frutkin, chair of CSTAC'S licensing
plied by Plessey and GEC, has been
subcommittee. "This frees up a piece of dropped from the bidding for a new tele~
the market to Eastern Europe and Russia.
com switching network in Bulgaria. SysFrom a purely commercial standpoint it's
tem X falls into the general exceptions
clearly an advance.
category of CoCom controls and is there"But this never was as big an issue
fore prohibited from being exported to
the Eastern Bloc, at least until 1988. "The
for industry as it was made out to be. The
market is limited and expensive to purSystem X switches for Bulgaria have been
sue. Any manufacturer interested in sellput on ice for four years," explains a U.K.
ing there is going to have to test the
official. "But this may change if someone
else starts to compete seriously for the
market again and see if it's worthwhile.
They've been out of the market for four
deal."
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The Defense Department was expected earlier this year to tightly control
AT&T'S much ballyhooed Unix operating
system. It was not immediately clear if

The new Co Com agreement does
relax controls on older low-performance
office environment equipment, but who
knows if the East Europeans or Russians
want that stuff anyway? CoCom also
placed a four-year moratorium on all terminal and transit switches for networks,
which is what short-circuited System X.
Controls were also tightened on categories of equipment with the greatest strategic potential, whatever that means.
The list of hardware items prohibited from export to the Eastern Bloc-

Ruggedized computers are
tightly controlled under the new
regulations.
Defense won in that regard, but Unix is
often noted for its strength as a software
development system and would therefore
seem to fall under the software categories.
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,those on the "threshold," as DOD'S Perle
called it-grew significantly. Included are
ruggedized computers "beyond what normal office use requires;" according to
Bryen. Foremost among these are the
Grid series. There was no word on the 8bit Apple II, which Perle told Congress
was being used for nuclear targeting. Also
on the list are superminis with a half-gigabyte of virtual memory; all computers
with a PDR over 48; upgrades to 'bloc
manufactured systems; large bubble
memory machines (over 256K); computers for microelectronic manufacturing or
design; and technology for any
computers.
Bryen likened this last category to
implementing the recommendations of a
1976 Defense Science Board (DSB) report.
In that paper, Fred Bucy, chairman ofthe
DSB and now chairman of Texas Instruments, urged the U.S. to concentrate on
stopping "know-how" rather than
products.
"The real Co Com problem has
been that these countries have no law permitting technology control," Bucy says.
"It's very important that those countries
begin to take technology control very seriously. This appears to be a step in that
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direction. "
It may even be a leap. Co Com will
control the technology for development
or production of computers, even if the
computers or software are unembargoed;
the use of computers, except the minimum necessary to use an approved export; and the integration of computers
into other equipment, unless both the
computer and the other equipment are
unembargoed.
So, after two years, of talking,
there has been some action. But industry
isn't at all sure it will like what it sees.
"A lot of things that used to be
controlled now won't be," says a government relations expert at a leading computer company. "But we don't trade
much with the East anyway. The real
question is whether this will reflect 'on
West-West trade. If items are decontrolled to the East, does that mean they'll
be decontrolled to the West? I think so.
But I'm not sure it's going to matter."
"What appears to have been
agreed upon is negligible," HP'S Grossel
contends. "In practice, the PDR hasn't
been increased much at all. They could
have moved higher. I just 'don't think this
is going to amount to very much for
industry."
Stay tuned. They've only just
begun.
@
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS

LANS
MAKE
HEADWAY

The local area network market is
gaining momentum as vendors
and customers overcome certain
drawbacks.

The reasons for the boom in local
networking in some ways parallel those
behind the growth in personal computers
in the past few years. Until recently, large
corporations stayed away from local networks, as they had once shunned pcs, because of a lack of any standardization; the
absence of IBM, AT&T, and other important vendors; and high prices. Any purchaser was taking something of a chance
in buying a LAN. Moreover, just as the pc
market was fueled by software products
like VisiCalc and 1-2-3, so the LAN mar-

ket is seeing key network-based software
and peripherals finally being introduced.
. Nee attendees found, however, that
most of these reservations were no longer
valid. ~everal seminars and many large
system vendors emphasized the IEEE'S
certification of Ethernet as its 802.3
CSMA/CD standard, while others preferred the 802.4 token bus sold by Concord Data Systems or the 802.5 token
ring approach that IBM has been favoring.
On the microcomputer side, vendors and
users seemed to be converging on 3Com's

by Michael Tyler
Local area networks used to follow the
old saw about the weather: lots of talk
and little action. LANS still generate their
share of hot air, but this summer they
have seen a surge in corporate purchases
as several traditional objections have fallen by the wayside. The result, says industry analyst William Zachmann of
International Data Corp., is that today's
LANs will usher in "a new era in how we
see information systems, how we build
them, and how we use them."
Leading the charge has been Ethernet, which has overcome the doubts of
many critics and become an accepted
standard 'backed by several dozen manufacturers. Exhibitors at July's National
Computer Conference demonstrated how
their equipment or software hooks into
what is an increasingly common yellow
Ethernet cable. "The show was a hysterical festive crescendo of LANS, an orgy of
computers coupling indiscriminately,"
says Bob Metcalfe, chairman of 3Com
Corp. in Mountain View, Calif., and coinventor of the Ethernet concept.
Companies that provide local networks, especially Ethernets, have reaped
the rewards. 3Com, for example, more
than tripled its revenues, to $16.6 million,
in its latest fiscal year, which ended May
31. The firm expects to reach $35 million
this year. Ungermann-Bass Inc., a Santa
Clara, Calif., LAN supplier, grew 125% in
1983 to $25.4 million, and expects to double again in 1984.
While the established vendors
continue to grow, many new entries are
flooding the market. Industry watchers
such as IDC and the Yankee Group have
pegged the LAN market at about $400 million now, growing at 35% to 50% per
year. Xerox reports that it has installed
over 800 of the estimated 5,000 Ethernets
operating in customer locations worldwide, and that for several successive
months its rate of new network installations has "set records." That trend has intensified during the summer, the.
company claims.
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implementation, which gives micros access to large systems via Ethernet that is
not possible using products such as Corvus Systems' Omninet, Novell's Sharenet,
or Orchid Technologies' and AST Research's PC Net, which segregate micros
from other information resources.
While that may seem like a large
number of "standards," the acceptance of
these architectures coincides with a sharp
drop in the attractiveness of LANS that are
not compatible with these networks. "The
new generation of local networks comes
out of the fragmented approach we've
seen until now, and has been coalescing
around Ethernet because so many vendors support it," says Dick Loveland,
product planning manager for office and
information systems at Digital Equipment Corp. DEC was one of the original
inventors of Ethernet, along with Xerox
and Intel.
Claims Bill Krause, president of
3Com, "Now it's simply a question of
Ethernet or Ethernot."
Hardware vendors who chose networks incompatible with those that are
emerging as standards may now regret
their actions. Dharam Ahuja, senior vice
president of marketing and sales for
North Star Computers Inc. in San Leandro, Calif., says about his firm's NorthNet product, "If we had to make the same
decision today, we would not have decided to offer our own network product. Instead, we would conform to the standards
set by the big network players."
Those players have indeed tossed
their hats into the ring, albeit tentatively.
AT&T, for example, has already announced three network schemes for its
fledgling 3B line of computers. One is its
ISN, a star-type network that essentially is
a small data PBX, according to Mark
Stahlman, a local network analyst with
the Stanford Bernstein stock brokerage
firm in Upper Montclair, N.J. The second
is its 3B Net, based on Ethernet, and the
third is Corvus's Omninet for the low-end
6300 pc.
"AT&T is not a major computer
systems supplier, but it is hoping to become one," Stahlman says. "It's not looking to create a network standard the way
it did with the Bell System, but instead it
is using other vendors' standards to help
sell its computer line."
Similarly, IBM has moved cautiously-some would say too cautiously-in adopting a local network of its
own. As long as no other scheme was a de
facto standard, IBM'S lack of local
networking products had stalled some potential customers. Together with the increasing acceptance of Ethernet, IBM'S
announcement of a local network cabling
product and statement that its token passing ring network is still at least two years

down the road have caused many customers to consider changing their networking
plans, and opened gaping opportunities
for competing vendors. The Yankee
Group, in Boston, recently reported that
IBM will join the bandwagon with an Ethernet-based LAN in early 1985, in addition
to its later token passing ring product.
Yet even an announcement early next
year may not be soon enough for some
buyers.
"At this point, customers need
networking too badly to wait for IBM, and
once they've installed their own networks, they won't abandon them when
IBM finally introduces its own," says William Carrico, president of Bridge Communications Inc. in Mountain View,
Calif. "IBM will certainly suffer a significant setback because of the delay, since
Ethernet works now." Bridge is seen as a
promising vendor of Ethernet hardware,
which it oems to various systems
suppliers.
The other major hardware vendors, from DEC to Sperry to Data General
and others, have for the most part fol-

Large corporations.stayed away
from local networks because of a
lack of standardization, inaction
of some important vendors, and
high prices.
lowed the Ethernet path because it is a
current technology. Moreover, the semiconductor manufacturers, led by Intel
and Seeq, have focused on providing Ethernet chip sets, which have had a crucial
effect on standardization, volume, and
pricing.
"The key breakthrough that had
to occur was getting the Ethernet protocol onto a chip set," says John Adams,
manager of strategic planning and marketing for distributed systems at DEC.
"Hewlett-Packard and DEC and 3Com
and others are just now beginning to get
the Ethernet chips out into the market,
and that means that the other vendors
can standardize on an inflexible chip instead of developing their own gate layouts. Volumes can get very high, and
prices are going to come down to the
point where customers will find it costeffective to buy LANS."
Carrico of Bridge says, ~'We've
come over a big hurdle. For years, everyone tried to poke holes in Ethernet because there is tremendous resistance to
nonstandard products, but now the semiconductor makers have the chips and the
hardware vendors are supporting it, and
customers no longer worry about whether
it is standard."
The high volumes that are possible
with the Ethernet chip sets-3Com alone
now ships up to 500 networks per month,
SEPTEMBER 1,198473
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
each with an average of five cpu nodesernet cable, and 3Com introduced a chip
means that the installed base of set that connects IBM pcs through Ethernetworked systems can finally grow signet without the aid of a file server. Finalnificantly. So far, networking has largely
ly, several vendors, including Techland
Systems of New York, promised to probeen limited to minicomputers and mainframes, but the pc is quickly taking over. . vide SNA gateways to let local networks
"The density of personal computattach to mainframe-based networks.
ers has reached a critical mass," 3Com's
Shortly after NCC, 3Com introKrause says. "In order to build a network
duced its EtherTerm product in conjuncyou need at least two computers, and betion with Bridge. It lets IBM pcs emulate
cause of the growth of pcs in the past few
ASCII terminals on an Ethernet. "The
years we've just now hit the knee of an
product basically gives our customers the
exponential curve in the potential growth
capability that Ungermann-Bass proof networks." Micro retailers, he says, are
vides, which is avoiding the need to have
eager to sell Ethernet-based networks bea terminal and a pc sitting next to each
cause the networks include volume pc
other and both hooked into the network,"
sales and also promise a means of differKrause says. A 3270 SNA emulation packentiating the retailers from their
age will come later, he adds.
competition.
All of these new products are deDEC's Adams notes that current losigned to increase the connectivity of decal networks have an average of about 10
vices to local networks, Zachmann of IDC
terminals hanging off each cpu, but that
notes. "Full connectivity, in which every
the addition of many pcs directly to netcomputing resource in a company can
talk to every other, is crucial for the sucworks will bring that average down considerably over the next few years. Pcs, he
cess of the LAN market," he says.
says, will be connected directly to corpoThe main area in which the netrate networks rather than to segregated
work vendors have begun increasing LAN
pc networks, in order to gain access to
functionality is software. Says Krause,
corporate data.
.
"The network vendors must provide the
Another factor that until recently
has hindered the growth of the local netIntervendor communication is
work market has been a perceived lack of
key to the success of local area
functionality. While hardware technolnetworks.
ogies had been developed to enable computer systems based on different
system level software to facilitate network
transparency. They should also provide
architectures to communicate on the
same physical networks, the software
system level services for multi-user proneeded to make those communications
grams, like record locking. We also have
meaningful has only recently begun to ara tremendous opportunity to provide netrive. IDC'S Zachmann points to the Genwork-based applications, such as disk and
eral Motors and National Bureau of
printer management, electronic mail, terminal emulation, and executive calenStandards demonstrations of multi vendor
dars." 3Com introduced a networked
networks at NCC as "landmark events" in
that they involved development of softversion of VisiCalc at NCC, CertiFlex Sysware that allows incompatible computer
tems of Dallas now sells its accounting
architectures to transfer files and perform
packages for networks, and Ashton-Tate
other basic network functions transsells multi-user versions of its popular
parently.
dBase II.
Such intervendor communication
Finally, network vendors are atis key to the success of local area nettempting to make their products easier to
install and use. Wang recently introduced
works, and several products were introduced at NCC that provide some degree of
FastLAN, a version of the. broadband
such communication. Bridge, for inWangnet that is designed to be installed
stance, showed software that allows Sperentirely by end users. Similarly, Fox Rery mainframes to participate in an
search of Dayton, Ohio, showed the
Ethernet network. The package, which
lONet LAN and a network version of the
lOBase sQL-like DBMS, both of which are
was developed in response to a proposal
by the Baylor College of· Medicine in
intended to be completely user-installaHouston, enables Sperry Uniscope termible. Techland's SNA gateway is also used
by lONet.
nals to link to mainframes via Bridge's
Ethernet interface units and the DCP
As the network market heats up
front-end processor at distances up to the
with new vendors and products, a shake2.5 kilometer limit of Ethernet rather
out is bound to occur, many observers
than at the much shorter distances Sperry
say. 3Com's Krause argues that there are
allows for direct connections.
already too many vendors in the market,
Xerox showed the capability of tyeven though none of them can currently
keep up with the demand for their proding IBM Personal Computers directly to
its own file and print servers over the Ethucts. "When IBM and AT&T compete head
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Want to eliminate
your wand problems?
~ IIIIII~IIIIIIIIIII~III~IIIIIII ~I~IIIII~ IIII~IIII~III~ IIIIII~IIIIIIIIIII~III~IIIIIII ~I~IIIII~ IIII~ IIII~III~ IIII
The answer is autotnatic laser scanning now tnade easy
with LASERLINK. Now FREE* until Novetnber 1, 1984.
-

You've known it all along. The weakest link in
your bar code system is at its business end. The lightpen or wand which does the actual reading is a low-tech
performer, working only as fast as an operator's handwhen it works at all. Until now, if your high-tech system was dedicated to lightpen technology, you were
stuck with the low-tech slow-poke.
Today, there's LASERLINK, a palm-sized interface that plugs into your system's wand port, and you're
ready for automatic laser scanning. The result: An operator can f1 y through bar codes at scans per second rather
than at scans per minute. And you can kiss lightpen
letdowns goodbye.

Of course, you'll need the
world's leading hand-held laser
scanner to take advantage of
LASERLINK's capabilities.
That's why the input end of
LASERLINK hooks up exclusively to Symbol Technologies'
LS-7000-the go-anywhere
laser scanner that eliminates the
wand and the problems that go
with it. With an LS-7000 at the
head of your bar code system,
you'll achieve accurate reads in
the blink of an eye and be able
to scan bar codes that are less
than picture perfect.
What's more, if you order an LS-7000 within the
next few months, you'll get a LASERLINK for free. For
larger orders quantity discounts will apply, which
means you can upgrade a network of bar code systems
with LASERLINK at a very productive price.
This offer is limited to LS-7000s ordered before
November 1, 1984, so get in touch with your Symbol
distributor or salesperson today. He will demonstrate
how LASERLINK and the LS-7000 will unlock the
limits of bar code technology. Or contact:

. . . .E . .

L~'

1iII-. . . . .~
•

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

1101 Lakeland Avenue
Bohemia, New York 11716
516 563-2400

*with the purchase 0/ an LS-7000.
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YOU'VE PROVEN
WE'RE THE
INNETWORK

PERFO
CE
·MANAGEM E:NT.
Feature

Emcom
3729 NPMS

Avant Garde
Net/Alert*

Tesdata
SMART

Application
monitoring
Individual transaction
record available
Network alarms
Immediate display
of network alarms
Intelligent line
data display
User-programmable
automatic alarms trap
Protocol discrepancy
alarms
Line utilization
analysis

Yes
33 types
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
12 real time
and 30 databased
components

Network configuration
recognition

Automatically
generated
and verified

Entire database
available to host
Local (non-host)
database
Low maintenance
design
Special A.C. power

Yes
Yes
Yes
None required
*Net!Alert is the registered trademark of Avant Garde Computing, Inc.

Chart reprinted from ads in:
Datamation, Computerworld, Data Communications, Bank Systems and Equipment, and Computer Decisions.

WE'RE PROVING
THERE'S SOME:THING
BETTER.

'IRE: NCSl70SERIES
We invite you to tal<e a seriouslool< at all the vendors
who are talking, announcing and pre-announcing
networl< performance systems.
The simple fact is that Emcom is manufacturing,
shipping, and installing thousands more lines of networl<
performance equipment than all of our c01llpetitors
combined.
It's easy to tall< networl< performance; the NCS/70
is the new standard.
For further information or to arrange a no-obligation,
on-site demonstration, contact Emcom,Corporation.

([
800 East Campbell Road, Richardson, TX 75081, (214) 437-1488, Telex: 882174
EMCOM International, Box 2011, 19402 Upplands-Vasby,Sweden
Tele: 46-(0) 760-86910, Telex: 12442 Fotex S, Attn: Emcomeur
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to head, they will each take up about a
third of the market, and that leaves very
little room for the rest of us," he says. He
forecasts a shakeout within the next three
years, with vendors tied to proprietary
schemes most likely to fail.
DEC'S Adams notes that network
vendors must provide full transparency in
their products. "The user should not have
to know where any data or programs are
in the network. The network should be
able to find them transparently. Vendors
that cannot do that will not survive."

Zachmann concurs. "We're witnessing a reversal of the Copernican revolution," he says. "The development of
distributed operating systems and intelligent network software means that network resources are available to the user
transparently from anywhere in the network. The user's individual workstation
becomes the center of the dp universe,
with all the mainframes and other devices
that were once at the center now on the
periphery. The centrality of the Middle
Ages is restored."
@

MICROCOMPUTERS

BULLISH
ON
CHINA
Yankee-style capitalism
underlies an entrepreneurial
push into personal computing by
the People's Republic.
by R. Emmett Carlyle

THE WILEY DATA PROCESSING TRAINING SERIES works wherever your
trainees want it to-in a formal training session or in the office or home environment after working hours. The training offers a unique, self-paced, "insu~ed-Iearning" format that lets trainees master structured programming
techniques at their own pace, step by step.
Books in the Wiley DP SERIES are written by experienced data training professionals who have developed programs for IBM, AT&T Long Lines, Xerox
and other major companies. Each book is a series of lessons with exercises,
examples, reviews, and hints.
Examine the first four volumes in the WILEY DP TRAINING SERIES FREE
for 30 days.
NOW AVAILABLE from Judi N. Fernandez and Ruth Ashley, Duotech, Inc.
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING $49.95
INTRODUCTION TO STRUCTURED COBOL (COBOL I) $49.95
USING STRUCTURED COBOL (COBOL 2) $49.95
IBM CPU AND STORAGE ARCHITECTURE (System/370) $49.95
To receive the FREE 30-day examination offer or for more information on subsequent
volumes in the Structured COBOL and IBM System/370 Architecture
series, or the forthcoming series on MVS JCL, and IBM OS Assembler
Language-fill in and mail the coupon below. Or call (212) 850-6438 for more
information on any of Wiley's quality training products.

I A JOHN WILEY
WI & SONS, Inc.
60S Third Avenue
I New York, NY. 10158
I Attn: Queintard de Geneste
I

~-------------,

Please send me information on Wiley's Data Processing
Training Series and your FREE 30-DAY EXAMINATION offer.
NAME ________________________________
COMPANY __________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________

~_

CITY/STATE/ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LPHON~ ~

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -.J _______5_-13_91----J
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Four years ago it was a compact fishing
village of about 20,000 people. Today a
nuclear power plant is required to feed its
new apartments and factories. Its skyscrapers are so numerous, says one visitor, "that they block out the sun." But,
since the 300,000 inhabitants are so intent
on turning the place into the next Silicon
Valley, they have little time for sky-gazing anyway.
This is Schenzhen, a microcosm of
the emerging capitalist China. More than
a million people are expected to be living
and working in its increasingly polluted
air in three years. The city is growing so
fast that it already resembles that throbbing testament to capital that it borders,
Hong Kong.
Formerly, the ties that bound the
people of Schenzhen were feudal and of
the land, but there is little place for that in
the city's newfound dynamism. Increasingly, the bond is of a token kind: cash
payment and naked self-interest.
Schenzhen, with its capitalist
sociopolitical infrastructure, is one result
of a number of experiments set in motion
by Chinese premier Deng Xiaoping--perhaps his most potent creation so far. He
makes no apology for its intrusion into
the traditional fabric of Chinese life. "If
your objective is to catch a mouse," he
says, "it matters little whether you use a .
black cat or a white." The mouse is a
higher standard of living, a modernized
China that can take its rightful place as a
senior member of the world's community
of nations. Schenzhen and other new enterprise zones are a ticket to that dream.
Schenzhen has been created as a magnet
to draw (and accommodate) u.S. technology in one form and eventually reexport it
in another. Deng's plan calls for a full
50% of production to be exported to
world markets.
Of course, it takes more than an
"instant city" and the world's most prolific and low-cost labor pool to create a
manufacturing mecca of computers, observers point out. Deng has aped the

Peat~ar~cktechnology

has exploded the myths
about computer systems
development:
It doesn't have to take
forever or cost the earth.
Introducing Structured
Retrofit.
Even the best-managed computer system can
develop spaghetti code over the years. Changing demands and expanded requirements can
make yesterday's state-of-the-art a state of
confusion. And until now you haven't had a
cost-effective way of replacing your system ..
But now Peat Marwick has the answer: a
technological breakthrough that gives you the
best of both worlds: the technical currency of
a new software system at all affordable price.
It's called Structured Retrofit. Its advantages
are simple: You save the valuable existing information from your present system by regenerating it in a structured format that is
then used as a base to build your new target
system. Even on a new computer.
Your immediate benefit is you can produce
your new system with savings in time and expense as great as fifty percent of that needed
to write an entirely new system. Only Peat
Marwick's software engineering services, like
Structured Retrofit, can do this. And you gain
the advantage ofa major reduction in maintenance programming costs.
Peat Marwick's softwar~ engineering technology creates workable solutions for your
business problems. Learn more about th,e
advantages of systems development through
the Structured Retrofit process. For a free
brochure send in the coupon or call 800344-3600 (in Illinois 800-328-4200).
SR-OM-9/1/84

Mail to: Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co ..
345 Park Ave., Box SR, New York, NY 10154
Name
Title
Company
Address

City
Zip.

State

r;JPEAT

I~MARWICK
Accounting and Auditing!
Tax Services/Management Consulting!
Private Business Advisory Services
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DATA GENERAL SERVleETHERE WHEN YOU NEED IT
Some computer companies will sell you their bright new systemsand then disappear.
Not Data General. We understand the
service and support needs of the automated business office. Our Comprehensive
Electronic Office (CEOTM) gives you a
system that will run smoothly with the help
of one of the most complete service and
maintenance plans in the entire industry.

A SERVICE PROGRAM THAT'S
RIGHT FOR YOU
Whatever the size of your office
system, its locations, or hours of
operation, there's a Data General
service program designed to meet your needs.
With our "Enhanced Response Program," you'll have a service
engineer on your site within 2 hours-24 hours a day, 7 days.a week.
Or choose our "On Call Service ," in which a service engineer responds
within 4 hours-Monday through Friday, between 8AM and 6PM.
With the 32-bit ECLIPSE® MV Family of computers, you can
choose an uptime guarantee from 96% to 99%. Remote Assistance is
also available to help you maintain high performance levels while
saving time and money.
And, with our new DESKTOP GENERATIONTM, select from 16
service programs-the widest range of options for any desktop on the·
market. These programs will help increase productivity and keep
maintenance convenient.

ALWAYS NEAR YOUR OFFICE

I

Data General has experience with large and small companies
that have both local and distributed office environments. Whether you
have one office, or a worldwide network, service is always nearby with
Data General's 250 offices.

TOTAL SUPPORT FOR HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Data General's service organization will be your one source for
handling both hardware and software problems. Our service
engineers undergo extensive training every year. They'll know your
system-no matter how new it is.

CALL NOW
To learn how Data General's Field Engineering Services can keep
you a generation ahead, call 1·800·343·8842. In Massachusetts, call
1·800·451·1014. Or write Data General Service, 50 Maple Street,
M.S.04 G, Milford, MA01757.

t. Data General

a Genemtion ahead.

CEO and DESKTOP GENERATION are trademarks, and ECLIPSE is a registered trademark of Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA 01580.
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New famiUy of automatic protocol analyzers
interpret and isolate the error source for you.
Meet the New Digilog 200,
400, 600, and 800 ... four
revolutionary diagnostic
analyzers that can actually
describe in plain English
what is happening on your
data lines.
They decode and interpret
the protocol for you. Isolate
faults automatically. Exactly.
Even statistically analyze
data line performance.

Digilog ZOO automates
data comm testing
Digilog 200 sets up automatically.
Decodes protocols automatically.
Analyzes protocols automatically.
Tests devices automatically. And
identifies the faults automatically.
You get EE PROM packs for program or data storage, remote

control, typewriter-like keyboard,
full programming, menu driven
traps and triggers, CRT, help
screens, six BERT tests, interface
breakout, printer output. etc.

Digilog 400 and 600 for
greater sophistication
Here the emphasis shifts toward
versatility, power and higher speed
. .. up to 72K bits/second.
You get more programming power.
bigger CRTs, built-in 3112" micro
disks, soft function keys, graphics,
protocol simulation plus all the
features of the 200.

Digilog 800, the new
technology
Use the world's first protocol/
performance analyzer to conquer
the toughest data comm problems.
Debug software programs.
CIRCLE 65 ON READER CARD

Improve your network.
The Digilog 800 offers you fully
selective and bit image recording,
full protocol simulation, automatic
protocol analysis through level 3
(X.25. SNA, etc.), and speeds to
256K bits/second.
You also get on-line color graphics,
internal 10 megabyte disk with
selective logging and comprehensive statistical analysis with reports.

Digilog is out in front
Want to see what the new
generation of Digilog analyzers
can do for you? Call now for a
demonstration (215) 628-4530.
D1GILOG INC., 1370 Welsh Road
Montgomeryville, PA 18936
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
West's infrastruCture, but can he go all
the way by using it to produce its technology? The West is shifting to more complex, and capital-intensive technologies
whose automated character increasingly
excludes people from the manufacturing
process.
"This clearly would be a dangerous course for Deng," warns Ed Lee, ceo
at Pro-Log Corp., Monterey, Calif.,
whose company could soon have a cooperation deal signed with the People's RepUblic. "He has an awesome number of
people who want to work and the people
still hold the power in China."
Schenzhen is undoubtedly remarkable for its capitalist managers. with
their power to hire (from lall of China)
and fire. In the various Chin'ese provinces .
the government is the only employer and
pays the employees each factory may recruit only in its local area. But even these
managers are accountable to their work
force after each two-year interval, and
can be removed from office by them.
"No one knows. what the impact
of 1 billion Chinese with ample iron, coal,
and oil could do now that they are entering the world's. competitive production
market. Look what the Japanese did with

Deng has aped the West's infrastructure, but cail he go all the
way by using it to produce its
technology?
100 million people and no natural resources," suggests Lee. "But clearly they
need an appropriate technology to find
out-and that technology is low tech," he
adds.
It's ironic that those American
concerns most likely to beriefit from this
state of affairs wiil be the less glamorous
companies, and those far from high tech's
leading edge.
Many would argue that the most
memorable thing about the tiny New
Hampshire-based dot matrix printer
maker, Santec, was its Chapter 11 filing
in 1980 following a long streich of unprofitability, sluggish sales, and production problems. Although 2,500 of its
S 700 printers have been sold since then,
the company has yet to show a profitable
quarter. Yet its management claims that
Santec recently was the object of a $2 million investment by the People's Republic-that couritry's first in a U.S.
information processing company, and is a
likely partner in a ri1Ultimillion dollar international marketing venture with the
Chinese.
WhIle the Santec· printer is described by experts as "expensive and lacking market focus" in the competitive U.S.
market, it clearly holds more appeal for
the Chinese. A dot matrix printer is an

important element in the computer-based
typewriter they must create. (a Chinese
typewriter with its 4~000 characters is
more like a printing press) but their investment in Santec has essentially bought
for their engineers an education in U.S.
ways and a chance to begin manufacturing mechanical and low-tech parts like
cases and hinges for the printer in mainland China. In time the Chinese will get
to manufacture the whole printer, and additional benefit will accrue from the marketing experience.

The scale oftoday's personal computers also holds much appeal for the
Chinese as a possible manufacturing option; Hundreds of IBM PCs have been
flooding into China-either officially or
unofficially, according to Pro-Log's
Lee-but so far IBM has resisted overtures
from Dertg for a licensing deal or the creation of an IBM subsidiary in China.
Deng, as shrewd as ever and always the pragmatist, is drawing on the
native competitiveness of the Chinese
provinces (each with its own language

Seeing your data resource
under control
begins with sending the coupon.
Chances are, your organization's data and information systems are getting out of control.
It's no wonder. The proliferation of information delivery systems and new, structured methodologies has made it easier to respond to increasing end-user demands with short-term solutions. Solutions
that have only compounded the problem.
MANAGER SOFfWARE PRODUCTS' DATAMANAGER® offers a permanent solution. One
that's fully compatible with your IBM mainframe environment now, yet one that will let you cope with a
continuously changing systems environment and growing end-user demands in the future.
DATAMANAGER is the world's leading data resource management system. The first such system
designed specifically to help you develop, manage and control your entire data resource. The first system to converse with not only IS professionals, but with end-users - in language they understand. And
the first system to interface with all the leading data base management systems, TP monitors and programming languages.
DATAMANAGER is driven by the world's most.versatile data dictionary; one that can be easily
tailored to your specific needs. It's a stand-alone system, yet it can be fully integrated with other
dictionary-driven products in MSP's MANAGER family - such as DESIGNMANAGER!M the logical
data base design anQ modeling system, and
SOURCEMANAGER!" the COBOL application development system.
Find out how DATAMANAGER can let
you see your data resource under control. Send
the coupon today. Or call (617) 863-5800
(Telex 7103266431).

1I15p
MANAGER SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INC
Offices worldwide: Australasia. Benelux. Canada. Italy.
Japan. Scandinavia. Spain. Switzerland/Austria.
U.K.lEirc. U.S.A .. West Germany.
DATAMANAGER
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DESIGNMANAGER
.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ti'I< _ _ _ __
C'timpany _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addrc" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ci'y/S'a'clZtPCndc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone Num~r (
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DEsKPRO~

ntroducing the new COMPAQ
Idesktop
. COMPAQ combined the best features of the best
computers. And then added exclusives you won't
find on others. Today they're together in one personal
computer. The COMPAQ DEsKPRO.
The COMPAQ DESK PRO is the most expandable
desktop you can buy. It can grow as you grow, with up
to six available expansion slots and four storage devices,
including a unique fixed disk drive backup-all inside the
computer instead of out, saving your desk from clutter.

. It's the most rugged desktop, too, because it's the only
desktop with a shock-mounted mass storage compartment
to help keep disk drives in alignment and help protect you
from losing data doWntime, and dollars.
It's also the most compatible desktop, giving you true
hardware and software compatibility with the ir:Idustry's
most popular personal computers. The COMPAQ
DEsKPRO\runS thousands of programs written for the
IBM- PC and XT right off the shelf. Which brings us to the
next point

C1984. COMPAQ" Is a Registered Trademark and COMPAQ DESKPRO" Is a Trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporation. IBM" Is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

Dream computer.
The industry leader in compatibility.

Text and graphics on one screen, not two.~

Power ~nd space for almost unlimited~. . ,.' '. . . .
expansIon.
. ~.

Add up to 640K ofmemory on
system board and save expan- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
sion slots.

Runs software 2X to 3X faster. _

lOl1B fixed disk drive
lOl1B fixed disk backup - -_ _ _ _....:
Two diskette drives

Exclusive tape backup helps
protect data.

Unique shock mounting helps
protect your data and hardware
investment

Familiar layout enhanced

WiwLEDsoncapsandnum--------~~.~~~~~~~==2=±t~==~==::::E:::~~~~;;;;;;~~~~~~~
;:t.

lock keys.

The COMPAQ DESKPRO is the fastest truly compatible
desktop you can buy. It's two to three times faster than the
industry standard. That saves time now. And in the future,
as software becomes more sophisticated and integrated, it
will save you even more time as well as protect your personal computer investment.
But there's more. We gave the COMPAQ DESKPRO one
other feature not found on any other machine. You can
choose between an amber or green dual-mode monitor
that displays high-resolution text and graphics with equal

It simpJy works better.

brilliance, saving you the cost and clutter of a second monitor.
See the Dream Computer. Then pinch yourself. It's for real.
For the location of the nearest Authorized COMPAQ
Computer Dealer, or for a free brochure, call 1-800231-0900, Operator 5 or Telex #795437 COMPAQCOMP HOU.

NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
and customs) by pitting them against one
another in a contest to produce the first
PC manufacturing facility in China.
"They've been saying on television that
whoever wins will be a hero of China,"
says Abe Wong, a manager in Cullinet
Software's international division, and one
of a group instrumental in making the
Westwood, Mass., company the first software supplier to have distribution rights
in China.
.
.One contender, the Fujian Electric
Company from the Fujow province near
Taiwan, has recently been scouring the
U.S. looking for a manufacturing licensing deal from one of the IBM PC clone
companies, and for a U.S. concern to help
build the factory in China. An earlier attempt to engage IBM in talks of a deal using the Chinese vice premier as a
go-between during his last visit to the
U.S. failed when IBM (which hosted the
Chinese number two at a reception) told
him they didn't wish to meet with Fujian,
sources reveal.
Insiders say that Fujian may have
recently secured a paper deal with an unnamed pc-compatible manufacturer, but
also may be considering other ways to
build a personal computer. "The IBM PC
presents a problem for Chinese manufacturers," says Pro-Log's Lee, "because it
has one big board in it that requires automation in the test area to produce it.
And," he emphasizes, "the Chinese don't
want an automated system.".
Lee has been trying to interest the
Fujian team in building a PC using the 8bit SPD bus (number two in the market after the Intel Multibus and an IEEE
standard), which accommodates the 8088
processor. Pro-Log makes a line of small
(41;2 x 61;2 inch) cpus and I/O cards for
the bus, which can be "tested with a minimum of automation and assembled by
hand."
Lee adds that while the SPD bus is
designed for industrial control, it can
double up for dp use, making it very useful for the Chinese taking their first tentative steps into the two areas. "There's also
a CMOS version that will allow them to develop portables and lap-top computers,"
he adds enthusiastically. Pro-Log's management has been invited to tour China in
October, they reveal, and is clearly hoping to seal the visit with a joint venture or
with what the Chinese refer to as a cooperation agreement.
Where the scale of the technology
is too large and too complex and can't be
made in China, Deng has little choice but
to import from overseas to fill the void.
At least the Chinese can now get the technology into their country, though the
U.S. and other leading western nations
impose stringent conditions on the sales.
"In the past, Mao put China in a cultural
88 DATAMATION

vacuum," says Cullinet's Wong, and "as a
result, a scholastic and scientific culture
with no idea of how to apply its research
to industry evolved." Much worse for
Deng as he tried to mobilize the existing
pool of engineers has been the sacrifice of
a whole generation to Mao's cultural revolution. Only three older generations,
three tiers ranging in age from the late 30s
to 70 years, are available to him. Wong
says that a fourth tier ranging in age from
25 to the late 30s, which was exposed to
Mao's conditioning, is now virtually illiterate and unable to function in Deng's
modern China. This group of around 20
million is roughly the equivalent of Western bums and is known in China as the
"rootless ones."
A major achievement of sorts by
China's engineers-all of whom graduate
from one of two universities, one in the
north and one in the south-has been the
creation of an IBM 4331-c1ass machine
just from manuals and books smuggled
into China before Deng's open door policy came into force. "The only language

China can't take the hardware
without the software that lies behind it, makes it possible, and
keeps it moving.
they speak is hardware. There are no software engineers and no generalists, no engineers to understand the needs of the
industry," says Wong.
Since 1980, Deng's new administration has pushed for a more mainstream
approach. Numerous IBM mainframes
have been acquired to aid in manufacturing, help control the relocation of people,
and predict changes in weather patterns.
Before 1980, there were no IBM or IBMcompatible mainframes in China. Today
it is believed there are 50, with half being
supplied by the Japanese, whose conditions of sale are easier to meet.
Now that the mainframes are in
place, the Chinese wish to proceed with
all speed to broaden their applications
spectrum. But dealing with IBM face to
face has proved difficult for them. This
could prove to be a stroke of good fortune
for Cullinet, which could reap a bonanza
in the world's largest domestic marketplace, for all its years of development of
IBM software. Unlike IBM, Cullinet is a
small, accessible company with more
than its fair share of Mandarin Chinesespeaking employees, and software that
embraces all levels of IBM's hardware
business, from pcs to mainframes.
Wong, focusing in on the Chinese
sense of urgency, says, "When we really
got down to talking, the negotiations only
took six months-remarkably fast by
Chinese standards." Santec's chairman,
Chuan Chu, the man responsible for the

company's Chinese connection, says they
are not interested in sitting down and
hammering out a deal in double-quick
time. "Like their paths and bridges, their
talk weaves all over the place, alternately
serious and playful. They like to feel they
are talking with, friends, and each potential business partner must prove himself a
friend to China."
Cullinet, like Santec, Pro-Log, and
others that will follow, faces one big hurdle to its business opportunities. Though
China is under the impression that it recently upgraded its relations with the
U.S. to a level on par with its European
allies, the U.S. acts as if it were still
threatened by a Communist system.
"U.S. Comm.erce Department approval
for the sale of hardware and software to
China can take upwards of a year," Wong
explains, "and the Chinese seem bemused
by it all."
"The U.S. wants to export its culture and· its system of free elections to
China," argues Chuan Chu. "They don't
seem to realize that the best way to do
this is to open all doors and let the technology flow because a technology created
by a capitalist system bears the marks of
its origill. China can't take the hardware
without the software that lies behind it,
makes it possible, and keeps it moving."
Chu adds that technology is not
idealogically neutral. "Iran says, for example, that it needs only the West's technoiogy, not its ideuiogy. But the evidence
is overwhelming that where countries employ the same technology or modes of
production they act very much the same
and become more alike each day." Or as
one economist quips, "Mindless work in
an office or factory is equally mindless
under any political system."
It's difficult for· Americans to accept the full reality of modern China, not
only because of the past 30 years' propaganda, but because of the absence of a historical perspective. The U.S. message
seems to be the individual reigns supreme, and the Chinese line is that the citizen is committed to the good of his
fellow man. Chu stresses the importance
of. picturing these views, East and West,
as fertilizing each other, not in open
confrontation.
Through the common bond of a
shared technology and with both sides
pursuing the same goal (or mouse) of a
higher standard of living, the dictum of
East is East and West is West could be
crumbling. There's a Chinese proverb
that speaks of two fast horses racing with
the sun behind their backs in the east and
at the end of the race inevitably finding
themselves facing the sun in the west. The
same sun faces you whether you're in the
East or the West. It's just a difference of
angle.
@
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Data Pipeline™system.
The ingenious SYSTEM
2000 DBMS.
Backed by a billiondollar-plus, technologicallyrenowned company which
continues to support each and
every SYSTEM 2000 DBMS
with complete training, documentation and hotline
services.
If you don't already have
our SYSTEM 2000 DBMS working to keep you looking
smarter, call us today at (800)
538 -1876. In California, call
(800) 672-1833. Or write: Intel,
Lit. Dept. H21, 3065 Bowers
Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051.
There's still time to go to the
head of the class.
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Motorola/Four-Phase introduces
The 6000 Series-a new milestone.
A milestone for new standards in office
information systems from the company that
started it all.
From the moment Four-Phase introduced the world's
. . first all-LSI computer in 1970, we have consistently
presented the industry with innovative hardware and
software products to help make business more profitable and productive.
Today, as a member of the Motorola Information
Systems Group, Four-Phase once again unveils another
milestone in information processing-the new 6000
family of office information systems. Compact, powerful

processing units and flexible", capable software have
been fused togetherintQ a family of systems that deliver
maximum results today, with substantial expansion
capabilities for tomorrow.

Technology for the real world .
Motorola/Four-Phase systems are tough enough and
smart enough to deal with the real world -where speed,
power, and reliability in a multi-user environment
are prime considerations. The new 6000 systems feature the high-performance 32-bit Motorola 68010
CPU and an operating system derived from UNIX*
System V under license from AT&T. We created

integrated system software that combines these two
industry standards into a powerful, multi-user, multitasking enVironment that can stand up to practically
any application.
There are two systems in the 6000 family. The 6300
supports 1-8 Users, making it perfect for the smaller
User or a remote office. The 6600 is a high-performance
system designed to support up to 128 users. Both
systems offer complete and integrated sdlutionswhether they're working in an operations-oriented
enVironment where efficiency and precision are
needed, or a results-oriented environment where flexibility and quality are key.

Operations Center will ensure prompt response from
the nearest available specialist. And you can call
the Center 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
If you're a DP/MIS manager or OEM, find out what
the latest milestone in office systems can mean to you.
Contact Motorola/Four-Phase today at 1:·800-528-6050,
ext. 1599. In Arizona, call 1-800-352-0458, ext. 1599.
Or write us at 10700 North De Anza Blvd., M/S 52-3B1,
Dept. S., Cupertino, CA 95014.

ItIIOTOROLA
Four-Phase Systems

Service and support
to match our technology.
At Motorola/Four-Phase, our commitment to you goes
beyond providing quality, high-performance hardware and software. Support is just as important. Our
award-winning Customer Support Operation is staffed
With over 1,400 customer support specialists in over
175 cities across the nc:ttion. One phone call to our

®

Motorola and
are registered trademarks of Motorola Inc.
Four-Phase is a registered trademark of Four-Phase Systems, Inc.
*UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.

1984
Motorola/Four-Phase announces The 6000 Series-a milestone in productivity that delivers information processing
performance today, and expansion capabilities for tomorrow.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
BENCHMARKS
NEW PLANT: Syntrex Inc. doubled its
manufacturing capacity with the opening
of its new 16S,000 square foot complex
near its corporate headquarters in Eatontown, N.J. The facility enables Syntrex to
up its production of word processing and
office automation systems to 2,000 units
per' month, according to company ceo
Dan Sinnott. The facility was largely
funded by the New Jersey Economic Development Authority, which kicked in $2
million to Syntrex in 1982 to purchase
equipment for the automated manufacture and testing of products to be made at
the new.manufacturing plant. The NJEDA
funds also allowed Syntrex to add 100
new employees to its existing SOO-worker
payroll.
VIDEO BLUES:

The medical establishment, which has so far failed to support claims that video display terminals
can cause eye discomfort, difficult pregnancies, and other maladies, is beginning
to recognize other possible side effects
from prolonged exposure to crts. Vdt operators may be particularly prone to
stress-related disorders like insomnia and
depression, says Dr. Leon J. Warshaw, a
clinical professor of environmental medicine at New York University. The disorders stem from job dissatisfaction and
loss of job securi.ty, both of which are associated with increased vdt use: and may
also include fatigue, physical isolation,
monotony, and other symptoms. Separately, Dr. Arthur L. Frank of the University of Kentucky found that vdt
operators are absent from work an additional quarter day per year, which translates to an estimated loss to the national
economy of $SOO million per year. His
findings were based on a 2~-year study
conducted at New York City's Mount Sinai Hospital.
.

NEW PDP MODElS: Digital Equipment Corp. brought out the second model
in its Micro/PDP-ll series, the 1l/73.
The model cpu uses the 'new lSMHz 111
chip set, which until now had been sold
only on board-level products. The chip
provides four tirries the performance of
the F11 chip, which is the basis of DEC's
micro PDP-11123. The 111 gives the micro
cpu about the same performance as the
top-end PDP-ll/44, but without the peripheral support available on the older
model. The 11173, which comes out of
the Merrimack, N.H., Business Computer Group, has an 8kB cache and half a
megabyte of main memory. Up to 12 users can hook into the 11173 simultarieously, up from four on the PDP-11123.
A system with the 11173, the new RC 2S
single disk 26MB subsystem, and an 892 DATAMATION

inch removable cartridge tape drive costs
$19,SOO. The unit, which runs the Micro
RSX operating system and the A-to-Z
open architecture software system, is being marketed to commercial oems in the
small business sector.

CDC ACQUISITION: Ramtek Corp.
and other investors in Digital Productions have reached an agreement in principle with Control Data Corp. under
which CDC wiil acquire 60% of Digital
Productions for $S million in cash. CDC
will also assume some unspecified ~'obli
gations" incurred by Ramtek in coimection with Los Angeles-based Digital
Productions. Digital Productions uses its
proprietary software to generate moving
imagery that stimulates three-dimensional objects on supercomputers. To date,
this company has provided its services
primarily to the entertainment and television advertising indu.stries. A spokesperson for Ramtek said the company will
retain rights 'to some of the technology
developed while Ramtek owned Digital
Productions.
DROPS SYSTEM: Harris Corp.', despite spending some $40 million over four
years in development, scrapped its 9000
series word processing system. The Melbourne, Fla., firm had introduced the line
in May 1983, but never got past the beta
test stage. Harris said the product was
dropped because of the firm's acquisition
of Lanier Corp. in October. "It doesn't
make any sense at all for us to have two
very similar products addressing the exact same market," said Harris senior vice
president Jack C. Davis, who heads Harris's Information Systems sector. .The
9000 is comparable to Lanier's 1000 business processor and SOOO/6000 clustered
network system. The company said that it
would cQntinue to use the technology developed for the product as a basis tor a
distributed processing system to be introduced early next year. The networking
software developed for the 9000 will form
the standard for all· Harris and Lanier
networking, the firm said.
REJECTS BID: British computer
maker International Computers Ltd.(ICL)
said a takeover bid of $S16 million from
Standard Telephones & Cables PLC of
London was too low arid immediately rejected it. At press time, the suitor said it
was going ahead with its offer anyway
and said it might raise its bid to make it
more appealing to ICL stockholders; If
such a deal went through, the resulting
company would have total revenues of
$2.64 billion, making it the largest British
electronics company. Standard Telephones, until recently .a wholly owned
subsidiary of I'rr in the U.S., had quietly

purchased 9.8% of ICL'S stock on the
open market before announcing its surprise offer for the entire company.

CHOOSES NATIONAL: Burroughs
Corp. said it is developing a new line of
32-bit office systems to be based on National Semiconductor's 32000 microprocessor. That makes Burroughs the first
inajor oem to choose the National chip,
which is being marketed jointly by. National and its second source, Texas Instruments. No timetable was given. for
delivery of the new systems, but Burroughs said the development would have
no impact on its current ties with Convergent Technologies, which supplies Burroughs with workstations and sniall
computers.
FUNDS STARTUP: Schlumberger
Ltd. has comniitted to spending $6 million to $12 million on Encore Computer
Corp., a year-old startup developing a
family of interconnected parallel processors. The seed money is part of a $20 million private placement Encore is about to
complete, far short of the firm's origitial
$40 million to $SO million goal. Encore,
founded last year by ex-Prime president
Kenneth Fisher, ex-Digital Equipment
engineering vice president C. Gordon
Bell, and ex-Data General executive Henry Burkhardt III, has not yet chosen the
microprocessor that will be at the heart of
its product line, but it is said to be leaning
toward the Nationai Semicomluctor
32000 .chip. Schluinberger subsidiary
Fairchild Semiconductor is a second
source supplier of that chip. Encore hopes
to introduce its lirie of 1 MIPS to 100 MIPS
machines iri early 1985.
TIDBITS: Thomas A. Vanderslice, former president and chiet operating officer
of GTE Corp., was named president and
chief executive officer of Apollo Computer Inc., Chelmsford, Mass. He takes over
from Charles P. Spector, president, who
assumes duties as vice chairman of the
board .... VisiCorp sold its VisiOn integrated PC software to Control Data for an
undisclosed sum. The software, which
generates windows to run separate tasks
concurrently, has sold poorly against
such competitors as Ashton-Tate's
Framework and Lotus DeVelopment's
Symphony....The General Accounting
Office recommended that the Sociai Security Administration (SSA) reconsider a decision to purchase $16.2 million of
additional .equipment from Paradyne
Corp., which last year was charged with
fraudulently obtaining a $100 million
contract from the SSA. Paradyne terminals were found to be breaking down at a
rate "three to four times" greater than
similar temlinals from other vendors. @

When Bridge Communications first opened
for business, we took a good look at what the
computer age was creating.
We saw computers that couldn't talk to other
computers. LANs that couldn't link up with
other networks. Data PBXs so slow they could
stop an entire organization in its tracks.
And we said, "Let there be MAN:'

MAN: The Multiple Area Network.
MAN is more than just another LAN or Data
PBX. Much more. .
It's a highly intelligent, high performance
communication~ system designed from Day One
to link multiple devices, multiple networks, and
multiple locations.
MAN can link all kinds of devices from
multiple vendors to Ethernet. And Ethernets
to other Ethernets, remote nets, X;25 public
nets, and SNA.
Computers, printers, terminals, personal
computers, and mainframes all become one
transparent system with MAN.

The MAN who has everything.
Our Terminal Servers, Host Servers, and
Gateways have the capacity to serve even the
most demanding user. And they can grow to
meet the needs of the largest organizations.
MAN systems use multiple 68000 microprocessors to move information faster and easier
than any other network. There's no single failure
point, and our expansion capability beats all
other LANs or Data PBXs.
.
People who really need and depend on powerful communications systems have already gotten
their MAN. People like Honeywell, Motorola, GTE,
V.C.L.A., The V.S. Forest Service, and NASA.
Call 415-969-4400 or write Bridge Communications, Inc., 1345 Shorebird Way, Mt. View, .
CA 94043, and get the story of MAN.
It's the Genesis of a whole new way of
networking.

BRlIXiE
COMMUNICATIONS

The Multiple Area Network
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Fiber optics is getting a lot less exotic and a lot more
useful. It i,sn't just for telcos anymore.

OUT OF THE LABS
AND INTO
THESTREETS
tive and sales offices, and floor brokers.
The company chose the fiber solution·
largely because of delays in obtaining conFiber optics is a bright idea whose time has ventional high-capacity circuits from AT&T
come. No longer a laboratory curiosity and NYNEX. Other important considerwith specialized telco applications, fiber ations included data reliability and securioptics has burst into the real world, offer- ' ty, media cost, expandability, and ease of
ing unique capabilities at a good price. installation. It uses General Datacom MeBarely 15 years old, fiber optic technology gamuxes to transmit data and 32Kbps
has now advanced to the point where fiber voice (half the speed of conventional voice)
systems present viable alternatives to cop- within the New York City area.
per wire and coaxial cable in many teleCitibank, also based in New York,
operates an extensive fiber optic network
communication networks.
Demand within the telephone in- that links its five major corporate centers in
dustry has led to technological advances midtown and downtown Manhattan. The
and cost reductions for fiber optic cables, corporate network supports voice, data,
couplers, multiplexors, modems, and other and video communication over nearly 400
components; this process is bringing fiber separate' channels. According to Michael
optics within the reach of users with mod- A. Laviola, assistant vice president of teleerate communication requirements. In the communication, "Citibank decided in 1981
world of PBXS, Intecom uses fiber optics for that the growing' demand for high-speed
communication between different compo- digital transmission would be best served
nents of its switch. Another good indica- by the installation of a multinode fiber option that fiber optics has gained tic cable network connecting the major
commercial acceptance is the recently un- Citibank buildings."
Although many users might have
veiled IBM cabling plan, which incorporates
a fiber optic transmission option.
preferred a turnkey solution from a vendor
Ungermann-Bass and Siecor, Hick- such as Western Union or ITT, Citibank
ory, N.C., are offering a fiber optic local chose to undertake network design and imnetwork based on VB'S Ethernet implemen- plementation without resorting to a turntation and Siecor's fiber optic transmission. key vendor. Citibank engineers were thus
(Fig. 1 illustrates the fiber optic Ethernet.) able to concentrate on technical matters
And ANSI is. working on a standard-the rather than contract negotiations and manfiber distributed data interface (FDDI)-for agement. As a result, according to Laviola,
"system cutover was expedited by at least a
tE a 100Mb fiber optic token passing ring.
fi?
Thousands of commercial organiza- year." Citibank's freedom from contractual
~ tions, including firms doing business in constraints provided the additional benefit
LiS banking and finance, electrical power, inof increased flexibility during system imis surance, oil, and securities have used fiber plementation. This flexibility allowed
~ optics to meet a variety of communication changing network requirements and schedfu needs. For example, Merrill Lynch selected uling priorities to be readily accommodated
6 optical fiber from New York Telephone as without the cost escalation likely to have
been imposed by a prime contractor. At the
~ the principal medium for its advanced teleg: communication network, Mernet I. Mernet current rate at which tariffs are rising, Lags I supports high-speed telecommunication viola estimates that Citibank's payback pe~ between Merrill Lynch's New York execu- riod will be less than four years. "From the

by Peter G. Balbus
and Joseph L. Healey
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MANAGING A FIBER OPTIC INSTALLATION
To give readers an idea of what's involved
deemed impractical for Joyce and ruled
in managing a sizable fiber optics impleout from the start. Otherwise, Hestapik's
RFP does not presuppose a solution, and
mentation, we've assembled the following
requires that the vendors address the iscomposite case study, based on Network
Strategies Inc. 's experience with several sues of quality, capacity, and price assurclient projects.
ance. The vendors are instructed to
segregate installation and maintenance
Joyce Industries, a large manufaccosts, and to provide guaranteed mainteturing concern, has a number of sites in
nance costs for the next five years.
the suburbs of Boston. Three large facilities-corporate headquarters, the princiEvaluation of the proposals turns
pal manufacturing plant, and the "R&D . out to be more difficult than anticipated
because of the wide range of services and
division-are within 10 miles of one anfacilities. Each of the vendors has differother, arranged roughly in a triangle.
ent strong points, and each of the various
Joyce is experiencing three problems with its existing intersite telco facilitechnologies has both advantages and disadvantages. Microwave, however, is
ties: poor transmission quality, rising
tariffs, and insufficient capacity for future
quickly eliminated due to local zoning
requirements. The quality and capacity
and geography: line-of-sight between the
problems are the result of old facilities
buildings is not possible, and local ordithat are unlikely to be replaced in the
nances and public sentiment make micronear future. Future local rates are uncer- . wave repeaters difficult to install. Joyce
tain, but recent actions of the local public does not want to jeopardize its public
standing. The telephone company proutility commission foreshadow substanposes the use of existing Tl facilities, but
tial hikes for businesses-more than
Joyce's facilities usuage alone can justify.
cannot guarantee long-term prices. Coaxial cable is a strong contender, but comThese three problems motivate the telecom manager-we'll call him Hestapik- pared with fiber optics is too expensive to
and his department to undertake a study install and maintain.
In the end, fiber optics emerges as
of the company's telecommunications
the best choice; the company will get
needs and network alternatives.
good performance for its money, and also
Their first task is to perform a requirements analysis of existing and future
the flexibility to rapidly and easily add
communications needs. Voice, data, and new facilities, such as another Tl link.
some CAD/CAM applications currently
Obtaining rights-of-way to install the opdominate the existing traffic. Analysis of tical fiber seems straightforward-Joyce
the data traffic indicates that most of it is
can simply work with the local
-- .... - ! ..... !_ ....
being carried uvc::r iC::(1:)cu HiilS5 at
9,600bps. The voice traffic has one strikHestapik's telecom department is
ing" feature: some of the calls are more
relatively small, and has no installation or
than four hours long! Further study reoperational expertise in fiber optics. It
veals that the timesharing system has
seeks to acquire a turnkey installation
many dial-up users who are on the system from a vendor who can provide rapid response in case of a failure (a potentially
for extended periods of time. The study
crippling event that's expected to be very
also finds that considerable managerial
time is being used for travel to relatively
rare). In essence, the vendor has to install
short, local coordination and review
the fiber optic system, provide routine
meetings at various company sites.
checkups and preventive maintenance,
Based on these findings, Hestapik and respond in force in the event C?f a failissues an RFP to a number of vendors of ure. Joyce is unable to find this ideal venturnkey communications systems, includdor, and the contract is awarded to a
national firm with extensive experience
ing the telephone company. The vendors
and a large local office. Joyce Industries
selected represent a variety of transmission technologies-high-speed leased
decides it will have to be responsible for
lines, coaxial cable, microwave, and fiber
all the network outside the fiber optic
optics. Other options, such as satellites,
transmission facilities.
cable tv, and infrared transmitters, are
Selecting a system vendor is, of
1:+:~L"

l11Ul1.l\.olJ.pU.l..l".I.",",,~.

financial point of view," he concluded,
"this would classify the fiber optic network
as a very successful system at Citibank."
The engineering management of another large,
diversified financial institution faced a major
problem: the firm's five-by-seven-foot cable
raceway was virtually filled with coaxial
cable and twisted pair trunks. Yet rapid
corporate growth demanded substantial

FIBER
REPLACES
COAXIAL
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new communication capacity; the operations department, for example, "was in the
process of acquiring an additional 200 interac"tive terminals. The solution: all coaxial cable was replaced with a single two-inch
optical fiber cable.
Irv Becker, MIS director for a large
East Coast hospital, turned to fiber optics
as a solution to several problems. "I found
myself in a terrible predicament," he says.
"I was looking for a way to eliminate data
errors in patient monitoring equipment in-

course, only the beginning of the system
installation and implementation. The
more critical installation and implementation issues include failure recovery, premises
equipment
selection,
and
operations. Joyce departments are going
to be individually charged for their use of
the fiber optic network. The communications department is aware that they themselves will be "bypassed" if network
performance is not up to par.
Hestapik has organized his department into a number of small working
groups: voice applications, data applications, premises equipment (PE) , failure
and recovery, installation, and testing and
cutover. Hestapik serves as chairman of a
steering committee whose members are
the managers of these working groups.
While putting this organization in place,
he added several new staff members qualified to aid in the implementation and
management of the new network.
Since failure and recovery are major concerns, Hestapik's groups decide to
install three links-one between each
site-rather than just two. Each site has
two links that enter the building through
separate facilities, so that the failure of
anyone link will not interrupt service.
Critical circuits are identified and ranked
in order of importance through the use of
a failure tree that categorizes the different
types of faiiures. In the event of a failure,
critical traffic takes precedence over noncritical. Voice traffic is considered the
Ip~"t critical because it can use the public
telephone network in case of failure.
As an additional precaution, the
telephone systems are overconfigured
with outgoing and incoming trunks so
that a network failure will not affect the
performance of the voice network. At
each site, switching equipment is installed
so that circuits can be rerouted or disconnected. Voice switching is handled via a
remote access switching patch (RASP),
data switching via a matrix switch. Fig. A
illustrates Hestapik's design concept.
While planning for failure recovery, Hestapik finds himself walking a fine line between ensuring adequate backup facilities
and avoiding an overpriced system.
While the failure recovery planning is under way, selection and installation planning are also taking place. The
duced by ground faults, lightning surges,
and electromagnetic interference. We were
also in the process of installing more terminals and our conduit space was rapidly becoming clogged." Manufacturers of regular
cable would not guarantee that the network
would function if any terminal was more
than 50 feet from the host. "Some of my
terminals were going to be over 400 feet
from the host," he says. Rather than rely
on traditional metallic media, Becker installed seven optical fibers that supported
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premises· equipment group· has to satisfy
the failure .recovery requirements, which
means that the failureandpEgroups have
.to determine what is not possible, and decide between cost and capability. The PE
group 'decides upon telephone company
standard D4 (Tl) channel.banks. Work~
ing closely with the operations. department, the PE group also discovers that
his patient monitoring equipment and also
served as the backbone for 105 new terminals. The solution was powerful yet economical. "The cost for· the fiber optic
system was less than $400 per terminal," he
says.
The Virginia Electric Power Company installed optical fiber links in many of
its telemetry circuits, primarily to eliminate
erroneous readings induced by nearby
high-voltage transmission· lines. Tom
Holter, the company's director of MIS, e~~

clear demarcation points between the different pieces of· equipment are necessary
for maintenance and problem identification. To their relief, they find that a number of vendors provide the equipment
needed-analog switching systems, intelligent· multiplexors, . D4 channel banks,
and test and monitoring equipment-and
that costs are competitive. The final rephasizes the reliability of data transmitted
via optical fiber.' "Problems such as highfrequency arc noise, induction, and ground
potential rise have been totally eliminated
with our fiber optic lines. Now we can
pl~ce greater reliance on our numbers since
false readings resulting from transmission
errors are no longer a concern."
John Steitz, director of MIS and telecommunication· for a San Jose, Calif., defense contractor, chose fiber for his firm's
700-node star network. "We went with fi-

sponsibility of the PE group is the mundane, but critical, site preparation:
ensuring that adequate space, air conditioning,· and relIable power are available.
The final element of the installation is testing and cutover, handled by the
testing and cutover working group. Precutover testing is performed for each link,
measuring bit error rates for data lines
and transmission parameters for voice
lines. Testing is also performed on lines
that pass through two fiber optic links to
ensure· that no timing problems or transmission impairments develop. The fiber
optic links are also submi~ted to rigorous
testing, but this testing is the responsibility of the fiber optic system vendor.
For the actual cutover, the team
installs A/B switches that switch between
the . . existing facility and the network.
These switches make precutover' testing
possible and allow fallback to the old fa,,:,
cilities in the event of a. postcutover failure. After a few months of smooth
operation, the AlB switches are removed
and the old facilities permanently discontinued. The cutover, is performe.don one
fiber link at a time.
The final stage is day-to-day operation of the net. Joyce has configured the
various control devices· into a network
control center,' and it operates around the
clock, responding to failure reports· and
<:j.lso identifying problems before they become serious. Automated test equipment
enables· this control center to isolate fail~res within a particular piece. of equipment. It can also remotely reconfigure the
network to bypass any single point of
failure.
Now the network is up and running. No major failures occur, althqugh
several individual circuits are briefly lost.
Joyce plans to experiment withnt~w servi~es, such as teleconferencing through
the fiber facilities. Teleconferences will be
scheduled events that temporarily displace voice traffic.
Users are satisfied with the quality
and reliability of the fiber network, and
the ability to quickly add new high-speed
CAD/CAM links. has already proved valuable. Once the network has established a
longer record of reliability, Joyce may
distribute its computer facilities to reduce
its yulnerability to a single-site fai1ure~
ber optics for two reasons," Steitz says.
"First, it offers much higher usable bandwidth than either coax or twisted pair. Secondly, it met our Tempest [a gov~rnment
security specification] requirement." Settling on fiber optics was not ari easy decision, however. "Our biggest difficulty was
finding people who could answer our questions, " he explains. "We were looking for
someone who could tell us what we needed,
what we didn't need, and why." In fact,
many potential users are reluctant to try fiSEPTEMBER 1, 198499

FIG. 1

FIBER OPTIC LAN CONFIGURATION

Because fiber opticcablec?nnot be tapped easily, this Ethernet-compatible local network employs a physical star
configuration. The central repeater provides the logical bus required by the Ethernet specification by broadcasting
terminal output to all receivers on the network.
.

ber optics because expertise in the technology is still in relatively short supply.
Vendors echo this concern. Coming
Glass Works, Corning, New York, is a
leading manufacturer of silica and plastic
opticai fibers. Iviarkeiing supt:lvi:';Of Da\i~
Charlton counsels that one of the pitfalls
user organizations may face is· an optical
fiber distributor that is not sufficiently
knowledgeable to recommend a custom sohition. He warns that many local distributors "may not he able to offer the
handholding, service, familiarity with technical issues, or experience managers may be
seeking."
Charlton recommends
that managers considering fiber optics for highspeed transmission over
distances in excess of a kilometer should
stick to standard solutions that are based
on proven technologies. Although a nonstandard solution may save money up
front, over the long run maintenance and
operational costs may wipe out the savings.
It's wise to design around telco-compatible
products-those with 50-micron core and a
.20 numerical aperture (a measure of the
light-gathering capability of a fiber). "Staying close to the telco world is really essential for implementing a cost-effective
network," Charlton says. "The key strategic issue for fiber optics planners should be,
'How c;m I, as an industrial consumer, take
advantage of telco technology, instead of
resorting to a custom solution?' "
The demand for fiber optics knowledge has spawned scores of startups that

FIG. 2
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Fiber optic cables run between a headquarters buiiding and s'~veral local
manufacturing and administrative sites. The central PBX can be utilized as-a
tandem switch for external communications, _achieving higher utilization of telco
facilities such as WATS lines.

Ma Bell,
%) Heaven
Get this, Ma. Racal-Vadic's entire line
of 212A-compatible ato 300 and 1200 bps fullduplex modems is available for immediate
delivery.
.

21ZA Super-Mart
Racal-Vadic is a veritable 212A super-mart.
They offer the industry's most complete line of
dual and triplelow-profUe desk-top modems.
Remote-terminal users can choose from a to
300 through 1200 bps modems including
the economical, fully featured VA212LC, the
sophisticated VA21~PA auto-dial, or the VA34S1
triple modem.

Rack-Mounted Modems for
Computer Sites
Racal-Vadic lets you choose from a wide
variety of 0 to 300 and 1200 bps full-duplex
modem cards (switched network or leased line)
to fill your central-computer and remotemultiplexer site needs: the new VA212PAR with
built-in autodialer and the VA3467 and VA3481
triple modems. These compact plug:'in cards fit
in a 16-slot rack-mount chassis featuring its
own powerful displays and diagnostics.

Deal with Experts
Racal-Vadic's nationwide network of reps
and distributors are data communications
experts. They'll help you select the right
modems or multiplexers, assist with installation, and be there when you need them. They're
backed-up by Racal-Vadic's toll-free on-line
diagnostic centers. One phone call puts you
in touch with this free service.
Hey Ma .. .Ifyou need a 212A modem NOW call Racal-Vadic.
Your independent thinking son,

~~~!.
Gone. but not forgotten.

RacaI-Vadic
1525 McCarthy Boulevard, Milpitas, CA 95035
Tel: (408) 946-2227 • TWX: 910-339-9297

Phone (800) 543-3000, Operator 507
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Freedom from rising tariffs, plus a short payback period have made
Citibank's fiber optic network very successful.

provide assistance in network planning,
routing and right-of-way acquisition, cable
installation, and maintenance. Sylvia Blanco, an independent consultant based in
Gaithersburg, Md., notes that "many managers are reluctant to try fiber optics be. cause it's foreign to them and they are
uncomfortable with the notion of building
networks supported' by fibers no thicker
than the hair on their heads. More than
three quarters of my job consists of educating clients so they can make intelligent
decisions. "
For the astute manager, fiber optics
presents multiple opportunities-cost reduction, cost avoidance, enhanced flexibility, and the capability of offering new,
advanced services. Incorporating fiber optics in the right place at the right time in
the right way may very well provide the
manager, and the manager's company with
a leg up on the competition. To avoid costly blunders, however, the manager must
approach fiber optics planning and implementation in an intelligent, systematic
manner.
A strategic approach to fiber optics
should include four key components:
• incorporating fiber optic options as an element of long-range communication
planning;
• identifying targets of opportunity for incorporating fiber into existing communication systems;
• acquiring expertise through hiring, training, or contractors;
• maintaining staff currency in fiber optics
technology through ongoing training
programs.
. Because the large fiber optic system
is typically implemented as an organizationwide communication utility, an ancillary advantage of including the system in
the strategic planning process is that the
departments responsible for voice communication, data communication, and office
automation are forced to coordinate requirements and planning functions.
Planners must be aware of both the
strengths and weaknesses of fiber optics.
Knowing which applications are not suitable for fiber is as important as recognizing
the ones that are. In the next few years, for
example, fiber optics will not replace twisted pair as a method of connecting phone
sets to telephone systems. There are, however, many. targets of opportunity for managers who want to implement fiber and
thereby gain knowledge and experience for
future applications.
Ongoing network upgrade programs, or a need for interbuilding communication links or even low-speed
point-to-point links may all, represent a
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FIG. 3

INTRABUILDING FIBER OPTIC CABLING SCHEME

"
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bridged ·.toth~ .fiber optic •'te,rmination~.. A..·.Qew.u~er!.s .simply connec~~d ·to
oQ~ofth~·spare.c;tianl1els;.·if . a . . user.leavesJ . his .previously.busycharme\
becomes. a·spare.
chance to move into fiber optics. The common element in all of these targets is that
each could be satisfied through traditional
technologies, such as coaxial cable, perhaps
combined with multiplex equipment. Fiber
optics, however, would probably serve at

least as well, and would provide the added
benefit of experience. Downside risk can be
minimized by selecting small targets and
then graduating to larger opportunites.
Successful pilot projects will go a long way
toward creating a positive impression in the

The 3210 a~terrrnaJtDve dJe$ug]fr1edJ
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Telex new 078 and 079 people compatible terminals.
3270 compatible on the inside. People compatible on the
outside. Now you can have IBM alternatives that are compatible
with the other half of your 3270 system. The people half. And
since they're from Telex they feature the only kind of compatibility we know. True compatibility.

For the people half. Ergonomics. A ten dollar word that can
mean millions. Because it's a design concept that makes people
part of the design process. Which makes people and machines
work together more efficiently. More productively. With Telex that
means displays and keyboards that move and tilt to fit the user.
Screens and keys that are easy on sight and touch. It means

lower profiles and reduced sizes to make better use of the
workspace, too.

For the 3270 half. The 078 and 079 are from Telex, a recognized leader in 3270 terminals. So you know you're getting true
IBM device compatibility. Along with the Telex nationwide
network of seNice and support.
On the whole. IBM compatibility from the company that's
helping to establish the industry's standards. People compatibility
based on the standards set by the world's leading ergonomic
designers. Both standards that will someday be the rule are part
of these exceptional new Telex products today. And part of a
whole new line of people compatible products for tomorrow.

The Innovation continues ...
Telex Computer Products, Inc., 6422 E. 41st Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74135 19181627-1111
RegIonal Sales OffIces Cherry Hill, NJ/(609j 665-8066' New York, NY/(212j 599-7220· Southfield, MI/(313j 358-1195 • Atlanta, GN(404j
955-7745 • Rosemont, IU(312j 298-9800 • Garden Grove, CN(714j 898-9833
Federal MarketIng Springfield, VN(703j 922-9333 • Canada Willowdale, Ontario/(416j 494-4444
InternatIonal Addison, TXI(214j 931-8511
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Maintenance and operational costs may wipe out the
savings from a nonstandard solution.

minds of upper management and toward
laying the groundwork for larger projects.
Staff training and the acquisition of
expertise rounds out the four strategic components-and need not be expensive. Communication conferences with fiber optics
sessions are fertile ground for learning.
Staff currency in fiber optics, as in other
communication technologies, should be
maintained through training seminars, vendor-sponsored classes, and reading. Seminars dedicated solely to fiber optics are not
generally necessary nor desirable; they may
tend to present fiber optics as being more
than just ,one transport option amQng several, and place undue emphasis on what is
really just one component of a telecommunication network. It will be necessary
for some staff members and technicians to
become expert in the installation, operation, and maintenance of fiber optic systems. One excellent method of acquiring
this expertise is through vendor training
programs.
Large fiber optic applications fall into two categories: interbuilding
communication and intrabuilding communication. Interbuilding
fiber. used in environments where the
buildings are separated by a limited distance (from a campus environment up to
about 25 miles), is oriented toward pointto-point, high bandwidth applications
combining voice, data, and possibly
CAD/CAM or teleconferencing. The primary
motives are cost reduction, facilities quality improvement, and the flexibility to
quickly add lines or offer new services.
(Fig. 2 illustrates an interbuilding fiber optic network.)
Intrabuilding fiber optics is oriented
less toward identifiable cost reductions and
more toward increasing the flexibility and
quality of communication facilities. The
objective is to simplify communication-by
eliminating the need to pull new cable each
time a new terminal is installed, and by improving transmission quality. Fig. 3 illustrates an intrabuilding fiber optic, cabling
scheme.
, It is important to remember that fiber optics is just another transmission
mechanism (see Fig. 4 for a comparison of
fiber optics with other media). No particular magic is associated with a TI
(1.544Mbps) link over optical cable versus
a Tllink over coaxial cable or twisted pair.
Thus, if the local telephone company is
willing to provide transmission facilities, either on a tariffed or untariffed basis, there
. is no reason for worrying whether the facilities are optical or not. In discussing such
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FIG. 4

FIBER OPTICS VS. OTHER MEDIA
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facilities with the telco, it is worth noting
that the local telephone companies are
making concerted efforts to retain their existing customers, especially those that are
large enough to consider bypass. Firms including fiber optics in the planning process
will have another bargaining chip in their
discussions with the telco.
One other factor to consider, especially when high-capacity fiber is contemplated, is that a failure has a drastic effect
on the communication system. This kind of
vulnerability already exists in many companies because of non diverse telco routing,
but concentrating traffic on private fiber facilities' makes the problem more obvious,
especially to upper management. Thus, it's
important to develop failure and disaster
recovery strategies. Organizations using fiber optics for local distribution must assume responsibilities that were formerly
the telephone company's, including performance monitoring, network control and
operations, troubleshooting, and capacity

planning. These functions often involve unexpected network expenses.
Fiber optics, then, is not a panacea.
It is, however, a powerful new technology
with ,some unique advantages and some
clear-cut applications. Innovative managers who implement fiber optic systems now
will gain valuable insight and experience
for the f u t u r e . @
Peter G. Balbus is a consultant at Network Strategies Inc., Burke, Va., a management and engineering consulting firm
specializing in telecommunication. His
client activities focus on strategic planning issues associated with communication technology, management, and
policy.
Joseph L. Healey is group manager for
voice and local communication systems
at Network Strategies, specializing in
local area networks and integrated
voice/data/video communication.

SCIENCE/SCOPE

Paper-thin gallium arsenide solar cells have been fabricated using methods identical to those used for
making conventional gallium arsenide cells. The new cells would reduce the weight of a spacecraft and
hence the cost to launch it. The new thin cells exhibit an efficiency of greater than 16 %. A typical cell is
approximately 70 micrometers thick and weighs 0.2 gram. The demonstration proves that Hughes
Aircraft Company research scientists can transfer experience, techniques, and processing steps for
!llaking conventional cells to the thin cells.
Hybrid integrated optical receivers have been developed by Hughes research scientists for transmitting
microwave-modulated optical signals over fiber-optic links. The receivers are part of an effort to find
inexpensive links for such applications as phased-array antennas, satellite ground stations, radars, and
communications systems. Each receiver consists of a high-speed gallium arsenide Schottky photodiode
developed at Hughes and a low-noise amplifier using commercial gallium arsenide field-effect
transistors. These receivers are designed to operate at a modulation frequency of 3 GHz with a 1 GHz
bandwidth. Their advantages over discrete components include better sensitivity, lower noise, and the
elimination of ripples in the frequency response caused by impedance mismatch between detectors
and commercial amplifiers.
.
A family of redundant control units for satellite communication uplink amplifiers has been introduced
by Hughes. The new c'ontrol units, designated the 9300HA series, are designed to provide fully
automatic monitoring and switching for redundant operation of two or more high-power amplifiers
(HPA). The units consist of one rack-mountable drawer containing an RF-switched, high-power load.
They can be operated at 'C-, X -, or Ku-band, and are compatible with the complete line of Hughes HPAs.
In the last 20 years, over $611 million in savings have been negotiated by Hughes and the Department of
Defense as a result of engineeringproposals for cutting costs of military systems. Since the inception
of the Value Engineering program, Hughes has had 675 proposals accepted in 50 programs. The
changes stemmed from advanced technology that was not available at the time the original contracts
were signed. They resulted in substantial improvements in quality, reliability, producibility, and
life-cycle costs. Savings amounted to 3 % of Hughes sales during the period, with the U. S. government's
share amounting to nearly $500 million. The Value Engineering program is designed to encourage
employees to look at the functions of a product and develop alternatives that cost less, perform better,
and improve reliability.
.
Hughes Missile Systems Group, located in Canoga Park, California, an attractive suburb of Los
Angeles, is seeking engineers and scientists for such developmental and engineeriqg programs as
AMRAAM, multi mode guidance, Phoenix, and IR Maverick. Openings are. in radar and electro-optical
systems design, systems software and hardware/software integration, analog and digital circuits
design, hybrid process engineering, systems performance, and microwave and power supply /
transmitter design. Qualified applicants are assured prompt replies. Please send resume to Hughes
Engineering Employment Manager, Dept. S3, Fallbrook at Roscoe, Canoga Park, CA 91304. Equal
opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship required.
For more information write to:

P.o. Box 11205, Marina del Rey, CA 90295

HUGHES
AIRCRAFT COMPANY

The rww IBM DisplayWrite

Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc., s.a .
. • Prices apply 31: IBM Product Centers and may vary 31: other stores .
.. Available in July, 1984.

Series is here. Spread the word
. In 1980, IBM introduced the Displaywriter System.
Today, it's become the best-selling stand-alorie text processor
in the world. One reason for this success is the Displaywriter's
function-rich software.
If you're looking for software like that, but working
on an IBM personal computer, you don't have to look ariy further.
Because the IBM DisplayWrite Series is here.
And it will put many of the features and capabilities of a
dedicated word processor to work for you when you're writing.

It runs in

the family.

You'll find two word processing programs in this series:
There's DisplayWrite 1, for IBM personal computers - including
PCjr. And DisplayWrite 2, with added functions for your PC,
PC/XT or Portable PC.
You'll also find DisplayWrite Legal, a dic;tionary of about
16,000 words that a lawyer might need to check.
And you'll find DisplayComm, which lets your IBM PC
send and receive text to and from other IBM pes. If you're
writing at the office, this program could also let you send text
to an IBM Displaywriter down the hall. (From there, it could be
sent on to an IBM host computer for distribution.)

Some words on high function.
The DisplayWrite word processing programs give you the
time-saving features you'd expect from IBM. Justified margins,
centered lines and pagination, for example. You'll even have
prompts and messages to help guide you along.
But there are also some features in DisplayWrite 2 yOll
might not expect. Like easy column formatting, four-function
math capability plus a spelling checker based on a dictionary bf
about 100,000 words.
Yet the biggest surprise of all may be the price.* .
.
DisplayWrite 1,* * $95. DisplayWrite 2, $299. DisplayWrite
Legal, $165. DisplayComm,.$375.

,Wbere you canfind allfour.
Get more information about the IBM DisplayWrite Series at
your authorized IBM Personal Computer dealer or IBM Product
Center. To find one neat you, call 800-447-4700. In Alaska or
Hawaii, 800-447-0890.
Stop there first and get the last word. ,
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What's next in programming languages? A computer
scientist who knows some history offers some
thoughts on the future.

NTH GENERATION
LANGUAGES
by Richard L. Wexelblat
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Language makes a hard mistress and we are
all her slaves. It is difficult to exaggerate the
influence she exerts upon our lives yet she is
so aloof and mysterious. Anyone who would
consort with her, to study and understand
her, 'lays himself open to a severe discipline
and much disappointment.
-Colin Cherry, On Human Communication (MIT Press, 1966)
I was asked by my friendly neighborhood
DATAMATION editor to write an article on
what the next generation of programming
languages might look like. Instead, I wrote
this article. Persevere, however. I do eventually get around to talking about how I
would like to communicate my needs to the
computer; but first let me give you some
background.
A few weeks ago I got a phone call
from a friend who was concerned about
something happening at a small Midwestern college where he taught part-time. It
seems that there was a push to be "relevant," which the college meant to address
by introducing a course on fourth generation languages. Now it appears that no one
there was sure what a fourth generation
language was, but a passing salesman had
given them an excellent idea and they were
hot to trot.
The salesman had been pushing one
of the combined graphics-statistics-analysis
packages you read about in DATAMATION
ads, and he claimed that the control language for this package was just the fourth
generation programming language the college needed. My friend was justly worried
that the faculty and (eventually) the 'students of this college were being taken for a
ride and he wanted my opinion on the subject. Here is an edited version of my reply:
"Dear Lance, I was both interested
and amused by our discussion of xxx as a
"fourth generation language." In my role
as editor of ACM SIGPLAN Notices, I get to
hear a lot about programming languages.
xxx is (I am told) a very capable statistical
and graphing applications package. As
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Although I used to write programs to relax, I find myself
rebelling against having to use BASIC or learn C or Pascal.

with most such packages, it has a command
language and (again, I am told) this language is good of its type. A command language, however, is by no means a
programming language, and if anyone has
sold your friends on the idea that it is, they
have been sold a bill of goods.
"Let me try to put the question in
the proper perspective. FORTRAN (bless its
archaic heart) is a programming language.
It is prototypical of the second generation
of programming languages. Machine or assembly languages were, by the way, the
first generation. The people using FORTRAN on your machines cause the programs to compile and run by giving
commands in a command language. In the
days when I was using FORTRAN on an IBM
System/360, I used JCL, a second generation command language. Most timesharing
systems today (Unix, e.g.) use what might
be called a third generation command language. Many application packages such as
xxx, and certain database systems, use
more advanced command constructs that
might with some looseness be called fourth
generation command languages.
"If FORTRAN is a second generation
programming language, what then is a
third or fourth generation programming
language?, Well, there is some ditlerence of
opinion. Some people think that data and
control structures do the trick. By that definition, PL/I is third generation. Much as I
like PL/I, I don't agree with this evaluation. Prevailing opinion seems to be that
things like data abstraction and control of
asynchronous processes typify the third
generation. Thus, Ada and MODULA-2 may
qualify.
"A fourth generation of
programming languages
is still in evolution. Prolog (primarily used in Europe) and ops5 (U.S.) are languages of a
new sort. They abstract control to the extreme in that there is no control at alL The
languages are. rule-based: each statement
consists of a condition and an action. If
more than one condition is true, then the
. consequents are executed either in parallel
or in random order. It is sometimes held
that these languages are derived from Lisp.
Not so. They are derived from logic by people frustrated with Lisp's limited ability to
do logic programming. Lisp itself, by the
way, is a unique flavor of language (as is
SNOBOL), completely outside of the first-tofourth generation sequence I am speaking

4THGEN
LANGUAGE
EVOLVING

of.

"Now I will take off my SIGPLAN
Notices editor's hat and put on another:
that of potential employer of programmers
112 DATAMATION

.HIST.ORY REVISITED
One of my colleagues, Anatol Holt, commented after reading a draft of this article
that he rejected the basic premise:. that
the computer can ever solve problems
merely by .having the. proper level of explanation. To him, it was history revisited
since he was, after all , thereat the start.
In the '50s a general asked, "Why do I
have to learn to program a computer? If I
, canorder my corporaltosolve a problem,
why ca.n't I do' the same to a computer?
It's just a problem of being able to express
,
the problem precisely."
Holt recounted' conversations with
JohnBackus and Grace Hopper where
thesame point ofview was taken. Why
for AI and CAD systems implementation. In
our AI activities we do now and will continue to need programmers who know or are
willing to learn fourth generation languages. If a candidate came in claiming
knowledge of xxx as a fourth generation
language, we'd politely laugh him or her
out of the place. In the CAD area, we would
mostly seek people with third generation
skills. Again, xxx would be of no use .... "
Well, you mayor may not be impressed by ihis little; hOmily. The paint is
that tags such as nth generation are almost
irrelevant. Do you really care exactly what
a fourth generation language is? Will it
really have advantages over those used today? Let me tell a cautionary tale.
In my youth I experimented with
certain drugs, and early became addicted to
one known as PL/l. Having started in programming on a machine without floating
point, I became deathly afraid of division
and took to programming only those tasks
that didn't make much use of arithmetic.
Today, I am still proud enough to brag that
I have never knowingly written a program
that uses a floating point divide. Given this
aberration, I happily accepted PL/l since it
was the first language of the Algol group I
ever met that had built-in support for character strings. In those days I was working
on MULTICS and everyone in my extended
professional family was using PL/1. Reprogramming the world into PL/l became my
goal. Startrek, Wumpus, plotter graphics,
editor, Runoff, all fell victim to my PL/l
habit. When we got our first "glass teletypes," I did the first piece of machine language programmming I had done in years:
a channel-level interface to PL/l. I even
served as vice chairman of the ANSI group
that wrote the original PL/I standard. In
effect, I invested a significant portion of my
programming life in PL/1. I know it and
like it.

keep libraries?' Just state your algorithm
in the proper mathematical formulation
and the. computer will do the rest. Why
train programmers? Just make a language that will allow' your. analysts and
managers to say exactly what is to be
done, and the computer-will take. over
from there. Can· this be the intent of
those who proposed the xxx command
language as a fourth-generation programming language?
Ouch! Perhaps history' does repeat .. Can it be that. the. arguments in. this
article are only laying the groundwork for
FORTRAN-2000,' cOBov-99, and (heaven
help us) Ada:.20 10 a.nd PL/l?

-R.L.W.
So what?
In fact, I think that my addiction to
PL/I is typical of the addictions of programmers who, having spent years learning
the ins and outs of one language or another,
are loath to change. The virtues of a new
language are almost irrelevant to the massive inertia fighting change. Let's talk
about the present generation of languages
for a moment. What are they? In alphabetical order: Ada, BASIC, C, COBOL, FORTRAN,
and

P~sc~1.

Much as I might wish that one or all
would go away, they very likely won't.
Tony Hoare, a professor of computer science at Oxford University, has been quoted
as saying that he doesn't know what the.
language of the year 2000 will look like but
he knows that it will be called FORTRAN.
COBOL-99 and FORTRAN-2000 will be there.
The control and data structures of these
languages reflect a common basis of experience. They all have massive problems easily
recognized by anyone who is not addicted.
They are all (yes, even BASIC) difficult to
learn, difficult to remember and use. They
all have documentation that is barely adequate (yes, even C). And they are all errorprone (yes, even Ada) because they force
one to characterize the solution to a problem in the linear, peculiarly constrained
template that matches the structure of the
Mauchly (sometimes referred to as von
Neumann) Machine.
At the mo~erit, since I'm
not willing to spend the
$500 or so it would take
to get a PL/I for my new
pc, I must decide what language to use. I
have BASIC, C, and Pascal at my disposal.
Although I used to write programs as a
means of relaxation, I find myself rebelling
at the thought of having to use BASIC or
learn C or Pascal. The problem is not (I
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perfect action creates a perfect
reaction that grows and grows.
A pebble dropped into the water creates
circle after circle, each growing from the
one before it-and each one reaching
out farther than the last.
At Software AG, each product in our
integrated system grows naturally from
your center of data.
a Our relational data base management
system readily adapts to meet your
current and future needs.
a Our data dictionary defines how that
data is used throughout your organization.
a Our communications system provides
a secure network to give your users
precisely the data they require.
a Our fourth generation language system transforms the data into information.
a Our end-user products deliver up-tothe-minute data to support better and
faster decisions.
a And tomorrow's products will meet
your needs by putting information
power into wider and wider circles of
users.
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Every Software AG product comes
naturally from the one before it, and all
products in our system speak the same
language. That's because at Software
AG, each product has been created as
part of a master plan.
When we introduce a new product, we
don't have to spend time struggling to
make it fit with the rest of our products.
We just move quietly on to prepare the
next product to meet your needs.
We don't believe in surprises-we
believe in anticipating the trends of the
future and meeting them with new
products today.
Now, it's up to you. You can take the
one perfect action that will ,lead to perfect solutions. Call us today.
1-800-336-3761

See us at booth #940 at
Software Expo In Chlcagc

© 1984 Software AG of
NORTH AMERICA. INC.
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Programming. Programming. Programming. Nuts!
Programming isn't the problem, explaining is.

believe) a hardening of the old cerebral arteries; 'it is an unwillingness once again to
expend significant mental energy on a solution that is less than minimally adequate.
The fact is that as long as I have to express
my problem solutions in the machine's
terms, I am wasting my mental powers.
Dammit, the machine should either speak
my language or meet me half way! I remember a cartoon 'showing a bearded man
speaking to a perplexed couple at a cocktail
party. "I can't explain it in layman's language," he is saying. "I don't know any layman's language."
The frustration of having to express
myself in another person's terms is a reasonable price to pay for being able to communicate with one who does not share my
particular experience or domains of interest. But the computer must-by terms of
the agreement whereby 'I permit it to exist-share my domain of interest. It damn
well better learn to communicate with me.
Michael Schneider, my good friend
and colleague, characterizes kinds of languages as follows: the third generation
makes us work for the computer, the fourth
generation will help us work for ourselves,
the fifth generation ought to do the work
. for lK Good idea. but it's still up to us to
create this new generation of communication media.
How do we get beyond the mental
block of our own making-the block that
writing programs is the way to get the computer to do something for us? We talk
about programming, about programming
languages, about logical programming,
about rule-based programming. Programming. Progratpming. Programming. Nuts!
Programming isn't the problem, explaining
is. Well, I guess I'm the one who's nuts. I
subscribe to the school of management that
says that if you properly explain the problem to your subordinates they will be able
to solve it. I try not to instruct those who
work for me. I don't want to have to instruct the computer.
It's that simple-or that impossible.
Stop thinking about how to state the problem solution and start thinking about how
to state the problem itself. Then work on
getting the computer to "understand" that
problem and come up with a solution.
What I want is to combine an expert system for problem solution with an expert
system for reuse of stored solutions. How
will the computer ever be able to handle a
problem whose solution components are
not stored? It won't. We're always going to
need people who can enter new solution
components into this reusable component
store.
But for heaven's sake, we've got to
114 DATAMATION

stop thinking about programming as if it
were an end in itself. Even if programming
is the most common means of instructing
the computer, it is certainly not the only
way. Three of my favorite books (or sets of
books) are Don Knuth's The Art of Computer Programming (Addison Wesley,
1973), Dave Gries's excellent The Science
of Computer Programming (Springer-Verlag, 1981), and E.W. Dijkstra'sA Discipline
of Programming (Prentice Hall, 1976). I
have read them through and have found
many opportunities to refer back to themat least to the ones that are indexed. Within
this trio of works is all that is important in
contemporary programming.
But contemporary programming
should be more than just the task of specifying correct algorithms. Somehow we
must break free-free from top-down, bottom-up, spaghetti structure, control flow
.... Just as interpersonal communication
works best when free of a priori constraints, so must communication with the
computer improve as constraints are
removed.

"THIS
HERE'S

Many years ago I was involved in a summer proII:'''D''I''~''
gram to teach math to
................. disadvantaged kids. The
head teacher was a telephone pioneer and
one of the early leaders in electronic
switching. He began with the telephone
and how it works. Over a period of weeks
he went through symbolic logic, sets,
graphs, and optimization with very little
formalism. His objective was to show why
it was useful to understand how things
worked and then to use this understanding
to predict how other things would work.
The approach was successful and at the end
of the course one of the students was asked
why he did so well in the summer course
and so poorly in school. "That there's
teaching," he replied, "and this here's
learning." That's just the point. We have to
stop trying to teach the computer to solve
our problems and help it learn to do so.
In The Dragons of Eden (Ballantine
Books, 1977), Carl Sagan speculated about
the computer as a kind of cognitive and intellectual prosthetic device for the brain.
He metaphorically referred to it as eyeglasses for the mind. I believe he was actually referring to a surgical implant (ugh!).
Most eyeglasses sit out front where we can
take them off at will. I hope the computer
will remain outside, too. Nevertheless, it is
the problem of computer as thought expander that our future language must address.
According to Abbe Mowshowitz in The
Conquest of Will: Information Processing in
Human Affairs (Addison-Wesley, 1976),

the human-computer relationship is now
one of parasitism. It must become one of
symbiosis.
Okay. If you've read this far, you've
probably concluded that I don't really have
anything useful to say about the nth generation at all. Well, I don't, but to reward (or
punish) you for staying with me, I will say
a few words about the fourth. At the moment the rule-based approach seems to be
the way to go. You describe the rules that
govern the problem area and the actions,
states, or events that should come about
when the rules are applied. Then you describe the state of the "world" and see what
the application of the rules gives you. For
example, let us take the problem of putting
food away in a refrigerator-configuring
the refrigerator as it were. First we ask our
expert to state some rules:
'
• If it's green, put it in the crisper.
• If it's heavy, put it on the bottom shelf.
• If it's round, stand it on the top shelf.
Now we can let the nonexpert get
on with the configuration. First, here's
some celery. Put it in the crisper. Now a
turkey. Okay, on the bottom shelf. Next a
watermelon. Oops! All three rules apply.
Well, we need recourse to the expert again.
Perhaps the additional rule is:
: The hc~vy rule takes preceC:lP.nce over the
green and round rules.
N ext in the shopping bag is a basketball. It will probably end up on the top
shelf because we did not properly constrain
the problem. That's okay for now because
obviously there was no attempt to be complete. But the basketball problem is much
more profound than it appears. The rules
above typify what is sometimes called a
shallow model of the universe. The new
rule we want requires what is sometimes
called a deep model:
• If it doesn't need refrigeration, put it
somew here else.
In a true "knowledge base" many
additional rules would be needed to define,
for example, what green is, what heavy
means in the context of refrigerator shelves,
and so forth. The rules needed to define
what can be refrigerated and what cannot
entail a significant and very deep knowledge of the world beyond the simple packing problem originally stated.
The technique I used
above is "pattern-match"
driven. It takes the form
of forward-chaining. If
such and such a pattern can be matched,
then do such and such an operation. This is
the convention used by ops5, the language
used to implement several production expert systems. XCON (nee Rl), the system
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used by DEC to configure VAxes, is implemented in OpsS. PROLOG, one of a class of
systems known as deductive retrievers, uses
the backward-chaining technique. With
this, a goal is set ulT-like fill the refrigerator. Then the rules are applied by setting up
and satisfying subgoals until the 'original
goal is met. To match pattern A, do operation B. Here is part of such a sequence:
• GOAL: Empty the grocery bags.
• SUBGOAL: Fill the refrigerator.
• SUBSUBGOAL: Fill the crisper (now a rule
applies).
• SUBSUBSUBGOAL: Look in the bag for the
celery.
• APPLY RULE: Put the celery in the crisper.
Actually this trivial example is unfair to backward-chaining. At least part of
the AI community feels that backwardchaining is better suited (and perhaps the
only means) to deep knowledge systems.
There is a forward:backward-chaining controversy that reminds me of the FORTRAN,
COBOL, PLll wars of a decade ago.
Well, that's the fourth generation
for you. But remember my friend Mike
Schneider and his fifth generation: the one
where the computer really does the work
for us. When we get there, "language" will
probably not apply at all. There will be scientific arid social evolution, but our human
roles and activities will probably be much
the same as today. The way the silicon and
niobium and gallium arsenide prosthetics
support our activities remains to be determined. And the linguistic aspects will be
entirely driven· by the applications; The
computer will be applied in ways and in do~
mains that today we only dream of. But I
hope I won't need a gallium arsenide chip
in my brain to take advantage of it.
So what language will I end up using on my new pc? Well, I just got myincome tax refund, so it might be PL/l. But
there are now three implementations of full
SNOBOL4, and two of them cost less than
$100. And I seem to have heard about a
micro-Prolog. . . .
@

Richard L. Wexelblat received the first
PhD ever awarded by a Computer Science Department, according to a survey
published by the ACM. He feels that this
gives him the right to expound at length
on topics such as those discussed here.
He is quite as interested in the past of
programming languages as in their future. A few years ago he edited History
of Programming Languages (Academic
Press, 1981). Firmly believing that those
who ignore history are doomed to repeat
it, he will bend your ear on the history of
COBOL, FORTRAN, and BASIC at the slightest
provocation. He is grateful to iTT for letting him head the Knowledge Based
Tools and Methods group at the iTT Advanced Technology Center in Shelton,
Conn., and for permitting him to publish
this paper. The opinions expressed herein do not ilecessarily represent those of
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Our relational data base
management system.
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Our'fourth generation language system.

Our communications system.

At Software AG, each product in our integrated
system grows naturally from the one before it, and all
of our products speak the same language. We don't
believe in surprises-we believe in anticipating the
trends of the future and meeting them with new
products today. And that's the proper plan for the
world leader in systems software. Call us today.
1-800-336-3761.

See us at Booth # 940 at Software Expo in Chicago.
© 1984 Software AG of North America, Inc.
ADA BAS and NATURAL are trademarks of Software AG of North America, Inc.
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The problem with language is English.
The source of most errors in the field of
systems and software engineering today
is the way in which system requirements
and design specifications are written. With
a combination of pencil and paper,
English, a few graphs and some math, the
engineers who develop the specifications
are. many times, the only ones who know
what they're talking about. And the
problem is the ambiguity of the English
lanauaae.
That:S why Teledyne Bro'vvn Engineering
developed IORL ", The Input/Output
Requirements Language. iORL is a
syslpm rf:CjLJirements and design
language that allows the engineer to
communicate specifications and designs
in a precise, unambiguous manner. While
other design languages have made
compromises in the English language,
IORL has made none. It is comprised of
graphical engineering symbols,

mathematical expressions, Latin, and the
Greek alphabet, all known quantities to
systems engineers. The ambiguity of
English never comes into play.
And now iORL has becolne tj-Ie
cornerstone of the most advanced
systems engineering packag~ in the
industry ... TAGS .... , Technology for the
Automated Generation of Systems,
developed exclusively by Teledyne Brown
Engineering.
TAGS is the first automated system
designed specifically for the field of
systems/software development in order to
give computer aided design (CAD)
capabiiities to the systems engineer. In
addition to the IORL language, TAGS
consists of a series of software
application packages that give the
systems engineer the ability to harness
the computer to automate and aid in the
design, documentation, testing and

maintenance of complex systems.
The dramatic cost reductions, accurac
and confidence factors that can be
achieved through Hle use of TAGS 8.nrl
the IORl language hold the promise of
revolutionizing the field of systems and
software development.
This most necessary approach to
systems/software engineering is availatJl
to you today by calling or writing: TAGS
IORL Marketing, 300 Sparkman Drive.
Cummings Research Park, Huntsville.
Alabama 35807. 1-800-633-iORL
(Toll Free).

TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE AUTOMATED
GENERATION OF
SYSTEMS
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Recent tests ,of supercomputers may have delivered a
bum rap to American machines. Here's how to read
- the numbers to get the answers.

UNDERSTANDING
SUPERCOMPUTER
BENCHMARKS
by Jack Worlton
A lot of attention has recently been focused
on some preliminary benchmark data from
Japanese supercomputers. Some observers,
failing to understand the limitations of
these data, have based unwarranted interpretations on them. The press has run
headlines like "Japanese Firms Build Two
Fastest Computers" and "Defense Official
Asserts Japan Has Two-Year Computer
Lead." 1. hope this article will clarify the
issues raised by these data. Specifically, it
will provide background information on
the nature of benchmarking, especially
benchmarking in a scientific computing environment. It will present the benchmark
data currently available, and will provide
some analyses and conclusions from these
data.
The reader should first be aware of
the limitations of the benchmark data. No
statistically valid study of the performance
of these computers has yet been completed.
Only anecdotal evidence is available at this
time. Preliminary benchmark data are
time-dependent, i.e., these results are
quickly superseded by new results. Small
changes in the compiler and the program
optimization level often lead to significant
changes in measured performance of vector
processors like those being compared here.
It should also be noted that there is
" ' a fundamental difference in design between
the Japanese machines and the Cray X-MP,
to which they are being compared. The
Japanese computers are single-processor
designs, while the Cray X-MP is a dual-processor design. But so far, all of the benchmark data for the X-MP are for a machine
with just one processor, and it has been
necessary to extrapolate these data in order
to estimate the performance of the full xMP.

In scientific computation, realworld problems are described in terms of.
the laws of physics. In turn, these laws are
expressed by mathematical models. The
models are implemented in algorithms
adapte~ to the architecture of the computer

to be used, and the algorithms are imple- fully' convert a large application program
mented in an application program, as illus- (perhaps 100,000 lines of source code) to a
trated in Fig. 1. (The solid lines in the new computer architecture through refigure represent the normal processes of thinking the methods from scratch. Therescientific computation; the dashed lines fore, practical benchmarking is done by
represent the additional activities pertinent creating a subset of the work load that reto benchmarking.) A program developed tains the essential characteristics of the set
for a supercomputer is often adapted to of working programs.
that specific computer's architecture in order to achieve very high performance. WORKLOAD Through workload characterization the key proWhen a new computer is considered for use BROKEN
grams that characterize
in this environment, it must be tested
the work load are select(benchmarked) to determine how it would DOWN
perform. The type of testing depends on ed, and the fraction of the workload each
how the site plans to make use of the new represents is dete,rmined. Because the procomputer.•
grams themselves are too large to use, subThere are three generic approaches sets of these programs, called kernels, are
to transporting programs to a new comput- then extracted from the full programs.
er system. They should determine how a These are then converted to run on the target machines. Then, using the workload
computer is benchmarked.
• Type A: The dusty deck approach makes fractions as weights, subsequent runs are
no changes to the source code but relies timed and compared.
'By definition, then, a computer
solely on what the compiler and other system software can do to optimize the source benchmark is a program or a section of a
code for the new computer. This minimizes program that is executed for timing purconversion costs but penalizes the perfor- poses. This method of testing computer
performance has several advantages.
mance obtained.
• Type B: The reprogramming approach • The kernels are tractable. Being relatiVely
modifies the application program to assist short programs, kernels are easy to use and
the system software in the conversion pro- understand.
cess. This increases conversion costs but • The kernels are real. Actual program sequences are used rather than instruction
produces higher performance.
or
hypothetical
instruction
• Type C: The rethinking approach modi- counts
fies not only the application programs but sequences.
also the algorithms and the mathematical • Kernels can be used as standard tests.
models on which the applicatiqn programs Certain sets of kernels have become widely
are based. This is the most demanding ap- available, and they therefore can be used to
proach and yields the highest performance. ,compare the performance of many
Thus, how a site intends to use a computers.
new system should decide how the benchNevertheless, the benchmark methmarking is done. The Type A site should od also has its disadvantages.
make no changes to source codes; the Type • Kernels may be too "easy" in that they
B site should make only application- may miss important limitations (bottleprogram changes; and the Type C site necks) of the target machine-limitations
should do radical restructuring of the that the full program would expose. Memomathematical models, algorithms, applica- ry and input-output bottlenecks are obvious examples. Benchmarks may be so small
tion programs, and system libraries.
All benchmarking efforts are con- that they easily fit into main memory withstrained by practicality, of course. It may out calling on, say, disks or other levels in
take as many as 10 person-years of effort to the storage hierarchy.
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How a site intends to- use a new system should decide
how the benchmarking is done.

FIG. 1

A MODEL 'OF SCIENTIFIC COMPUTATION
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can be said about the relative performance
• The sets of kernels are rarely statistically allel processor.
weighted representations of the workloads
The kernels used in the benchmarks of the two machines? Not much.
of interest. For example, the 14 Livermore have many of these advantages and disadIf we are to obtain com-kernels used in some of the benchmarks re- vantages, so it is important to be wary of SOME
ported below do not each represent exactly apparently simple interpretations of these, IMPORTANT parisons that are valid in
even the most elementary
1!14th of the Livermore workload.
- or indeed any, benchmark data. Bench• Kernels are often obsolete. Most kernels marks provide a useful first step in estimat- QUESTIONS sense, we have to ask sevare based on the physics, mathematical ing performance and guiding further eral questions: Were any changes made to
models, algorithms, and application pro- studies. But as procurement interests deep- the mathematical models or algorithms for
grams developed for computers of genera- en, benchmarking must be followed up any of the machines being compared? If so,
tion N; those that will be used for with increasingly detailed workload char- were the changes equivalent across all the
generation N + 1 are of greater interest. A acterization and execution of full programs machines tested? Were any of the kernels
optimized on any of the machines by modiscalar benchmark run on a vector proces- on the target machines.
sor may not demonstrate adequately the
The key problem in the use of fying the source or object code? Were the
performance of the vector processor; a vec- benchmarks is assuring comparability. The optimization levels comparable? Were the
tor benchmark developed for a vector pro- criteria for comparability are site specific configurations comparable? Also imp orcessor of generation N may not and depend on whether the site plans to use _ tant, are the memory capacities of the test
demonstrate adequately the performance of the dusty deck, reprogramming, or rethink- environment the same, and will these be the
a vector processor of generation N + 1; and ing approach to program conversion. If a same in a production environment? Were
a uniprocessor benchmark may not demon- given benchmark is executed on two ma- the peripherals comparable? Were the comstrate adequately the performance of a par- chines, and that is all that is known, what pilers comparable? Were compiler direc122 DATAMATION

Introducing CalCotnp's new electrostatic plotters.
CalComp 5700 Series electrostatic
. plotters deliver dry hardcopy faster
and more economically than any other
electrostatic. Rqnning at the industry's highest paper throughput speeds
-up to 2.0 inches per second-they
turn out more plots per day, more plots
per dollar.
As you'd expect from CalComp,
you get the best price/performance
possible. For less than you'd expect,
you get plots with 400 or 200-dpi
resolution. And when it comes to accuracy, the 5700 Series can't be beat.
With 0.1% vertical and horizontal
accuracy, you can count on your drawings to be exactly right. Overlay

registration is excellent.
Another advantage of the 5700
Series is the unique CalComp
EnvirocleanlM toning system. It automatically recycles toner to keep plots
and the environment clean. You save

on supplies since there's no waste.
With CalComp 5700 Series electrostatic plotters, there's no need to
compromise productivity, image quality, or your budget. And a choice of
four models assures a precise match
with your needs.
Discover how CalComp's electrostatic
plotters can do more work and cost
you less. Call toll-free today,
1-800-CALCOMP, ext. 156, or write
CalComp, 2411 W. La Palma Ave.,
p. O. Box 3250, Anaheim, CA 92803.
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The key problem in the use of benchmarks is assuring comparability.

tives inserted in some programs to aid the
compiler vectorization but not in other
programs?
We can summarize the minimal
steps that should be taken in benchmarking
when kernels are to be used.
• Step 1: Conduct a workload characterization study. The output of this study should
be the rates, Ri, that are characteristic of
the programs in the workload, together
with their workload fractions, fio where the
sum of the fractions equals 1.
• Step 2: Select a subset of the programs to
represent the whole workload; these should
include the programs having relatively
large fi ; renormaiize the fractions to represent the whole workload.
• Step 3: Select portions (kernels) of these
programs to represent the whole prognirps.
This is the crucial step in successful
benchmarking.
• Step 4: Time the kernels to obtain the kernel execution rates.
• Step 5: Compute the weighted harmonic
mean.
.
Researchers conducting actmil
benchmarking studies often fail to conduct
a workload characterization study, depending instead on intuitive ideas of the programs that are most important and of what
i.1U::if weights should be. They can 2150 select kernels that are too easy and hence do
not adequately represent the complete programs. And they use the arithmetic mean
rather than the harmonic mean as a workload measure.
As a concrete example of the difficulty of comparing benchmarks, consider
the actual benchmarks in Fig. 2. What can
we conclude from this comparison of
benchmarks? It would appear that System
A is some 24% faster than System B, right?
Dead wrong. These benchmarks were executed on the same computer, the Hitachi
S81O-io. System A data were gerierated at
the University of Tokyo (see Fig. 5) and
System B data were obtained by personnel
from the Magnetic Fusion Eriergy Computer Center (see Fig. 3). Clearly, the
b~nchmarks were run under different conditions, so .the results cannot be compared
without an understanding of these conditions. In this example, the conditions
caused the performance ratios to vary by a
faCtor of more than 2.5.
A further point about Fig. 2 concerns the average ofihese results. The average was computed using an unweighted
arithmetic mean, and the arithmetic mean
often gives distorted perspectives of average rates.
Consider the following example.
Suppose I want to travel 100 miles, and
part of the journey I travel at 5 mph and
124 DATAMATION

FIG,'2

BENCHMARK COMPARISONS
. SYSTEM B
(MFLOPS)

SYSTEM A
(MFLOPS)

KERNEL NUMBER

1 Hydro, excerpt
2 MLR, iril1erproduct
3' Inrierprod.uct
4 Banded lineareq.
5 Tri-diag.elim. (below)
STri-diag. elim~ (above)
7, Eq; of state excerpt
8 P.D.E; integration
9 Integer, predictors
10 I?ifference predictors
11 First sU1T1
12 Firstdiff.
13 2-D particle pusher
141-Dparticle pusher

250.0
300.9
322.1
91.9
10.8
,,10.8
254.6
85.0
226.7
62.7
9.8
104.1
4:2
7.7

228.0
239.4
211.9
59.2
5.4
4.6
232.7
48.8
207.6
49.0
9.8
93.0
4.2
8.5

"Average"
Harmonic'mean

124.4
19.4

100.2
14.7

FIG. 3

SOME· BENCHMARKS USING THE LIVERMORE
KERNELS(MFLO~S)
KERNEL

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Hm
HIGH
LOW
RATIO

CRAY-1
eFT '78

CRAY-1
CFT,'84

X-MP-1
CFT'84

62.5
15.2
2.9
4.0
4.6
80.0
8:5
77.3
3.1
2;0
21:3
2.1
3.7,

100.0
41;7
33.3
24.3
7.7
7.0
120.0
55.4
68.0
36.0
'2.9
25;0
4.0
5.6

153.0
76;6
95.8
41.1
8,7

4.7
80.0
2.0
40:1

11.1
120.0
2.9
41 :1

3.3

8.0
167.9
95.7
163.0
59.9
3.1
76;5
4.8
6.9

13.7
167.9
3.1
54:1

part at 55 mph. What is my average rate?
The average of these two rates appears to
be (5 + 55)/2 = 30 mph, but in fact we
can't even answer ~he question without further information: how much distance was
covered at each of these rates? If I travel 45
miles at 5 mph and 55 miles at 55 mph,
then my average rate would be just 10 mph

FUJITSU
VP-100
187.0
104:6
168.0
73.6
10.0
9.5
190.0
86.3
161.5
50.1
4.8
58.8 6.1
,12.9
18.7
190.0
4.8
40:1

FUJITSU
VP-200

HiTACHI
5810-20

326.4
178.1
331.1

114:~

228;0
239.4
211.9
59.2
5.4
4.6
232.7
48.8
207.6
49.0
9.8
93.0

88.0
10.0
9.5
326.1
90.4
257.4

84.8
4.8
6.2

4.2

13~9

8.5

19.8
331.1
4.8
69:1

14.7
239.44.2
57:1

(= 100/(45/5 + 55/55», not 30 mph. Just
so with averaging computer execution
rates: we must use the harmonic mean or
run the danger of being wrong by hundreds
of percentage points in estimating computer performance.
The weighted harmonic mean, H m ,
is computed as follows:
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The 1040 Series has advanced features
based on IBlVJ® PC and Apple® computers.
that make it impressive at any price. For
instance, there's a new interchangeable
Go by the numbers when you select
plotters. For details, contact: CalComp,
carriage-mounted 8-pen turret that eliminates tedious pen change delays. By using 2411 W. La Palma Ave., R O. Box 3250,
special sensors, it determines pen type,
Anaheim, California 92803. Or call tolland sets optimal pen force and speed.
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IBM and Apple are registered trademarks of, respectively, International Business Machines
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If there's one thing you don't
need, it's a,n on. .line COM
printer that makes you alter
your host computer's soft . .
ware. Unfortunately,
that's exactly what most
systems make you do.
But not Bell &
HowelL We found a
way to eliminate the
Most on-line COM systems make you alter
your host computers software. But not
problem completely:
Bell & Howell.
Software control of our
Seri~s 6600 COM printers is through an intelligent preprocessor.
You wont have to make even a single modification to your host
software because the preprocessor's minicomputer takes care
of everythipg. '
It can handle microfiche production. Create and main~
tain jO? setups. And even produce audit trails. All at the COM
same tlme.

D

PRODUCTS

••

•

About the only thing your opera-tors need to do is enter a few simple
English language commands on the
keyboard. If problems occur,
the 6600's software tells
them what to do next.
Of course, soft-ware isn't the only thing
for Bell & Howell COM
.
.
h
B
11
&
systems is run on a built-in minicomputer. You
'
tat
won't have to interfere with your host computer's software.
h s conve nient wIt e
Howell. Since our systems operate off--line, as well as on--line·, they
give you total flexibility for job scheduling.
What's more, both our 6600 archival processing system and
6650 dry system run up to twice as fast as other in--house COM
printers. And since they both have totally self--contained processors,
there's none of the mess you get with other types of systems.
For more information on the COM printer that's a pleasure
instead of a pain, call our marketing manager toll--free at
(800) 538~4000. In California, call collect,
(714) 660--1050. In Canada, (416) 746--2200.
COM DIVISION
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The arithmetic mean often gives distorted
perspectives of average rates.

Hm = - - - - -

~

FIG. 4

CRAY RESEARCH BENCHMARK DATA (MFLOPS)

where the fj are the fractions of the workload corresponding to the execution rates,
Ri' If the fractions, fj, are unknown, the unweighted harmonic mean can be computed
using the assumption that all the weights
are equal to 1/1, where I = the'number of
programs we are using:

CRAY-1
CFT '78

4.7
80.0
2;0
40:1

Hm
High
Low
Ratio

CRAY-1S

W/X.14
13.3
91.8
4.4
21 :1

X-MP-1
CFT '82

X-MP-1

X-MP-2*

W/X.14

W/X.14

11.0
150,7
3.1
49:1

19.4
164.1
5.6
29:1

35.0
295.4
10.1
29:1

-The performance of, two PEs is projected using an assumed speedup of 1.8.

(1/1)

~

(1/Ri)
'FIG. 5

i

,In contrast,' the unweighted arithmetic mean is comput~d as:

Am = (1/1)

~

BENCHMARK DATA FROM
THE UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
(MFLOPS)

Ri.

i

MEANS CAN ' The arithmetic m~an and

the harmonic mean can
often. differ by large factors. "Forexarriple, the
arithmetic mean of the rates for Sysit::111 A
in Fig. 2 for the 8810-20 is 124.4 MFLOPS,
but the harmonic mean is only 19.4
MFLoPs-:-the ,two means differ by a factor
of 6.4. The harmonic and arithmetic means
are equal onlywheri (a) the rates are all
equal, or ,(b) the tjme spent executing at
.'
each rate is equal. ~
With these' factors in, mind, ,look, at
some benchmark data for some recently announced supercomputers.
Personnel from the Department of
Energy's Magnetic Fusion Energy (MFE)
Computer Center at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory,: Livermore, Calif.,
visited Japan and obtained data for the Livermore kernels on the Fujitsu vp-100 as
well as the Hitachi 8810-20. (The Liver, more kernels are short FORTRAN kernels, a
few lines each, that have been abStracted
from actual programs used at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. No statistical weighting of these kernels exists as a
workload characterization, and' no claim is
made that they represent the current Livermore workload.) Data for the vp-200 have
. since been released by Amdahl Corporation. These results were compared to earlier benchmarks on other computers,
generating the data in Fig. 3. The study by
MFE was carefully controlled: no changes in
source code or insertion of compiler directives were allowed.
Based on these data, the workload

KERNEL

DIFFER
WIDELY
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1

2
3,
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

'Hm
High
Low
Ratio

HITAC
M-280H
(UNI~CPU)

HITAC
S810-20

25.7
; 12.6
32.4
24.6
5.3
4.5
' ,20.3
10.3
14.6
5.0
6.6
25.9
1.8
2.6

250.0
300.9
:?22.1

6.5
32.4
1.8
18:1

19.4
322.1
4.2
77:1

r~presented by these kernels would run
1.68 times as fast on the vp-100, and 1.78
times as fast on the vp-200, as on the Cray18. For the Cray x-MP-1 * these ratios
would be 1.36 and 1.45, respectively; no
data are available for the x-MP-2.
Cray Research has recently run
these same Livermore kernels on a Cray xMP-1 using the newest version of their compiler, X.14. This is not yet a production
compiler, and the reason for including data
describing its performance is to illustrate
the large variance in benchmark data. The
*Cray X-MP-! and Cray X-MP-2 refer to the Cray X-MP with one
and two processing elements, respectively.

' 91.9'

10.8
10.8
254.6
85.0
226.7
62.7
9.8
104.1
4.2
7.7

results are given in Fig. 4 for this machine
and several others, including some earlier
data for the Cray-1 and the x-MP-1 for reference. Here we project the performance of
the Cray x-MP-2 as 82 = 1.8. Readers,
however, can adjust this column depending
on their preferred value of 82, the speedup
that full two-processor operation will produce. Because this compiler is not yet a released product, the details of the kernel
results are still proprietary and only a summary is available for pUblication.
It appears from these data that the
Cray x-MP-1 will run about 1.78 times as
fast as a Cray-18 when both use the X.14
compiler. How much faster the x-MP-2 will

More and
more, people
in your company
want to access data
from the mainframe. And
since IBM PCs are in (while dumb
terminals are on their way out), you
need one good source for a complete family of micro-to-mainframe
communications products.
That's where we come in. AST is
the leading supplier of IBM PC-compatible products. With over 200,000
board-level PC enhancements
already on the job. And now we're'
offering a full line of 3270-compatible
products that will fit a variety of
connections and protocols. Without
forcing you to reconfigure your
mainframe hardware or software.
For starters, there's our new ASTSNA family. Hardware and software
that let your PCs talk to your mainframe (and let the mainframe talk
back) via the SNAlSDLC protocol.
Giving you all the facilities of a
3270 terminal. And with the computing power of your stand-alone
PC maintained!
Plus, the basic hardware can
support multiple protocols. And

. . you can sup, port a variety
of emulations from
a single PC. Or
support additional
PCs by using one as a
cluster controller. An arrangement (with up to four
PCs) that can save you a lot of
money. You can even attach lowcost ASCII CRTs to a PC and emulate
3278 Model 2s.
What's more, our AST-BSC package
lets you work in a 3270 BSC environment and still migrate to 3270
SNAlSDLC without hardware upgrades. Another way to save money
and aggravation.
Still, there's more. For example,
if you have an IBM 3274/3276
Cluster Controller, our
coaxial connection hardware is your
answer.
Once installed (via
coax-A),
it lets your
PC retain
its stand-alone
processing capabiliCIRCLE 83 ON READER CARD

ties and emulate a 3278/9 terminal.
With no performance degradation!
You can even use our AST-3780 '
to support 3780 RJE batch communications. Which gives your PC
the ability to operate unattended.
And transfer program, data or text
files between your PCs and an
IBM host at very high speeds.
AST is the only supplier that can
give you a complete line of PCcompatible products. Communications hardware and software for
3270, 3780 and 5251 environments.
I/O and memory expansion cards.
And utility programs.
Find out how thousands of users have
benefited 'from AST's communications
products. To get detailed product
and configuration data, call us today
at (714) 863-1333. Or write AST
Research, 2121 Alton Avenue, Irvine,
CA 92714. TWX:753699ASTR UR.

RESEARCH INC.
IBM PC is registered trademark of IBM Corp; AST-3780 Is
a product developea by AST Research. Inc, and Wilmot
Systems, Inc.

The best we can conclude is that the VP·200 and the
X·MP·l would run with roughly the same execution rate.

run compared to the Cray-1S depends on
the speedup achieved with two processors,
and this is application dependent. The harmonic mean for the x-MP-1 using the X.14
compiler in Fig. 4 is about the same as for
the vp-200 in Fig. 3, indicating that these
computer/compiler systems would give
about the same performance on this work
load, assuming equal weights for the kernels. The workload fractions corresponding
to each kernel would be needed to make a
more precise comparison, however.
The University of Tokyo Newsletter
for October 1983 published benchmark results from runs of the Livermore kernels
made on the Hitachi S810-20, as shown in
Fig. 5, along with some data for the Hitachi
M-280H with an integrated array processor
(lAP). Notice that the data in Fig. 5 are
higher than the comparable data for the
Hitachi S81O-20 in Fig. 3, even though the
same kernels and computer were used. According to the newsletter, the loops are the
original kernels except for the correction
on the clock overhead' and accuracy.
In a production environment, programs are usually optimized by identifying
and correcting those sections with low performance. To simulate that environment
from these preliminary data, the best we
can do is to compare (and it is a highiy uncertain comparison) the best benchmark
data for each computer. This is done in Fig.
6. The figures for the Fujitsu vp-100 and
vp-200 come from Fig. 3; the figures for the
Hitachi S81O-20 from Fig. 5; and the figures for the Cray-1S, Cray x-MP-1 and xMP-2 from Fig. (

FIG. 6

COMPARISON OF BEST PERFORMANCE DATA

Hm
Hm-Norm**
High
Low
Ratio

VP-100

VP-200

S810-20

CRAY-1S

X-MP-1

X-MP-2*

18.7
1.41
190.0
4.8
40:1

19.8
1.49
331.1
4.8
69:1

19.4
1.46
322.1
4.2
. 77:1

13.3
1.00
91.8
4.4
21 :1

19.4
1.46
164.1
5.6
29:1

35.0
2.63
295.4
10.1
29:1

*8imulated by assuming a'speedup of 8 2 = 1.8
* * Normalized to the Cray-18 with the X.14 compiler

FIG. 7

BENCHMARK DATA FROM PROFESSOR MENDEZ
(TIME IN SECONDS)
VP-200
TEST
VORTEX
I = 500
EULER
I =1000
I =8608
20MHO
SHEAR3
BARO

I SCALAR

: VECTOR I

217.2

34.4

6.3

4.8
41.1
2.6
83.6
41.1

NA

43.4
164.4
1107.8

I SCALAR

VECTOR I

233.6

37.8

9.0
NA

3.1
27.9

39.2
190.3
756.9

72.7
76.3

4.3

NA = not available

compiler in these and other data are probably due in part to the vectorization methodFIVE
Professor Raul Mendez ology described by Fujitsu in its IFIP paper,
BENCHMARK of the Naval Post-Gradu- and in part to the hardware features includate School in Monterey, ed in the Fujitsu vp-200 that permit ease of
TE ST5 RUN Calif., visited Japan in vectorization.
late 1983 and ran benchmarks on the vp-·
The automatic vectorization tech200. These tests included five benchmarks niques used by Fujitsu are based in part on
run in both scalar and vector mode. Com- work done in the United States by Profespiler directives were inserted into two of sor David Kuck' and his associates at the
the Fujitsu programs (SHEAR3 and University of Illinois. The special hardware
2DMHD). These directives essentially features include a constant stride in vector
caused vectorization of some loops that addressing and vector indexing operations
would otherwise not have been vectorized, like gather-scatter and compress-expand.
but the quantitative effects of this action The Cray-1 design includes a constant
are uncertain. The benchmarks were subse- . stride and the CDC Cyber 205 includes vecquently run by Professor Mendez on the tor indexing operations, but neither AmeriCray X-MP and the results were published can design offers both features. Professor
in the SIAM News in January and March. Mendez's results are shown in Fig. 7. Note
Subsequently, Cray Research assisted Pro- that these data are times, not MFLOPS.
fessor Mendez with the vector versions (but
Some of these results indicate an adnot the scalar versions) of these bench- vantage to the Cray x-MP-1 and some indimarks, and those data, which update the cate an advantage to the vp-200. Because so
earlier publication, are included in Fig. 7. little is known about the optimization of
Fujitsu published a paper at the 1983 IFIP these programs for these computers, the
Congress describing its work on vectorizing best we can conclude is that the vp-200 and
techniques. The advantages for the vp-200 the x-MP-1 would run with roughly the
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same execution rate. Any advantage of one
over the other would be due to the application used in the test.
Based on the data available' now,
one can make the following tentative
conclusions:
• Optimized programs for the Cray x-MP-1,
the Fujitsu yp-200, and the Hitachi S81O20 should achieve roughly comparable performance in general purpose computing
environments.
• The relative performance of the Cray xMP-2 will be higher by the speedup
achieved with its two processors.
• The vectorization methods used in the
Japanese compilers appear to be better than
the methods used in the production versions of American compilers. This is due in
part to the software vectorization methods
used and in part to the data-handling features of the hardware.
• Only site-dependent benchmarking can
determine which of these computers will
@
perform better for a given workload.
Jack Worlton is a laboratory fellow at Los
Alamos National Laboratory.

Capable COBOL.

I

For over twenty years, COBOL
has proved it can handle the most
awesome data handling require-ments of the business world.
And Microsoft® COBOL
brings this power to the MS~DOS
environment in an even more
flexible version. It's the ideal
choice for transporting and adapt-ing the thousands of mainframe
and minicomputer programs
now on the market.
Microsoft COBOL was de-signed after the ANSI COBOL
standard. Its quality and perform-ance has been fully certified
by the GSA.
Microsoft COBOL includes a
complete set of file handling
MICR~SOFt facilities includ~
The High Performance Software Ing support for
sequential, line sequential, relative
and B+ tree indexed sequential
(ISAM) files.
'
The advanced screen handling
features, compatible with Data
General~make it easy to create
forms and menus for interactive
user programs. Direct cursor posi-tioning, highlighting, automatic
format conversion, projected

fields, and automatic field skip
are just some of the capabilities.
An interactive source code
.
debugging tool allows you to
step through your program in sym-bolic form. There is no need to
wade through object code and
addresses in memory to see what
is going on. It's a complete.
development package.
Applications developed with
the compiler can be distributed
without a runtime support charge.
Like all Microsoft languages,
the standard linking interface
makes it easy to combine assembly
language subroutines.

Call 800-426-9400 to order

the capable COBOL. $700!~

In Washington State, call 206-828--8088. Ask for operator J5,
who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or
give you the name of your nearest
dealer to see Microsoft COBOL
inaction.

*Price exclusive of handling and Washington State sales tax.
Microsoft is a registered trademark and MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Data General is a registered trademark of Data General Corporation.

THE WORD TRAVELED FAST•

Hewlett-Packard research has us~d inkjet
technology to make the ThinkJet personal computer printer surprisingly quiet while printing
150 high quality, dot-matrix characters per second
for text or graphics. The ThinkJet printer weighs
only 6lh pounds and it takes up just? bit more
room than your telephone. So, it can work right on
your d~sk. There's evena battery-powered model
that lets you print anywhere. And, the Think]et
printer's ink supply and printhead are designed
in one neat disposable unit that simply clicks
out when ifs time to ch~ge.

•

The ThinkJet printer will work with most
popular personal computers, inCluding HewlettPackard, mM~ COMPAQ~ TI~ or Apple ne~
Finally, as quiet, fast and compact as the
ThinkJet printer is, it still has one more fe~ture
that's going to cause a commotion; its price ...
$495.00~
.
See the entire family of personal computers,
software and peripherals at your authorized
Hewlett-Packard dealer.
Call (800) FOR-HPPC for the dealer
nearest you.

Setting You Free
PG02409

rThri:lHEWLETT

L~Y!lJ PACKARD

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. COMPAQ is a trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporation.
TI is a registered trademark of Texas Instruments, Inc. APPLE is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. *Suggested retail price.

THE WORD
TRAVELED
TWICE AS FAST.
LASERJET.
Now you can print an entire page of text
in just tlh seconds. That's the equivalent of 300
characters pe:r second. The LaserJet personal
computer printer cando it. Hewlett-Packard has
brought the speed, quiet and letter quality of .
laser printing to the personal computer user for
under $3,500~.
.
The ~rJet printer is designed for HewlettPackard personal computers, the IBM® PC, PC

compatibles and most other personal computers.
. No other personal computer printer is
engineered to do what the LaserJet printer can
do at suchan affordable price. But then consider
where it came from.
. See the entire family of personal computers,
software and peripherals at your authorized
Hewlett-Packard dealer. Call (800) FOR-HPPC
for the dealer nearest you.

Setting You Free

PG02417

r?h;:'-:l HEWLETT

~7f!lJ PACKARD

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

*Suggested retail price.

A new.survey of dp managers reveals a more relaxed
management style and a desire to hire some "know-it-alls."

WANTED:
RENAISSANCE PEOPLE
by Andrew Friedman and
........
J--vall GI.. __ ..
uaU...
~~

In a recent in-depth survey of95 significant
data processing departments, the managers
interviewed showed a keen interest in hiring generalists for programming and systems functions. As one manager put it,
"We need Renaissan.ce people, who can
think and act with an open mind." Generalisis, illt~y bdieve, will fit better into the
newly emerging, flexible team structures in
which development and maintenance staff,
as well as end users, work together from
beginning to end·ofprojects. The managers
stressed that generalists rather than "techies," have more to contribute to data processing departments.
While user-involved teams staffed
with Renaissance-like generalists might
sound like a pipe dream, it represents an
ideal toward which many managers are ap:"
parently working. Quite a few have already
put the idealinto practice.
The managers were interviewed for
a survey that was part of a four-year international project funded by the British Economic Social Research Council. Interviews
were carried out with top data processing
managers and/or project managers of
huge-scale projects at several hundred
firms in five countries. The interviews, often lasting three hours or longer, focused
on work organization and management
strategies for software development. This
article looks "at the results of the American
sample, drawn primarily from the Directory of Top Computer Executives, which encompassed departments from as small as
three programmers to those employing several hundred programmers and analysts.
Firms were randomly selected from the directory and other similar lists. Interestingly, the majority were application shops
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where COBOL was still dominant, operating
in a mainframe environment (see box on
p. 136). Results show:
• More than 82% of managers use team or
matrix work organization as opposed to the
formerly popular large programmer pools.
Respond~ng to a question about significant organizational changes over the last
five years, a number of managers cited
the shift from programmer pools to analyst
and ·programmer teams as a major accom-

plishment.
• Almost all said they involve users in some
or several aspects of software development.
While this idea had been given lip service
for the past several years, it now appears
that users are, in fact, beginning to have
their say.
• Formal sign-off procedures with higher
management are less frequent than might
be expected. Only about 40% of data processing managers said that they use upper
management sign-offs to turn a project over
to operations, and just half formally signoff after specifications are complete.
• Demarcations between development and
maintenance work appear to be fading
away. Fewer than 25% of managers reported that they keep separate departments for
development and maintenance functions.
Systems and applications, however, are still
separate entities, with over two thirds of
the firms noting these as distinct departments or groups. "
• While time sheets and target setting continue to be recommended methods for evaluating and monitonng software staff, over
90% of the interviewed managers have a
strong preference for personal contact to
supplement these traditional forms of
appraisal.
• Despite the great "GO TO debate" of the
1970s, fewer than 60% of managers in preqominantly COBOL shops urge their pro-

grammers to avoid GO TO statements. An
even smaller number were strongly interested in enforcing any other kind of programming standard such as maximum
module size, or standardized module interfaces. The comment of one DPM was typical: "Oh well, we try, but you know ...."
Another added, "It really makes sense to
be flexible about this."
• A bachelor's degree is still the main ticket
into programming and systems work. but a
large number of managers expressed frustration with the computer science graduates they hired and look with interest to
liberal arts or business students. Many indicated that, if given the choice, they would
hire from within the company, giving preference to those with demonstrated ability
to work well with users and colleagues. Retraining for clerical workers and other people with experience in the company is not
uncommon.
Small, versatile project
teams are the rule for
maintenance work as well
as new project development In most firms, project members work
on more than one project at a time and, not
surprisingly, serve on more than one team
at a time. As experience has shown, teams
that work well together stay together.
About 65% of teams stay together beyond"
the length of a project; in midsize departments of 10 to 29 programmers/analysts,
about 75% of teams stay together longer
than one project.
"
Three quarters of all project teams
have fewer than six members. Interestingly,
the older title distinctions, such as programmer, senior programmer, and analyst,
don't seem important in determining team
makeup. The surveyed firms most often
lump programmers and analysts together.

VERSATILE
TEAMS
THE RULE
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FIG. 1

NUMBER OF FIRMS INCLUDED IN SURVEY BY
TYPE AND SIZE (95 FIRMS)
Many managers reported that they prefer
the term "analyst/programmer" rather
than individual titles, since workers function in both ways within the teams.
While the 1960s and '70s saw the
rise- of the programmer pool concept for
large COBOL shops, particularly for maintenance, managers now appear to he p1eased
that they are moving away from tllis model.
Only about 20% of the sample reported using programmer pools, a percentage that
was the same for maintenance and new development work. They felt that teams and
matrix structures give them the chance to
organize their work force to suit the needs
of a particular project, while simultaneously giving programmers and analysts more
of a hand in developing or maintaining a
whole project. Certainly, the cry of programmers to participate in more aspects of
project development is one of the factors
moving them out of pools and into more
adaptable team organizations.
Formal sign-off procedures at traditional 'milestones in project development
appear to be far less important in practice
than they are in theory. When sign-off procedures are used, checking with users carries more weight than reporting to upper
management. To a question asking managers io indicate at which points in project
development they seek clearance before doing further work (i.e., functional specification, system specification, detailed design,
coding 'and debugging, and testing and operations), the managers responded that
they are more likely to check validity with
users than they are with their corporate superiors. In either case, however, formal
sign-offs are not particularly popular.
Only about half of the surveyed
managers said that they formally report to
higher management at the end of functional or systems specifications, while 80% of
firms check the validity of functional specifications with users before continuing a
project. Around 70% of managers reported
that they check the validity of a system
with users before it is turned over to operations. These reports directly contradict
management theories about the need for
formal project milestones, yet come as no
surprise to managers engaged in the day-today details of running a project.
Management, journals
have stressed the need for
clearly marked stages in
project development and
have delineated tasks for different software
specialists, but this division of labor no
longer appears to be as important as it once
was. Working together in project teams,
systems analysts, programmer/analysts,

CLEARLY
MARKED
STAGES
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NUMBER OF PROGRAMMERS·&
ANALYSTS IN DEPARTMENT
TYPE OF FIRM
Financial Institutions
(banks, insurance,
brokerage)
Computer Firms
(manufacturers, software
houses, service bureaus)
Public Sector
(government)

Manufacturing
(private industry
noncomputer firms)

Services
(hospitals, schools,
utilities)
.

FIG. 2

ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAMMERS & ANALYSTS

PERCENTAGE

60

TEAM

POOL

MATRIX

(Q. 16) What best describes the organization of your development staff?

and programmers tend to overlap in job
function. Similarly, an overlap of project
milestones is apparent:
• Fewer than 30% of managers said that
they change personnel at sign-off points
within a project, signifying the strength of
project teams and the lack of clearly
marked project milestones;
• Only 10% of firms change day-to-day re-

sponsibility between design and coding,
perhaps a further indication that teams develop their own internal work organization.
The interviewed managers were remarkably candid. While most programmers and analysts know that "things are
not done by the book," the survey is an
open admission of a more relaxed attitude
toward work organization.

How a petroleum company made its
data production flow again.
and stores it in a special electronic
memory before the CPU requests it.
This way, online response is almost
instantaneous and batch throughput
automatically increases.

Like many enterprises today, a major petroleum
company was trying to cope with the growing
demands on its data processing operation and
the problem of frequent data bottlenecks. The
company's DP management considered adding
more channels, more memory, more highperformance disks, or even a new more
capable processor.
Some were too expensive. Others were only
temporary stop-gap remedies. Then the
company turned to Storage Technology and
the Sybercache Intelligent Disk Controller.
A 62% improvement in I/O performance.
Installed on the customer's IBM channel, the
Sybercache immediately reduced device service
time. Batch jobs that previously took three hours
were handled in just under one. A typical fivehour production job was cut to one-and-a-half.
Overall, our customer logged a 62% improvement in I/O service time. And device busy time
was reduced by 60%.

62o~/,
1°'
.

Go with the intelligent alternative.
Sybercache ends capacity vs. performance
trade-offs. With it, you load your disk drive
to the maximum while you get even faster
performance. So don't settle for an I/O
, service time of 40 milliseconds or more
when Sybercache can deliver a fast
3 ms at channel speeds of 3 megabytes
per second.
Sybercache clearly offers you the most
effective cost per megabyte. You'll also
increase employee productivity, use your
channels and disks more efficiently, and
cut the high costs of system tuning.
Put our system to the test.
Our Sybercache is available with 1.5 MB
and up to 12 MB storage capacities.
It easily attaches to all major IBM and
compatible processors.
Give Sybercache a test run on your
data bottlenecks. Once you turn it on,
we're certain you'll never want to
turn it off.
For more information on how
to get your data flowing again,
~ontact us for a Cache Analysis
and demonstration: Storage
Technology Corporation,
Louisville, CO 80028, USA;
(303) 67,3-4063.

A better way to deliver your data.
Our Sybercache bypasses the mechanical
performance problems of disk drives. Instead
of lengthy delays locating data on a disk drive
our intelligent controller anticipates a data
'
request, pre-fetches it from the backend disk,
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The survey is an open admission of a more relaxed
aHitude toward work organization.

The questionnaire, originally developed for use in the United Kingdom, also
asked if managers imposed a set of design
and coding on programmers and analysts.
Almost unanimously, American managers
responded that they do not "impose" standards, probably reflecting the fact that this
type of strict enforcement seems to go
against the American self-image. Even with
further questioning on this point, less than
60% of managers said that they use standards to limit GO TO statements, and a similar number admitted that they require
formatted specifications for input!output
and program layout. To a separate question
asking if there were department standards
for program specification, only half of the
managers responded affirmatively.
It's hard to say whether standards
are indeed enforced without much enthusiasm, or whether it has become fashionable
for managers to appear relaxed in their
management style. As might be expected,
first-line managers and project leaders who
are closer to shop-floor practices are more
likely than DPMs to expect programming
standards. And, it was suggested that strict
enforcement was no longer so necessary,
since newer programmers have been
schooled in structured code and therefore
don't need to have their hands held to
avoid GO TO situations.
While management journals have
spent the better part of the last decade
hammering home the enforcement of standards, most software people know that
strict adherence to rules is rare. Many managers, however, commented that they
would like to see better enforcement of department programming standards. Some
went as far as to say that it was a top priority for them, though overall, interviewers
got the sense that management theory and
shop-floor practice are strikingly different.
Management methods for monitoring and evaluating staff are also varied, but
here managers appear to exert more control. Almost all use some recognized procedure for appraising individual performance, such as time sheets, work
targets, and formal employee evaluation
sessions." About 90% of managers said that
they involve programmers and analysts in
setting target dates for project phases, although most managers do not let staff pick
their own projects.
On the whole, managers prefer to
evaluate workers on the basis of how well
target dates are met, rather than on the basis of time sheets. Many said that time
sheets are merely paperwork, important for
keeping upper management happy, but not
particularly useful for monitoring the progress of programmers.
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FIG. 3

USER ACTIVITY
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(Q. 8) To what extent are users normally involved in development of new
applications in their area?

Managers were quick to point out
that now, as in the past, "experience and
achievement are more important than a degree." Forty percent of the sampled firms
indicated that they have hired programmers with less than two years of experience,
but most preferred programmers with at
least two years of experience under their
belts.
Since many managers want to hire
people who can communicate well with users, generalists are in demand. One manager explained that he would prefer to recruit
"application analysts"-people with business experience who could understand users' needs and envision a whole application.

While a computer science degree is still a
big favorite in corporate personnel departments, many managers said that, if given
their own choice, they would seek out liberal arts graduates and people interested in
problem solving. Two to one, managers
prefer degrees in subjects other than computer science. They stressed, however, that
hiring technically proficient people is still
essential.
Labor turnover, particularly among programmers and analysts with
STILL BIG
two to five years of experience, continues to be an issue. The survey

LABOR
TURNOVER

Only one disk guarantees safe passage through the torrid zone of drive heat. MaxeII.
A lifetime warranty. And manufacturing standards that make it almost
unnecessary.
Consider this: Every time you take
your disk for a little spin, you expose
it to drive heat that can sidetrack data.
Worse, take it to the point of no return.
Maxell's unique jacket construction
defies heat of 140°F. And keeps your
information on track.
And Maxell runs clean. A unique
process impregnates lubricants
throughout the oxide layer. Extending
media and head life. How good is Gold?

~X!IW

Maxell's the disk that many drive manufacturers trust to put new equipment
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the industry in error-free performance
and durability. Proving that if you can't
stand the heat you don't stand a chance.
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IT'S WORTH IT.

Maxell Corporation of America. 60 Oxford Drive. Moonachie. N,J, 07074 201-440-8020
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DIGITALDISPUYS THE
TERMIIIALS BEST'"GI"fERED
fOR BUSIIIESS.
Before you make any
investment in business graphics terminals, it really pays to
investigate what you'll be using
them for.
If you're like most businesses, your terminals will be
used approximately 70% of the
time for generating text and
numbers. And only around
30% of the time for strictly
graphics purposes. The October 19831nfosystems article,
"Howto Buy Graphics Displays," coauthored by Jim
Warner, CEO of Precision Visuals,lnc.~ states, "While it may
be true that one picture (chart,
graph) is worth athousand
words, there will always be the
need for words, thousands
of words, in the day-to-day
activity of the office. Special
graphics-only devices can
hav'e limited value in a general
office environment."
At Digital, the first step in
engineering every prodwct we
make involves a thorough
analysis of who will use it, what
itwill be used for and which
features will help make people
more productive in their jobs.
That's been true of every
terminal we've designed and
helps explain their widespread
acceptance and popularity.
And you'll find it's equally
true of Digital's latest entries,
the VT240™ and VT241 ™
terminals.

ENGINEERED BEST
FOR WHAT YOU NEED
MOST.
'
As the newest members
of Digital's family of terminals,
the VT240, a conversational

text and qraphics terminal,
and the \]T241 ,with the added

dimension of color, continue
tain information needs to be
the tradition of engineering
highlighted, you can select
excellence for performance.
from a combination of bold
They offer full VT1 OQTM compat- print, blinking and underlining
ibility to take advantage of a
in either normal or reverse
host of offerings already devel- video. Foryour added convenience, there's even a built-in
oped. And to meet the needs
printer port for printing'
ofthe business environment,
you'll find a set of standard text hard copy.
features that are either unavailBoth the VT240 and VT241
able on other terminals or may terminals give you the option of
have to be purchased at an
erasing selected character
additional cost.
positions on the screen for
more efficient communications
These features include
bidirectional smooth scrolling, and increased productivity. For
those applications that require
split screen, a choice of 80 or
132 columns per line and a
data tobe entered by filling in
doublewidth/double height
the blanks of a form, once the
format. A highly legible 8 by 10 data has been accepted by
the host, the filled-in informadot matrix character font displays true ascende'rs and
tion-and only that-can be
descenders for exceptional
erased by means of a single
command. The form itself
crispness and legibility. It cerremains up on the screen and
is ready to accept the next data
entry sequence.
Beyond this remarkable
range of text capabilities, the
VT240 and VT241 clearly
answer your graphics needs
as well.

HIGH-IMPAU
PRESENTATIONS IN
GRAPHIC DETAIL.
The inclusion of a diagram,
chart or graph in any report or
presentation can immediately
transform complex data '
into easily understandable
information.

© Digitat Equipment Corporation 1984, Digital, the Digital logo, VT240, VT241 , ReGIS, Vf:\'J,,-11 DECgraph, Vf:\'J,,-11 DECslide, LVP16and Vf:\'J"are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation,
Tektronix4010/4014 and Tektronix Plot 10 are trademarksofTektronix, Inc, TELL-A-GRAF and DISSPLA are trademarks of Integrated Software Systems Corporation, 01-3000, GRAFMAKER and GRAFMASTER are
trademarks of Precision Visuals, Inc,

touchtype, and an editing keyboard and special function
keys that reduce the number
of keystrokes to complete an
operation. Also, the set-up
mode offers a menu in plain
language (plain English, plain
French and plain German) that
leads you through each operation in step-by-step sequence.
All this effort has not gone
unnoticed. Digital's video terminals received the International Design Award in
1984. The award is based on
ergonomic suitability, safety,
design quality, practical
useability, technical excellence
and practical visualization.

BEST ENGINEERED
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There is a major contrast between management's actual
practice and the "correct" policy of management theory.

showed that, during the last three years,
large firms had a turriover rate of nearly
100% for workers in this experience bracket. With the demand for banking applications, job hopping was most common for
programmers and analysts in financial
firms. But mangers seemed to be less worried about job hoppers than they were in
the past, apparently because the pool of
possible replacements is now so large.
Because the supply of graduates far
exceeds the current demand, breaking into
programming is hard. While there might be
a demand for Renaissance-type programmer/analysts, it certainly is not a Renaissance period for entry-level programmers.
In general, managers said that they
are pleased that users are getting more involvedin identifying opportunities and participating in the specification phase of
projects. Many managers indicated that as
users get more sophisticated, some data
processing woes might ease.
But user sophistication is a doubleedged sword. Some managers complained
that users have increased input in defining
projects, but have not accepted additional
responsibility for results. In a question asking if users were held accountable for results, the overwhelming majority of DPMS
said that this waR rarely the case. The glory
or shame that goes with a project's outcome is still the dp department's domain.
Users are almost always involved in
some phase of project development, but the
introduction of micros into user departments has cast many DPMs into uncharted
waters. As users get micros arid begin their
own projects, data processing managers are
sometimes called in to bail them out. In
many instances, managers feel that downloading some current work onto user micros would be a good idea. A number of
managers 'expressed delight at the idea of
shedding the drudgery associated with
maintenance and enhancement of existing
systems, but DPMS are searching for a way
to control this process. Indeed, most companies do not yet have policies for dividing
work between the data processing department and user areas.
Three'major firms in our sample attempt to navigate around this problem by
merging user and dp functions into new
groups. 1 One large insurance company integrated its Claim processing applications for
one contract type under the auspices of a
combined dp/user management team. A
very large bank did the same thing with a
number of functions, continuing a trend
that has affected banks for several years.
And a major computer manufacturer took
'Since the lengthy questionnaire contained some sensitive questions, all 95 firms in the U.S. sample were promised anonymity.
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FIG. 4

SPECIFICATION STANDARDS
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(Q. 28) Of the firms requiring standards specifications, the above represent the percentage of firms including this documentation'in their specifications.

FIG. 5

DESIGN & CODING STANDARDS
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(Q. 27) Do you impose any (of the above) design and coding stan-.
dards in your' department?

all of its internal corporate functions and , ately sized firms will be worth watching for
reorganized them into lO-person dp/user as users gain pc power.
We see a major contrast in this surteams. These teams combined programmers, analysts, and user-specialists under vey between management's actual practice
data processing. managers. What is unique and the perhaps outdated "correct" policy
in these instances is not the fact that users of management theory. Rather than pursue
are involved in dp activities, but rather the "direct control"2 over the data processing
way in which tiser activities have become
'''Direct control" and "responsible autonomy" are terms used in
part of the dp department or group. Andrew
Friedman's book Industry and Labour. The responsible
Whether these become models for moder- autonomr style was identified in other work settings.

A MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH

RAMIS II TURNS YOUR PC INTO A
TOTAL INFORMATIONGNTER.

Now the unique cornbrnation
4th- and 5th-generation technology
that makes RAMIS® II the benchmark in mainframe productivity
software is available for effective
PC integration.

RAMIS II/PC: A NEW
DIMENSION FOR THE XT/370
RAMIS II/PC brings all the functions of the leading 4th-generation
language to the first desktop computer specifically designed to run
mainframe software.
Performance-optimized for the
XT/370, RAMIS II/PC delivers
complete. application portability
from desktop to mainframe, and can
be purchased from Mathematica on
its own or together with an IBM
XT/370 as a complete, ready-to-run
desktop information system.

RAMLINK: HIGH QUALITY PCI
MAINFRAME CONNECTION
RAMLink is the most effective
way to connect IBM PCs and XTs
to the full power of mainframe
RAMIS II. Press a single key and
·RAMLink will put you in touch

1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corp.

RAMIS II's complete
full screen environment.
RAMLink downloads data from
RAMIS II, IMS, VSAM or other
mainframe files, and formats it for
immediate use with KeeplTM, 1_2_3™,
and other popular PC software.
RAMLink also uploads data from the
PC-all without expensive protocol conversion hardware.

system solution that greatly enhances the productivity of both end
users· and computer specialists. See
for yourself at one of our regional
Product Demonstration Centers.
For more information, contact
your local Mathematica office....
call, toll free, 800-257-5171 ... or
return the coupon.

MATHEMATICA

PRODUCTS GROUP

A MARTIN MARIETTA
DATA SYSTEMS
COMPANY

ITSOFTWARE: FLEXIBLE
PERSONAL COMPUTING
Ea~ to use and flexible, ITSoftware is a complete local system
-from spreadsheet to graphics,
word processing to electronic
mail-all built around a.' compre- .
hensive file manager that makes
exchanging data simple. Whether
you're working standalone or linked
to the mainframe, ITSoftware offers
the ideal solution for decision
support or local applications on
your IBM PC or XT.

TOTAL SYSTEM SOLUTION:
SEE IT IN AalON
Mathematica's innovative 3-level
PC product line delivers a total
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MATHEMATICA
PRODUCTS GROUP
P.O. Box 2392, Princeton, NJ 08540
o Please send more information
describing the full power of your
system solution for PC users.
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State. Zip

Sophisticated users will be both boon and bane for
the data processing professional.

task assignment, data processing managers
have been developing a·culture of "responsibility autonomy," in which employees are
given considerable responsibilitY over their
work and are expected to perform well over
a wide range of work tasks.
. The detailed results of
the survey reveal a blurring of traditional boundaries in the division of
data processing labor. The emphasis on
programmer/analysts as central figures in
the organization is interesting: while traditional titles and job ladders still bear much
weight, management relies more and more
on workers who do some of both. Vv'e
found, for example, that 95% of the time
management expects that the person doing
the coding will be involved in writing the
specifications as well. Rather than parcel
out pieces 9f work, assembly-line fashion,
managers pre£er to control task sizes by informal guidelines. Thus, standards like
"maximum module size" or "expected lines
of code" were rarely viewed as important in

DPLABOR
DIVISIONS
BLURRED

shaping the progress of a project.
Team organization may offer programmers and analysts more opportunity
to see a project from conception through to
implementation. Managers believe that
there is more assurance that a job will be
done well if the participants are more fully
involved. Clearly, teams give management
the flexibility to move staff around where
needed. Seventy-four percent of teams were
found to be working on more than one project at a time. This is clearly where generalists and Renaissance people fit in. Amidst a
shifting landscape where the only certainty
is constant change, programmers who can
function as analysts and communicate with
users are welcome assets.
User involvement in areas that have
traditionally been data processing strongholds is speeding evolution. Both the programmer/analyst structure and team
organization are flexible and responsive to
the user onslaught. The generalist is yet another figure who can help the data processing department adapt to change. A pattern
of informal guidelines and flex.,ible stan-

Andrew Friedman teaches economics at
the University of Bristol in England. He is
the author of Industry and Labour, as
well as of several articles on work organization in computing. Further inquiries
about the survey reported in this article
should be addressed to him in England,
where he is head of the Data Processing
Research Project at the Economics Department, University of Bristol.

C.lA
ETHICS
COMMITiE~

L
"Say, where the hell did that come from?"
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dards is strengthening the image of a data
processing work organization that is prepared for change.
From the survey, we see the development of a management culture of responsible autonomy in which flexibility is
achieved through careful adaptation. Managers _are discarding their traditional
watchdog role. They are prepared to exchange direct control of staff and the work
process for the flexibility they need in order
to retain their balance in the shifting corporate picture.
Within this almost idyllic scene, the
shape of future problems is evident. Sophisticated users, with manuals in hand, will be
both boon and bane for the data processing
professional. Offering users new services,
while relinquishing control over some existing prerogatives, will be a difficult parlay. Another problem will be posed by the
employee trained in computer science.
Technicians geared toward elegant solutions will have difficulty understanding the
unstructured· problems posed by the new
setting.
. And finally, new forms of communication will be crucial among expanding
data processing departments and new user
groupings within the organization. The
flexibility that the British Economic Social
Research Cuuncil study revealed to exist in
the organization of data processing depart@
ments may, however, save the day.

Joan Greenbaum is an assistant professor of data processing at LaGuardia
Community College in New York
(CUNY). She is author of the book In the
Name of Efficiency (Temple University
Press, 1979) and frequently lectures
about technology and social change.
~
The survey was conducted in the summer of 1983 through the International
~
Computer Occupations Network (ICON). I
ICON project members in New York in~
cluded Christine D'Onofrio, Persephone ~
Flood, Karen Edwards, Michael Jacobs, >and Joe Kirshner. The authors wish to .
~
acknowledge the special contribution of 8
Michael Jacobs to the compilation of this tI:
article.
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5,ysteU\s software
t11.at makes yoU
look good.

Try to find software that
solves your problem.

Or call BOEING.
Acquiring mainframe and micrQ
software that best fits your needs isn't
easy. Today's software landscape
seems unending. So to obtain software
that actually achieves your specific
objectives, you need programs with
proven problem-solVing capabilities;
Like software from Boeing.

Every software package from Boeing
Computer Services is backed by Boeing
expertise and experience. That's why
both users and data proCessing
professionals appreciate our solutions to
a myriad of computing needs. Executives
in mariy industries depend on our
fmancial modeling and decision support
software for accurate, up-to-the-minute
pictures of business activity and for
reliable forecasts. Production managers
turn to Boeing for on-line manufacturing
software that can keep track of all
elements in the production cycle ...

even in exactmg make-to-order plants.
Engineers increase their productivity
with dynamic analysis and simulation
using Boeing software. Boeing
computer-based instruction software
arid courseware is central to the
education and training programs of
many companies, large and small. It is
used cross-company and cross-discipline.

One of the newest relational data base
management systems on the scene
comes.from Boeing. Its cost is low; its
function is extensive. It runs on IBM,
CDC, DEC VAX, Data Genenil and
Prime computers, and interfaces with
a micro version.
For more information about Boeing
software solutions, call (206) 763-5000.
Or Write BOEING COMPUTER
SERVICES, MIS 7K-ll, P.O. Box
24346, Seattle, WA 98124. Ask about
our "TRY IT" evaluations.
For information about Boeing's other
integrated information services -including enhanced remote computing, distributed prOcessing, network services, office
automation, consulting, and education
and training:- call toll free
1-800-447-4700. Or write BOEING
CX>MPUTERSERVICES,M/SCV-~18A, .

7980 Gallows Court, Vienna, VA 22180.
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Uncle Sam is encouraging entrepreneurs to explore
new R&D funding realms.

BEYOND

PARTNERSHIP
by Hesh Wiener
"We would be in the worst depression the
world has ever seen," asserts Dr. D, Bruce
Merrifield, assistant secretary of Commerce, ~'if technological developments
weren't creating all the new opportunities
that we find surrounding us today.
"But w~'re obviously not in a depression. GNP isn't going down, it's going
up. Even though only 25% of our capital is
invested in new, high-growth business;
these companies are more than offsetting
the 75% of our wealth that is invested in
the heavy, smokestack industries that are
declining.
. "As we complete writing down
these older industries in the next few years,
we will experience explosive economic
growth. The growth will be strong and continuous. We will no longer have the long,
50-year econ.omic cycles we've had in the
past because there will never be a 50-year
life for anything we manufacture. We will
have moved to a world in which inventions
last five to 10 years, and in which we will
witness the continuous spawning of new
business and new industries."
To make the most of this future,
America will need new cooperative relationships among companies that now compet~. These will not be the traditional
partnerships of the past. Instead, there will
be organizations that develop technologies
on behalf of groups of investors and manufacturers. The resulting technology would
then be licensed or sold to various competitors in such key high-tech industries as
computers and biotechnology. DOC'S Merrifieid believes all this will be done with the
encouragement of government and the enthusiastic support of Wall Street. The process is, inJact, already under way, through
the efforts of prominent people in the public and private· sectors.
.
While at times Merrifield, the government's most visible proponent of new
approaches to funding innovation, may
sound like a utopian dreamer, his career

advance their influence in computing further may result from another cooperative
venture,· the highly touted fifth generation
computer project. Still another example
from abroad, recently cited by Motorola's
director of research and development, William G. Howard, is the European consortium that designed and built the Airbus.
Howard's remarks came at a Control Data
conference on cooperative research
ventures.
Also on hand for the conference was
MCC chief Inman, who warned that such
cooperative pacts continue to run the risk
of antitrust action in the U.S. Inman said
that the Justice Department had in fact
been keeping a close eye on MCC'S activities. Under U.S. law, there are limits to cooperation among competitors. But so far,
Inman reported, no violations of law have
been found, and furthermore none were expected as a result of the joint investment in
research being made via MCC.
A different type of research funding
organization has been set up by E.F. Hutton and Planning Research Corp. Formed
last year, Hutton/PRc Technology Partners
has raised $25 million in capital to sponsor
promising companies-but not startups,
~ccording to Bill Gorin, a financier at Hutton working on the sponsorship program.
"We look at companies with a track record," he says. So far, its investments have
been in the computer industry.
The DOC'S Merrifield envisions joint
ventures being formed that have characteristics of both MCC and Hutton. Pools of investors, including both companies and
MCC is modeled, in part, individuals, would put funds behind several
JApAN AS
after the cooperative or- innovative projects, he explains. While
A MODEL
ganizations that have some of these projects would not work out,
FORMCC
been formed by Japanese others would. Because the payoff in suchigh-technology companies, with the en- cessful high-tech ventures is usually quite
couragemen.t of the Japanese government. significant, the successes would, in theory!
Their success is attested to by the outstand- more than offset the failures. But more
ing performance of Japan's memory chip· than that, such R&D ventures would attract
makers, which dominate the world· mer- capital that's currently not available to enchant semiconductor market. Future devel- trepreneurs and innovators. Thus, the ante
opments by the Japanese that could would be raised in the· world technology
has been one of creation, not meditation.
He is currently the Reagan Administration's assistant secretary for productivity,
technology, and innovation at DOC. A
Princeton graduate, Merrifield holds a
master's and doctorate in physical organic
chemistry from the University of Chicago.
In the private sector, he headed Continental Group's investments in new ventures.
He has, in official capacities, represented
America in China and in Israel, and he has
advised the government of Jordan on science policy.
Merrifield's movement from the private to the public sector mirrors the movement from government to private industry
made by Admiral Robert "Bobby" Inman,
the former CIA and NSA chief who now
heads Microelectronics and Computer
Technology Corp. (MCC). A cooperative of
15 U.S. high technology companies, MCC is
striving to come up with ~ew computer
components ~nd architectures. By pooling
funds, the owners hope to get a higher yield
on development dollars than they would by
taking parallel paths, each with much less
funding. MCC'S shareholders, each of which
has invested $150,000 to $200,000, include
Advanced Micro Devices, Allied Corp.,
BMC Industries, Control Data, Digital
Equipment, Harris, Honeywell, Martin
Marietta, Mostek, Motorola, NCR, National Semiconductor, RCA, Rockwell, and
Sperry. Developments at MCC'S labs will be
licensed by the investors for three years,
and after that they will be licensed to the
industry at large.
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EUROPEAN CONNECTIONS
"If you can't lick 'em, join 'em:" That's
the policy followed by many ambitious
European companies seeking to ensure
their future by forging links with the U.S. '
and Japan--;-their powerful rivals in the
international marketplace. Europeans re~
gard these collaborations as a way to keep
pace with technology and as a way to su~
vive in their comparatively small home
markets in the face of fierce competition
from U.S. and Japanese vendors.
Deals between Philips and Con~
trol Data and between Olivetti and AT&T
International on Unix in Europe attest to
the growing popularity, of international
alliances. Yet even·· before. the· team-up
trend ·became a trend coIl1 panies such as
Bull of· France . had strong connections
across the Atlantic. Honeywell, whose
first stake in the French firm dates back
to 1970, continues to have ~ies to the com'pany, despite its mltionaliiation in· 1982.
Those ties are mainly in the mainframe
realm, where Honeywell· takes care of the
large-scale DPs·8, while Buil focuses on
the DPs7 medium-:range system: A new
dimension will be added to this deal when
Japan's NEC integrates its'S 1000 machine
into the Honeywell/Bull line. . .
BuWsmanager of development
and cooperation, Jacques Zyss, is.blunt
about the effect such links have had on
his company; "Our development car>abi1i~
ty and technical expertise," fie admits,
"depend on our collaborations with other
cUIIipaiiies. ~~ ,Yet: ·Zyss·, cmphusizes·· that
"Bull remains an industrial company
committed to. producing hardware."
That·has always been the attitude
of another European company well
known for collaborating its way~ out of
trouble-Britain's ICL Since· its near col~
lapse in the early' 80s, ICL has hitched up
with a variety of firms· including Fujitsu
forchip technology, Mitel for'PBxs, Perq
for. workstations, and'Rair for·.·personal
computers. These deals were designed to-

fill gaping holes in the company's product
~imilar moves are also under way
line. This does not seem to be the purpose
on nationai levels. The U.K. already has
onts recent deal with" AT&TI, which will
its own government~backed research initiative called the Alvey scheme, and the
provide IeL with the hardware and a U.K.
'gateway to its Net 1000service.
German,· French, and' Dutch govern"There is a high rate of change in
ments are considering following the
U.K.'s lead.
the technology used by all the industry,"
This new Europeanis~ is not just
comments JCL's technical director Mike
Watson. "The bigger companies,evenaapoliticai" issue either. Twelve European
market leader like IBM, have had to strike
mailUfacturers, for instance, have agreed
collaborations because each technology
to implement oSIstandards on their
,equipment to minimize communications
requires a different management style.
'Y.e believe partnerships and joint. ven~ compatibility problems between their
tures are an essential pait of the strategy
products. This agreement on OSI is also
designed to counter IBM's push with its
of any information technology -company."
-'
networking architecture, SNA. That push
The Europeans are also looking
has recently been strengthened in Europe
by a.proposed joint venture between IBM
for partners on their own·soil. There· is in
fact more wi11ingn~ss among Europe's
and the U.K. telecommunications autechnological titans to cooperate with
thority, British T~lecom, to set up a comeach other to' counter the cooperative carpany providing sNA-based value-added
tels. set up by the Japanese and Ameri- - _network services. What's more, West
,cans. Linkups at both the European and
Germany's Siemens, the U.K.'s ICL, and
,national levels, particularly in . research,
France'~ Bull have set up an independent
research institute in Munich to. explore
are adding a new luster to the continel!t's
industrial relationships.
advanced computer technologies.
Industrial cooperation has indeed
Of course, there have been other
become a way of life 'andsurvival
Europacts in the past, most notably Uni~
throughout Europe:Saddled with a trade
data, the ill-fated cooperative alliance
formed. in the '70s by Siemens, Philips,
deficit of around. $12 -billion, ·European
compal!ies and governments· are pooling
and Bull. The new liaisons, however, are
their resources in a bid to strengthen their
different from the Unidata scheme, which
homegrown industries and give them. a
unsu·ccessfully sought to resolve incompatibility between the three companies'
fighting chance in the international arena;
On a European level there is the Europeproduct lines.
an Commission'~ Esprii(European StraThe current European confederations are classified as "precompetitive
tegic Program for Research &
Development in Information Technolcollaborations," which means that each
participant gets the research results that
ogies) project. After much delay, Esprit
finally got the funding go-ahead earlier
they can then individually use to turn out
world-class . products. This is not somethis -year and research proposals are now
thing European firms are famous for, but
being reviewed. These research prpjects
with a little help from their. friends an~
into new technologies will be conducted
jointly.by European companies;· universi:some solid research behind them, they
ties, and research organizations. Esprit
stand as good a chance as anybody in the
volatile international marketplace
will cost the EEcand the participants a
cool $1.3 billion.
. -Paul Tate

game, and America, with its vast wealth, general partner.
would gain a substantial lead in areas
"The general partner then identifies
where that lead is now threatened or in fact what the user group (the consortium)
lost. Innovations in the U.S., however, .-would like to have. In this case, it might be
would be licensed worldwide, raising tech:. a 4Mb chip. The first thing the general
no logical standards everywhere. This partner does is contract with the 'users' to
would give America a leadership, but not a take or pay for a certain number of these
dominant position-a goal that Merrifield chips, contingent only on the partner's
feels is unrealistic and inappropriate.
meeting specified cost/performance specifiIn a paper written over a year ago, cations. The second thing the partner does
Merrifield laid out a scenariQ that parallels is to contract with appropriate laboratories
the one planned by MCC. "Let's assume," to do the work that is necessary. These are
he wrote, "that [a consortium of electronics arm's-length contractual arrangements
companies is formed] that might include that avoid any antitrust impllcations. The
IBM, AT&T, Motorola, DEC, CDC, Intel, and third thing the partner does is to syndIcate
others. These companies would not nor- venture capital investment instruments in
mally be allowed to collaborate. The anti- the private sector. This investment will be
trust guidelines say that no more than 25% at relatively low risk, since commercial suc~
of any market is allowed to collaborate in a cess is guaranteed in advance [if criteria are
given consortium. The consortium, there- met] and since the best iaboratories in the
fore, sets up a separate legal entity called a world are doing the work.
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"The general partner can now either
the 4Mb chip technology back to
the individual companies [that seeded it]
or, better still, it can manufacture it for
them on a scale faJ; down the cost experience curve [because all the demand would
be pooled for one manufacturing operation]. Alternatively, the partner can license
the technology to an individual company
fQr manufacture on a large scale.
li~ense

"One of the key factors is
that
once the limited
PARTNER
partners are paid off, the
PAYQFFs
cash flow continues to
come back to the general partner. If the
general partnership is set up as a nonprofit
corporation, the continuing cash flow is
avai1~ble to fund second- and third-generation projects.
"The role of the government here is
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The U.S. share of the world's technology is down
to about 50%.

strictly catalytic. It develops guidelines and
advises groups when desirable. This is a
major thrust of the Department of
Commerce."
Merrifield's office has produced
more than the usual government pamphlet
to help would-be consortia organizers get
off the ground. A 100-page outline has been
developed that is, in effect, a blueprint for
setting up Mcc-like joint ventures. It is officially unofficial. That is, the DOC will not
assure that every organization built from
this blueprint will pass muster before the
Justice Department's antitrust army. The
legal clearances are, and remain, the responsibility of the partnership.
. But there is more that the Commerce Department will do to help push
R&D joint ventures forward. Merrifield's office has also devised computer models that
assist in the analysis process associated
with joint ventures. These models, which
may be used by any interested party, help
analyze the opportunity various enterprise
areas might present to investors. That is,
they help measure the risks and rewards of
invention in various industries.
"If you've identified what you believe is a good thing from a commercial
point of view," Merrifield says, "and you
have put together a business plan that you
might take to a venture capital group or to
an R&D funding pool, you can just go
ahead. But if you're not' quite sure you've
covered everything properly, you might
find that there are people here at Commerce who can help out. We can try to put
you in touch with others in the private sector who have some of the skills you will
need access to. We can help you identify
weaknesses in your idea so that you can elevate your plan to the point where it can
qualify for funding."

In addition, Merrifield's office is
working on a sourcebook that will list 100
small. business development centers around
the country. This book will be published by
National Technical Information Service in
Washington, which already publishes the
100-page handbook for prospective partnership participants.
This call for industrial and government cooperation from an administration
that represents conservative free enterprise
may seem a bit out of place. Nevertheless,
Merrifield sees the role of government as
"noninterventionist" in the R&D venture
context. "Basically, what I'm trying to do,"
he explains "is get the government out of
this thing. We want to develop the private
sector expertise to use innovative funding
structures. "
Merrifield is also concerned about
our adversaries abroad. This concern is
shared by other people, both in and out of
government, who feel that America's future is increasingly at stake as worldwide
competition heats up faster than U.S. companies can cope with it.

DROPIN
HIGH·TECH
TRADE

"A decade ago the U.S.
with only 5% of the global population, was generating about 75% of the
world's technology," says Merrifield. "But
now, that share is down to about 50%, and
in another decade it may be only about a
third."
This decline, according to the assistant secretary of Commerce, is not due to a
drop in American R&D spending, but to the
explosive technological development that's
taking place in other countries that are
committed to supporting high-tech industries. Arguing on behalf of the administration, Merrifield maintains that America's

problems are compounded by antiquated
antitrust laws that hobble efforts to move
the country forward.
"These are world markets now, and
the U.S. doesn't have the whole game any
longer," he insists. "As the life cycles [of
factories and their products] are compressed, it is almost inconceivable that any
entity could dominate' any area of business
very long [the way it might have been done
in the past]. If such domination occurred, it
would be under the legal patent monopoly
that is allowed under the Constitution. As
long as there is seething development of
new technology that continually obsoletes
projects and processes, antitrust laws developed in an era when products lasted 30
years won't work."
There is, as Merrifield emphasizes,
no absolute requirement for joint ventures.
"If an individual company has the resources, the cash flow, and the competence
to carryon a new development all by itself,
it should. But others should be aware that
there is an opportunity now to pool resources and go beyond the thresholds of individual companies."
For investors, backing a few selected
technologies-advanced semiconductors,
for example-may be riskier than putting
money in diversified companies with independent opportunities. "There can be considerable risk," confirms Hutton's Gorin,
"but only to the extent a company's future
is based on a particular product." This is
why Hutton has avoided one-product companies, while similar efforts being organized
by Merrill Lynch and Prudential-Bache are
developing their own guidelines to limit the
chances they take with investors' funds.
Moreover, the deals have to be structured to
provide an upside that balances the possibility of bankrolling a bunch of technological
turkeys that never fly.
For projects that fly some of the
payoff comes from tax incentives that are,
provided for investment. Merrifield, however, is quick to point out that these investment funds should not "be thought of
strictly as tax shelters," which do not enjoy
enviable reputations across the board. "Tax
incentives are ways of mitigating high
risk," he notes, but they are not to be
viewed as an alternative to real profits.
The right risk analysis, Merrifield w
says, can "increase a venture's chances of §
success to seven, eight, or nine out of 10 «
attempts, while today there are indications ~
that only one in 20 takes off properly." @ ~
Hesh Wiener heads Technology News of
America Co. Inc., a New York publisher
of an international computer news service and newsletters for computer users.
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. UNIXTM System V. from
: t:. your.company-take .... 1'I..
~jl new technology
..
Ii JeopardlZlngyour
I.I.Ll'~q"'''U'l,;;J.L
~l~., computers and
f~~tJ;. It's anotherreasonwhy
t~t;; business decisions are based on
W:'li UNIX System V.
':~\~
. \~, Why are more and more execu\tives making certain that their company's software and hardware products are based on UNIX System V
from AT&T?
Because they realize that it's an
important business decision, one
with far-:-reaching fmancial and technological implications. '
tTn ....:...... " ..n

",{!)i

•

Ai1d because UNIX Sy
from AT&T has unique "'.... t-.J .... "" ...... u ......
that enable managers to
and implement a long-te,rm information plan-without expensive, disruptive change.
it
no'tTOII"',n

The profits of portability
Portability simply rrleans that software written for UNIX System V
is not tied to a specific piece of hardware. Since your software investment will be-if it isn't alreadygreater than your investment in the
computers themselves, software
portability is of critical importance.
UNIX System V allows you to
change hardware without developing

.

In

' . ' l~i;.

Or

or buying new software.
re'¥rit·
ing existing packages.
Instead, you:can use those funds
to expand your software portfolio.
And your staff can spend its time on
more productive tasks than rewriting the software you already have.
Gaining hardware independence
Because UNIX System V is hardware independent, you'll be free to
combine equipment from different I
vendors. Even if the machines are of :
different generations. This gives you
greater leverage with your vendors,
and increases your system's potential.
And, because UNIX System V is
widely known and appreciat~d, it
~..
'I

I)
:~f
II..~ ,"",' ".'!

)',"':1\

will be easier, keep yo'ur data processing ~ep~1:Pent staffed and running smoothly.'i;:·
.

~'Is it based o~(;UNIX System V?"

UNIX Sysf~m V i~ fully supported by AT&T, and backed by a
multimillion-dollar research and
development program at oUr own
Bell Laboratories.
.
. It is a stable,fully documented,
fully serviced platform-one that is
.
here to stay. .
That's why "Is it based on
UNIX System V?" may be the most
important question you can ask
about any new piece of hardware or
software.
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IBM is the monarch in DATAMATION's ranking of Ithe rulers.

CROWNING EUROPE'S
DPROYALTY
The kings of European data processing saw
their empires grow again during 1983, as
Europe's dp business continued to shake off
the vestiges of recession. The combined
revenues in accounting curreI1cies of the
DATAMATION Top 25 dp companies in Europe rose a royal .11 %, indicating a welcome restoration of strong growth rates
after the industry's low point in 1980.
Much of this revenue increase is due to a
real expansion in the dp business and is not
just a result of company mergers and acqui,sitions-a ·major factor in the previous
year's growth.
That expansion benefited almost every sector of the industry, particularly the
telecommunications, software and services,
and microcomputer segments. The European business micro market was indeed
booming, with shipments worth some $1.7
billion and sales up 52%. This majestic rise
of the micro in Europe, however, is not
overtly reflected in this year's ranking. The
mainframe, minicomputer, and business
systems suppliers sticl dominate in the European dp domain. The signs of change are
there, nevertheless. The strongest contender in the European microcomputer market
is Apple, which pulled in $137 million in
European dp revenue last year.
Predictably, IBM remains the undisputed sovereign of European dp, and its
power and influence across the Continent is
steadily increasing. Far below IBM, the other members ff Europe's dp aristocracy are
still battling it out.
Since last year's survey, nine companies have moved up the Top 25 list, while
four have slid down. Mergers at France's
Bull group helped push the company into
the number two spot, despite a $95 million
loss last year. Since electronic· typewriter
sales are now excluded from dp revenues,
1982's top European-owned company, Olivetti, fell to fourth place. French telecom
firm CIT Alcatel and West German office
equipment
supplier
Triumph-Adler
dropped off the 1983 table completely. The
two firms were replaced by the new information technology company formed by
156 DATAMATION

Thorn-EMI in the U.K., and Amdahl. The
latter reentered the rankings after a year's
absence.
The general growth in revenues last
year reflects the increasing attention European governments and businesses are paying to data processing. Many Europeans
view information technology products as
strategic tools that can increase productivity, open up new markets, and encourage
economic recovery. Last year, productivity
indicators did indeed swing upward in Europe, while interest rates stayed stable at
around 8%.
There were still a number of black
spots. European unemployment levels remained high and the strong dollar continued to erode the weaker European
currencies, although this erosion was less
severe than in 1982. Worst hit was Sweden,
where the krone dropped 18% against the
dollar. The French franc fell 14%, followed
by the British pound, which plummeted
14%, and the Italian lire, which was off
11 % versus the dollar. The Dutch and
West German currencies fared better, with
declines of 6% and 5%, respectively. Even
though the currency slide seems to be slowing down, it was still bad news for the U.S.
companies doing business in Europe. It also
took the edge off the results of European
companies that had significantly stronger
gains in local currencies than in dollars.
Much of Europe's own dp nobility
reported sharp rises in revenues and profits
in local currencies. Their dollar share of the
combined Top 25 dp revenues slipped to
32% last year from 34% in 1982. That loss
of domestic market share by Europeanbased companies is about par for the
course, according to Morris English, head
of the information unit of the Information
Technologies Task Force at the European
Commission in Brussels. English estimates
that Europe had a trade deficit in dp products of some $1.7 billion in 1983. European
companies control less than 40% of their
home· markets, says English, and around
70% of European dp production comes
from non-European firms. On a world

scale, the situation is equally disturbing.
Europe represents just under 30% of the
international market for information technology products, yet European-owned
firms control only 15% of wodd markets
and this is slipping at the rate of 1% a year.
Back home, IBM is not
only seven times bigger
than its nearest rival but
the blue-blooded giant is
gradually increasing its market share. In
Europe, IBM once again rang up 10% more
sales than the previous year, increasing its
slice of the Top 25's total revenues. The
company's European sales in 1983 represent 42% of the total $25.6 billion earned
by all 25 companies. This compares with
40% in 1982 and 38% in 1981. IBM'S increased presence in Europe cannot simply
be attributed to the trend by buyers to turn
to reliable and established names in troubled financial times. It is also a reflection of
how the American company's tactical
change over the last couple of years, from
cautious ruler to industrial warlord, has
paid off handsomely.
The exclusion of electronic typewriters from dp revenues for last year hardly affects IBM, whose estimated $85 million
dollar typewriter revenue in Europe is only
0.7% of its total sales. Olivetti, however,
which brought in $186 million from typewriter sales, was pushed down two places.
Triumph-Adler, which entered the survey
ranks in 1982 on the strength of its increased office systems and electronic typewriter business, was eliminated from the
Top 25 because of the typewriter exclusion.
Three other companies fell in the
1983 ranking. ITT nosedived four rungs,
while both Sperry and Control Data plummeted three places. On the way up the Top
25 ladder were Hewlett-Packard, Wang,
and Ferranti-all vaulting three places.
The new French Bull group :tTIoved up two
notches, as did Dutch giant Philips. Inching up one rung were Nixdorf, Honeywell
Information Systems, Rank Xerox, and
Kienzle.
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Another year of dollar dominance
has made it necessary to show the highest
growth rates of the DATAMATION Top 25
in both dollars (Fig. 1) and accounting currencies (Fig. 2) to give a fair indication of
company performance. Amdahl's massive
40% growth in European revenues puts the
pcm at the top of the dollar table. Wang
captures the number two slot with a 28%
sales hike.
When measured in accounting currencies, Amdahl slips to number two behind Sweden's Ericsson, which holds on to
first place again this year. The Scandinavian champion is still growing fast, with
1983 sales up an impressive 42%. Meanwhile, Wang dropped to sixth place, below
three of Europe's own best performersBull and Thomson-csF from France, and
the newly formed thorn-emi (Information
Technology) in the U.K.
Seventeen companies in the 1983
ranking showed growth gains on both the
dollar and accounting currency tables, in
contrast to only 13 in 1982.
There are 12 European companies
on the main Top 25 table, one less than the
previous year. Britain claims the greatest
. number of these with four companies, followed by West Germany with three,
France with two, and one each for Italy,
Sweden, and the Netherlands.
This year, DATAMATION has expanded the table of the top European
owned companies. What this shows is that
the Continent's software and services companies, especially the French firms, are rapidly gaining in size and strength. Six
software companies, along with TriumphAdler and Racal from the U.K., now fall
just below the $163 million revenue cutoff
point for the Top 25.
At number 13 on the Top
20 European-owned table
is French software company CISI, an offshoot of
the French Atomic Energy Agency. The
company posted a 5% increase in European revenue to $150 million last year.
Around 80% of this revenue comes from
France, although like many of Europe's
software firms it is trying to establish itself
across the Atlantic. CISI has already set up
its own operation in the U.S. and in 1983 it
branched out into economic information
systems with the acquisition of Wharton
Econometrics Forecast Associates Inc.
France's Societe Generale de Service et de Gestion (sa2), captures the 12th
position with revenues of $142 million in
1983. This software firm also gets the bulk
(85%) of its business from its French home
market. Italy is also a strong earner for

CISI AIMS
AT U.S.
MARKET
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FIG. 1

FIG. 2

TOP REVENUE GROWTH
RATES IN U.S. $

TOP REVENUE GROWTH
RATES IN ACTUAL ACCOUNTING CURRENCIES

·RANK
1983

RANK
1982

DP%
GROWTH
RATE·

1 Amdahl
2 Wang
3 HewlettPackard
4 Ericsson
Infor.
Systems
5 Nixdorf
6 Thorn
EMI
7 Bull
8 ThomsonCSF
9 Kienzle
10 IBM

NM
4
7

40
28
18

R~NK

1983
1 Ericsson
Infor.
Systems
2 Amdahl
3 Bull
4 ThomsonCSF
5 Thorn
EMI
6 Wang
7 Nixdorf
8 Hewlett. Packard
9 Kienzle
10lCl

16

6
NM

16
16

NM

. 15
14

NM
8

13
10

RANK
1982

* European revenue, FY 1983

DP%
GROWTH
RATE·
42

NM
NM
NM

40
33
32

NM

29

5
4
10

28
22
18

8
NM

18
18

• European revenue, FY 1983

NM: not meaningful

NM: not meaningful

FIG. 3

EUROPE'S TOP 20*
DP REVENUE
IN$Mll.

COUNTRY

1 Bull
2 Siemens
3 Olivetti
41Cl
5 Nixdorf
6 Philips
7 Thomson-CSF
8 Ericsson Infor. Systems
9 Kienzle
10 Thorn EMI
11 Ferranti
12 Plessey
13 CISI
14 SG2
15 Cap Gemini Sogeti
16 Triumph Adler
17 GSi
18 Finsiel
19 Scicon
20 Racal

France
W. Germany
Italy
U.K.
W.. Germany
Netherlands
France
Sweden
W. Germany

I

U. K.
U. K.
U. K.
France
France
France
W. Germany
France
Italy
U. K.
U. K.

1,378
1,376
1,305
1,016
922
858
341
334
278
215
203
177
150
142
133
131
127
126
123
112

• Companies owned and headquartered in Europe

sa2, which has a broad customer base covering Africa, Asia, and South America.
sa2's main markets are in financial sys:"
tems, videotex, and networking. Last year
it became a member of a development team
for one .of the projects of the European
Commission's European Strategic Program
for Research & Development in Information Technologies (Esprit). The effort is designed to set up a Europe-wide packet

switching network for information exchange between local networks.
Ranking 15th is the third of
France's top software companies, Cap
Gemini Sogeti, which boosted its revenues
to $133 million. That increase represents a
growth of 11 % in dollars and a substantial
29% in French francs. cas began the year
by acquiring another French software
house, SESA. The bulk (65%) of the compa-

The future.
Very few data communications
managers have the time to think
about it. And even fewer data
communications companies
want to discuss it.
While we at Codex don't claim
to have a crystal ball, we feel that
not knowing what the future
holds is no reason to be
unprepared for it.
Which is why everything we do
centers around one objective:
putting you in the position to
solve your organization's
information needs. No matter
how large, how complex, or how
much they change.
This is evident not only in our
dedicated central site control
systems, but with our modems,
multiplexers, network processors,
switches and local area networks
which deliver monitoring and
control capabilities, enhancing
network performance and
flexibility.
It's also evident in our people,
who can help you interconnect
devices with various protocols,
speeds, even dissimilar
arch itectu res.
The fact is this: for more than
20 years we've been helping
people solve the future everyday.
To the point where today Codex
equipment can be found in 90 of
the Fortune 100 companies.
See how far Codex can take
you. Call1-BOO-B21-7700
ext 890. Or write Codex
Corporation, Dept. 707-90,
20 Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield,
MA02048.

codex.
®

MOTOROLA INC.

Information Systems Group

In September, see us at the Federal
Computer Conference and TCA.
© 1984 Codex Corporation.

DATAMATION'S EUROPEAN TOP 25
RANK

1
2
3
4
5

COMPANY

EUROPEAN DP
REV. FY 1982/3
(IN $)

% CHANGE
EUROPEAN DP
REV. FY 1982/3
(IN ACCOUNTING
CURRENCIES)

DP REV.
DOMESTIC
(PARENT CO.)
FY 1983
(IN $ MIL.)

+10.4
+33.1
+17.0

23,127
573
2,770

% CHANGE

RANK

PARENT
COMPANY
HQ

1
4
3
2
5

U.S.
France
W. Germany
Italy
U.S.

10,758
1,378
1,376
1,305
1,107

+10.4
+14.3
+10.0
NM

NM

+ 6.9

+ 6.9

1,016
977
922
858
814

+ 2.2
+ 0:7
+15.8
+ 9.0
+18.4

+18.2
+ 0.7
+21.6
+ 16.0
+ 18.4

1982

1983

EUROPEAN
DP REV.
CAL. YR.

IBM 1.2
Bull
Siemens
Olivetti
Digital

1983
(IN $ MIL.)

6
7
8
9
10

ICL
Burroughs3
Nixdorf
Philips1
Hewlett Packard

6
7
9
11
13

U.K.
U.S.
W. Germany
Netherlands
U.S.

11
12
13
14 .
15

Sperry
NCR
Control Data
Honeywell1
Wang

8
12
10
15
18

U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.

705
683
617
484
346

'- 7.2
- 2.7
-22.3
+ 1.3
+27.5

- 7.2
- 2.7
-22.3
+ 1.3
+27.5

16
17
18
19
20

Thompson·CSF
Ericsson Infor Systems
Kienzle
Thorn EMI
Rank Xerox 1

16
17
19

France
Sweden
W. Germany
U.K.
U.S.

341
334
278
215
206

+14.0
+ 16.4
+12.6
+15.9
-' 2.4

+32.1
+42.2
+18.3
+29.1
-' 2.4

21
22
23
24
25

Ferranti
Amdahl
Plessey1
ITT1
Data General

U.K.
U.S.
U.K.
U.S.
U.S.

203
181
177
166
163

- 2.5
+40.3
-13.1
-24.5
+ 3.8

+ 11.3
+40.3
+ 0.7
-24.5
+ 3.8

NM

21
24
NM

23
20
25

776
2,623
516
1,419

2,900
1,235
1,103
128
166
173
491
168

NM: Not meaningful
*Not Available
1Some figures based upon estimates
2Dp revenues include all activities
3Figures for Europe include African re~enues
4Dp revenues include photocopiers

ny's revenues stem from its local market. It
has also been active in exploiting the American arena, as its four U.S. companies accounted for around 25% of its total 1983
revenues.
While Germany's Triumph-Adler
dropped out of the Top 25 this year, its revenues still earned it a place (number 16) in
the European-owned dp ranking. Its $131
million in sales were predominantly drawn
from the small to medium-sized business
sector of its home market, while its presence in Italy, France, and the U.K. benefited from money pumped in by parent
company Volkswagen.
Number 17 is the fourth French
software house to make the DATAMATION
table, Groupe Services d'Informatique
(Gsi). While GSi's $127 million revenues
were down 9% in dollar terms, its business
grew by 5% in French francs. Software accounts for 95% of the company's sales,
with hardware making up the remaining
5%.
italy'S top independent software
house Finsiel of Rome fills the 18th slot,
with revenues of $12 million. The company
160 OATAMATION

confines its business to Italy and showed an
8% growth rate in Italian lire for 1983.
In contrast, it was the European exposure of the U.K.'s leading software and
services company, Sci con International,
that helped put the firm at position 19. Its
$123 million revenue reflected a sterling increase of 14%. Scicon International, a subsidiary of British Petroleum, was formed by
the merger of Sci con Consultancy and Scicon Computer Services, and the acquisition
of software houses SES in Germany and GFi
in France. In fact, France contributed 37%
of the company's revenues last year.
At the tail end of the Top 20 European table was the U.K.'s Racal Electronics. Its revenues of $112 million were
gleaned from across Europe, although its
U.K. operation brought in over half its
sales. Racal, whose principal business is
data communications products, is now trying to increase its offering in the office
automation and expert systems markets.
While each of these Europeanowned companies is hoping to increase its
share of the burgeoning European dp market, each also faces stiff competition from a

growing number of strong foreign competitors. Ironically, the future success of many
of these European hopefuls is now tied
closer than ever to the performance of overseas firms.
European companies are
finding the best way to
survive is to link up with
foreign firms in partnerships that offer access to new technologies
or new markets. Industrial collaborations
such as the agreements between Ericsson
and Sperry, ICL and Mitel, Nixdorf and
Auragen, and Philips and Control Data are
evidence of the team-up trend. Between
1982 and 1983 some 200 cooperative agreements were signed by European companies
in the electronics sector. Of these, 50%
were with U.S. firms, 20% with the Japanese, and only around 18% with other European companies.
Last year, the most significant
transatlantic linkup involved the U.S. telecommunications colossus AT&T International, which is going hell-for-leather to
establish a European presence. Following

LINKUP
ROUTE TO
SURVIVAL

DP REV.
WORLDWIDE
FY 1983
(IN $ MIL.)

TOTAL REV.
EUROPE
FY 1983
(IN $ MIL.)

TOTAL REV.
WORLDWIDE
FY 1983
(IN $ MIL.)

% CHANGE
TOTAL REV.
WORLDWIDE
FY 1982/3

TOTAL NET
INCOME
WORLDWIDE
FY 1983
(IN $ MIL.)

% CHANGE
TOTAL NET
INCOME
WORLDWIDE
Y 1982/3

TOTAL
WORLDWIDE
EMPLOYEES

YEAR
ENDING

35,603
1,522
1,376
1,637
4,272

10,758
1,378
10,670
1,996
1,075

40,180
1,522
15,720
2,460
4,272

+16.9
+22.9
- 7.4
- 0.4
+10.1

5,485
-95
319
194
284

+ 24
+116
2
+255
- 32

369,545
26,000
313,000
47,800
78,000

Dec.
Dec.
Sept.
Dec.
June

1,321
4,000
1,064
1,149
2,420

1,002
977
922
8,757
1,360

1,321
4,390
1,064
16,205
4,710

+ 1.5
+ 4.9
+13.1
+ 0.6
+10.7

60
197
27
227
432

+107
+ 67
+ 8
+ 40
+ 13

22,573
64,000
17,521
343,000
72,500

Sept.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Oct.

2,800
3,333
3,500
1,666
1,538

1,194
842
830
1,059
320

5,076
3,731
4,583
5,753
1,538

- 8.9
+ 5.8
+ 5.6
+ 4.8
+32.7

118
288
162
231
152

+
+
-.
+

77,493
62,000
55,858
93,514
21,700

Mar.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
June

328
458
316
249

682
379
278

3,451
934
417
328

-16.6
+33.0
+ 5.6

65,000
19,318
8,471
6,400

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Mar.
, Oct.

222
778
287
532
829

514
181
1,168
5,835
164

620
778
1,792
14,155
829

+ 5.3
+68.4
- 2.5
- 7.1
+ 2.9

18,427
6,600
40,872
278,000
15,400

Mar.
Dec.
Mar.
Dec.
Sept.

its 1982 stake in Irish telecom company
Telectron and a joint venture on switching
technology with Dutch giant Philips,
AT&T! took 25% interest in Italy's Olivetti.
This deal, which primarily covers office
automation products, is designed to give
both companies greater muscle against
IBM, especially in Europe.
Japanese companies also regard cooperation with Europeans as the most effective means of entry to the local market.
Most of Japan's direct sales operations in
Europe are in the areas of components, micros, and consumer electronics. Meanwhile, Japanese mainframes are offered
exclusively t,hrough local partners. Fujitsu,
for example, has ties with ICL and Siemens,
and Hitachi sells its systems through BASF
and Olivetti.
European dp firms also exhibited a
new spirit of Europeanism during 1983.
The major mainframers in Europe-IcL,
Siemens, and Bull-agreed to set up a joint
research institute in West Germany to
study advanced processing technologies
and share the results of the work. This is
the most ambitious industrial collaboration

49
47
143
675

in European dp since the disastrous Unidata project of the early '70s.
These three. companies, along with
nine others including· Nixdorf, Thomson,
Olivetti, and Philips, also agreed to adhere
to the open systems communications standards determined by the Geneva-based ISO.
This move was ostensibly designed to be a
counteroffensive to IBM'S SNA.
European governments were also
anxious to encourage local cooperation,
particularly at the R&D level. The pilot
phase of the Esprit research program got
off the ground last year. Esprit projects will
be backed by $1.5 billion from'the EEC and
industry. One of the most strategic pilot
projects calls for the creation of an Esprit
Information Exchange System (EIES). Set
up by a consortium involving Bull, Olivetti,
Siemens, GEC, and ICL, the EIES will link
European R&D centers and universities for
the exchange of information and ideas. The
net will use ISO'S standards to connect various types of systems at these sites.
National R&D efforts were also
launched last year, starting with the U.K.'s
Alvey scheme for research into new tech-

47
23
5
15
42

+ 20
+557
+ 3
+ 2

nologies. Similar projects in Germany and
elsewhere are planned this year. Much of
the collaboration focuses on developing
new software techniques. This reflects the
emphasis European and other manufacturers are putting on building up the local software industry. Europe's software market,
which was worth around $9 billion in 1983,
is growing at a rate of 11 % per year.
The trend toward merging dp and
communications was also more in evidence
last year. As the traditional distinctions between office machines, word processors,
micros, minis, and mainframes blurred,
European dp firms continued to revamp
their product lines to meet the new challenge. Introductions of PBXS, networking
concepts, and on-line services based on new
technologies like videotex peppered the industry's calendar last year.
This convergence also made dp
comp~nies more aware of what the national
telecommunications authorities were doing. In the U.K., the government put its
plans to privatize British Telecom on the
back burner to avoid interfering with its
election campaign. The U.K. PIT nevertheSEPTEMBER 1, 1984 161

The business microcomputer boom has brought both
prizes "and pitfalls.

less emerged from the initial chaos of market liberalization as a strong competitor in
both the dp and telecom sectors. In 1983, it
began to offer micros, office systems, and
various network services.
Other European PTTS,
still enjoying their traditional
monopolies,
watched the U.K. developments with interest. Most of them expect
the tide of liberalization to cross the Channel in the not too distant future. Users hope
those tides will soon be rising.
Users across Europe have in fact become more critical of the policies of the national telecommunications authorities. The
most restrictive PTT, the German Bundespost, continued to come under fire last year
for its manipulative market practices, despite its ambitious work in setting up a national videotex system and a broadband
network.
In France, the PTT is facing a major
overhaul as a result of the government reorganization of the dp and telecom industry. A united Thomson and CIT A1catel will
spearhead the French telecom industry. On
the dp front, the government revamp has
finally resulted in the establishment of the
Bull group. The cornerstone of French dp,
Bull consists of cn-Honeywell Bull, Thomson's Sems subsidiary, CIT Alcatel's Transac arm, and the office systems and micro
company R2E. This reorganization plus
continuing stagnation in the French economy, bred uncertainty among buyers, so

PTTS EYE
U.K. WITH
INTEREST

business picked up only slightly last year.
Across the Rhine in West Germany,
the picture was brighter. German-based
subsidiaries and local companies posted
healthy revenue gains. The country's dp
flagship Siemens, however, is now in some
danger of losing its dominant position to
the fast growing Nixdorf, whose 1983
worldwide revenues amounted to 76% of
Siemens dp take.
In the U.K., business was also good.
ICL, Britain's biggest dp vendor, chalked up
an 18% increase in pounds sterling. The
company seems to be on the road to recovery, although it still has a long way to go
before it comes close to IBM's share of the
U.K. market.
The U.K. leads the European
microcomputer market. At the beginning
of the year, there were no less than 100 different pc models being peddled in Britain.
Micromania in other parts of Europe has
been less intense. But now Germany, the
second largest micro market, is rapidly
catching up with the U.K.
The business microcomputer boom
has brought both prizes and pitfalls. The
IBM PC sold steadily but unspectaculariy in
Europe, while DEC'S offerings didn't do as
well as tliose of Apple and Commodore.
Now that business in Europe is
picking up, the trend toward micros and
communications products is also accelerating. This should open up opportunities for
many dp firms doing business on European
soil, giving some of the higher flyers a
chance to soar into next year's Top 25.

METHODOLOGY
Information for the European Top 25 was
solicited through a questionnaire and followed up by independent research by
DATAMATION and Logica. For the purposes of this survey, Europe includes Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,
West Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the U.K.
The survey definition of data processing includes the following equipment
categories: data communications, peripherals, terminals, software" and services, and
maintenance and repair. Explicitly excluded are data transmission or "basic" service
revenues from specialized common carriers, and standalone electronic and magnetic media for disk and tape drives. All
peripherals that attach to a system are included. For computer-based manufacturing systems, like computer-controlled
machine tools, only the computer and
hardcopy output devices are included and
not the machine tool itself.
The main ranking for each company
was based on 1983 calendar year revenues
(U.S. dollars) from European dp operations. Figures for companies whose fiscal
year did not end December 1983 were adjusted using published quarterly figures or
estimates. All other figures appearing in
this survey relate to the companies' reported results of their fiscal year ending 1983.
In the main table, all results have been converted to U.S. dollars, using OECD exchange rate statistics for the appropriate
time period. An additional column showing growth rates in actual accounting currencies is included to compensate for the
anomalies produced by fluctuating exchange rates.
The rank orders for 1982 are exactly
the same as those published last year. Any
inaccuracies in last year's table have been
corrected and used to calculate the 1982
growth rates. Total revenue figures for Europe and worldwide refer to the parent
company, where app"ropriate. When the
parent company itself is not strongly involved in dp, the principal. company has
been considered as independent.
Several companies such as ITT and
Plessey did not provide complete information for the survey, and estimates were
therefore made on the basis of published ~
information.
@ 0

~

"Would you care to be on my mailing list?"
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DATAMATION's European Top 25 survey
was prepared by Logica, a Londonbased company that provides international market studies and reports to
computer and telecommunications
suppliers.
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Now you can get more hardware without getting more hardware.
Simply link your technology with ours in a profitable partnership. Like
66% of the Fortune 500 already do.

•
_ We solve the problems of the new breed of MIS manager who
demands cost-effective solutions.
Who insists on utter reliability.
And who desires state-of-the-art capability in a world which
moves too fast for anyone organization to keep up with all the latest
advances.
Take our international computer network. It's the biggest
commercially available network (bigger than any other network system
from anyone else). It delivers information between 750 world cities in
25 countries across 23 time zones, driven by 3 superpowerful hard- .
ware centers in the US and Europe, with a system availability record
higher than 99%, and with security standards second to none.
You can use it to make your information as multinational as your
company.
Or to pull all your hardware, software, systems and people
together in one compatible system.
Or to provide on-line processing solutions all over the world.
Whatever.
You can also hire more analysts without hiring more analysts.
Use our 4,500 experts around the world to consult, design,
program, engineer, install, maintain, train and even operate an entire
international system for you-with key applications up-and-running
in as little as two months (instead of the two years you might typically
expect from others).
For more information, dial this number: 800-.638-9636, ext. 1002.
Or contact us by electronic mail.* '.
And get more byte for the buck.
*You can use any ASCII terminal. In the US. call 800-638-8369. Listenfor the computer

e

.

tone and insert the telephone into the coupler. Press the "H" key several times, then the
carriage return key. The system will then request that Y(fU
enter a user number. Enter REK10lll ,GEISCO. The system ."
INFORMATION
will then prompt youfor further information. If you want,
. ~ .. SERVICES
you can even start using our QUIK- COMlY! electronic mail
.
system right away.
-Gen-era-I
Ele-ctri-c
In-form-ati-onS-erv-ice-s
Co-mp-an~--"',
U:S-.A.
CIRCLE 93 ON READER CARD

A MAT finish gives an old tool new reliability and maintainability.

NEWLIFE
FORFORTRAN
by Gerald M. Berns

When John Backus and his small IBM
group designed FORTRAN in the early
1950s, they could not have guessed how extraordinarily successful their product
would be. Because of its simplicity, power,
and broad flexibility, FORTRAN in 1984 is
still preeminent among all the "scientific"
programming languages. It has been used
for many types of applications, not just scientific ones, and is-with COBOL-one of
the two most widely used applications programming languages in the world.
Over the last 30 years; much has
been learned about programming language
features that help to produce maintainable
and reliable software. Many of these lessons have come from the experience of the
FORTRAN community. New programming
languages have been and are being developed that embody the latest concepts of
computer science. But because of the vast
body of programs that would be affected by
any change, the existing elements of the
FORTRAN language are essentially fixed.
Except for extensions, the FORTRAN 77
standard is not very different from FORTRAN 66. Thus, the present body of
FORTRAN programs' cannot benefit directly
from what has been learned.
The Maintainability Analysis Tool
(MAT) has been developed to rectify this situation. A product of Science Applications
Inc., Palo Alto, Calif., MAT is a diagnostic
and documentation program that analyzes
FORTRAN source program modules. (We
use "module" to mean a conipilable entity,
such as a subroutine or a function; a program consists of one or more modules).
MAT runs on a DEC VAx-ll computer system under the VAX/VMS operating system,
but can also process modules written for
any computer in FORTRAN dialects 66 or
77. MAT analyzes complete sets of FORTRAN modules at once and processes each
of them in order. While it reads and parses
each module, MAT extracts the module's
entire interface to the outside world. With
166 DATAMATION

this information, it builds and augments its
global interface definition. From the local
information obtained by parsing each module as a compiler does, MAT detects and diagnoses the local discrepancies (violations,
problems, abuses, misuses, errors, etc.) and
clutter (unused elements) contained in the
module. In addition, MAT detects and diagnoses interface discrepancies by comparing
each module's global interface to the interface information MAT has accumulated.
In this way, MAT brings back to the
FORTRAN community diagnostic information about its own programs. This information is based on what has been learned from
the community's own experience about the
weaknesses and vulnerabilities, the internal
and interface discrepancies, and the clutter
of FORTRAN programs. MAT can analyze
the FORTRAN 66 and FORTRAN 77 dialects
and the much larger dialect that is DEC'S
VAx-ll FORTRAN. MAT therefore can analyze a very large number of those FORTRAN
programs that have been written over the
years and are still in use, as well as those
currently in development. Its analysis can
provide developers and maintainers with
specific and otherwise possibly unobtainable information about the weaknesses of
their progams.
In this article we discuss the primary features of MAT:
• detection of module internal discrepancies,
• detection of module clutter,
• deteotion' of module interface discrepancies,
• detection of problems in the interface as a
whole,
• documentation of each module's interface,
• documentation of program structure via
call trees,
• documentation of the modules that call
module,
• detection of discrepancies in program
structure, and
• quantification of module maintainability.
Internal discrepancies. From its in-

ception, FORTRAN has allowed the .data
type of an element to be defined implicitly
according to the first letter of its name. The
first rule that many of us ever learned
about a high-order language is that "I - N
means INteger." Even today, FORTRAN allows an element name to be used in an executable statement without _first being
defined in a type statement. That is, the local variable AI0 niay initally appear in a
statement like AI0 = 10, and the data type
implicitly associated with the spontaneously defined AI0 is the data type associated
with the letter "A."
The FORTRAN characteristics -of implicit data
types and spontaneous
definitions probably stem
from the designers' desire to make data
typing the definition of elements as easy as
possible. But these facilities also open the
door to error. Accepting spontaneous defi-·
nitions of elements means that such keying
errors as wrong, transposed, dropped, or
extra characters, all result in legal names.
For example, errors in keying AI0 as Al0,
Alo, AO, and AI will result in defining these
new names.
Thus, a statement like

OPENING
THE DOOR
TO ERROR

IF (A10 .EQ. 0) ...
spontaneously defines A10 and is a legitimate use of FORTRAN, even if the name intended had been A10.
Because FORTRAN has expanded,
these facilities have caused even more trouble. FORTRAN 77 introduced the IF-THENELSE structure which, when properly used, z
can look like:
~
IF (MENU .EQ. 1) THEN
ASKSUB = 20.
ELSE
ASKSUB = 32.
END IF

u
.....J
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Unfortunately, many programmers (f)
Ihave trouble with the construction shown =>
.....J
above. We have seen several modules with ::::!

Introducing an error into a common datum may mean
that some other module will malfunction.

code that looks like this:
IF (MENU .EQ. 1) THENASKSUB = 20.
ELSEASKSUB = 32.
The intent is clear and the code "looks reasonable," but it is not the IF-THEN-ELSE
structure. Even so, the code is perfectly legal! It is perceived by FORTRAN compilers
to be:
IF (MENU .EQ. 1) THENASKSUB = 20.
ELSEASKSUB = 32.
This is a logical if statement with an
assignment statement attached, followed
by an assignment statement. The assignment statements spontaneously define the
local variables THENASKSUB and ELSEASKSUB. These are real errors that testing did
not detect.
MAT diagnoses all elements that are
implicitly data typed. Moreover, for the examples given, MAT also produces the diagnostic, "***Notice: Probable error
involving use of local variable: Al0 THENASKSUB ELSEASKSUB." MAT diagnoses
many other internal discrepancies and contains more than 45 diagnostic messages for
this purpose. It also contains a primarily
defensive set of 24 FORTRAN diagnostics in
case modules contain serious FORTRAN
errors.
Clutter. The presence of unused elements in modules, or clutter, is generally
considered an insignificant problem because, in the small amounts in which it is
thought to exist, it adds only a little "noise"
to a module. The facts, however, are otherwise. In about half the operational FORTRAN modules we have examined with
MAT, clutter exists in large amounts.
Two aspects of this clutter demand
serious attention. One is that some clutter
is not just noise: it has a valid meaning. For
example, the presence of a common block
in a module means that the module has unrestricted access to a data set through
which it can communicate to other modules. The module can potentially affect the
operation of every other module that uses
the common block. The more common
blocks a module contains, the broader its
access to the program interface. Maintainers carefully approach modules that have
access to global data: introducing an error
into a common datum may mean that some
other module will malfunction, and errors
of this type are often very difficult to locate.
Suppose a common block
is completely unused by a
CAUGHT
module. Because the traUNAWARE
ditional tools (compilers,
loaders) do not diagnose unused common
blocks, the maintainer can very likely be

CAN BE
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caught unaware. The maintainer, therefore,
approaches the module as if the common
block were, in fact, used. That is, the presence of the common block means interface
access, even if the presence of the common
block is actually clutter. The phenomenon
of meaningful clutter would not be as serious if it were not so widespread. After having examined more than 10,000 operational
modules, we have found that a minimum of
one in seven contains at least one wholly
unused common block. Modules with up to
six unused common blocks are plentiful,
and MAT has found one module with 31
wholly unused common blocks!
The second serious aspect of clutter
is its subtle relationship with discrepancies.
Suppose MAT diagnoses that the local variable CENTRE is given a value but is not referenced. Examination reveals that its only
appearance is in the statement: CENTRE =
0. A clear case of clutter, simply remedied
by removing the statement? Perhaps. But if
the module contains another element
named CENTER, other possibilities are obvious. Suppose instead that a common block,
used by the program but not present in the
module, contains an element named CENTRE. Then the much more subtle possibility
exists: the statement is not clutter and the
common block was erroneously omitted.
MAT finds and diagnoses many different kinds of clutter (among them dummy
arguments defined but not used) and has 14
diagnostic messages for this purpose.
Interface discrepancies. It is not unusual today for a FORTRAN program to consist of 10, 100, or even 1,000 modules. With
the FORTRAN, community'S broad acceptance of the principle of modularization,
there is a strong tendency for separately
compilable modules to continue to decrease
in size. This further increases the number
of modules in a program. Some installation
standards call for modules to contain no
more than 50 lines of code. Although the
virtues of modularization are well understood, little attention has been paid to a
problem of modularization: the lack of diagnostic control over the intramodule interface that modularization necessitates.
FORTRAN (and other) compilers usually process each module by itself, with no
knowledge of its relationship to the modules with which it communicates, aside
from the information contained in the
module being compiled. The FORTRAN 77
specification offers few rules about module
interfaces. It calls for conformity between
the number of dummy arguments with
which a subprogram is defined and the
number of actual arguments with which
the subprogram is called, and it specifies
that each instance of a labeled common

block should be the same size. But, aside
from these requirements and a few others,
FORTRAN 77 does not emphasize the subject. Moreover, most loaders do not enforce
even these few rules.
The plain fact is that the traditional
set of programmer tools offers no protection against errors introduced by misunder- .
standings and abuses of the interface.
Interface errors can be very difficult to locate. Errors that, before modularization,
would have been detected by a compiler
now become interface problems that traditional tools cannot detect.
Ordinarily, these errors must be detected either manually or by testing. The
'manual checking of program module interfaces becomes impossible, however, when
their number is large, and testing, while expensive, is a non rigorous mechanism. Modularization, which was introduced to ease
maintainability, can actually cause a decrease in program reliability.

SET
TREATED

MAT has been designed to
treat a set of intercommunicating FORTRAN
AS WHOLE
modules as ,a whole with
respect to its interface. For example, if subroutine DXTA has six arguments and subroutine READ at line 100 calls it with five
arguments, MAT diagnoses subroutine
READ with the interface check message,
"No. of arguments does not fit interface for
Subroutine, Function, or Entry Point at
line 100: DXTA." Or another example, suppose the first module to include common
block GLOBAL defines it as follows: COMMON /GLOBAL/ A, B, c, J(l00), x(l0, 10).
Common block GLOBAL contains in sequential order three real variables (A, B,
and c), an integer array (J) singly dim en- ,
sioned for 100 elements, and a doubly dimensioned real array (x). For understandability and maintainability each
instance of a common block should be defined identically. Subroutine READ, however, contains the following definition:
COMMON /GLOBAL/ A, L, c, J(50, 2), x(120)
where the second element (L) is an integer
variable. Note that in this instance array J
has two dimensions but is the same size as
in the first instance, and that array x has a
single dimension and is larger than in the
first instance. MAT produces these diagnostics for subroutine READ:
***INTERFACE CHECK: SIZE OF
COMMON DIFFERS FROM EARLIER USAGE:
GLOBAL
***INTERFACE CHECK: DATA TYPE
OF NAME IN COMMON DIFFERS FROM EARLIER USAGE: L
***INTERFACE CHECK: NAME IN

Modularization, introduced to ease maintainability,
can actually ,cause a decrease in program reliability.

COMMON DIFFERS FROM NAME IN SAME poSITION USED BEFORE: L
***INTERFACE CHECK: NUMBER OF
DIMENSIONS OF NAME IN COMMON DIFFERS
FROM BEFORE: J X
MAT protects the interface, extracted
from the modules themselves, by placing
considerable emphasis on its' diagnostic
analysis. This is because of the interface's
importance to programs that consist of
large numbers of intercommunicating
modules; because both the FORTRAN language definition and traditional tools neglect it; and because adherence to the
principle of modularization tends to expand the interface.
At the conclusion of each run, using
35 interface diagnostics, MAT examines its
interface information as a whole. It looks
for interface clutter-unnecessary parts of
the interface-and missing interface elements, for example, subroutines that are
referenced but not present in the set of
modules. MAT issues diagnostics for elements in common blocks that are used only
by one module and suggests that they
should be local elements rather than global
ones. MAT diagnoses elements in common
blocks that are referenced but never given a
value and those that are given a value but
never referenced.
Documentation: module interface
description. Because module document a-

tion is often incomplete, inconsistent" or
out of date, MAT produces certain module
documentation directly from the "source."
Internal module documentation is rarely
reliable, and the more modules a program
contains, the less reliable the documentation is likely to be. The underlying idea is
that the module is the ultimate authority
on what it contains.
Some of the most important information produced by MAT is the description
of each modules's interface to the outside
world:
• its alternate entry point names;
• the Include files used;
• the common blocks present;
• the subroutines called;
• the functions used;
• the files used, by logical I/O Unit, and the
actions performed on each, e.g., UNIT = 7
(OPEN, READ, REWND, CLOSE); and
• the presence of the pause or stop statement
(because each can produce output, and
pause normally requires a user response).
This information enables
developers and maintainers of large systems to
identify with confidence
all the modules that would be affected if,
for example, a particular common block
were altered. Similarly, the impact on the
modules of a change to the man-machine
interface or to a particular file can be reli-

IMPACT
CAN BE
ASSESSED

"Wow, that is much clearer than our set!"
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ably assessed with this information~
The interface description feature
provides a way for internal module documentation to keep pace with changing software, without the cost normally associated
with such documentation. The description
of each module's interface to the world, including the rest of the program, files, people, and even other programs with which it
communicates, is especially valuable because of the lack of coverage that the traditionally available tools accord to this area.
Documentation: program structure.
The structure of a program is the hierarchical relationship of its modules to all its other modules. It can be represented by a "call
tree," a top-down ordering of the module
names that comprise the program. A module, at a given level in the call tree is called
by one or more modules at levels above it; it
may also call modules located below it in
the call tree. The call tree normally begins
with the main module alone at the top hierarchical level and extends downward
through as many levels as necessary. The
importance of the call tree as program documentation is that it conveys the structural
organization of the program in an easily
understandable form. This is especially
valuable information when the program is
composed of many modules.
The call trees produced by MAT include information that is otherwise very
difficult to obtain: accompanying each
module's name are two lists. The first list
contains the names of all the modules that
the module calls. The second list is perhaps
more important: it contains the names of
all the modules that call it. The significance
of this information to developers and maintainers increases as the number of modules
in a program increases, and for very large
systems, this information can be quite valuable. For example, suppose in a system of
500 modules that functional changes must
be made to subroutine CALC. It now becomes very important to locate all the modules that call this subroutine, not only by its
primary name, CALC, but also by any of its
alternate entry point names, in order to determine what changes must be made to the
calling modules. MAT'S "called by" list provides this information.
MAT also detects and diagnoses illegal
and nonstandard program structures. FORTRAN 77 and most FORTRAN dialects do not
allow a module to call itself either directly
or indirectly (via a nested sequence of module calls that includes a call to the originating module). Although circular (recursive)
calling is illegal, conventional compilers
and loaders do not, however, detect this
flaw, the probability of which increases
along with the number of program mod-
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A program structure that includes circular calling can
create serious errors during execution.

ules. A program structure that includes circular calling can create serious errors
during execution, among them, endless
looping. MAT also diagnoses when a program does not contain a main (program)
module, when a program consists of just
one module, and certain other conditions
related to structure.
Maintainability quantification.
Module maintainability and module understandability are parallel concepts; the more
difficult a module is to understand, the
more difficult it is to maintain. The more
difficult it is· to maintain; the higher its
maintainability risk. Because the maintenance staff must ultimately apply themselves to the FORTRAN source module, the
approach taken in MAT to quantifying
maintainability is to compute maintainability measures directly from the characteristics of the source module itself.
MAT equates the difficulty of understanding a
module to the sum of the
difficulties of a module's
constituent elements. In turn, these elements are assigned a set of carefully tuned
weights and factors according to their attributes. For example, use of a variable in
common is given a greater weight than use
of a local variable; use of an equivalenced
element is weighted in proportion to the
number of its aliases; and use of an element
that causes a change in its value is weighted
more than a use that merely references the
element. Executable statement types are
also weighted, as are the diagnostics (except "notices") that MAT produces.
The sum of the module's element
weights is termed its difficulty index. The
difficulty index quantifies the difficulty of
understanding, and therefore of maintaining, the module as a whole.
MAT displays the difficulty index as
well as a set of three maintainability ratings
that are derived from the difficulty index
and other data. These three ratings, relative skill, relative difficulty, and relative
risk, have 0-10 scales on which zero is best.
Relative skill is a measure of the programming skill required to maintain the module
and is a normalization of the ratio of the
difficulty index to the number of executable statements in the module. Relative
difficulty represents the difficulty of maintaining the module and is a normalization
of the difficulty index. Relative risk is the
maintainability risk that the module represents and is a function of both relative skill
and relative difficulty. MAT may produce
two sets of these relative ratings for each
module: one set for the module as it presently exists and a parenthesized set that ap-
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FIG. 1. '

A SIMPLE SET OF INTERCOMMUNICATING FORTRAN
MODULES
PROGRAM TOP
COMMONisHAREI ,TABLE(leOO), A, B
OPEN (UNIT = 10, NAME = 'FILEl.DAT', FORM = 'UNFORMATTED')
READ (10) TABLE
DO 100, I = 1, TABLE.( 1)
READ (10) TABLE, B
CALL CHECK
IF (B .NE. 0) A = REVISE(I)
CALL FINISH
CLOSE (UNIT = Ie)
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE CHECK
COMMON ISHAREI TABLE(1000), A
B = ABS(B)
IF <B .GT. 10> THEN
READ (10) TABLE
CALL FINISH
END IF
RETURN
END
INTEGER·2 FUNCTION REVISE (J)
COMMON ISHAREI TABLE(10ee>, B
REVISE = J * J - J + 10
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FINISH (X, Y)
COMMON ISHAREI TABLE(10e0), A, B
A = X + TABLE(10)
RETURN
END
proximates what the ratings for the module
would be if the conditions diagnosed by
MAT were to be corrected.
Look at an example of what MAT
produces. Fig. 1 represents a program's intercommunicating FORTRAN modules and
the kind of code frequently found in them.
Fig. 2 contains the report that MAT produces after analyzing the modules of Fig. 1.
MAT'S report on each module is a
three-part paragraph. The first part gives
the fiie name on which the module resides,
the module name, and the maintainability
measures and other data. The second part
contains the module's interface description.
The last part is MAT'S module diagnostics,
of which there are several kinds. Following
the paragraph on each module is the summary interface examination. The program
call tree concludes the report.
In this example MAT finds many local problems, but the most serious ones are
at the module's interfaces. In modules 2
and 3, MAT not only finds that common
block SHARE is a different size from what it
is in module 1 (an error according to FORTRAN 77), but it also diagnoses that SHARE

has fewer elements than it has in its first
instance. In module 3, MAT diagnoses that
common block element B differs from the
name that appears in the same position in
the first instance of the common block. It
also finds that function REVISE has a different datatype from that assigned to it by
some or all of the modules that reference it;
the' call tree reveals that the only module
that references function REVISE is module
1, program TOP. MAT also detects that common block SHARE is clutter in module 3 and
that module 4 references subroutine CHECK
with the wrong number of arguments (also
an error according to the FORTRAN 77
specification).
In its summary interface analysis
MAT finds two common block discrepancies: element A is clutter and element B i~
unnecessarily in common. Neither the VAX
FORTRAN compiler nor the loader diagnoses any problem with this module set.
Since it reached production status
in April 1983, MAT has analyzed many
thousands of FORTRAN modules written in
many different dialects for many kinds of
computers. It has identified discrepancies
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DIRECTORY FILE: NONE
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-----RELATIVE----- DIFFICULTY EXEC --COMMENT-- DEBUG LABELS NOT I'oon
MODULE NAME
RISK DIFF ,SKILL INDEX RATIO STMTS LINES STMTS STMTS
IN ORDER USES

I DTM.FOR
PROG TOP
8( 0) I ( 0) 10( 5)
COMMON BLOCKS PRESENT: SHARE
SUBROUTINES (AND ENTRY POINTS) CALLED: CHECK FINISH
FUNCTIONS (AND ENTRY POINTS) USED: REVISE
FILES USED: UNIT= 10 (QPEN .READ,CLOSE)
'STOP' STATEMENT IS PRESENT
···POOR USAGE: VARIABLE IN COMMON WITH IMPLICIT DATA TYPE: A B
···PooR USAGE: SPONTANEOUS USE OF UNDEFINED LOCAL VARIABLE: I
···PooR USAGE: ARRAY IN COMMON WITH IMPLICIT DATA TYPE: TABLE
···PooR USA9E:FUNCTION WITH IMPLICIT DATA TYPE: REVISE
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II
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2 ~6~M~gRBLOCKS PRESENT: SHARE
SUBR CHECK
IO( 0) I ( Ol 10( 5)
179 298
6
0
0
0
SUBROUTINES (AND ENTRY POINTS) CALLED: FINISH
FUNCTIONS (AND ENTRY POINTS) USED: ABS
FILES'USED: UNIT=IO(READ)
···PooR USAGE: VARIABLE IN COMMON WITH IMPLICIT DATA TYPE: A
···PooR USAGE: SPONTANEQUS USE OF UNDEFINED LOCAL VARIABLE: B
···PooR USAGE: ARRAY IN COMMON WITH IMPLICIT DATA TYPE: TABLE
···INTERFACE CHECK: SIZE OF COMMON DIFFERS FROM EARLIER USAGE: SHARE
···INTERFACE CHECK: COMMON HAS F~WER ELEMENTS THAN IT HAD IN ITS EARLIER USAGE: SHARE
3 DTM.FOR
FUNC REVISE
to( 0)
I ( 0) 10( ~H
252 840
3
0
0
0
COMMON BLOCKS PRESENT: SHARE
···PooR USAGE: DUMMY ARGUMENT WITH IMPLICIT DATA TYPE: J
···PooR USAGE: VARIABLE IN COMMON WITH IMPLICIT DATA TYPE: B
···PooR USAGE: ARRAY IN COMMON WITH IMPLICIT DATA TYPE: TABLE
···PooR USAGE: WHOLE COMMONS PRESENT BUT UNUSED IN THIS MODULE: SHARE
···INTERFACE CIIECK:' EARl.IER MODULES USE THIS FUNCTION (OR' ENTRY POINT) WITH INCORRECT DATA TYPE: REVISE
···INTERFACE CHECK: SIZE,OF COMMON DIFFERS FROM EARLIER'USAGE: SHARE'
,
···INTERFACE CHECK: NAME IN COMMON DIFFERS FROM NAME IN SAME POSITION USED BEFORE: B
···INTERFACE CHECK: COMMON HAS FEWER ELEME~TS THAN IT HAD IN ITS EARLIER USAGE: SHARE
4 DTM.FOR
SUBR FINISH
10( Q) I ( Ol 10( 5)
224 747
3
~
n
n
COMMON BLOCKS PRESENT:, SnARE
'
'"
v
···PooR USAGE: DUMMY ARGlIMENT. WITH IMPLICIT DATA TYPE: X Y
• .... PooR USAGE: UNlISED· DUMMY ARGUMENT: Y
···POOR USAGE: VARIABLE IN COMMON WITH IMPLICIT DATA TYPE: A B
···PooR USAGE: ARRAY IN COMMON WITH IMPLICIT DATA TYPE' TABLE
·"INTERFACE CHECK: EARLIER MODULE(SI USE THIS MODULE (OR ENTRY PT.) WITH INCORRECT NO. OF ARGUMENTS: FINISH
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INTERFACE EXAMINATION:
···INTERFACE CHECK: NAME IN COMMON WAS SET BUT NOT REFERENCED: A
···INTERFACE CHECK: NAME IN COMMON WAS USED BY JUST ONE'MODULE: B
SHOliLD BE CONSIDERED FOR R~MOVAI. FROM COMMON
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DIRECTORY FILE: NONE
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CALL TREES -- HIERARCHICAL LISTING OF MODULE NAMES BY TASK:
(CALLS TO ALTERNATE ENTRY POINT NAMES ARE TREATED AS CALLS TO PARENT MODULE NAMES
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II-APR-84

10:03:41

PAGE

2

CALLS TO DUMMY ARGUMENT MODULES ARE IGNORED)

TASK NO.
LEVEL 0:

IP-TOP .•• CALLS 2S-CHECK 3F-REVISE 4S-FINISH •.. CALLED BY .NONE-

LEVEL I:

3F-REVISE .•. CALLS ·NONE· ... CALLED BY IP-TOP
2S-CHECK ... CALLS 4S-FINISH ... CALLED BY IP-TOP
4S-FINISH ... CALLS ·NONE· ... CALLED BY IP-TOP 2S-CHECK

LEVEL 2:

of all types, hundreds of which were found
to be errors. FORTRAN modules of all qualities have been discovered, from those for
which MAT produces no diagnostics and ex~
cellent relative risk ratings of 2 or less to
those c~:msisting of thousands of executable
statements for which MAT has produced
four pages of diagnostics and maximum
difficulty ratings.

FEWER
ERRORS
EXPECTED

Two results have been
most surprising. We did
not expect that MAT
would find so many errors in production programs, considering
how heavily tested and used they usually
are. Most of these errors have been found
, in programs that consist of 50 or more
modules (MAT has handled up to 1,352
modules at one time,and this is not its
it.) We speculate that the reason may be
that people are p.otable to devote the neces~

lim-
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sary time to individual modules (coding,
checking, debugging, unit testing) when
there are a large 'number of modules contending for attention. Of course, the more
modules there are in a program, the more
opportunities there are for interface p'roblems. We have 'seen many of these.
The second surprise has been the
large amount of clutter MAT has found in
FORTRAN modules, even in production
programs.
The users of MAT have been able to
find and remove real problems and errors
that might not otherwise have been found
so easily. In some case~, MAT has located
errors that had resisted all previous attempts to find them: MAT has raised the reliability and maintainability' of FORTRAN
moduies and has produced valuable documentation about the modules. The FORTRAN community is now able to counter
the language's vulnerabilities and weak-

nesses, and it can do so for old FORTRAN
programs as well as' for new ones.
MAT, then, has many uses: it can help
enforce programming standards during
software development and can aid the task
of software maintenance; it can' augment
unit and system testing and can aid in system integration; and it can perform software verification and validation (internal
and independent) with real substance, contribute to program and module documentation and, hence, to configuration
management.
@
Gerald M. Berns is a technical director of
Science Applications Inc. and is associated with several projects there, including the internal QA program, the Cruise
Missile Project, and the MAT development program. He has written extensivelyon the subject of error management
and resource management.
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protect your initial investment.
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advantage is its small price. One
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sized budgets. To find out just
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Research Drive, Norcross, GA
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1-800-241-5793.
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The portable computer can be a very powerful business ally.
_
But like any good business partner, the right one can be very hard to find. Some portables are
powerful. Some are IBM compatible. Some are affordable. And some are actually portable.
However, there's never been one portable com puter that cou Id gracefully com bi ne all of
the above. Until now.
.

Pul tile .po\ver ola desk-top conlputer in your Ilands.
Introducing Commuter,TM the powerful portable computer. When you carry it, you're carrying
all the capacity, capabilities, and features of a desk-top computer. Yet you're carrying only
16 pounds.
Commuter comes with a 16-bit 8088 processor. 128K of memory, expandable
to S12K. Single or dual floppy disk drives, each with 360K bytes of storage. A large
80 column by 16 line optional flat panel display, designed to be easily removed when
Commuter is used with an external monitor. A full 83 key keyboard with an IBM
PC layout, including numeric pad and ten function keys. And IBM compatible
color graphics and monochrome support.
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While Commuter is powerful enough to stand alone, itcan really grow on you.
Because Commuter also features built-in ports for adding printers, hard disk,
communications, external monitors, and yourtelevision set. Even a built-in port for
adding the IBM expansion chassis.

IBM® PC compatible. And downright sociable.

Manv portable computers today call themselves IBM compatible. But before you
//
. buy one, ask ifitcan run IBM PC software. Business programs like Lotus®1-2-3;M VisiCalc ™ or
M
WordPlus-PC~M Exciting games like Flight Simulator: Or educational games from Spinnaker.TM
/
.
You'd be surprised attheanswers. Butnotwith Commuter. In fact, thinkofitasan IBM PCtogo.
The IBM PC styled keyboard is only the start. Commuter comes bundled with the MS-DOS ™ operating
M
system and GW Basic: And at 51/4", Commuter's double-sided double-density diskettes are directly
transferable to and from the IBM PC. So you can take advantage of the hundreds of business accounting, word
processing, financial planning and other software packages available for the IBM PC. Without having to modify a thing.

At $1,995 and 16 pounds, it's never been easier to pick
up a portable computer.
At 15"x18"x3 1/2" with built-in handle and carrying case, the Commuter
can go anywhere a briefcase can .It fits easily under an airplane seat.
Because it weighs just 16 pou nds (about half the weight of other portables
in its class), Commuter is very easy to handle. And its $1995 price can
save your business a small fortune even before you pick it up.
For more information on Commuter, the portable computer, call
us today at 1-800-847-8252 (in Massachusetts, call 1-800-462-5554),
or write Visual Computer Incorporated, 135 MapleSt., Marlboro,
MA 01752. Orvisit your local Commuterdealer and weigh the
differences for yourself. But hurry. At only 16 pounds and $1995,
Commuters are definitely going to be picked up fast.

Commuter. It can take your business
places it's never been.
Visual Computer Incorporated is a wholly owned subsidiary of Visual Technology Incorporated. COMMUTER is a trademark of
Visual Computer Incorporated. IBM is a registered trademark of International BusinessMachinesCorp. Lotus and 1-2-3 are trade·
marks of lotus Development Corp. VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp. WordPlus·PC is a trademark of Professional Software Inc.
Spinnaker is a trademark of Spinnaker Software Corp.MS·DOS, GW Basic and flight Simulator are trademarks of Microsoft Corp .
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pmPLE
AI
IN THE
WOODS
Within minutes of arriving at the house at
the end of the quiet side road, my misconceptions became apparent.
The voice on the telephone .had
talked of the search for new "paradigms,"
new patterns in machine intelligen~e;
about bringing order to the chaos of an
age-old problem: how to interpret the visual and verbal presentation of ideas. The
voice had sounded crisp, efficient, and
businesslike. Thus, I was not quite prepared for the fresh-faced young man who
came.to the door, or the informal atmosphere of this farmhouse-style building
nestled deep in rural Massachusetts with
its overtones of Woodstock, love, and
peace.
To some extent, the Apple Computer culture has paved the way for the
"baby-faced entrepreneur," and, indeed,
the faces at Preluqe Development Corp.
are impossibly young, fresh, innocentone might even add unworldly-to have
titles like vp attached to them.
But first impressions can be deceiving in this idyllic place. The insistent
ringing of the telephones, the clacking of
IBM PCs, soon snap one out of reverie.
This is a business-well drilled, highly organized-that happens to resemble a
bunch of people having a good time.
Prelude has spun out of Lotus Development Corp., the Cambridge, Mass.,
developer of 1-2-3, an integrated software
package that has dominated the pc software market for the past year or so. Prelude's staff comes largely from Lotus,
where they worked on 1-2-3 and other
projects. Not wanting to get lost in the
fast-growing Lotus, the Preluders left sev-

PETER GABEL: "We want to avoid situations where people would feel threatened by technology."

eral months ago to pursue upgrades to the
1-2-3 concept and inject a measure of socalled artificial intelligence (AI).
Outside, on this spring day, the
apple trees stand like stark skeletons in
neatly clipped rows; by fall they will be
lush with fruit. For generations the family
orchards of Stow have produced apples
by the bushel, adding a note of industry to
this sleepy little town. The youthful band,
oblivious to the scenic splendors surrounding the house that serves as a base
for their initial development work, have
another harvest in mind, however. While
resembling the apple growers, they have
more in common with the Digital Equipment researchers in the nearby industrial
town of Hudson, whose mission is likewise to bring forth fruit from the nascent
AI industry.
Once more the persistent tapping
of PC keyboards obtrude into one's
thoughts and it's down to business. "The
PCs were supplied by Lotus," says Paul
Weiss, the boyish and denimed vice presi-

dent for R&D who is first to speak. "In
return we'll relicense our software development tools to them when they are completed in the summer." Like the others,
Weiss's programming gifts would secure
him a place in any corporation. "But I
couldn't see making a life out of working
for someone. If I wasn't here, I would be
an academic, but it's less exciting and less
free. Here there is the positive pressure of
being out for yourself," he notes, casually
pulling at his sneaker.
The group's tall, bespectacled
leader, Peter Gabel, says the split from
Lotus was inevitable. "Lotus is where it's
at for what is termed decision support,
but its 1-2-3 package is a poor analogy of
the real world," he says, harking back to
the days when he was development manager of the 1-2-3 project. "1-2-3 is best
used in a vacuum-it doesn't help you
gather in unstructured information and
send it out, We have a vision of creating a
market for a more organic solution bringing AI techniques to bear."
For Gabel, this means focusing on
real world business prQblems, and doing
things that are appropriate with the technology at hand.
"Most AI today focuses on expert
systems that require the huge computational power of a mainframe or LISP processing. But we believe there's a lot that
you can do with a pc, and we want to
avoid situations where people would feel
threatened by the technology."
The company has chosen the
French AI development language Prolog
to program the PC in such a way that it
builds information models the same way a
person would. Gabel's point is that people
deal with external reality by making internal models of it. "The mind is a recognition machine. It has to be in a situation
before it knows what to do. Without
knowledge of the environment it is depicting, a computer can't properly comprehend information it is processing." OneAl
consultant, Howard Austin of Concord,
Mass., refers to this as the "anthropologiSEPTEMBER 1,1984179
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PEOPLE
cal commitment." In order to achieve
this, we must create knowledge we can interact with. Gabel adds, "Most computer
programs, including 1-2-3, are not
interactive. "
In an effort to achieve an analogy
of the real world, Prelude is focused on
the issue of how knowledge representation can be reduced to practice in the software marketplace.
Armed with the mathematical formalism of Prolog and such AI !echniqUli:s
as frames, which divide knowledge by action or py the unfolding of events, Gabel
is hoping to enable decision support' to
flower into full organic information management. The first step has been the creation of a complex compiler to allow
Prolog to run on the PC, and developme:p.t
tools that allow information input
through natural language as well as
graphic and pictorial means. Gabel already is amazed at the performance of
Prolog on his half-megabyte, 5MH:Z; P~,
which he says already delivers one-third
the power of a DEcsystem-lO.
"Things are really racing along,
and we should be into alph~ phase soon,
with customer beta tests following along
next spring," he says.
. Gabel credits his parents and early
upbringing in Buffalo for· his hard-core
pragmatism. "They were intensely' concerned with practical consequences and
values," he says, laughing at the memory.
"If I'm an entrepreneur at heart, they
made me that way. I'm just actualizing
the potential they helped create in me."
By the age of seven, this fairhaired, intense character already had his
own business selling sunflower seedlings,
juggling three paper routes at the same
time. "During my high school years,' I
wrote a basic interpreter in APL. It didn't
get me any money," he says ruefully, "but
it got me a hell of a lot of computer time."
Gabel, who, like his colleagues, is
in his twenties, followed up his college
days with a stint at DEC as engineering supervisor for three years. "But I had to get
olit 'of the technical domain. I'm interested in it all-marketing, finance, business,
you name it. It's not just the vision of creating a product alone which appeals to
me. It's creating a whole new market."
Once more the college cafeteria atmosphere intrudes on the conversation.
"It's tough," 'Gabel sighs, reading my
thoughts. "I wished we looked older," he
says, anticipating the round of venture financing that lies ahead. Inevitably, the
Prelude team, numbering only nine so far,
will have to transform themselves into
wolves in business suits: Perhaps what
they will need is a good front man, an actor who wears pinstripes well. A little
gray around the temples might be good.
-R. Emmett Carlyle

HARDWARE
OFF;"'LINE.
One of the major new products
announced.this sUmmer was NEC's
desktop 32-bit supermirii. The
Astra 300 ~uns under the proprietary ITOSoperating system
the company developed for some
of its previous computers. The
choice of ITOS rather than a
Unix-based operating system
struck some observers as odd,
since American executives of
the Tokyo-based conglomerate
had stressed compatibility with
de facto industry standards
when they introduced their APC
III several months ago. This
time around, they said what all
cpu vendors with proprietary
operating systems say: there is
already plenty of applications
software available for the OS
from the company and thirdparty suppliers. The company
did say, however, that it may
offer Unix at a later time.
state of the art, or whatever
one wishes to call the avant
garde of neW products, new
technologies, new generations,
and new ideas in this industry,
directly affects only a few of
the country's dp shops. As
with any industry, most of the
rest wait to see how the pioneers fare in their encounters
with each new wave of technology. And while many firms
cater to the pioneers, and most
of the ads in trade magaziries
emphasize the state-of-the-art
nature of one product or another, we see relatively little
aimed at the many shops that
still have 1965-vintage 360
systems or are still using
mach~nes made by. vendors no
longer in the computer industry
-- or even in existence. The
vendors consider these machines
aritiquated, and would just as
soon have .users junk them and
buy new equipment, regardless
of how well the old iron is
performing its functions.
(There is a philosophical
question here as to whether a
20-year-old computer can even
be called nantiquated n just

because the vendor says so;
sure, it's not as technologically advanced as today's new
models, but there are still
plenty of 1965 Fords on the
road that get people to Burger
King just as. well as 1984 cars,
after all, and their owners
wouldn't consider them antiquated. Further inquiry on
that is best left to the
philosophers.)
It's gratifying to find
among the horde~ of the new
some evidence that there are
indeed firms that specialize in
maintaining old.computer
systems, or in stocking spares
and replacements for components.
of ancient equipment. Yet
these firms seem to be embarrassed about their businesses,
and often refer to old products
and technologies as nmature n or
ndiscontinued n rather than as
nold. n That'~ too bad, since
there is often a certain charm
in antiques -- and a mechanic
with spare parts for a stutz
Bearcat is hard to find, but
once found is worth all the
silicon in California. The
same holds true for old computers. One outfit we've found
with a sizable inven~ory of old
parts is Rochester Electronics
Inc., in Wakefield, Mass. The
firm began by stocking Motorola
DTL flatpacks, TTL, RTL, 74H,
54H, SUHL, MECL, and other old
parts, and currently makes a
habit of purchasing ending inventories from Motorola, Texas
Instruments, and Fairchild
Semicoriductor. In addition, it
recently acquired authorization
from Lansdale Electronics to
use original circuit designs
and masks from GE, RCA,TI,
Motorola, Delco, Sprague, Raytheon, Solitron, and Signetics,
so that it can supply users of
devices made by those firms
withriew replacement parts.
The firm also.offers foundry
service for bipolar wafer processing and testing services~
Says Rochester president Curt
Gerrish, nI specialize in the
trailing edge of technology.n

GRAPHICS CAPABILITIES
A variety of graphics capabilities previously available on IBM'S mainframe computers are now avaible on its System/38.
Also, terminals used with IBM's large systems can now be attached to S/38 via remote communications lines.
S/38's operating systein now includes many features of a graphics program, Graphical Data Display Manager
(GDDM), which is widely used on large
IBM systems. Through programming,
GDDM enables users to create diagrams
and charts by drawing lines between any
of the 138,240 addressable points on the
5292 Model 2 color display.
Also, part of the operating system
is a System/370-compatible program'
called Graphics Data File (GDF), which
permits graphics to be exchanged with
another S/38, S/370; 43xx, or 308X. Another operating system feature, Presentation Graphics Routines (PGR), enables
any user-written application program to
create a variety .of charts on one screen. A
simplified graphics capability, Office/38
Business Graphics Utility (BGU), enables
users to create eight types of charts using
menus and prompts.
. Now, 3270 terminals and devices
that emulate them can be attached to an
S/38 when it is acting either as a standalone or as a remote processor for an
S/370, 43xx, or 308X host. Users can
now install an S/38 a.nd attach 3270 terminals to it via a 3274 control unit. The
Business Graphics Utility has a basic onetime charge' of $2,000 and a distributed
service license option charge of $1,800. It
is also available for a $100 basic monthly
charge, $90 under DSLO. IBM CORP., Rye
Brook, New York
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DEC·COMPATIBLE
The 922 is an ANSI 3.64 video display terminal that is compatible with Digital
Equipment Corp.'s vT-220 and vT-lOO
terminals.
The terminal combines the vT-220
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and VT-100 keyboards to enhance key
placements, the vendor says, adding ~hat
operators familiar with the older vT-100
keyboard do not need to readjust to a new
keyboard layout.
The video display has enhanced
ANSI characteristics, including blcck
mode and function keys that can be programmed in either the shifted or unshifted position. A 10-key calculator-:-style
keypad is also included. The 922v'T-:-220
and vT-100 replacement vdt sells for
$1,000. TELEVIDEO SYSTEMS iNC., Sunnyvale, .Calif. .

1.2MB on dual floppy disks up to 80MB on
hard disks.
The workstation uses a Convergent Technologies engine. This vendor's
value-added portion is a system called MPath (for My Path). M-Path provides a
single, consistent, and adjustable icondriven user interface to all applications
software and operational systems on the
user's system. Each icon is a graphic presentation of everyday desktop/office
tools.
Thi~ product uses four operating
systeins: cP/M~86, CTOS, Unix System V,
and MS/DOS. It operates with BASIC, coBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, C, and assembler
computer languages. The workstation is
also compatible with Ethernet local area
and Knowledge-Net wide area networks
and can exchange documents with Wang,
IBM, and A.B. Dick Magna products.
.The computer .uses two microprocessors, the Intel 80186 and the Motorola 68010. It is equipped with 256KB of
RAM and has slots for three 256KB RAM
expansion cartridges~
The basic workstation consists of a
12-inch monitor, a keyboard, a central
processor with 512KB of RAM, and a module with channels to accommodate two
Rs232c ports, an Rs422 port, and a parallel printer port with a Centronics-compatible interface, power supply, arid a
10MB hard disk with a 630KB floppy.
Graphics enhancements are also available. The Knowledge Worker worksta-

tion costs $8,800. A.B.DICK, Chicago;
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PUNCHED CARD READER
The cR300-30 card reader and the RP8230
printing card reader punch fill a gap for
users of Hewlett-Packard's. HP 3000
minicomputer.
The cR300-30 card reader is.a tabletop unit, which reads 300 cards per
minute. Faster speeds, up to 600 cpm, are
also available
The RP8230 printing card reader
punch punches and prints cards at 45 to
75 cpm.· Card reading is provided at 200
cpm .. This peripheral can also be used as
an off-line card punch, interpreter, and
reproducer. Sample rentals are $360
monthly for one year for the cR300':30
reader and $465 monthly for the RP8230
printing card reader punch. Lower rates
are available for longer rental terms.
CARDAMATION COMPANY, INC., Frazer;
Pa.
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SUPERMINICOMPUTER

The 8855 Model 10 is a 32-bit superminicomputer that incorporates SNA capabiliFOR DATA CIRCLE 3Q3 ON READER CARD
ties ·and concurrence of function, which
INTEGRATED OFFICE SYSTEM
allows it to meet the needs of distributed
The Knowledge Worker can function as a
processing environments; the vendor
standalone system or operate with up to
says.
127· other clustered workstations. ClusThe 8855 Model 10 and the ventered systems can store up to 21GB of indor's field-upgraded 600 Model 75 use a
formation; each station can store from
16032 32-bit main processor chip and coprocessor functionality utilizing .80186
chip technology in J 6-bit terminal and
communications I/O· processors. The
computer allows up to 64 tasbs to operate
the following functions at the same time:
X-Ne(isalOcalandwide·.· a:eanetwork'"
batch and interactive communications,
that. allows '. IBM 327813279displaysta~
SNA/SDLC and bisynchronous protocols,
tions;.IBMPCS; . . aIld~ECVT-IOOCOmpati~
data entry, local file processing, and local
ble terminals to comm\lnicate .~ithIBtv1'
DEC, and HPhost.computerson;a . . 0Ile~
database inquiry and update.
cable plan..·..... . . . . . . . .•. • . . •. •. .•. •. .•. •. . •.•. . . . . . . . . • . . .•. . .•. • .......<., . . . . .
The hardware is :\loused in a fourtier cabinet that houses the main proces. . . . . . Forexample;an IBM pc user· call
sor, terminal, and communications I/O
access avAX dat.abase,or an IBtv1}~780p;.
processors; up to 2 million bytes real
erator •. can . . . acGess.··•. the··.·.company'S]B~
memory; an auto-load magnetic tape
tnaillfr8:meor .j)EC minicomputer.'X-:-N'et
transport and controller; up to. 132MB of
s\lPp011:s3~7413sc.fln4sNA/Sj)1:.C;,plusfl
disk storage; the power supply; and batrall ge . ·. • of.ot}ler .. terminal~to-maillframe
tery backup unit to maintain real memory
\.,l,lLv.·.~-:-.t."Iv" (;OJ]ltf()Ue:r bornrnands
protocols such . asNcll andFIolleY~f.!II.
in
the event of a power outage. An addiInvisible. '. totermiIlaI·.··.·. operat01"5'
the\ ...........••. ,.......... '...................".........•.... ~y#iea4s
tional cabinet can contain up to three
this •. ·networktakes . • care·.of.all . •. protocol 'r911~.callJ?o~n~~R~etIl~.·.• ·.•. ~~. . .•c. . .,01
. . . .• 1tiI1lUOlils,l~r>
more 132MB disks.
conv~rsions,.~~reen' f()rmflt '. mapPing,
m()nit()rs . •. t~e·.~ystym's .·•.·. transtni~sioll
This system uses the vendor's
frarnerouting, and n(hv:c~ntroL. Accord~ tnands anciadjusts.th~it14ivi4u~! ne1twc)rk I
DPEX V operating system and can be proingt() the yendor,usersneedl~arnollly device'sb~~d~icitha~c()~4U:1g1Y' •.
grammed in C. DPEX is terminal-oriented,
fourkeyb()ard·• comtIlandst()llse the n~t.·
T.~ev~Ild9rsaysth1\tdat~
multitasking, and provides .users with
UP . to ~ight.layer~·ofpassword.protection
si()ns •••ar~.'.• t10Ilexistellt·.•. ut1ger . •. . ~hi~·•.·•.'acc~~
data processing and communications
can. be'implementedtoaYoid unau~h~~
P~9t()c;ol~·· . •. . •.·.•.~ ~i~h/..••·~cc;ornp~dates .•. .•. .•.•. data.
rized data access,.. . ••.. . •. . •. . •.• •.. ••.. • . .•. . . . . •. ....i
thr()llghpllt .• ul't().lt·Y5¥bps· • ?t7N'etpro; capabilities. The 8855 Model 10 system,
including 512KB memory, 132MB WinThe product is.tt dualljusnet"'?~k vid~s •.C9IlJ}·<>.·.c;R.9.s\ltnf()t:receiver
with . . rooted-tree· iOpOIOgy,wlllchtranschester disk, 9/1600 auto-load tape, eight·
integrity~()n~t:()lunci~rS~L7I)
..... .
terminals, and a 300 Ipm printer is priced
mits on . 95 ohm •twin-ax cable. It allows 'X-N~t· .•·.is '.' a.rn()ci.u~~~djasedsystep
up to" 2,032" cOrinectionspersitean4is
costs .•·$1;O()()per.?()t1llecti9n;.qRc9WtJt~ at $97,500. NIXDORF COMPUTER CORP.,
able to interconnect up. to 225 sitesvia ERsy~rE:M~.i~c.':L~st\i1geles.• ·•. . '
Waltham, Mass.
X.25 gateways.
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Good service, however, isn't.
Which is why in the last three
years Burroughs has invested over
$100 million worldwide on improving our service and support.
For example, we spent a small
fortune on the Burroughs Respond
System-a sophisticated computerized operation that insures fast service for our customers. (Our average
response time for mainframes is
already under two hours, but we're
determined to do even better.)
Our new $23 million Lisle
Training Center is a "Service

University" that trains many of
our 16,000 service and support
people in the latest state-of-the-art
computer technology.
Our experts are taught, for
example, to use a highly advanced
diagnostic device called a logic analyzer which is remotely controlled
so they can diagnose complex problems instantly from our customer
support centers without the delay of
travelling to your company.
What's more, the new
Burroughs Parts Inventory Management System is designed to get you
CIRCLE 101 ON READER CARD

the right spare part at the right place
and at the right time.
What all this adds up to is that
Burroughs is committed to doing
everything humanly (and electronically) possible to provide our customers with the best service and
support in the industry.
And with $100 million behind
that commitment, it's a lot more
than just talk.

JBlUl.rll"ouglhls
THE QUESTION ISN'T WHO'S BIGGER.
IT'S WHO'S BETTER.

HARDWARE
PLUG-COMPATIBLE PRINTERS
The 4303 is plug-compatible with the Vendor's 3203-5 printer. It comes in 1,200
and 1,500 Ipm models. Purchasers of the
1,200 Ipm printer will be able to modify
their printer to 1,500 Ipms on-site with a
field upgrade kit from the vendor,
The printer attaches to byte or
block mUltiplexor channels on the 303X,
308X, or 43xx. central processing units.
Major mechanical features include steel
print bands and a patented, single-actua~
tor hammer bank mechanism. The unit
comes in a sound-insulated cabinet that
reduces noise to 60 decibels.
The unit uses 1;100 watts of power
in full operation. The printer has a power
lift hood tb allow loading and aligning paper and changing bands and ribbons plus
a power stacker for printed output. Purchase price is $30,500 for the 1,200 Ipm
model, and $35,000 for the 1,500 Ipm version. The field upgrade kit costs $6,000.
~ease prices are also available. MEMOREX
CORP.,Santa Clara, Calif.

ports, a floating point processor, and Ethernet options. Networking capabilities are
provided throug B-Net, a kernel implementation of TCP/IP network protocols
that are compatible with the Berkeley 4.2
Unix. Pricing begins at $10,400 for the
WorkManager II, $13,700 for the WorkManager III, and $26,700 for the WorkMaster. CYB SYSTEMS INC., Austin, Texas.
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MAGNETICTAPE SYSTEM
The Series Ten GCR magnetic. tape subsystem is designed for use with HewlettPackard's HP 1000 M/E/F series computers. It has a dual-density 800/1600 cpi
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DUAL RE'MOVABLE
WINCHESTER
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DESKTOP CAE WORKSTATION
The sCALDsystem IV is a Unix-based
desktop workstation that provides the engineer with a graphics editor and the tools
necessary to perform schematic capture,
timing verification, logic simulation, and
system documentation.
The workstation has a 16/32-bit
68010 microprocessor, demand paged virtual meinory, 1MB of R,AM, and a 10MB
formatted Winchester hard disk. The system has a 15-inch, 720 x 560 pixel bitmapped display and a 256KB display
memory. It networks through the Ethernet local area network. sCALDsystem IV
costs $20,000. VALID LOGIC SYSTEMS INC.,
Mountain View, Calif.
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UNIX-BASED SUPERMICRO
The· WorkManager II and III and the
WorkMaster are additions to this vendor's Unix System V.:.based supermicro-'
computers. The WorkMamiger II and III
are based on a lOMHZ Mc 68000 processor, while the WorkMaster uses the MC
68010. All three systems use Multibus
IEEE-796 architecture.
Both the WorkManager II and III
use the UniSoft implementation of the
Unix System V operating system. These
units offer a total of 10 disk drive options
in floppy, Winchester, and SMD formats
ranging from 10MB to 474MB.
The W orkManager II and III
have memory that may be expanded to
4.5MB, and offer disk storage of up to
594MB. The WorkMaster has memory expansion of up to 8.5MB and disk storage of
up to 1.1GB. Any of the three systems
may be configured with up to 18 I/O
184 DATAMATION

The personal computers are targeted for professional managers as well as
clerical office workers. The 4100S is
available with one or two 514 -inch floppy
disk drives, while the 41QOX has one floppy disk drive and 10MB of hard disk storage. Both units will run software
developed for the IBM PC andpc XT.
When attached to the vendor's
OASys 64 cluster controller, the 4100S
and 4100X may share information with
other workstations. Both personal computers come with 128KB of memory, amber display color graphics capability, one
parailel port, and two serial ports. A color display monitor is available at an additional cost. The detachable keyboard has
10 programmable function keys .. Single
unit pricing for the 4100S is $3,100 with
a single disk drive and $3,650 for dual
. disk drive. Single unit pricing for the
4100X is $5,700. Quantity discounts are
available. NBI, Boulder, Colo.

The DataSafe Dual 8/8R is an ISIS-IIcompatible fixed/removable Winchester
disk system for Intel Intellec Series II,
III, and MDS-800. microprocessor development systems. It is designed for microprocessor project management for Intel
Intellec users.
'
The unit provides a total of 32MB
of storage-16 fixed and 16 removableusing two fixed and two removable 514inch disks each with 8MB capacity. According to the vendor, complex projects
using advanced 16-bit processors demand
more speed and storage, faster backup,
and easier
sharing, and this product
addresses these problems.
Each Winchester cartridge contains 41,58b disk blocks. It takes only 90
seconds to back up or copy an entire 8MB
cartridge using the special track-to-track
copy programs, COPYRL and COPYLR.
Compatible with the ISIS-II operating system, the unit has ~66,320 blocks.
Eight directories are available on-line, a
maximum of four at a time. Directories
are accessed as FO, F1, F2, and F3. Data
transfer rate is 625KBpS with an average
seek time of 40 msec. Upon power failure,
energy stored in the rotating spindle is
used to generate power for the emergency
head retract.
The unit fits on top of the Intellec
Series II and III systems to saVe bench
space. The DataSafe Dual 8/8R costs
$12,000. A print-spooling option sells for
$1,250. A lower cost unit with half the
storage and one removable cartridge
drive costs $9,000. WINCHESTER SYSTEMS
INC., Woburn, Mass.

file

or tri-density 800/1600 at 75 ips, and
6250 cpi at 45 ips. According to the vendor, it requires only one slot in the computer chassis, and is plug-compatible with
the HP operating system and DVR23
driver.
The system features transfer rates
up to 280Mbps. It has a single~board interface in M/E/F chassis, and can accommodate up to four transports operating at
the saine speed. The Series Ten costs
$17,400 for the dual-density and $20,000
for the tri-density GCR not including cabinet. Itcan be configured in a standard EIA
rack mount or in an optional cabinet.
DYLON DATA CORP., San Diego, Calif.
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PERSONAL COMPUTERS
The OASys 4100S and 4100X personal
computers are designed to integrate with
NBI's office automation product line. The
units can share information, peripherals,
and word processing with the vendor's
workstations.
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-Robert J. Crutchfield

CAN YOU FIND
THE SEVEN IIMs
IN THIS PICTURE?

We'll tell you where to
look. Inside the CIE-7800
and CIE-7850.
The 7800 terminal is
plug compatible with the
IBM 3178 and all five models of the 3278 series. That
accounts for six IBMs.
Now, when you add in the CIE-7850,
you also get 100% IBM PC compatibility.
That makes seven.
Even more remarkable, the CIE-7800
costs less than any single one of those
IBM terminals.
It's more compact, too. Over 40%
smaller. But the screen is larger. By 36%.
The monitor tilts and weighs less than
20 pounds. Move it where you need it.
The detached keyboard has an 87-key
IBM compatible layout. It can be user
configured into any of 22 different U.S.
and international keyboards.

The CIE-7800 is also available with concurrent alternate personalities that include
DEC VT100,® IBM 3275/3276-2 (bisynch
single station) and HP 2622, while still
retaining IBM 3178/3278 compatibility.
And with the CI E-7850 plugged into the
coax-A line, you have access to both online mainframe processing power and
local IBM PC intelligence.
To learn more (and there are more
advantages we haven't even touched on),
just write or call our Distributed Systems
Division Sales Representative: Alternate
Channel Marketing, Inc., Suite 540, 3857
Birch Street, Newport Beach, CA 92660.
Call toll-free 1-800-854-5959. In California,
call 1-800-432-3687.
OI,fTRI8VTEOSYSTEAfSOIJ.1S10NOF

OISYSTIMS
A CIIOH ELECTRONICSCOMR4NY

Alternate Channel Marketing, Inc. Exclusive Sales Representative
® DEC VT100 is a Registered Trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. © 1984 CIE Systems, Inc.
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·If you think big computers
are hard to use, this will
teach you a lesson.
He'S never used a computer before, but
. ./

he's learning how to create his own busi,
ness applications.

To make it even easier, we've put it in
writing. Use the book along with the
on'line lessons, and you'll master this
versatile software in just a few days. \

Prime INFORMATIONTM software is
self,teaching. Anyone can use it. For
reviewing budgets. Checking sales
results. Handling expense reports.
Tracking inventory. It's a complete data
management system.

,
....... '

'.!

....•.....•.............:.
,...
.....
/

. .!

It looks like a personal computer, but it's
really connected to a powerful PrimeQD
computer. So everyone can share
Prime INFORMATION whenever they
. need t? Yet everyone
work on dif,
ferentjobs at the same time.

c~n

Find outwhat you <:ari:do\\'ith()ui:t~i,?', ..'.
satilesysteins.. CalLl ~O 3,~~-2?4():(in
Mass., 1· 8p032.2.2~50)()rY()il(J()C~r .'.
office. Orwrite:' P~e.C8mputer,Pri~le '
Park, MS.t5:.(jO, NaticI<,MA01760~:' .
In C~ulada:416-678-7J31;Prim~'
·ComputC!r.of Canadaltd., 5945:~i~'
port Ro~d,Mississauga, Ontario, ..
L4V1R9 Canada.
. ,

'.•. :" ...''. . . . . . . . .•. . . . :'.':'.':., :'. .·;\i::/·:'c,· "';','

Prime isa registered tradem~.rkofPrh~e CoIllPyt(!r; In'c'1N~tick,¥~~s~~h\lsett~~ ':.;
Prime I~F()RMATI()N is a tradeinarkofPriIlleCompu'tet; Inc;;~~tic~;Massachusetts;
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((Lotus'SymPhony was the hands-down
loser and little known Innovative's Smart Software
the surprise winner in an integrated software
face-off that also included Ashton-Tate's new
Framework package."
Info World

(( ComputerLand ofArizona's major
corporate accounts came to preview Symphony
and Framework last month but went home
talking about Smart Software."
PC Week

In an integrated software
showdown, Smart Software was
the overwhelming victor according
to the 35 corporate decision makers
who participated in this thorough
capabilities evaluation.
The final concensus: At this
point, Symphony'· deserves no
encore and Framework'· was not in
the picture. But clearly, Smart
Software-featuring The Smart
Spreadsheet with Graphics, The
Smart Word Processor, and The
® InfoWorid.

Smart Data Manager-is the best ',"'' ' ---~~:Jb=~~~~""'-"__'
and the brightest among the top
integrated software contenders.
Find out why smart people
are praising Smart Software. Ask
your dealer for an enlightening
demonstration, or callSOO-GETSMART for information on our
Smart demonstration disk.
Smart Software, available for
the IBM PCIXT and compatibles,
from Innovative Software, Inc.
is the smartest software choice
you can make.
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Smart Software

Popular Computing. Inc.July 16. 1984. reprinted with permission. © PC WEEK. Ziff·Davis Publishing Co .• July 3.1984. reprinted with permission.

Symphony'· and Framework'· are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation and Ashton·Tate. respectively. ® 1984 Innovative Software. Inc.

SOFTWARE
AND SERVICES
UPDATES
Big Brother, or Uncle Sam at
any rate, should be watching
you when you're near a
computer. At least that's the
message from the American Bar
Association's task force on
computer crime, which recently
released a report demanding a
comprehensive set of federal
laws on the subject. The
report included the results of
a survey performed by the group
of computer system managers of
283 private firms and
government agencies. The
survey found that nearly half
of the respondents had suffered
verifiable incidents of computer crime during the previous
year, and that annual losses
for each company ranged from $2
million to $10 million. Almost
70% said that none or only some
of the incidents were reported
to the police, largely because
the firms feared shareholder
suits. Although they believed
75% of the incidents were
inside jobs, only 60% of the
culprits were caught. The dp
managers saw computer crimes as
more important than white
collar crimes like securities,
consumer, and tax frauds.
The bar association's demands
have met with some success.
Seven computer crime bills have
been introduced in Congress,
but none has passed yet.
Twenty states have such laws on
the books, and New York State
recently passed a bill that
would make breaking into a
computer or tampering with a
computer's data a felony. The
New York law is particularly
important because so much of
the nation's banking, finance,
insurance, communications, and
other data-intensive businesses
are based in the state. While
the law was proposed in
response to a bunch of high
school students who broke into
a hospital's computer, its
implications are far more
important for the huge service
companies whose skyscraper
headquarters line New York
City's streets.

The laws are certainly in
tune with the lawyers' and dp
managers' concerns, but there
are still the problems of
detection and enforcement.
While other kinds of frauds can
often be discovered quickly,
fraud by computer is as close
as we have come to the
"perfect" crime: in many cases,
a white collar criminal with
enough savvy to crack a
computer system will also be
able to cover his tracks well.
Even nonerasable media like
optical disk drives do not, by
themselves, protect against
tampering. The drives simply
and transparently ignore data
that in magnetic drives would
be erased, and read only the
replacement data. Moreover, as
the bar association's survey
shows, firms that have
discovered computer crimes
often are not willing to prosecute the offender. Yet these
companies need to buck up to
possible embarrassment or suits
and pursue computer criminals
relentlessly; otherwise, there
is too little to deter potential criminals, who may see no
more wrong in stealing vast
sums of money from an employer
by computer than they do in
pilfering paper clips or pens.
Companies worry about more
than money, of course, and computer crime also includes items
like modifications to employee
records~
In areas like
electronic publishing, computer
crime can even include sabotaging a product. Laurance Urdang
Inc. of Essex, Conn., for
example, is one of several
firms working to computerize
all 60 million words and 2
million quotations of the
Oxford English Dictionary.
Imagine what would happen if
someone entered that project's
database and started tinkering
with spellings or definitions.
The results might not be
ruinous (some might even be
humorous, depending on the
culprit's wit), but they could
be humiliating and costly to
fix.

VM ACCOUNTING
is a virtual machine accounting
and chargeback system. It is designed to
report on VM machine and CMSBATCH usage. It also tracks project accounting, financial chargeback, and VM system
management.
It features CMS machine utilization
reporting so users can report on the various resources used by the virtual machines. Project accounting allows users to
assign ac;tivity and responsibility codes
without ending a VM session. Each
CMSBATCH execution can be assigned to a
user machine project and can be identified by the execution task (job name).
The system also provides the capability to track usage of software products.
Exception reporting lets users select or reject records based on specified selection
criteria. An historical database can define
multiple history files at the desired detail
level. Options include a chargeback capability that allows multiple billing algorithms as defined by users and a monitor
data support option that lets the system
accept and reformat monitor data, providing to the user a detailed tool to pinpoint and manage VM bottlenecks. JARS
VM supports IBM or compatible mainframes operating under the VM environment. Report execution can be under
DOS/VSE, OS, or CMSBATCH. The software
costs $7,000. JOHNSON SYSTEMS INC.,
McLean, Va.
JARS VM
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ACCOUNTING SOnwARE
is a relational database system that
integrates with the vendor's MBA accounting software products. The package
offers· custom reporting and data access
capabilities using data from multiple file
views without having to set up a separate
file for data. It can also function as a
standalone.
The product is shipped with predefined views of the major MBA accounting files. Users can also Oescribe views of
the files' information by drawing forms
on the screen and relating separate files
PHD
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on the screen and relating separ~te files
by name. According to the vendor, a major advantage 'of this product is that it allows users to create unique, nonstandard
relations between individual accounting
data files on screen.
The product's capabilities include
calculating totals, subtotals, and averages
from information files. It allows management to view and report all information
in the integrated system in any manner,
not just in standard, predefined accounting formats. The software also allows us~
ers to create files that are external to the
MBA accounting data and relate those files
to the accounting.
The package can be integrated
with other microcomputer productivity
tools such as Framework and Symphony.
Multiple views may be defined for all
data, and 160-column reports can be created through the software's windowing
mechanism. Views are set up by using its
view mode editor. Editing and data entry
are performed by using standard word
processor function keys. It operates under
CP/M, CP/M-86, MP/M-II, Concurrent
PC/DOS, MS/DOS, and Turbo/Dos. The
software requires 64KB of RAM and dual
floppy disk drives. PHD costs $500. MICRO
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS INC., Atlanta.
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MVS MONITORING SYSTEM
Deltamon/MVS provides users with the
ability to monitor and detect any dataset

change, including attributes, contents,
and residence. It will continuously monitor MVS system data, such as system program libraries, MVS procedure libraries,
hardware configuration, and MVS operational status.
The product will furnish change
verification through change monitoring,
improved configuration visibility by displaying historical hardware configuration
data, and means for an installation to detect changes that bypass normal change
control procedures. It also has the ability
to rebuild certain MVS paramaters by
means of historically collected data.
This software can answer questions pertaining to what changes have occurred in the application production
library or what hardware was added or
removed. It also tracks SRM tuning
changes and changes in the paging configuration. Operating environment requirements include Mvs/sp1.3· and later
systems. Deltamon/Mvs costs $14,500.
CANDLE CORP., Los Angeles.
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
UNDER MSIDOS
This vendor has released new versions of
Microsoft Pascal, FORTRAN, and C compiler for its MS/DOS operating systems.
The vendor has added two new math libraries to Pascal, supplementing the existing 8087 coprocessor and the 8087
emulation support. The first math pack-

SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT
DECISION·SUPPORT SERVICE
MARKSMAN is a· computer-based service
that organizes and formats data on prices,
products, distribution, and promotion to
help managers make marketing decisions.
The service combines hardware for information gathering, software systems that
tailor reporting and formatting preferences, professional counseling on information needs, and long-term customer
training.
According to the vendor, theservice is aimed at middle to high-level marketing managers and their analysts in
Fortune 1,000 codpanies. It helps marketing professionals address steps in the
decision-making process like analysis,
planning, implementation, and control.
The system also provides basic analytical
tools and data· management capabilities
for marketing decisions. Also,· the prod':'
uct is transparent to users, and information can be downloaded from a
mainframe to a micro, where the data can
also be .incorporated into a spreadsheet.
MARKSMAN· unites the various elements of the marketing function through
individual and shared-access information.
It •can work with internal systems and
190 DATAMATION

also allow users to compare and contrast
the company's information with. outside
data. It can separate departments, divisions, subsidiaries-ion the U.S. and
abroad-to be part of an integrated
system.
The service contains a number of
application components devoted to such
areas as management of the annual plan
and promotion tracking. It is designed to
address 80% to 90% of the various classes and levels of information; the remaining 10% to 20% can be tailored to meet
the user's special needs. Users establish
rules to determine the level of security
and access. Data used or created from one
component can be used in all MARKSMAN
components, and access to all the vendor's marketing and financial databases is
included.
According to the vendor, initial
files can be' built either from the user's
computer tapes or terminal entry, or
computer-to-computer. Prices vary; typical Fortune 1,000 users will be charged
approximately $60,000.. CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION, Business Information Services, Greenwich, Conn.
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age offers high-speed performance without an 8087 chip. With support for both
single-precision and double-precision
numbers, it is faster than the emUlation
software with only slightly less accuracy,
the vendor says.
A second optional math package
offers programmers of business applications more accurate dollars and cents calculations with the use of BCD floating
point arithmetic. The 14-digit decimal
format eliminates many of the rounding
problems of binaiy math. Pascal 3.2 also
includes MS/DOS 2.0 run-time support.
This release of FORTRAN includes
all the new floating point math and
MS/DOS 2.0 file and overlay linking options, as well as support for large arrays
of complete numbers. This version of
FORTRAN can handle almost unlimited
data arrays. The language enhancements
have overcome the 6UKB segment restrictions for arrays and common blocks, allowing manipUlation of extremely large
matrices. When used in conjunction with
module linking, a single program can now
exploit the entire 8086 memory up to
1MB. It also supports complex number
calculations in addition to specific and generic conversion intrinsics conforming to
the ANSI 77 standard.
This version of C supports use of
path names to take advantage of the DOS
directory structure as well as I/O redirection. With expanded addressing capabilities, programs compiled in this vendor's
C can now make use of the full memory
of the system. A programmer may choose
the small, medium, compact, or large
memory model, based on the needs of a
particular application.
All versions include MS/DOS 2.0.
Pascal 3.2 costs $300, FORTRAN 3.2 lists
for $350, and C 2.0 sells for $500. MICRO·
SOFT CORP., Bellevue, Wash.
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S/38 TELEX CONNECTION
The CMTLX/38 is a telex communication
module that allows System/38 users to
create, transmit, receive, file, redistribute,
and manage telex messages. The software
also provides users with ari internal electronic mail facility as well as a connection
to the telex network provided by ITT.
Messages can be entered into a
screen, picked up from the spool file, or
retrieved from an archive or standard text
file for addressing to a telex number. Frequently used telex addresses can be stored
and retrieved automatically by reference
to a user-defined address. Messages can
be transmitted to individual addresses or
to distribution lists containing both telex
and non-telex locations. Users can archive messages created and received for
future referencing or further transmission. In addition, messages and reports
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SOnwARE AND SERVICES
can be automatically generated by the
user-data processing program for transmission to the telex network.
The system transmits into the telex network through ITT'S Databridge facility,
which
accepts
high-speed
transmission at 2,400 or 4,800bps. This
facility means that bisynchronous communications can be established between
the S/38 and the telex network without
the need fora protocol converter, according to the vendor. Users still have full telex network services of answer-back
notification and confirmation of delivery
to the destination telex machine, regardless of its location. The CMTLX/38 module as a standalone messaging facility is
licensed for $3,600 or $4,200 depending
on the user requirement. ORION SOFTWARE INC., Cambridge, Mass.
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INTEGRATED SOnwARE
Goldengate is an integrated set of information management and decision-support tools including an electronic
spreadsheet, a full-function document
processor, a local relational database
management system, color business
graphics, a file manager, and mainframe
communications capabilities.
According to the vendor, this
product allows personal computer users
to manage mainframe information and
initiate mainframe processing to populate
Goldengate with information extracted
from the corporate database. Users then
perform computations and broadcast the
results via the electronic mail capability.
Each of its tools utilizes a common screen format and consistent set of
commands and is able to share data with
other tools. Help and tutorial capabilities
have been incorporated into the system.
The product employs the concept of separating data from the models that process
that data. Th.e model,. or worksheet,
stores the procedure, or definition, for accessing the data. Each time the model is
used, fresh data can be extracted for the
corporate database to populate the model.
The software runs on the IBM Personal Computer or PC compatibles with a
minimum of 5MB hard disk and 256KB of
RAM. An IBM color graphics card and
PC/DOS 2.0 are required. The 3270 communications are implemented through
the IRMA card. Goldengate costs $800.
CULLINET SOFTWARE, Westwood,Mass.
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OFFLOADS HOST
Fastplot is a utility for SCI CARDS and
SCHEMACTIVE software. It enables use of
Versatec random element processor hardware to offload sorting and rasterization
required for fast, electrostatic plotting.
According to the vendor, this re192 DATAMATION

duces host overhead, shortens processing
time, and provides consistent data input
to plotter for better quality. The product
supports color and monochrome plotting.
It requires Versaplot random or color
random plotting software on a Digital
Equipment v AX system. The utility is
written in FORTRAN 77 and is available on
magnetic tape in 800 or 1,600bpi. Fastplot costs $2,000. VERSATEC, Santa Clara,
Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 337 ON READER CARD

compiler that generates ROMabie reentrant object code aimed at real-time embedded
system
applications
like
automation devices, roQotics equipment,
and real-time controllers. It also includes
a structured 8086/8087/80186 macro assembler, object code locator, object code
linker, and object code librarian. Highlevel debugging is expedited by a listing
file containing global system symbol
maps and assembly language mnemonics
interleaved with original C source statements as well as an optional symbolic
software simulator.
Besides the object librarian, the
development tool provides a portable C
run-time library with a full set of Unixcompatible I/O routines, code conversion
and string manipulation routines, and a
math library that supports the 8087 numeric data processor. The basic price of
REX-C86 C programming environment
software is $13,000. SYSTEMS AND SOFTWARE INC., Costa Mesa, Calif.
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COBOL DEBUGGER
The Interactive COBOL Debugger (ICD) is
for use with COBOL68 and COBOL74 on
Burroughs' large systems.
It is an on-line, interactive facility
that allows the COBOL programmer to
monitor and control program execution
from a terminal. Functions include dynamic setting of breakpoints, the ability
to display and change program variables,
on-line help, query about declared program variables, the ability to execute programs a statement at a time, and
source-file display.
The debugger is activated by one
statement at compile time. In all other respects, the compiler is identical to the
standard Burroughs compiler. ICD costs
$7,500. A demo tape is available for $100.
UNIVERSITY COMPUTING SERVICES CORP.,
McLean, Va.
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C PROGRAMMING TOOLS FOR

VAX
The REX C-86 is an integrated C language
microprocessor development tool that
converts any VAX host computer under
VMS or Unix operating systems into a
multi-user engineering system for developing, testing, and debugging microprocessor-based products in the 8086/80186
line.
The package provides a modular
C language development environment
that integrates the compiler, code generator, linker, and symbolic debugger, plus
full test program simulation of I/O and
event interrupts. According to the vendor, its modular structure supports division of a software development project
among a number of specialists.
The system has a two-pass C cross

HOSPITAL SOFlWARE
The HP 79001cs is a hospital financial
management software application that
helps provide hospital management with
financial control in the rapidly changing
prospective-payment environment. This
package is an integral part of the vendor's
health care information system.
This application offers hospitals
complete access to financial information
on-line in any report format desired. The
software creates a data dictionary that allows users to extract information in the
exact format desired. In· addition, realtime processing of the data provides hospitals with up-to-the~minute information.
According to the vendor, large
manuals and multilevel help screens have
been eliminated. By pressing the question
mark key, the system will provide users
with detailed information on how to use
the desired application.
Designed to run on the HP 3000
business computers, this software includes comprehensive case-mix management, medical records applications, and
management reporting. Its multi-entity
capability provides organizational flexibility across major applications. A
credit/collection module and on-line demand billing help the hospital improve its
revenue collection. The vendor has also
augmented this system with a patient care
management application that provides
the framework for hospital order entry
and interdepartmental communications.
The HP 79001cs hospital financial management application and hardware have a
base price of $600,000. HEWLETT-PACKARD CO., Palo Alto, Calif.
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-Robert J. Crutchfield

While everybody was talking aboutit,
Pilot did something about it.
Pilot Executive Software
- FOR INFORMATION ON
announces the first mainframe
THE MOST ADVANCED
Executive Information System
EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE,
(EIS). Designed to increase the
CALL PILOT AT 617-523-5355.
effectiveness of your company's
computers at the eXf?cutive level,
access" for major business elePilot's EIS pr9vides managers
ments. Financial reports. Sales
tracking. Plus other internal and
with the type of on-line reports
they've been asking for. "Status
external report formats and func-

tions never before available on a distributed system. 'The Pilot EIS runs
on standard mainframes accessed
by the IBM PC. The system gives
you control over data, yet allows
managers to review and analyze by
menu. Call ~oday for more information. And find out for yourself
_wh_at ~l.!.he t_al_k is_a_b_out.

--------- - -=
i:5:::5c; ;;: =
~O~~

EXECUTIVE
SOFTWARE
183 STATE STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02109
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.Protect· your kingdom
with Fenwafs five-year warranty *
on Halon 1301 systems.
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Never fear, Rodney. The king knows you're trying your
best. But he also knows that Fenwal has been the king of HaIon 1301 Protection Systems for years. And now, we've added a
five-year warranty that covers everything the competition's
one-year warranty does.
Thousands of companies worldwide have discovered how
Fenwal Halon 1301 Fire Protection Systemsprotect critical
electronic equipment by detecting and putting out a fire in its
e~rliest stages. Our systems leave no residue, no odor, and
most importantly, no mess. What's more,
there's no danger of electrical shocks or damage to sensitive tapes.

Your local Fenwal distributor is a wizard at custom designing,
installing and maintaining our systems. He carries the full line
of Fenwal hardware designed especially for Halon 1301 systems.
He's familiar with the local fire codes and regulations in your
area and will design your system to satisfy them completely.
Fenwal Halon 1301 Systems are the most reliable, cost efficient way to protect your valuable equipment.
Now you can be king of your company. Just look for the name
of your local Fenwal Wizard in the Yellow Pages under "Fire
Protection" or call Fenwal at (617) 881-2000
today. Fenwal Incorporated, A Division of
Kidde, Inc., 400 Main St., Ashland, MA 01721.

FENWll
.

.

.

. *Contact Fenwal for full information on ~ur 5-Year Limited Warranty.
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BOOKS

TECHNICAL MANAGER'S
SURVIVAL BOOK

by Melvin Silverman

STRATEGIC DATA PROCESSING
by James W. Cor1ada
It seems that even in this age of consumerism and "truth in advertising" you still
can't judge a book by its cover. When
confronted with the choice .of which of
these two books to read first, I chose the
Technical Manager's Survival Book because it seemed that it would be the better
and more readable of the two.
This book appeared to be one of
those very popular management theory
books, with its snappily designed jacket
proclaiming the book would "show you,
as a leader-nianager, how to improve
your decision-making abilities through a
personal management system that will
work for you not just in your present position but in all the higher positions it can.
lead to." A bit wordy, but it sounded
gn~at. The jacket shamelessly exhibited
the author's remarkable collection of credentials including a BSME, an SME, an
MSIE, an MBA, an MA in clinical psychology, a PhD in industrial-social psychology,
and, as if that weren't enough, he's also a
registered professional engineer. But even
these formidable credentials were tempered by "over 20 years of direct technical experience."
The other choice, Strategic Data
Processing, seemed to be just some slightly skimpy textbook from the PrenticeHall Series in Data' Processing Management. It had no jacket at all, no
promotional messages, and lacked any information about the author other than a
mention that he worked for IBM. I made a
call to the publisher and was told that it
was indeed a textbook and wasn't supposed to have a jacket, but they would
send me a press release about the author.
The choice was clear; with all
those varied credentials, the first author
must be a real generalist, able to bring together and explain all the confusing
trends and events' of our age. The techni-

cal manager is clearly among those most
affected by these happenings, so this book
must be just what the PhD ordered. I was
disappointed. The author of the more impressive-looking book seems to have become, as a result of all his credentials, not
a generalist but an ultraspecialist. The
ultraspecialty seemed to be theapplication of advanced psyc4010gical jargon to
technical management issues. While appearing on the outside to be a pop management book, it is actually a dreary
academic-style textbook, each chapter
complete with fictionalized case studies,
questions, answers to case questions, references, and further readings.
These are, of course, matters of
style, and style is only the setting for the
substance 'of a book. So I trudged on, hoping to find the perspective' implicitly
promised by the author's credentials. Either it wasn't there, or you had to have as
many degrees as the author to find it.· I
dug through layer upon layer of jargon,
charts with circles and arrows, and prodi~
giouscitations of pronouncements by every psychology and management theorist.
I should have been tipped' off right in the
introduction when the author assured me
that "there will be no references to the
company, the group, or the worker unless
that reference centers on benefits to you."
This does not sound like a presentation of
the overall picture, which is so badly
needed~

There was, however, one saving
grace. Reading this book could easily
teach you enough impressive jargon to
snow your boss. This could certainly aid
in your survival as a technical manager.
McGraw-Hill, New York (1984, 368 pp.,
$29.95). .
The deceivingly unimpressive secbnd book, Strategic .Data Processing,
turned out to be' a clear, readable, and
most of all, useful overview of data processing in the business world. 'No dp
terms' are used that the average non-dp
manager would have much trouble with,
but a glossary is thoughtfully provided
anyway. Past, present, and possible nearterm future trends are explored, as are the
resulting effects on dp and its host organi-

zation. The author Seems to have enough
real-world insight to understand that dp
managers are often interrupted and may
have little time available for reading
books like his. He mercifully makes it
easy for the chronically harried to follow
his text by adhering to the venerable principle of first telling us what he's going to
tell us, telling us; and then telling us what
he told us; each chapter begins with a
brief italicized paragraph describing what
the chapter is about, and ends with a summary, usually labeled as such. References,
charts, and citations are kept within reasonable limits.
The author uses Richard L. Nolan's classic article, "Managing the Crises
in Data Processing" (Harvard Business
Review, MarchiApril 1979) as a primary
building block to describe the evolution of
dp within organizations.
The stages postulated in this article are conceptually useful divisions in the
long transition from the early days of
computing to what is possible, but not
usually practiced now. The early days beganwith a single fantastically expensive
central computer serving an entire multimillion dollar corporation. This computer usually had less power than a typical
1984 executive toy. Administration of
this now-laughable ratio of computing
power to number of users required a bureaucratic, industrial-age organization
style. The glass-enclosed colossus had to
be fed the numbers for crunching 24
hours a day by a team of highly paid
priestlike specialists. All proceeded in orderly, uniform, assembly-line fashion so
that not a single expensive machine cycle
was wasted.
Today, when the astoundingly low
cost of computing makes it "cheaper to
buy more of it than to restrict its use," we
find virtually all companies experiencing
severe growing pains. The transition has
been difficult simply because things were
so different at the beginning. The stages
described are helpful guideposts along
this continuum. The book traces the·typical historical evolution of dp departments
as costs are lowered, computing power
becomes dispersed, and .users become
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more directly involved. We are given
proper' cautions that the model is only
typical and that different parts of a single
dp department or company may be at different stages. Nonetheless, the stages
serve as a useful means to assess just
where any particular operation is in this
evolution. This IS no mere post-hoc exer:'
cise because most companies are not even
near the "maturity" stage at present.
The author holds throughout to
his message that "information is a 'corporate asset to be treated much like money,
people, or buildings." This observation is
quite accurate and must be heeded to
properly manage any operation, not just
dp. Indeed, Pamela McCorduck, coauthor of the acclaimed Fifth Generation,
goes so far as to maintain that information is the "new wealth of nations." No
book claiming to deal with strategic data
processing can avoid this as a major focus
and still be relevant. '
Much of the book is devoted to
general business topics. An overview of
what kinds of hardware and software
tools are now available is presented. We
find discussions of application acquisition
and justification dealing with such current issues as write-your-own vs. purchased 'software, database systems, and
long-term applications planning.
The author also covers how the
organization of dp has changed and will
continue to change under the pressure of
rapidly evolving technologies. The currently crucial issue of centralization vs.
decentralization is illuminated. Users' rising demand for the immediate and local
computing, which they can now for the
first time afford, clashes both with the
clear needs for centralized databanks and
with the still prevalent traditional centralized dp organization.
Later on, three chapters are devoted to currently burgeoning, new dp application areas. Office systems are covered
first, starting with one of those revelations-that-we-knew-all:'the-time. Office
activity,' organization, and tools changed
little in the past 50 years, until the now
just-penetrating wave of office automation. This is remarkable considering how
much time so many of us spend in offices.
Computer' assisted design, computer assisted manufacturing, and robotics are similarly penetrating the
production plant environment. We are
provided with a nontechnical discussion
of their effects on the manufacturing
branch of the business world. I mention
business again because the author never
wavers in his insistence that all this technology, no matter how fasCinating, must
still be reconciled with the bottom line.
Happily, he 'can see far enough past the
next' two quarters to consider the longrange benefits tei be reaped by investing
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thought, and then money and effort, right
now. The human factors of fear and resistance to change are discussed, both on the
individual and institutional levels, in the
form of problems from unions and entrenched corporate bureaucracies.
Strategic Data Processing closes by
astutely calling our attention to the "silent revolution" in the way people are being trained. Computers are increasingly
used to make training more productive
and cost-effective. The message here is
that this is a le'gitimate concern for dp.
Even 'though we usually find'dp lookip.g
at corporate training departments only as
users, they should pool their respective
talents to further their company's mission. Prentice-Hall Series in Data Proc~ssing Management, Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. (1984, 199 pp., $24.95).

-Jlobert jules Siegel

REPORTS & REFERENCES
AI UPDATE
DM Data, specialists in interpreting and
transferring high-tech trends information
to management, has published its annual
report on "The Emerging Artificial Intelligence Industry." This year's report, '''AI
Trends '84," includes both a description
of the technologies used and profiles of 50
of the key companies and' their products.
DM Data says the industry is expected to
create a $3 billion market by 1990, and is
growing at arate of 70% to 100% a year.
Market areas of expert systems, natural
language software, computer' aided instruction, visual recognition, voice recognition;and AI computers are covered in
the, report as well as reviews of government activities, AI languages, fifth generation computers, Japan Inc., and future
trends. the 134-page report costs $195.
For more information, contact DM Data
Inc.,' 6900 E. Camelback Rd., Suite 700,
Scottsdale, AZ 85251, (602) 945.:9620.

OPTICAL GUIDE
A new Fiber Optics Technical Directory
is available from Technical Data Publishing Corp. (no relation to Technical Publishing Co., publisher of DATAMATION)
for $50 in the U.S. and $65 elsewhere.
Contained in the guide are chapters on
consultants, applications, an introduction
to fiber optics, 'fiber optics, products and
services index, distributors and representatives, technical data, technical paper review, -glossary, symposia and exhibit~,
and related books. Each &ection contains
information, photographs, and specifications on a complete system andlor' product within that category. Vendors can be
contacted by using the product and services index. For more information contact Technical Data PublishingCorp., 53
Lake Shore Dr.,Rockaway, NJ 07866.

MANAGING ADMINISTRATIVE
SYSTEMS'
The International Information Management Congress (IMC) is distributing a new
textbook on OA and management called
Administrative Office Management: The
Electronic Office.' IMC says the text
weaves the latest information on automation technology throughout its discussion
of issues from communications to motivation. It' provides instruction in designing
and managing the automated office, presenting separate chapters on 'the major
automated systems, of wp, dp, reprographics, records management,micrographics, and' teleco~munications. The
772-page book is published by John 'Wiley
& Sons and costs $34 if sent by surface
mail, $48 if sent by air. To order the book,
refer to publication IMC-145 (prepaid orders only) to IMC, publications Service,
p.o, Box 34404; Bethesda, MD 20817.

SEMINARS
SNASCOPE
Data-Tech Institute is conducting a
three-day workshop on the Systems Network Architecture in various cities
throughout the' country this fall. The institute says that the course examines SNA
through real-world implementations with
strong emphasis on capabilities,' benefits,
and limitations associated with the utilization of sNA-based communications systems. Also emphasized is the way various
protocols are used in SNA products to
control user-to-user communications. Attendees will learn about linking multiple
SNA networks; new document interchange
software, major vendor's gateway software, 'analysis of multiple vendor environments, pcms, transmission and path
control, data flow control, as wel~ as alternatives to IBM's SNA. The course costs
$725,' which includes the seminar, workbook, and all meeting materials. It
be
held at the following locations: Garden
City, N.Y., Sept. 29-21; St. Louis,~ept.
24-26; Seattle, Oct. 3-5; San Jose, Calif.;
Oct. 10-12; Houston, Oct. 17-19. For
more information contact the Data-Tech
Institute, 386 Franklin Ave., P.o. Box
569, Nutley, NJ 07110 or call (201) 6612300.
'

will

VENDOR LITERATURE
IEEE BOOK CATALOG
The i984 Publications Catalog Update of
the Computer Society of the IEEE has
been published. The 16-page catalog lists
the 80-plus titles available on a 'wide variety of subjects and applications in computer science and engineering. IEEE
Computer Society Press~' Silver Spring,
Md.
'
,
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Reactive or ·resourceful?
Action rather than reaction marks the resourceful and successful manager. As an MIS/DP
specialist, you can anticipate the needs of your
colleagues and act in your company's best interests
by introducing Dow Jones News/Retrieval® into
your corporation.
..
.
Dow Jones News/Retrieval can be accessed
with most standard time-sharing terminals, personal computers or word processors with communications capability... or even integrated into
your office automation systems.
It's one way to be certain any manager and
staff member, in any department, can have the
reliable business and financial news, corporate
analyses and economic forecasts needed to anticipate and respond quickly to opp·ortunities for
growth and profits.
Dow Jones News/Retrieval is a powerful,
versatile, time-saving and, above all, extremely
easy-to..:use information resource that has application at every level of corporate activity. It will
give your entire management team an immediately
accessible selection of high-quality data bases
they can use to solve problems, analyze trends
and increase productivity.

Only Dow Jones News/Retrieval provides instant electronic access to The Wall Street Journal,
Barron :-;, the Dow Jones News Service and
Dow Jones Current and Historical Quotes that
are continuously monitored for accuracy· by· our staff.
Dow Jones News/Retrieval can even accommodate departmental usage billing if you wish.
Users may also purchase Spreadsheet Link,
the Dow Jones Software package that allows you
to download data from Dow Jones News/Retrieval
into three of the leading spreadsheets: Visicalc®,
Lotus 1-2-3 and Multiplan®.
. .
For every action there's a reaction. Call
Dow Jones News/Retrieval right now and watch
your colleagues applaud a very smart decision.
For full details, call Eric Bradshaw, National
Sales Manager, during office hours at
(609) 452-2000, Ext. 2678.
T
"

T
"

~NE'VS/~~~J9~~~_",
Cop)Tight © 1984 Dow Jones and Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Dow Jones
NewslRetrieval® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones and Company, Inc.

CALL ERIC BRADSHAW J(f 609·452·2000, EXT. 2678
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Need a 3270-compa~ble Controller
or Network ServerWlth more
functionality at a lowerPt1ce?
Look at the CTi 3000!

MULTI-USER
MICROCOMPUTER

SUPPORTS
VARIETY OF I/O
DEVICES

CTiDATA.·
, en OAfA Corporation
5275 North Blvd., Raleigh, NC 27604 .
.
Phone: 919/87~731 .

• Registered Trademarks of Oigit~1 Research, Inc.
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Make your dumb terminals
powerful and intelligent work stations by providing multi-user
access t6 an integral microcomputer running MPM-86* or'
Concurrent DOS*.
Choose between BSC or SNA/
SDLC on the host side. IBM Category A or ASCII on the terminal
side.
Investigate the CTi 3000. We
offer much more at a-Iowerprice.
Call or write today for complete
technical details.
.

The Marketplace ...

SOFTWARE SERVICES

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

CICS,

SOFTWARE SERVICES:
Business Information Systems 199
Data Set Cable ............. 199
SIS Sundata ................ 199

. USERS
Screens MadeEasy
BMS MAPS WITHOUT
PROGRAMMING

9NU NE

SCREEN DESIGN

AUTOMAnc BIIS CODE

TIME & SERVICES:
Oninicomputer

199

JOB MARKETPLACE:
Intertec ................. ;.. 199

coPYBOOKS

. DOCUMENTATION
PROTOTYPING
AlL 3270 FEATURES.

BusiMss In/~SysUms,lnc.
3442 Stellhorn Road
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46815
219 .:. 485-9671'

FULLY SHIELDED CABLE helps meet FCC requireme'nts. Data Set Cable supplies Double
Shielded Cable (shown) with foil plus tinned copper
braid shielding, die-cast metal hoods, t,inn~d connectors to provide 100% grounding. Also STANDARD SHIELDEDCABLE with foil shield, coppershielded connector area, tin-plated' connectorsmeets most requirements. SH-SS06 (Standard), 6
conductors all connected--;$18.50 plus 25¢/ft.
Also in 12, 18,25,36, 50conductors. Data SetCabl.e Co., 722 Danbury Road; Ridgefield, CT
06877 -(203) 438-9684. Also Las Vegas-(702)
382-6777.
'
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TIME & SERVICES

,VAX 11/780 AND PDP-11DEVELOPMENT TIME

SUN

REMOTE

PRINTING
FACILITY

NO KILOCORE TICK CHARGES NO CPU CHARGES
·.;..;..·.WILLIAM·.BL~KE

Songs of Innocence <.

o Allows the printing of spooled JES
SYSOUT on most 3270-attached printers.
o Reduces the 'need for expensive RJE
printers.
"
,
o Allows you tq share inexpensive

"Alllltlei.cl1st:i···
,~

'.

KATHY MONAGHAN

•

•

Call me or Shirley Stirling
for more details about the
DATAMATION Marketplace
at (800) 223-0743.

RSTS'E ' .

VMS

printers among various' applications at
multiple locations.
'
,
Improves productivity- by providing
printer support where needed.
For a free one month trial, call toll-free:
1-800-441-4203; in PA; 215-341-8700. Or
write SIS SunData, Two Glenhardie Corporate Center, 1285 DrUmmers Lane,
'
'
Wayne, PA19087.

o

.. PER HOUR
CONNECT TIME.

Omnicomputer, Inc .
..._ _ 1430 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018
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SIS · SUN§ j=~~;=-~M
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JOB MARKETPLACE

Perform a

death~delyiag act.

SOFTWARE·
DEVELOPMEN·T
MANAGE,R

Our micro-computer R&D facility has an immediate op~ning for a Senior Le~el Software Engineer
to manage a team of micro-computer programmers. Must have 5-10 years of in-depth experience with Z80's, 8086's" etc: with heavy emphasis on' operating systems such as CP/M and MSDOS. We are looking for a highly motivated professional with extensive knowledge and experience in software design and in managing the activities ofa staff of engineers in a challenging
R&D environment. Our facility is'located in the world famous re'sort of Hilton Head Island, South
Carolina, and we offer one of the best compensation packages in the industry.
For prompt consideration submit a resume, including salary history and salary requirements, to:

Haveyour.
blood pressure checked.
Give Heart Fund

(~)"

Aillerican Heart Association

J.

Support Services Manager

FOXFIRE DEVELOPMENT CENTER
PO Drawer 6628
Hilton Head Islarid,SC 29938
All inquiries will be held in the strictest confidence. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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LOSS IN SPACE

can't even find your desk because it's cluttered with printout sheets, floppy disks,
and instruction manuals. Even worse, you
can't find an empty outlet for your coffee
pot. Progress is taking its toll on you.
- So what can you do about it? How
can we help technology make our lives
simpler, safer, arid more productive?
Well, there are groups (like
NIOSH) studying the problems that niay
arise from the use of the new office equipmerit. There are exercises people can do
at terminals to relieve tension and
cramped muscles. There are terminals
where position or screen intensity can be

office. Desks and offices cluttered with
paper, typewriters, file cabinets, in boxes,
out boxes, and all the other equipment
needed to do our jobs, should become less
and less cramped as OA refines and simplifies our necessary tools. '
That's not always the W'iXy it
works, however. You've heard the com~
plaints: Dan Sveever in accounting broke
his toe tripping over the wires that spill
out of his new pc. Everybody's grousing
about eyestrain and back problems bec;ause your company's word processor isa
single-unit -model that doesn't allow for
vdt or keyboard adjustment. Perhaps you

Innovation is supposed to make life easier
for us. Think of all your kitchen appli~mces, and how difficult things would be
without them. Without a stove, you'd
have to build a fire for a hot meal. That
would mean choppi'ng wood, stacking it,
lighting it, monitoring the fire constantly,
putting if out properly, cleaning up the
inevitable mess, and making preparations
for the next meal. It's a lot simpler 'with
an oven, right? Takes up much 'less room,
imdon the whole is a lot neater and safer.
Technology should be doing pretty much the same thing for the modern
~'

•

COMPUTER SCIENCE AT SHELL
.

.

.

Shell is a technology-driven company. To meet Shell's computing
needs we operate one of the largest
technicallcommerci3.l data processing centers in the world. Computer
Science research at Shell Development Company is performed by a
small group with high impact and
visibility, backed by the resources
of a large and progressive corporation. To capitalize on the emerging
computer and communications
technologies, this group has challenging R&D opportunities in the
following areas:
Artificial Intelligence
• Expert systems development
• Tool and language evaluation
Database
• Super-large spatial and
numerical databases
• Distributed multi-database
- integration
• Design methodologies

.

.

.

'.

Operating Systems
• Op"tical storage and access
methods for large data sets
• Functional processing (objectoriented systems)
• Application-specific languages
Networking
• Local area networks
• Wide area networks
• High bandwidth channel
extensions
Graphics Workstations
• Advanced 2-D and 3-D displays
• Bitmap graphics
• Color plotting
• VLSI
Large-Scale Scientific Computing
• Novel computer architecture
designs
• Algorithms for highly parallel
computing

Our central computing environment
includes several large UNIVAC
computers, each equipped with a

.

memory-attached Array Processor
(120 MFLOPS) for geophysical
processing, and many large IBM
systems for commercial processing
and time-sharing activities. In
addition, there are numerous VAX
750's, VAX 780's, and IBM 4341's
for special applications. The Computer Science group has a dedicated researcltfacility consisting
ofa VAX 750, a VAX 780, an IBM
4341-II and many other smaller
systems. A wide variety of systems
and software is currently in use,
including: UNIX: VMS, VM/CMS,
C, FORTRAN, and LISP.
We are seeking Computer Science
professionals with advanced degrees
(PhD preferred, or experienced MS)
to contribute in any of the areas listed
above. Interested parties should
contact: Shell Development Company, Research Recruitment, P.O.
Box 1380, Houston, Texas 77001, or
submit inquiries to uucp address ...
Shell! pnielsen

Shell Development Company
An Equal Opportunity E~ployer M/F
*UNIX is a trademark of AT&T
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ELECTRONICS and COMPUTER
SYSTEMS ENCINEERINC
As a basic research laboratory for ttle natlon's energy and defense programs. Los Alamos National
Laboratory develops unique state-of-the-art real-time computer systems and remains at the
front edge In high-tech computer technology. Our computer Scientists and Electronic Engineers
are developing some of the largest and most sophisticated control and data acquisition undertaken. We are designing and developing advanced software systems that are user friendly and
reside In unique real-time operating systems.
Our Electronics and computer Systems Engineering Group Is looking for people who have a
record of achievement. the desire to produce high Quality work. and to work In a project team
environment. We have openings for principal Investigators. research scientists. and development engineers to work on:
.
• Advanced concepts in computer security technology with an emphasis on local area networks.
operating system ent'lancements. communications. word processing. and architecture development.
• State-of-the-art data acquisition and control development which involves real-time systems
and special purpose hardware. operating system development. data base system design and
development. hardware/software design fOrd Istributed systems. graphic man-machine Interface development. high-level language support Including ADA. process control software
design. and assembly language support.
• Special purpose instrumentation development required in geotechnical technology. laser
technology. tritium handling. radiation monitoring. and special sensor development.
These positions require a Ph.D/M.S.lB.S. and significant experience In hardware/software design
and development.
We offer competitive salaries and fringe benefits. including 24 days annual vacation; 18 days
annual sick leave; 11 paid holidays; medical. dental. and retirement programs.
The Los Alamos National Laboratory is located in the mountains of northern New Mexico. 30 miles
northwest of Santa Fe. at an elevation of 7400 feet. The living Is uncrowded. casual. and pollution
free. The sunny climate is superb; cool summers and mild winters. Los Alamos has an excellent
school system and ample recreational opportunities.
To apply. send resume In confidence to:
Fred Guyker. E-8. MSJ957
OIV 84-08
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos. New Mexico 87545
U.S. Citizenship required

~n~~~~~~~la ~
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An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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Supplement your full page advertising
with an ad in the DAThMATION Marketplace. Or use it exclusively to reach
173,000 buyers/specifiers for only
$640 per 1/9 page.
It's the cost-effective way to contact qualified, BPA-audited information
processing professionals with direct
influence on hardware/software
purchases.
For more details, call Kathy Monaghan
or Shirley Stirling at (800) 223-0743.
In New York, call (212) 605-9732/33.
(Marketplace location listed in 'Rlb1e ofContents)

..

PRTRMRTICN®
Serving the needs of
information processingprofessionals
... worldwide.

UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS
DHAHRAN - SAUDI ARABIA
COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING DEPT.
The Department of Computer Science and Engineering will have faculty positions in
computer science and engineering open for the academic year 1985-86, starting September
I, 1985.
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
Ph.D. in Computer Science or Computer Engineering or in a closely related discipline
with emphasis in programming languages, data base-organization and structure, microprocessors, operating systems, data processing, system analysis, digital design, computer
architecture, and software engineering, micro-electronics and robotics.
The department offers an undergraduate program in computer science and engineering
and a master program in computer science.
Computing facilities available include a computer-aid ed-instruction center based on an
HP3000 and a number of microcomputers, a computer-graphics center with a VAX 11/78
and number of work stations in addition to an IBM 360/158, IBM 3033 and various
minicomputers and microcomputers.
Language of instruction is English.
Minimum regular contract for two years, renewable. Competitive salaries and allowances. Air conditioned and furnished housing provided. Free air transportation to and from
Dhahran each year. Attractive educational assistance grants for school age dependent
children. All earned income without Saudi taxes. Ten months duty each year with two
months vacation with salary. There is also possibility of selection for the University's
on-going summer program with good additional compensation.
Apply before December 31, 1984, with complete resume and academic, professional
and personal data, list of references, publications and research details, and with photocopies of degree and/ or transcripts, including home and office addresses and telephone
numbers to:
UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS
, HOUSTON OFFICE, DEPT. 283
5718 WESTHEIMER, SUITE 1550
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77057
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adjusted for maximum comfort, keyboards that can be moved to relieve
cramped fingers, and acoustically designed covers for the noisy printer that's
making your secretary homicidal.
With an instinct for territoriality,
people resent anything that invades their
"space," be it clutter or noise or whatever. Time and care should be taken in the
implementation of new office equipment
so that employees can adapt to technology in a pleasant, dignified fashion.
One group dedicated to this cause

is the Office "Landscape" Users Group
(OLUG), established in 1969. OLUG works
toward the "practical application of the
'landscape' office planning concept to effect a proper office environment."
Just what exactly is landscape
planning? Well, first we must distinguish
between the open and closed plans in offices. The open plan eliminates the fixed
walls dominated by the closed plan
(which is the way most offices are set up).
The historical origin of the open
plan is in the early 1960s, when the

A

B

DATABASE

DATABASE

•
A. Patch together existing data
bases and add applications
to meet immediate needs.

B. Develop a fully integrated
data base that operates
in a user-effective mode.
Make the wrong one, and you'll have
a tangled web of frustrated analysts
and unproductive users. Make the
right one and you'll successfully
manage the data base environment
for years to come.
Choosing the right solution is easy
-implementing it isn't. Robert Holland,
one of the leading authorities in the
design and implementation of data
base technology, can set you straight
on the tough road ahead.
Here are the first three easy steps:
1. Attend Data Base: A Manager's
Guide
- the three-day seminar for dp
managers.
- the seminar that presents the
methodologies of strategic
planning and logical data base
design.
- the seminar that concentrates on
specifying user requirements for
greater productivity.

741 10th Street, Santa Monica, CA 90402
(213) 394·8305

- the seminar that will result in
successful management of the data
base environment.
October 22 - 24 - Boston
December 3-5 San Francisco
February 4-6 - Atlanta
2. Attend Data Base: A Builder's Guide
- the four-day seminar designed for
data base professionals.
- the seminar that will help you
design more efficient data base
structures.
- the seminar that focuses on
translating logical data base
requirements into physical data
base design.
November 13-16 - Boston
March 11-14 - Atlanta
Attend both seminars this Fall!
3. Fill out the coupon below, or call
213-394-8305 for a complete
brochure.
TTl gives you, quite simply, the best
DP education you can get.

.----------,
o
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Please send me information on:

DataBase: A Builder's Guide
0 DataBase: A Manager's Guide

NAME

COMPANY NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

.. - - - - - - - - - PHONE
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Quickborner Team (based in Germany)
began developing its ideas, and Dr. R.
Probst was challenging office tradition in
the United States.
The Quickborner team centered
its ideas on the basis that offices were
characterized by a dualism of interests
and requirements: the employees and the
organizations in which they worked. The
team tried to make the best of this situation by creating an environment that
would satisfy and motivate the individual,
be economical and functional, and improve group performance as well.
Probst, however, based his ideas
on the "human performer," developing a
new workstation concept. His "systems
furniture" concept typically consisted of
interconnecting panels to provide each office worker with a movable, adaptable enclosure. Landscaping is an expansion of
the open plan in that it considers all the
work patterns, communications, and interaction needs of a particular office, as
well as its future growth. Furniture, by
the way, is not a primary concern. The
process of landscaping first identifies all
the functions within an organization and
their relationships with each other (in
terms of communication, not just the official organizational chart). The next step
is to design a plan to accommodate all the
functions and their interrelationships.
Then the plan identifies the equipment
people will actually need, in order to develop a set of design requirements in the
form offurniture and equipment. The furniture is then selected accordingly.
OLUG is a voluntary group of facilities managers and other professionals
dedicated to furthering the office landscape concept. In addition to think tank
meetings, OLUG holds biannual symposia
to share user 'experiences, and promote a
better planning approach to the design of
new buildings, or the rearrangement of or
changes to office space "with the objective of giving management a better tool to
providing an improved office environment with the ultimate goal of improving
the productivity of the office worker."
The 32nd such symposium will be
held Nov. 26-29 in Atlanta. At the last
meeting attendees discussed remedies for
worker discomfort and "cable cramps"
often related to the current proliferation
of the pc. The group did note, however,
that the pc has at least one beneficial side
effect: the lowering of ambient office
light. Many of today's offices use 70 to 80
footcandles of illumination compared
with the 140 to 160 footcandles of brightness of a decade ago.
For more information on OLUG
and its upcoming symposia, contact
Frank J. Carberry, Managing Director,
Box 11182, Philadelphia, PA 19136.
-Lauren D'Attilo

At GTE Data Services, we face
an unprecedented corporate
challenge ... to increase the productivity, cost efficiency and competitive strength of our telephone
company customers. We're redefining information management
through 4th generation methodologies, networking systems,
subject data bases and innovations in intelligent workstations.

We have on-going opportunities
for individuals with experience in
the following positions:

This is a major effort ... but we can
do it. We have a competitive team
in the building process that
. recognizes the importance of
entrepreneurship and risk taking.
When you succeed, we succeed.

GTE Data Services, a subsidiary
of GTE dedicated to Information
Management, offers the challenge
of a lifetime. Our corporate office
is in Tampa, Florida, with other
facilities throughout the United
States. If you have what it takes,
please submit either a detailed

We have a need to add to our
team-are you one of those few?

~Software

Engineers

~Systems

Engineers

~ Systems

Analysts

~ Programmer

Analysts

~ Data

Base Analysts

~ Data

Base Administrators

GTE Data Services

resume with salary history, or the
form below, to:
N. Fitzpatrick, Dept. OM, GTE Data
Services, P.O. Box 1548, DC 136,
Tampa, Florida 33601. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Name ____________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ AM_PM_
Position applying for _ _ _ __
Present Salary __________
Salary Desired __________
Degree _ _Years Experience _ _
Special Expertise _ _ _ _ __
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Introducing power
to the people.
Better known as the
Data Pipelin~ from Intel.
It's based on our
iDISlM Database Information System. A powerful,
integrated package of
hardware and software
with multi-user capability
built right in. And now,
through iDIS, just about

any pc or terminal can
easily share data with just
about any mainframe.
With the iDIS Pipeline, you'll be able to
establish and manage
your pc-to-mainframe
connections in a way
never before possible. Yet
you'll still be able to
offer department users a
fair degree of independence. Since iDIS comes
with all the software
they need. Starting with
the Xenix* operating
system, built around a
relational DBMS. Plus the
Multiplan* spreadsheet,
word processing, electronic mail, and a forms/
menu development tool.
The iDIS Pipeline is
powerful, too. Each one
(twill handle 5 full-time
users, or between 12 and
15 on dial-up. And you
can even network with
other iDIS systems.
But you're always in
control. You decide
which data are accessible,
and extract only those
to your iDIS system.
Users then access their
data sets from iDIS's hard
disk.
Actually, using the
iDIS Pipeline is a lot like
giving users their own
little mainframe.
Which is a lot better
than giving them yours.
It's also a lot cheaper.
Less than half the cost
of a direct pc-to-mainframe connection.
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Our Data Pipeliner'" aUows practically
arry pc to share data with practically
any mainframe.

It's also fully supported and selViced from
one responsive source.
Us. Best of all, it's available now.
For more information
about how our iD IS Data
Pipeline can help you
manage the revolution in
your office, call us at .
800 -538-1876; in Califomia, 800-672-1833. Or
write Intel, Lit. Dept.
H-18, 3065 Bowers Ave.,
Santa Clara, CA 95051.
Of course, if you're
undecided about what to
do you can always ask
for a show of hands ....

inter

··According to the Gartner Group, who took the time to figure out aU the hidden costs, each direct pc-ta-mainframe connection costs
approximately $22,000. Each. • Xenix and Multiplan are trademarks a/Microsoft Corpomtion. © 1984 Intel CO/pomtion.
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"What do you do if your
dream is to go to college but
your family earns less than
$12,000 a year?
"You work part-time, and
sometimes you sacrifice spending money to pay for classes ~
"That's what thousands of
students do at 42 private, predominantly black colleges and
universities. Schools where
almost 25% of the graduates
have degrees in business-in
subjects like business administration, marketing, computer
science.
"Our contributions to the
Fund help keep their tuition affordable. So these motivated,
dedicated students can stay in
college. And one day contribute
to the world of business."
For a brochure on how to contribute, write on your company
letterhead to the United Negro
College Fund, Box E, 500 East
62nd St., N. Y., N. Y. 10021.

GIVE TO mE
UNITED NEGRO
COLLEGE FUND.

Amind is aterrible thing
to waste.
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A Public Service of This Magazine
& The Advertising Council
C 1983 United Negro College Fund. Inc.

An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited.
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GOING IT ALONE
The most recent version of American entrepreneurial spirit
burst into the data processing market from the rapidly changing
world of technology-the same world that spawned micros, the
growth of software companies, and the development of new
kinds of service organizations. This entrepreneurialism has
helped bring independent consulting into its own.
Independent computer consultants work on contract instead of as full-time salaried employees. They perform the same
tasks for a daily rate, or fee for service, rather than for an annual
salary combined with standard employee benefits. More and
more people are leaving full-time dp employment to become
consultants.
Changes in employment statistics can be predicted by analyzing the number of classified help wanted advertisements.
For example, a rise in help wanted ads signals the various government agencies that there will be a future decrease in the unemployment rate.
'
Applying this kind of analysis to dp consulting reveals a
sharp increase in the demand for independent consultants. To
quantify our assessment that independent consulting is on the
rise, we examined the New York Times classifieds pages of the
last four years. Back in 1981, there were 40% more advertisements for full-time consulting candidates than for independent.
In late 1982, this relationship started to change, and in early
1983, the number of ads for independent consulting just about
matched those for full-time consultants. Today, the number of
advertisements for independents is double that for full-timers.
Another strong indication that the independents have
captured a large portion of the consulting industry was reflected
in the results of a recent survey conducted by a highly regarded
Wall Street bank. The bank's newly organized central contract
administration reviewed each of their 80 consultants in great
detail. This review process included conducting personal interviews and asking each consultant to complete a company personnel form required by the bank for all new full-time
employees. The consultants had to fill in information regarding
their employment situation and salaries. The idea was that if all
levels of the bank's employees were required to complete such a
form, then certainly a highly paid consultant, who had access to
sensitive information, should be required to do the same. The
head of contract administration started out with an estimate that
15% of the consultants were independents. The bank's policy is
to request that the consulting firms notify the bank when independents are being substituted for full-time employee consultants. As it turned out, over 60% of their consultants were in
fact independents.
There are a number of reasons why so many people have

gone into independent consulting. For one thing, dp professionals are highly motivated by the entrepreneurial spirit. Tradition"al consulting firms-those that employ and maintain a
permanent salaried staff-need to adjust their internal business
to meet the diversified demand of the market while demonstrating sensitivity to rising labor costs. To satisfy the market, these
firms have begun mixing independents in with their full-time
consultants. The mixture yields hybrid firms that represent both
their own full-time consultants as well as independent consultants who now acquire the status of subcontractors.
Why do dp professionals go out on their own? What effect have they had on the industry? What risks do these people
take? Independents are lured to their new state by the promise of
more money, a desire to do the work they know and like best,
the challenge of running a business free from bureaucracy and
politics, and the ever-increasing demand for their talent. Obviously, most people take the plunge into independent consulting
for the monetary reward. Independent consultants, on average,
can earn in seven months what they normally earned in a- year
working for a firm full-time. (This route gives rise to the possibility of the $100,000 programmer that IBM predicted.)
Along with monetary gains, the independent consultant
'can cash in on the rarity of special expertise. As a new form of
technology ages, the competition in that area grows because
more people acquire the skill. The aging process often spells diminished value of the knowledge and, therefore, diminished
worth of the expert for a particular corporation. The specialty
can have a very long and well-rewarded life, however, if the
expert takes it on the road.
The independent approach provides dp professionals
with a career path that encompasses the best of both the corporate management and technical development routes. The corporate path is appealing primarily because of the monetary gain
associated with moving up the corporate ladder into a management position, and, almost invariably, out of a technical position. The technician thus acquires broader responsibilities but
sacrifices continued technical development and risks becoming
technically obsolete. Independents can remain as technically
acute as they wish while earning a larger income. Furthermore;
the independent is exposed to more diverse projects and organizations which, in the long run, can enhance and broaden an
individual's perspective. If an independent ever decides to return
to corporate life the consulting experience provides the corporation with a more mature and well-rounded dp professional.
Consulting firms have also contributed to the increased
number of independent consultants. The rising cost of labor,
especially during the recent recession, put many consultants on
downtime (a period between assignments), and forced traditional consulting firms to seek alternatives to keeping qualified people on staff. These firms must absorb the cost of salaries even.
when their consultants aren't working. In the meantime, clients
SEPTEMBER 1,1984207
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have been demanding more diverse and precise consulting fits,
thus putting pressure on full-time firms to subcontract work to
independents. The cost of retaining specialists on salary is high.
To reduce this expense, consulting firms can engage independent consultants with expertise in specific areas, as needed.
(ADAPSO reports that personnel costs can account for 60% of a
consulting firm's overhead expense.)
In the past, consulting firms could always somehow force
their employees who were between assignments into client requirements whether or not they were truly suitable. Many consulting firms would resort to bargaining: temporarily lower rates
or give free consulting time or quantity discounts (five consultants for the price of four). But client organizations now realize
that merely populating an assignment with consultant bodies
does not yield the most efficient long-term cost benefit. The recession's squeeze has created a more critical customer of consulting services; the full-time employee consulting firms,
therefore, had to consider subcontracting for highly specific
assignments.
What, you may ask, would keep anyone from becoming
an independent in such a rewarding environment? The costs of
corporate benefits, for one thing, and assuming the risk for
downtime, for another. These concerns lose significance,
though, when one considers the financial reward most independent consultants can enjoy. Traditional employment benefits
such as insurance, education, and vacation time at an average
per diem rate can be covered by independent consultant earnings
in approximately one month of billing. In the case of working
couples, some of the insurance benefits are covered under the
spouses' plans, which eliminates this concern. An independent
consultant can construct a more precise and suitable benefit plan
anyway.
The greatest risk for independents is downtime. But by
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working just seven months a year, they can provide themselves
with enough compensation to equate to the gross salary they
would have earned as full-time employees. In any case, the great
demand for qualified dp professionals in today's marketplace
minimizes concern about downtime.
Client organizations have also helped force independents
to work through consulting firms. Client organizations with
multimillion dollar consulting budgets put up a barrier to dealing with independents directly. This barrier is a qualified vendor
list for which the client firms require specific qualifications for
. entry, including detailed financial statements, reference checks,
extensive liability insurance, and fidelity (performance) bonds.
(Fidelity bonds are almost impossible for an individual to
obtain.)
Consultants themselves often seek representation by consulting firms. Individual consultants do not usually have the
wide spectrum of client contacts required in an ever:'changing
marketplace. Assuming they had the contacts, they would still
need to spend a great deal of time finding out where their skills
were needed,a bewildering-even overwhelming-task for one
person. To support this search for an appropriate market, an
independent would need to raise his rat~s to cover the potential
loss in revenue. In many cases, independent consultants lack the
marketing talent it takes to sell themselves directly. A final reason is cash flow. Even at higher billing rates, going into a consulting assignment without benefit of an intermediary often
means a lag time between work· completed and payment -received. This period can span 60 to 90 days, and sometimes longer. The independent consultant would have to be in a position to
absorb daily living expenses for this waiting period. By dealing
through a consulting firm, which would regularly reimburse
him, the consultant is spared the interruption in income.
Independents should pay attention to the details of the
contractual relationships and agreements they sign with consulting firms. They should also carefully review the master agreement the firm has with the client organization. It is the latter
agreement that may dictate whether or not a consultant receives
payment, especially when performance issues surface. Independents should also be leery of signing certain assignment agreements that require they represent themselves as full-time
employees of the consulting finn or that severely limit their representation to certain companies. These types of agreements are
restrictive and ethically questionable.
On the other hand; a good reason for clients to deal
through a consulting firm is for liability purposes. If the client
dealt directly with independent consultants and encountered
performance problems, he would have no recourse to recover
losses except to terminate the consultant's contract early. Thus,
leverage over an independent consultant is rather limited; in a
dispute, large organizations risk being seen as Goliaths to the
little Davids even if justice is on the client's side. A consulting
firm is more likely to offer the client organization some type of
retribution for poor performance, such as overlapping replacement consultants at no extra charge.
Because there are so many independent consultants,
some large corporate users of consulting services are considering
the idea of forming in-house service bureaus that would behave
exactly like consulting firms th~t represent independents. Client
organizations are considering this option either to reduce consulting expenditures or to provide a means for their central contract administration areas to offer this servic.e to other
corporations and become profit centers instead of simply inhouse staff areas~ In the· first case, corporate users hope to avoid
paying the management fee consulting firms charge for representing independent consultants. That fee' is the portion of the
bill retained by the consulting firm after the independent has
been paid. It must take into account the consulting firm's costs,
overhead, commissions, and profit margins.

You no longer have to wait 30, 60 or
more days for your money.
Get it Today, The THOMAS Way.

.NO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS REQUIRED
.NO CONTRACTS TO TIE YOU DO\NN
.NO WAITING TIME

CALL TODAY!
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Erder - N.Y.C., N.Y.
Ford - L.A., Calif.
Farkas - Atlanta, GA
Rudick - Dallas, TX.

(212)
(213)
(404)
(214)

679-4300
204·2274
457·7767
350·3296

All other states - Toll Free number

1·800·221·3136

Thomas Funding Corp.
Offices Nation wide
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The Most Comprehensive Computer
and Communications Exhibition
in the Caribbean
COMMUNICATE WITH COMPUTERS
at

CaribeCom '84

September 25-27, 1984
Roberto Clemente Coliseum. San Juan, Puerto Rico
• An extensive publicity campaign will be instituted to attract 5,000 corporate
executives and government officials to attend from Puerto Rico and the
Caribbean.
• The exhibition will feature the newest products available and the technical
conference will present the latest innovations in technology.
• It is expected that over 100 major telecommunications, computer and office
automation companies will exhibit. Among the companies showing their
products at this event will be:
Centel Supply.
IBM Corporation
Puerto Rico Telephone
Digital Equipment
GTE-Telenet
Apple Computer
Tymnet
Data General
ITT Business Communications

Burroughs Inc.
Four-Phase Systems
(Motorola)
Memorex
Management & Computer Servo
Wang Computadoras
Hewlett Packard
Anadex Inc.
Cullinet Software Systems

Dennison Panamericana
Elmendorf Data Products
Liebert International
MDS Oantel
Olivetti
Basic Tab Filing Systems
Seequa
Mar Mol Company
... AND MANY MORE

BENEFITS TO EXHIBITORS:
This will be the largest computer and communications eXhibition in .
Puerto Rico this year. Trade fair exhibitors traditionally ac.hieve maximum
market exposure with 10weSI cost per client contact.

1.- I

Limited Space Is Stiff Available
for Information on EXhibiting. or Attending
Contact:

IlL
i
:

...!

CaribeCom '84
3421 M Street, N.W. SUite 219
Washington, DC 20007

Tel: (703) 685-0600. Telex: 292034 (MIC-UR)
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.Face it. We could
all use a little concrete· advice now and then.
.·Whether you're making a monumental
decision like.a career change, or a more
routine one like an oil change, the free
Consumer Information Catalog can make it
easier..
The Catalog is published quarterly by the
Consumer Information Center of the U.S.
General Services Administration to bring
you the latest on government programs
and a mountain of other information that
you can use.
. The Catalog lists more than 200 government booklets to help you ... start a
business, find a job, plan your retirement,
repair your home, or carve out a nutrition
and exercise program to improve your.
profile. And many of these booklets are
free ..
. So order your Catalog today. Any way
you look at it, you'll be head and shoulders
.
above the crowd.·
Just send your name and address on a
postcard to:

Consumer Information Center
Dept. MR
pueblo, Colorado 81009
A public service of this publication and
the Consumer Information Center of the
U. S. General Services Administration
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Systems Information Resource (SIR) conducted an extensive marketing survey to determine the prevalent fee. After interviewing hundreds of consultants, SIR compiled a statistical
database encompassing their billing rates, client organizations,
consulting firms, and the rate the consultants received for a particular assignment. These numbers were later verified by reference checks with independent consultants who applied to SIR.
The survey showed the average management fee in thedp consulting industry was 34%, and the normal range was between
22% and 46%. Further, the higher the billing rate the greater
the management fee percentage. This is understandable because
it is easier to hide higher fees in higher rates. The. survey also
supports the opinion that most firms representing independents
have a "get what you can" attitude toward pricing. After a
while, consulting firms seem to develop a cynical attitude toward pricing. They know which organizations are willing to pay
more for a consultant·and charge those companies accordingly.
Pure logistics· argues against a corporation assuming responsibility for dealing directly with independents. Merely
screening and selecting the few consultants actually required
would mean an incredible amount of traffic into an organization. A large staff would be needed to interview, screen, track,
monitor, advertise for, and run reference checks on all these
consultants. And, because it always comes down to availability,
a service area must maintain many more names of consultants
on file than it can actually use to be properly prepared to meet
requirements as they come up. This activity can be very costly
and time-consuming unless the client base is large enough to
support it.
After analyzing the various rates, management fees, and
costs, we concluded that most firms gravitate toward the 34%
margin (although some are able to operate, profitably, with a
20% management fee) because it allowed a billing rate to which
client organizations were accustomed. For example, if the overhead costs were taken away-that is, the costs of down-time,
benefits, education, and vacation time-the billing rate for the
independent should actually be less than that for full-time employees. The so-called hybrid consulting firms (representing
both full-time and independents) have brought the cost of the
independent up to par with the full-time consultant to avoid
underpricing their own employees. Such a tactic is understandable for a hybrid firm because overhead expenses-not even including salary and benefits-are much higher in comparison
with those of firms that represent independents exclusively. To
cover a higher administrative expense the management fee is
forced up to the 34% level.
An interesting side note is that dp managers seem willing
to pay higher rates for the same candidate. Their buying decisions are based on long-standing relationships with certain consulting firms rather than on what may oe more financially
prudent. A glaring example was one client who was willing to
pay $1,200. a week more for four independent consultants
through one firm, rather than obtain the same talent for significantly less through other channels.
Consulting firms have gotten away with this approach
because, until recently, client organizations were aware only of
bottom-line billing rates. A more educated client, newly. informed of what a rate actually comprises, will expect it to drop.
Because the changing environment includes more and more independent consultants, mostclierits don't know what the rates
could be.

-Jeffrey M. Short
New York, New York
If you'd like to share your opinions, gripes, or experiences
with other readers, send them to the Forum Editor,
DATAMATION, 875 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022. We
welcome essays, poems, humorous pieces, or short stories.

·Second Annual
Software User Survey .
Forecasts Prosp'erity and
Problems for Major Vendors
,

,

4. Comparison .of 1984 software .
expenditures versus 1983

Be prepared for
some eye-openers
in 1984's software
market ... order
your pers'onal copy
of the Software
User 'Survey today
The results are now in from the
second annual Software User
Survey conducted by Software
News. Over 2000 major national
accounts participated.
Virtually every sector of the
U.s. economy was polled ... banks,
insurance firms, manufacturers,
distributors, medical and legal
groups, educational institutions,
systems houses, process industries,
etc: The respondents identified the
software packages they are now
using and what they plan to buy in
1984. The mainframes, minis and
microcomputers currently in use
arid those planned for purchase in
1984 are also identified.
The 200-pa'ge report of the
survey results ranks the leading
software 'vendors by their relative
market shares. The expected
increases in 1984 software expenditures are analyzed separately for
mainframes, minis and micros.
Twenty-seven specific categories
of applications and systems software were studied to identify the
fastest growing segments. Examine
the Table of Contents for more
details.

,

a. Mainframe software expenditures
b. Minicomputer software expenditures
c. Microcomputer software expenditures

5. Current and expected usage of
personal computers as links to
corporate mainframe databases.
6. Analysis of marketing channels
used by micro software .
producers in selling into the
corporate environment.
7. How users rank the various
selection criteria when choosing
a software vendor.
8. An assessment of lagging
program.mer productivity and
what users cite as the most .
viable solutions for easing the
backlog ,of applications awaiting
development.

.-------.,I
Partial Table of Contents
1. 1983 competitive market shares
of independent software vendors (analyzed by application!
function)
a. Mainframe software vendors .
b. Minicomputer software vendors
c. Microcomputer software vendors

2. Software vendors' projected 1984
market shares (analyzed by
application! function)
a. Mainframe software vendors
b. Minicomputer software vendors
c. Microcomputersoftware vendors

3. Expected growth in the user base
in 1984 (analyzed by application!
function)
a. Mainframe software users
b. Minicomputer software users
c. Microcomputer software users
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1

100
76

..:- PS/PO --DSNS ,TRACK S

1467
1446
1446
1446
1446
1446

--- ALLOCATEO --TRACKS
OSNS
PER

7359
11223
16125
15500

124
97
968
812

31625
18582

1780
221

-- INCREMENTAL -JKACKS
DSNS PER

56~
85~

3947
1634
4015
3900

96:
93:

--- ALLOCATED --TRACKS OSNS PER

17924
17100
17100
17100
17100
17100

91
18
29
150

30~

12;
24:
23~

-- INCREMENTAL -TRACKS OSNS PER

95;
70;

7915
5581

119
109

24:
2U

. This report means that ABR
puts you in control of your
system "Whether it drives
16 or 160 disks.
WITH ABR YOU:
• Identify and free-up inactive data sets

• Save by dumping only data
sets which change

• Track and recall backups
automatically

• ProVide the security of
current backups

• Install program in minutes with a simple linkedit

SEND FOR YOUR FREEDASD MANAGEMENT
REPORT PROGRAM
(Contains tape and brief easy-to~follow guide.)

The only thing more convincing than
seeing your own data produced in
report form with such ease and
accuracy is the factual measurement
data you can provide to those whom
you would influence and persuade.

.

ABR provides an efficient and easy-touse method of managing the space
on direct access volumes, regardless
of the size of your system. And this
report will help you prove it.

IIIIIFDR - The Fastest DASD Management System ...
So call 201- 777-1940

for fast response,
or write to:

"

'

1 ' 1.1I~~(Q)W~lrll(Q)~
.1 Dl1Tl1 PROCESSING
970 Clifton Ave., Clifton, NJ 07013

Sooner or later, someone's
going to offer to turn your children on.
It could be their best friends.
And chances are, you won't
be anywhere in sight.
So what can you do?
Obviously, the time to talk
to your children about drugs is before
they have to make a decision on
their own.
Which means you have to
learn something about d,rugs.
Learn the dangers. And learn
to recognize the signs of drug use.
Listlessness in your child. Sudden
drop in school grades. Temper flareups and staying out late a lot.
Learn about peer pressure on
a twelve-year-old. Then show them
you understand how important their
friends are to them. But also tell
them that real friends won't insist
they do drugs.
Check your own personal
habits. You can't tell a child about
the dangers of drugs With booze on
your breath.
But it's through love and
understanding that you can be the
most effective. Threatening to tear
their arms off just won't work.
You can get a lot m.ore ideas
from the booklet, "Parents: What
You Can Do About Drug Abuse?'
Write: Get Involved, P.O. Box 1706,
Rockville, Maryland 20850.
Remember, it doesn't always
happen to someone else's kids.
After all, there are over 35
million drug users in America.
And they're all soineone's
children.

~t.~ A public service of this publication

U>UlC1 and the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

CIRCLE 24 ON READER CARD
212 DATAMATION

Computerize
your text files
with
~

Now you can take one to ten
million documents froni your.
file cabinets and put them into
an instantly accessible electronic database. Save manual
searching through your files
and find important information
when you need it.
BASIS is a proven, interactive
software system that probes to
find th,e key words you're looking for within seconds. Next,
it displays a list of records containing the specified words.
Then BASIS displays records
you request and prints hard copy
on demand.
Best of all, BASIS is extremely
easy to use. Information is
retrieved through "FIND" and

other simple commands, using
1
menus and helpful prompts.
No programming is needed. A'nd
your application can be up and
running in days. See how easy it
is to computerize your text files
with BASIS.
CALL FOR A BASIS BROCHURE
I~

i-800-328-i648
Ohio, call collect (614) 424-5524.

Ba

Software Products Center
505 King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201-2693

Visit Us At Software Expo - Booth 640
BASIS runson DEC VAX®, IBM, Prime and WangVS mini and super minicomputers; on IBM,
CDC and DEC® mainframes. UNIX version of BASIS available mid-1984. DEC and VAX are
trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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.OUR 5620 TERMINAL WILL CHANGE .•. . . . . ,. .... . ,
,'THE WAY,YOU VIEW YOUR UNIX*SYSTEM;
I

.

to

. ,.,

.
If you'want get the most out of your UNIX System,:get the single terminal that pertonns,
like six-the 59~O Dot-MaP12ed Display fr9~,Te,lety~e Cor:po~ati9n. This terminal is an exceptional
value,.because;1t offers graphIcs and capabIlItIes you,d expectto,find 9nly I ! l - . , . ' .
higher-priced'workstations. ."
'.
. .'. With its unique capability to divide the 'display irito six windows, the
5620 makes excellept use. of UNIX> System V resources to greatly improve,
productivity. You create and control the size ahd.position 6feach window
, simply, lising the electronic "Mouse~' Unmodified host prograIl}S then view'
the windows assep~ate termina.1s, making,it possible for you to work on .
several things at once. '..,
,.' . '., . ".""" ,.: . ,'.:' .:.
" . . . J ustthink h~w much easiert~at' dma~e it fi?r y()u t01?rePare documents and graphIcs, do computer aIded engIneenng,or wnteand debug
.
" .
programs.Imagine/Jor ", ':'; f,i.;f~'~~'I'~'I·":!1./1·'~:~~,~k"t';:\
: .•example,·whlle a pro-~ilt:b~:·{::·:/, '\"·I::.~'t~);:2~·;:Jt\~~J
, gram is eompiling in .>j;::SSJ~2fu"!:"12!~'!jS;o=:';~:2i;:;'::':S~:;:;;';;;:~:"'''
one windoW,' youedit the source code
in a second "vii1dow, cqeck output in a third
window, and send and receive mail concurrently
in a fourth window. ",
.'
. The 15-inch diagonal display boasts'
100 dots per inch, which gives you high tesolu~ongr~phics.and fOl)t capabilities.,Compl~te
.WIth a full 32-bIt processor and lJP to onem~ga
.byteqfrriemory,you can also offload the .host
byrunning progratpsin the 5620.
, ','
.' ... ,.. Asgoodasthe5620makes Teletype
Corporationlook, it can makeyoulookevenbet- '
d

,;

'"
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.' ~55£t4ijt~~~B~~f:~~3~S~~J~on,
60077.•Or· ca11.··.~.·.800 .3~3.-1229,ext.604~

TELETYPE: VALUE SETS ·UsAPART..
~'Te!etype" is a registeredtrade~ark arid service mark of Teletype Corporation.
mNIX is a trademark of Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
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